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ADVERTISEMENT 
The work of the Bureau of American Ethnology is conducted under act of Con-
~ess "for continuing ethnologic researches among the American Indians under ihe 
.direction of the Smithsonian Institution." 
Two series of :publications have been issued by the Bureau under authority of Con-
gress, viz, annual reports and bulletins. The annual reports were hitherto author-
ized by concurrent resolution frqm time to time, and were published for the use of 
Congress an<l the Bureau. The present report is published liy authority of section 73 
of the act ofCongress approved January 12, 189!'>, entitled "An act providing for the 
public printing and binding and the distribution of public documents." The pulili-
cation of the series of bulletins was authorized by concurrent resolution :first in 1886, 
and more definitely in 1888, and twenty-four numbers of this series have been issuecl 
for the use of Congress and the Bureau. In addition, the Bureau has supervised the 
-publication of a series of quarto volumes bearing the title, '' Contributions to North 
American Ethnology," begun in 1877 by .the United States Geographical Survey of 
the Rocky Mountain Region. This series comprises Volumes I to VII and IX. 
The above pulilications are distriliutccl primarily by Congress, and the portions of 
the editions printed for the Bureau are used for exchange with libraries and scien-
tific and educational institutions and with special investigators in anthropology who 
send their own publications regularly to the Bureau. 
The exchange list of the Bureau is large, and the product of tho exchange forms 
a v aluable ethnologic library inclependent of the general library of the Smithsonian 
Institution. This library is in constant use by the Bureau collaborators, as well as 
by other anthropologists resident in or vi~iting Washington. 
Most of the volumes of the annual reports and all of th13 volumes of the "Contri-
butions toiforth American Ethnology" are out of print. 
Exchanges and other contributions to the Bureau should be addressed, 
Bureau of .American Ethnology, 
Washington, D. C., 
U.S. A. 
54TH CONGRESS, 1 HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. { DOCUMENT 
2d Session. ( No. 339. 
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE 
BUREAU OF ETHN·OLOGY 
TO THE 
8ECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
1893-'94 
BY 
J. "W. PO-WELL 
DIRECTOR 
WASHINGTON 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 
1897 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, 
Washington, D. C., July 1, 1894. 
Srn: I have the honor to submit my fifteenth annual report 
as Director of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
The first part consists of an explanation of the plan of the 
Bureau and its operations during the fiscal year 1893-'94; the 
second part comprises a series of special papers setting forth 
certain results of the work of the Bureau relating to arche-
ology and the social organization of the American Indians. 
I desire to express my thanks for your earnest support and 
your wise counsel relating to the work under my charge. 
I am, with respect, your obedient servant, 
Director. 
Honorable S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian In_stitution. 
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FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY 
By J. W. PowELL, Director 
INTRODUCTION 
Researches relating to the American Indians were continued 
throughout the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, in conformity 
with act of Congress. 
As set forth in previous reports, ethnic relations, or the rela-
tions existing among races, peoples, and tribes, are measureably 
unlike those recognized by naturalists in the classification of 
orders, genera, and species of animals and plants. In biology 
the primary unit recognized by investigators is an individual 
organism, and the secondary unit is a norm or type (perhaps 
represented by an individual organism of average character-
istics) standing for the species, genus, or order; hence biology 
is the science of organic things, considered as individuals and 
types of individuals. From one point of view, mankind, like 
, other living things, may be regarded as an assemblage of indi-
vidual organisms conforming to certain types, and from this 
standpoint the races of men may be regarded as species of the 
genu Honio, or as varieties of the species Homo sapiens; but 
from a more elevated point of view mankind may be seen to 
display distinctive characteristics of great importance by which 
the cfass is clearly set off from that including the plants and 
the beasts. Viewed from this higher standpoint, the races and 
peoples and tribes of the earth are assemblages of interrelated 
XVII 
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r 1 . : int llio· nt <>'roup,; the primary unit of the 
inY . tio·at r of manVincl from this -tandpoint is not the indi-
ri lna1 1 ut th g-rnnp-the pair, family, clan, gens, tribe, or 
onf cl •ra .,. nmong primitiY men, the family, body-corporate, 
m mi ·ip· lity hocl~ .,.-politic, .·tate, nation, or alliance among civi-
liz cl p • pl •:-while th ) ·er011dary unit8 are not biotic norms or 
t .,.p : b 1t th 11 rmal products of collective activity in the vari-
u · o-roup.·, ompri:iug languages, arts of welfare and pleasure, 
in:6tuti n:, arnl opinions. Accordingly the science of man, 
<l fin cl from thi: :taudpoiut, is primarily and in every essential 
r :p ·t .·up r ro·,mi ·, and is clearly set apart from biology as 
from all other . ·cien · '~. 
1 h •r • ar • tlm · two : · ntially distinct points of view from 
whi<'h th · ·i •nc· • of man may be reg~rcled : From one stand-
I ir t man i.· an animal, and hi:-; kind is an assemblage of indi-
·iclua] oro·ani:m.· :n:c ptibl of arrangement by type into 
Y~ ric·6 :, , nd th• ,Ti n of man, reg·arcled from this standpoint, 
i: ·lo.- ly- a] in to hiolo y; while, from the higher standpoint, 
1 unkind mu.-t h r •o-arcl cl a an a."semblage of superorganic 
c: n<l ,,,,. ,ntia11~, C'ollertive o-roup,., and may be clas ifi.ed by the 
1 r cluC't." of ·oll c-ti,·e aC'tiYity; and from this standpoint the 
: ·i<>nce f mau i~ fn11,1Hm ntally cliRtinct. For certain purposes 
it j,. cl :irahl • a]l(l in<le<'(l n c ssnry, to regard man alterna-
tiY •l. T from tll<' two poiutH of Yiew, and to connect the two 
wid •1.Y di-v •1-.· hnmch l,' of the scienc of man, and this i com-
m nl)T <lon 11111 r tl1 g=>n ral term Anthropol o-y. Sometimes 
it j,. (1 ,,.irahl ") to .-tncl:v mankind with Hp cial reference to racial 
and tribal ·hara ·t ri:tic·,., and in . u ·h manner as to weigh the 
-vari •tal f •:: tur ·Hof th 0 • "llll.' and ,.p i , , and ·u h studies are 
ml in d mcl r Ethnol er .,. • 1 ut it ha b n £ und that, after 
h prin ar . .,. diYi.·i n int thr fo 1r, r fiv ra , the varietal 
f .. tur •: aff r1 littl"' or 1 o ai 1 ind finino- and la ify ing tribe , 
·c that tlm 1 o·i r ,. rC'h •: n an r iv 11 ·ontin nt ar nece -
with th u I r ro-anic 
f man. or m i j · £ uncl b . t t 
l th pri1 1itiY ancl iYili · , in 
whi h in liYi 1 ml r 
i. ti : f hi } ,.., ·iat .- ~ rl th i: i.- th f m ·ti n 
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or Demonomy (oijµo;, people; ;\oyo;-, discourse; r6µo;, law). 
Accordingly, demonom.y may be considered as the science of 
humanity, or the science of those attributes which distinguish 
mankind from the lower organisms; and these attributes may 
be classed as demotic, in contradistinction from the biotic char-
acteristics of animals and plants. 
Thus far in the researches relating to the American Indians 
it has not been found necessary to consider in detail the essen-
tially biotic features which have led systematists to regard 
the American aborigines as a distinct race, since these features 
are in large measure common to all of the aborigines of both 
American continents; but it has been found necessary to con-
sider in detail many of the essentially demotic features displayed 
by the various tribes. Proceeding with the study of demotic 
characteristics, it was ascertained that all of the native tribes, 
so far as known, are grouped or regimented in similar fashion, 
so that it is inexpedient to discriminate and classify the Indians 
on the basis of their mode of grouping; for classified in this 
way all the known tribes are essentially alike, and collectively 
form but a single category. Further research showed that, 
while the primary demotic units are essentially alike, the 
secondary units, representing the products of collective activity, 
are diverse; and accordingly the researches concerning the 
relations of the Indian tribes were directed chiefly toward the 
products of intellectual activity among the tribes. In this way 
the researches were gr3;dually divided into five principal lines, 
with their various subdivisions and ramifications, viz: (1) arts, 
or esthetology; (2) industries, or technology; (3) institutions, 
or sociology; ( 4) language, or linguistics; ( 5) opinions and 
beliefs, or sophiology. Practical considerations from time to 
time have led to special activity in certain lines or branches 
and to temporary inactivity in other lines and branches; yet, 
so far as seemed feasible, the work of the Bureau has been so 
conducted as to develop alike the five categories of secondary 
demotic characteristics. 
The plans and personnel of the Bureau have remained prac-
tically unchanged, except that, at the beginning of the fiscal 
year, Mr ·w J McGee was added to the corps and appointed 
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Ethnologist in Charge, and entrusted with many administra-
ti Ye details. 
With the beginning of the fiscal year the method of prepar-
ing administratfve reports was modified. In lieu of oral monthly 
reports of progress, with more extended annual reports, formal 
monthly report:; have been required, and these have been sum-
marized periodically for transmittal to the Secretary of the 
1 mith onian Institution. The current operations of the Bureau 
are et forth fully in these reports; and the periodical summa-
rie~ are incorporated herein as a detailed exhibit of work and 
progres . 
MONTHLY REPORTS 
OPERATIONS DURING JULY 
vVork in sign language and pictography-Colonel Garrick Mal-
lery wa occupied throughout the month in correcting and 
revising the proof of a memoir on the "Picture-writing of the 
Am ri .an Inrlian~ ," which forms the greater part of the Tenth 
Amrnal Rer ort of the Bureau. This memoir, which will occupy 
n bout 00 tav pages and will contain about 1,500 figures in 
th ' t , t, b id 54 full-page plates, is at this date all in type, 
arnl th rr cti n, a well a the pr paration of lists of contents 
and illu. trati n , index, et , i well advanced. 
Work in mound ancl earthworks-During the first part of the 
month Pr £ or ru Thoma wa engaged in preparing the 
in<l .· t hi. "R p rt n M und Exploration ," which accom-
pani ,. · th T\ lfth nnual R port of the Bureau. The greater 
part of th Ir f.· f thi. · v lum have been r vi ·ed, but ome 
tim mu· cl t l t fine l pr f rre tion. 
1 >nri1 °· th m nth Pr £ . ., r Thoma gave me time to the 
:t Hl:· of th ... Ia r dir .' , ith th vi w of ttlino·, if po . ibl , 
th 1n :ti n f th ph n ti i .. m f th writin · th r in, th t-
tl '111 nt f thi: 1n .'ti n b incr f m· , t importan to m ri an 
areh 1 ,,. . n h · Ir.' f h 1 rk th inv .'tio- tion n . ~ 
th, Tim I n f th ... I, , ., , a: · ntinu l · , nd it wa . 
. h wn fr m th I r ,.,cl n · 1 .· the t th 
· n 1 ri. d 3 ·;- la ·.- fo·i 1=> int> month.-
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with 5 supplemental days, this usage coinciding with the calen-
dar found in vogue at the time of the Spanish conquest. Other 
collateral results of interest were obtained. 
Eastern archeolopy-Professor W. H. Holmes spent the earlier 
part of the month in organizing the work for the year. Later 
he proceeded to different points in Delaware valley for the pur-
pose of continuing studies of ancient quarries and quarry-shop 
rejects in that highly interesting archeologic region. A new 
quarry-shop was discovered within 15 miles of Trenton, yield-
ing abundant rejects corresponding precisely with the supposed 
paleolithic objects found in that locality. Subsequently Pro-
fessor Holmes proceeded to Chicago for duty in connection 
with the final arrangement of certain groups in the ,V orld's 
Columbian Exposition under the immediate supervision of the 
Director. In the closing days of the month he visited a num-
ber of interesting archeologic localities in Ohio, extending in 
particular his detailed observations of the Newcomerstown 
gravels-the only case now strongly held to indicate the exist-
ence of man during the glacial p~riod in this country. 
Mr Gerard Fowke, under Professor Holmes' general super-
vision and under the immediate direction of the Ethnologist in 
Charge, proceeded to the valley of the Tennessee for the pur-
pose of making oollections from the little known but highly 
interesting interior shell mounds found in that region. His 
work has been successful, several cases of materials have been 
obtained, and Mr Henry Walther is now engaged in preparing 
and marking them for deposit in the National Museum for 
purposes of ethnologic study. 
Mr William Dinwiddie, under Professor Holmes' immediate 
direction, spent the greater part of the month in collecting 
materials representing the arts and customs of the Indians 
along the shores of Chesapeake bay. While the results of his 
work hardly equal expectations in point of quantity, much of 
the material is of exceptional interest, and his negative determi-
nations are of value to the Bureau. 
• Western archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff was occupied 
during the earlier part of the month in outfitting for several 
month ' work in the Pueblo country; afterward he proceeded 
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to IIolhrook, rizona, and preliminary reports indicate that his 
work i: now oro·anized and beginning to -yield valuable results 
in th form f materi~1l for reports, as well as in the form of 
valuahl,. aml :om times unique collections. 
Trork in synonyuz.1J-Mr James Mooney spent the earlier 
portion of th month partly in collecting and revising material 
for th, 1 ynonp11y, partly in preparing for a trip to Oklahoma 
for th purpo: of ·ollecting additional material from various 
Indian trib s, notahly th Kiowa. Subsequently Mr Mooney 
t\joy ,cl a :hort Yacation. 
1Ir r. W. Ilod<re continued work on the Synonymy, making 
a car Clful xamination of Bandelier's monographs of southwest-
m hi:tory and arch oloay, by which considerable progress 
was ma<l in th ]o ·ation of Pu blo settlements not previously 
icl 111tifi 1 d. I! inal <l · riptions of the Ti wa and Piro tribes 
(i11C"hulin<r th ,ir history from 1540) were prepared, and several 
mi11or antl eo1l, t ,lral , ubject · wer laborated. 
TVork in m.1Jtl10l0,r;.1J-Dnri110' th arlier part of the month 
:Mr.- 1 I, tilcla 1• ► 't >v n, n ntinu d the elaboration of mate-
Zuni for arl publication. During the 
r · · 11 f th proof ' of a memoir 011 the 
► 1i, Indian:, whi ·h · nstitut · th 1 ad~11g "accompanying 
pap 1r' of th, Tw lfth nnual R port of the Bureau. The 
illn:trc tion: < f thi: rn m ir ar,. C'ompleted, and a third of the 
t xt ]w: b 1n omp >: " 1. 
'I hrongh 1t th month Mr Frank Hamilton u hing has 
h 1 e11 o(· ·npi ,d in th arranrr m ~nt )f xhibit. f r the World's 
olnjnhian K po. iti 11 untl r th, imm diat u1 rvi ion of the 
Dir •c·tor. 
Work in lin,r;ui.-tic.·-1Ir J. w n D r. ey ·ontinu l the 
arra •nt >f Bil · , with i1 t rlin ar and fr e E110-li h t, 
trnn aucl not .- ~ · er 1 • n of Bil xi phra, , 
nu ·· · t tal of ~J[) t~ ·it 11 I aO'e , which are 
.: 11 lly r acly for th prin r. wa · al o made 
in th 1 r •parnti f :li >.' for th i h di ti nary. 
In acl<liti n, .I1 . ·t d ·o p · · th 
o-< 11 >f nncl · 
mm an l >g • 1 
1 · 1t' T orth ri ·an Ethn 
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Dr Albert S. Gatschet spent the month in the elaboration 
of field materials pertaining ·to the Peoria lmiguage. About 
2,000 words were extracted from the notes and placed on slips. 
Progress was made also in extracting the grammatic elements 
and in analyzing prefixes, suffixes, and alterations and per-
mutations of consonants and vowels within the same word, 
classifiers of the a<ljecti ve, redupli_cation of the root, etc. All 
of the grammatic matter also was recorded on slips and in · 
books for use in the preparation of a Peoria dictionary and 
grammar. On the whole, satisfactory progress has been made 
in determining the structure of the Peoria language. 
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt temporarily diseontinued his work on the 
lexicography and grammar of the Tuskarora-Iroquoian dialect 
during June, and throughout the last month has been occupied 
in preparing a special description of the sociology of the 
Iroquoian peoples. This study has already led to valuable 
results, not o~ly directly, but indirectly through the elucida-
tion of the meaning of terms determined or modified by sodal 
relations. Mr Hewitt's kinship with the Iroquoian peoples 
gives him special advantages in the work. He has been able 
to formulate the rights, duties, privileges, and obligations of the 
two phases of the family group, as well as that pertaining to 
the gens. Collateral results of importance have flowed from 
Mr Hewitt's studies. · 
Work in bibliography-The bibliographic work of Mr James 
C. Pilling has been seriously interrupted by ill health; but a 
part of the month was occupied in a careful examination of 
the Bibliography of the Chinook.an Languages recently issued 
from the press, with the purpose of providing for the correc-
tion of supposed errors due to the illness of the author at the 
time of proof revision. It was found, however, that the con-
dition of the publication is satisfactory, and it will at once be 
distributed. 
Work in sociology-. During· the earlier part of the month Dr 
W. J. Hoffman was occupied in arranging and classifying data 
and material relating to the Menomini Indians of Wisconsin. 
Subsequently, under instructions of July 15, he set out on a 
trip for research and collection among these Indians. 
XXIV REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY 
The time of the Ethnologist in Charge has been occupied 
chiefly in admiui. tratiYe " ;ork and in examining sociologic mate-
rial in the archives of the Bureau and in organizing study 
thereof. 
Publication-The Eighth Annual Report waR received from 
the bindery during the month, and other reports are adval'lcing 
, ati ·factorily. 
Columbian E xposition-'"I'lrn Director, with Profe:::,sor Holmes, 
1\Ir Cu ·hing, and 1Ir Stevenson, has been engaged during part 
of tho month in arranging the Bureau exhibit in the World's 
Columbian Exposition at Chicago. 
OPERATION8 DURING AUGUST 
TVork in sign langiiage and pictography- Colonel Garrick Mal-
lery ha.· ·ontinue<l, and during the month completed, the revi-
Hion of proof., of his memoir on the "Pict_ure-writing of the 
Ameriean Iucliam,." Ile ha8 also completed the preparation of 
tabl of ont nt ·, hibliography, and general index, and these 
have h en ompo ·ed, and he ha· revised the proofs thereof. 
Th ,· t 1 reotyp p]at .· w r al o examined and corrected. This 
w rk i.· now on th pr ,'H a· the body of the Tenth Annual 
R p nt of th Bur au. 
1Vork in mowuls and earthwork -Professor Cyrus 'I1homas 
he ,· continu cl th revi. ion of proofs of the clo ing portion of his 
' I eport on th, Monn l E.:pl rati n.- of th Bureau of Ethnol-
oo-y. Durin<>' th m nth th li t · f cont nt · and illu trations, 
and al. ·o th (J' 11 1ral ind x hav b n revi ·ed in proof, and all 
ar rn w , ·t r otyp 1. 'rh m n oTaph, which i the mo t vol-
umin m.· Y r 1 r p, r cl n thi · . ul 0 t, on iderably x eding 
in thi. r :1 , t tl1 ·la:.-ic ,v rk of ► qui r and Davi , ·ompri e 
7' pa 0 • ,., in Incliner 4.J: cut. · int xt and 42 nlate . It form 
th ho,ly >f th· 'I w llfth nn ial R I ort th i1;tr dn t ry mat-
t r >f whi ·h will .-hort]. ~ l I rint 1. 
part. f h m nth wa.- :p n l T Pr £ . · r Th ma: in c n-
ti1 1inrr hi . r } r ·h .' · n · mi1 ff th }le Ta · di .· . II '-' 1 
('()Jllp] lt •cl h 1 r 1, rati n f c pc 1 ,r r le tin ()' t · rtain bj ct 
fonIHl in m ml. l : iO"n cl f't r p 11 lice ti n c .· n bull tin an 1 t 
·uppl •m 1 h nl Y -1 . ·ril l 1· •1 r . 
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Eastern archeology-Professor "\V. H. Holmes, together with 
l1is assistants and collaborators, continued work in eastern arche-
ology. Mr William Dinwiddie ma.di➔ an extended collecting 
trip over the country about the head of Chesapeake bay, pro-
curing considerable new material and obtaining valuable infor-
mation concerning the _distribution of aboriginal art products 
with respect to waterways and other geographic features. Mr 
Gerard Fowke continued the collection of material from the 
interior shell mounds of Tennessee and forwarded considerable 
quantities of interesting material, which is now beinp- cleaned 
and labeled by Mr Henry Walther. Professor Holmes himself 
.spent a part of the month in special studie:s concerning the 
.development of the shaping arts. His ideas were formulated 
in a preliminary paper, and it is expected that the matter will 
be expanded and suJtably illustrated, and that it will then be 
incorporated in a final report on the aboriginal stone art of the 
territory now forming eastern United States. 
Western archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff remains in the 
field engaged in surveys of the Pueblo country of northern 
Arizona, and his reports indicate satisfactory progress in the 
-surveys as well as in the collection of material. 
Work in synonyniy-In the absence of Mr James Mooney 
-on field duty, and in the absence of Mr F. W. Hodge on leave, 
little progress was made in this work during the month. 
Work in mythology-Mrs Matilda Coxe Stevenson has been 
occupied in revising proofs of her memoir on "The Sia," which 
forms the leading paper accompanying the Eleventh Annual 
Report of the Bureau. The revision of galley proofs was com-
pleted, and most of the page proofs, together with the proofs 
of illustrations, have now been revised. 
Work in linguistics-Reverend J. Owen Dorsey continued 
the correction of the proofs of Riggs' "Dakota Grammar, Texts 
and Ethnography," forming volume IX of the Contributions to 
orth Am~rican Ethnology. The page proofs of the body of 
thi work have now all been revised, and proofs of the list 
of illustration , index, etc, are in hand. In view of the time 
which has elapsed since the commencement and even since 
the completion of the original compilation, it has seemed wise 
X 'Yl REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF ET,HNOLOGY 
t ·uppl m nt th work 1 y a brief chapter setting forth the 
r .-ult: of r · nt inve ·ti<Yati m · concerning the Dakota lan-
,·uag · an l Mr Dor y ha,· begun the preparation of this 
·liapter. II :p ut a part of the month in an examination of 
th dj tionar ~ : lip · of the various Siouan languages, for the 
purpo: of formulati1w a ·eri · of cha~·acters absolutely neces-
ary for r:) ·or ling th word of Indian languages. . 
Dr A. ~ 1 • at chet has continued researches on the Peoria. 
languno·(:, hi fly in xtracting grammatic elements and in 
Htudying th permutation of vowels and consonants, in which 
dir tion int r tin()' r ult have been obtained. Certain terms 
in th vo ·al ulary have al ·o been found of exceptional interest. 
as :ugcr :tino·, and in ome ca es explaining, steps in the devel-
oprn •11t of mythi con ept ·. 
jfr .T. . B. Ifowitt ha: c ntinued work on the Iroquoian-
Eiwlj:h clietionar , making satisfactory progress therein. 
Trork in bibliography-Mr James C. Pilling was occupied 
tbr mo·hout th m nth in preparing card taken from the Chi-
noolrnn a]l(l ali han bibli raphie for incorporation in the 
final wor] : 01 th ,•e ubject . In addition, he has critically 
. mnin d pl t pr fa f th Sa1i han bibliography for the 
purpo. ·e: of limin tir min r error·; and some progress ha& 
l ' •n macl in ih Ir pc ration of manu cript for the next num-· 
ber of th, 1 ibli o-r, I hi n ·. 
}Vork in. oriology-Dr \V. J. Hoffman reports from Keshenar 
vVi: · n:in, th ·:fol omm n ement of the ea on's re-
., nr ·lH: int th r monial: of th Menomini, Ottawa, aud 
jihwa In lian. · h h . iI addition already sent in certain 
:oll ~ti n, f i1 p rt n r pr nting the aboriginal arts of 
th • I nclian: f th ak up ri One of these, a 
l ird1l c r]- '< n a b n tran mitted 
t th 
ur ie l hiefly in 
· for I ubli a-
gi materi, 1 
ab v , publi ati n 
ril ~. f the Eighth 
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Annual Report and the Bibliography of the Salishan Languages 
has been comme11ced. The stereotyping of the Tenth Annual 
Report has been completed, and the plates are on the press. 
The body of the Twelfth Annual Report has been stereotyped, 
and the Eleventh Annual Report is rapidly passing through 
the printer's hands, the first of the three papers being now in 
page proof, the second well advanced in galleys, and the third 
just coming in. . 
Work in the preparation of illustrations has b,een continued, 
and a number of remarkably fine plates designed to illustrate 
reports by Mr:, Ste,Tenson on Zuni ceremonials, and by Mr 
James Mooney 011 the Ghost dance, have been completed. 
The Bureau has assumed possession of its new quarters in 
the Adams building, but the transfer of persons and property 
has been unexpectedly delayed .and is not yet completed. 
The Director has continued the installation and arrangement 
of the Bureau exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition, 
and has been aided therein by Mr Cushing, and for a part of 
the month by Professor Holmes and Mrs Stevenson. 
OPERATIONS DURING SEPTEMBER 
vVork in mounds ancl other antiquities-Dr Cyrus Thomas was 
occupied during a part of the month in final critical examina-
tion of proofa of texts and illustrations of his monograph on 
the Indian mounds of eastern United States. The remaining 
portion of the month was spent in carrying forward the re-
searches concerning the Maya codices · and in work relating 
thereto. The investigation is laborious and slow by reason of 
the large number of historic, linguistic, and other comparisons 
required at every step. Some time has been occupied in exam-
ining the literature relating to Central American deities and 
mythology, with special reference to the Maya Pantheon, with 
the object of identifying the glyphs describing such deities. A 
new study has also been made of the symbols representing 
day and months, in order to utilize these names in· the inter-
pretation of other characters. The recent work indicates that 
the Maya writing is in some measure phonetic, but also com-
prises the use of the rebus, or what Brinton characterizes as 
the ikonographic method of writing. 
~ Ylll EPU '£ Ii' THE B REA T OF ETHNOLOGY 
1'a. ·fr>rn o rthf'olo_r;,11-Prof ... or \Y. H. Holme has continued 
hi.- r, •mTh •: <·one ming th aboriginal art of eastern United 
~ 1tat •: int •1Tupt •d only by dut, · in hicago installing exhibits 
of tl1 • 1 u· ~au at the ,Y orld's Fair, from the 1 t to the 19th of 
th , n1011t11. l>uriug th clo.-incr part of the month substantial 
pnwr •:: ·wa: mad• iu the cU ere tion of field notes and prepara-
tion of r •port· for the pr .-.·. A monograph on aboriginal pot-
t •1T, heo·un a -:,T •ar or two Hin· and temporarily laid aside, has 
1 n a()'ain tnk •n np ·with a Yiew to completion for publication 
a: Yolrn1H• vm of 1ontribution to orth American Ethnology. 
'ati.-fa ·tor.· prooTe,·: ha.- been made in the rearrangement of 
t .·t nncl in th pr •paration of the drawings and photographs, 
whicl1 th t •xt i.- de.-igned to elucidate. 
fr illimn Dinwicldie, und r Professor Holmes' supervision, 
wa.- oc·c·npi •cl (luriiw th gr 1 at r part of the month in collect-
i1w trip: nlmw th Hhor · a11d tributaries of Chesapeake bay, 
with th , ohj ·t of clemarking more exactly, by means of art 
procluc·t: th• tenitory b 1 1io-ino· re ·pectively to the different 
< borio·inal p opl •s; whH Ir G rard} owke continued collec-
tion of mat 1ric 1 from th int rior sh 11 mound ' of Tenn ssee 
arnl Y entuek r. Thi.- mat 1rial, together with that sent in by 
~ Ir I inwi<l li , i.- now h ino· ·l an cl ancl labeled by Mr H nry 
\ alth •r pr paator r to tran:f 1 r to th ... atioual Mu eum. 
TVeslf'm arclzeolo.(Jy-)Ir 10.-mo.- Mindeleff has continued 
op •ration. in tli , Pu •blo c nntrY. n Au u t 28 he left 
Win.-1 >w for th, I io V ~rd, hy w( y of Sun t and Chaves 
pa.-.- '.' ► lton ·mau lak alHl Rattl :nak ~ tank· . The road was 
<lifficu1t hnt wa.- trav r: c1 without lo . n r aching the 
\ Pr<l li · witli<lr w hi.- fi ld outfit, whi h h cl b n . t r l for 
tw > • fr.·. r r:i.:.- .- uthwar l wa.- d la 7 cl b mi hap , and 
;tt I◄ 1ag:taff for r ~pair.-. I l 1 ft Flag taff n It mb r 15, 
:0011 r ad1i11()' th I ittl 1 rado , t th mouth f an Fran-
<'i 1u· · · · n of th , h a· to 
l !h . · pn > ha h <1 "\ 0th 
HHl 11 th.. 1il thi.- j l 7 t 
l,tai1 tl " n wa, 1 
l ur. 1 1 <1 1 Ir Iii 
.··unin th u tr · th · f th Li m 
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the mouth of the Puerco, and in two lines across the Mogollon 
mountains. The closing days of the month were spent at 
Holbrook, outfitting for further work; but progress in this 
direction was slow by reason of exceptional rain storms and 
floods. 
Work in sign language ancl pictography-Having practically 
completed the proof revision of his memoir on the Picture-
writing of the American Indians, Colonel Garrick Mallery 
has taken up the material relating to sign language, gesture 
speech, pantomime, etc, with a view of monographing this sub-
ject also, and satisfactory ·progress has been made in the 
arrangement of the matter. A part of the month was, how-
ever, spent in field work in the Lake Superior region for the 
purpose of obtaining more precise information concerning cer-
tain points on which the data at hand are obscure. 
His memoir on Picture-writing, forming the body of the 
Tenth Annual Report, i8 stereotyped; and it is reported to be 
on the press. 
Work on the Synonymy of Indian tribes-Mr F. W. Hodge 
continued the preparation of material for the Synonymy. 
During the month the Jumanos (a formerly important tribe 
occupying an extensive area in what are now the states of 
Chihuahua, in Mexico, and New Mexico, in the United States) 
were described as completely as the material obtainable will 
permit, the work leading to a tentative identification of this 
little-known tribe of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
with the Comanche of a later period. Work was carried for-
ward also on the Pueblos and on the synonymy of the tribes of 
the Piman stock, much valuable information relating to the pop-
ulation, mission names, etymology, etc, _of the latter tribe being 
obtained from rare publications. Extended correspondence 
in relation to the Pima and other peoples was also conducted. 
Mr James Mooney remains in the field. During the month 
of Sei tember he was occupied on the Kiowa reservation in 
Oklahoma, making additions to Kiowa linguistics and ethno-
logic materials, particularly in collecting mystic songs, which 
wer recorded by means of the graphophone. Some material 
for synonymy was obtained. 
XXX REPORT F THE BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY 
n ork in mytltolo,qy-::\Ir · :\-Iatilda Coxe Stevenson was occu-
pi d in part thr mghout the month in revising the page proofs 
and illu:tration · of her memoir on "The Sia," forming part of the 
El :,y .. nth nnual Report. In addition, she was engaged in the 
xamination of anthropologic material at the World's Fair in · 
Chi ·aO'o, ervino' for a time as an honorary judge or exhibits. 
Ilavino· compl t d his work in arranging the exhibits of the 
Bur =-au of Etlmoloo-y at the ·world's Fair, Mr Frank Hamilton 
1u, ·hi1w returned to Wa ·hington and resumed researches in 
myth loo· r about the middle of September. Since that time 
h ha. arri 1 forward a study of the origin of aboriginal • 
gam .1,•, whi ·h are largely divinatory. The arrows, dice, and 
th r obje t, u. ·eel in the games, and the symbolism ( often 
hio·hl re ·oteric and .•io·nificant) employed therein have received 
·pe ial att ntion. uriou coincidences or identities between 
· rtain divinatory games of this country and tho e of the 
Orient hav been brouo-ht to light. With the collaboration of 
fr t .1wart uliu, of th niver ity of Pennsylvania, Mr Cush-
iucr ha: mad <rood progre · in the preparation of a bulletin on 
thi.· .'Ul d ct. In adcliti n, Mr Cushing has made researches 
·one· rnino· th .•i()'nifi an e of the wastika or Fylfot cross, 
lo1w known in th ri ~nt, th u rh its meaning wa not inter-
pr 1 tcicl · and l .,. .'tudy of various forms of this object from 
liffPr nt m rican loC'aliti , , in 01111 ction with legend and 
m_ ·th, h 1 ha· a:c· rtain l that th m ri an ·wa tika j · a wide-
:pr •ad \ ind ...... mhol, arnl pla an important part in oc i<lental 
myth lcw r . F inc 11 ..... fr u:hinO' ha · pr pared an laborate 
r ·1Hnt n th c 11 etion.· of th 13 r au ct the World' lum-
l im1 K·p .'ition p, 1ti ·ularlv tho.· t d with ab riginal 
lll ·tholnoy. . r. 
Work in li11(Jui.·fit ·-J.Ir . w 11 D r.' ntinu l and 
<' mpl t l th r ~,v1 n f p· o· pr ofr, illu ·tration , t , £ r 
I akota numrn r T . t.- and hthn 'aph ." H ha 
< 1.-< pr ·pc1r cl a . uppl .1m n 1 r to in th f< rm f an introduc-
tor? c·hapt r , 11 l f thi.- al· th pr l fr h v lJ n r -vi d. 
11 , l li i< 11 t thi.- lit nu . .. \Y r] .,Jr l>or: .,. ha.- ·ontinu d th 
lnl c ration f lin<rui,.ti · m rial ·ialh,. h t )f th Bil xi 
l li 11 · f I < l L H 11' . H h . ri In li 11 
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phonetics, with the view of devising a complete alphabet 
adapted to the representation of the various obscure a:nd deca-
dent vocatives of primitive languages. 
Dr A. S. Gatschet continued his researches concerning the 
Peoria language along lines already laid down. Over two 
thousand Peoria words are now recorded on cards. In addition, 
he made during the month a careful examination of an elabo-
rate English-Nez Perce dictionary and Nez Perce grammar, 
Tepresenting the work of the late Miss S. L. McBeth, who was 
for many years a missioi1ary teacher among the Nez Perce 
Indians of Idaho. This voluminous manuscript work was 
conveyed to the Bureau early. in the month by Miss Kate C. 
McBeth. 
Mr Hewitt continued the preparation of linguistic material 
already described, and was engaged also for a considerable part 
of the month in the elaboration of the system of government 
of the Iroquois, the modes of acquiring and conveying infor-
mation of a political character, and also the primitive methods 
of agriculture. 
Work in bibliography-Mr James C. Pilling continued biblio-
graphic work, completing the portion of his catalog pertaining 
to the Chinookan and Salishan languages, by preparing cards 
taken from the bibliographies of these stocks. 
Work in sociology-Dr W. J. Hoffman continued field work, 
spending the greater part of the month among ,the Menomini 
Indians of Wisconsin, with a view to completing a report on abo-
riginal cult societies, mythology, ancient customs, and linguis-
tics. Satisfactory progress was made in this work. In addition, 
he continued the collection of valuable material representing 
the pristine habits and domestic· life of the Lake Superior 
Indians,· sending in a typical dug-out canoe and also a very old 
mortar and pestle used originally for the grinding of grain and 
latterly for the preparation of medicinal and magic compounds. 
This objective material has been received, and will shortly be 
transferred to the National Muse um. 
The Ethnologist in Charge has been occupied chiefly in 
administrative work. In addition, a definite arrangement was 
Bffected with Senor Manuel Antonio Muniz, M. D.; surgeon-
F 'IIIE U ·l<E . F ETIIXOLOGY 
,,. •11 ml 11 • h. I' rm~iau , rnn- for th• pul Ii ation of a m m ir 
n pr •Iii . t ,ri1· tr •phi11it1!!, th,· 111 •m ir l ~ing· ha: cl n th fin t 
·t 11 <'ti, 11 of tr •pliin •d nania (numl •riu<r nin t n xampl ) 
•Y •r hn>1wht to!! tlwr. 'l h · c·onclition if th:) material and the 
na ur • of I o :tor )lu11iz' work w •r .·u ·ha: tor qui.r u~id-
•n l 1 • . tn h ·. 
J>u"1iu,tiou-.\u : 1h·.nH· , · P. · of th inth nnual R I ort. 
wa · 1· • •iv ,l cluri1w th montl1, ~ rnl th dition f th r port 
i.- 110w iu tlH hind •n-. Th T nth nnual R port i . till on 
tl1 n- •. ·. 11 ,~·allc): pr of awl mo ·t of th paa- pr f: f the 
cly f th• El •v •nth ... \rn1 ml R 1 rt hax lb n r vi, d, while 
th Tw }lfth . Annual I •port i · pra ·ti ·all r ready to b put on 
th pr•:. . .. \. ·01H·tuT •nt r . iluti 11 c nth rizing th publi ation 
f th ., 1 hi1t J •nth .. \mrnal I p rt h,: b, n introdu ed in the 
Heu . .. of J> 'lff,. ·11tr1tir •.· ml l , · alr ad" tat cl in i.d ntally, 
v ,1 rnw 1. of th } !ontrilmti >11.· to ... .,. orth \.m ri an Ethnol gy 
lrn · b ·ll c·ompl ·t ,,l rlurin ,. th r ntli ancl j now ·t r t p d. 
f r·11101·rtl nf q/Jh·r-Dnri1w th n nth th Bur 
f •n •cl o it n ;w qtl'll't •r.· on th :ixth floor 
bnil,li1w i: :{ } rnl 1: .'5 F . r,)) . 
g,po ,ifirm I orl.-Tlt • I ire> ,t >r r m, in d i1 
t 1 ·ti 1w th film 1 d tail. of arnmgc,m nt of th ur an 
i n Ht th "\Y'orl<l · 1olumhian ]~,i:p ·ition. 
Trnrl.· in .·irp, /(IJlfjltrf,(Jf- I 1aITick L a. 
inn :<l th ; w rk of ~ ·. c ml ]in ·tino- < n< 
vnlnmiw n. materiaL- n :i<m hm!.rnao·, whj ·h 
in ·orn1 ~di m with th ff w rk fr m tim to tim < 
om-
ll ec-
md " ·ar . h · w rk ha · · 'ati fa ·t r· ncl the 
pr·>arati,1r ftli fo,lr . 
H ~or!.- in mo11url. owl o tr> na 
h, ntin m · r 
with ,., 11a •ra l · · . 
t, · · · n if rn n c . 
1 ii ·11 th 
r ·a ·h ·d 1 ~ m f m n h and ;Yill · p 
h .. r. 
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rVork in eastern archeology-Professor W. H. Holmes has 
continued his researches concerning art in stone and the art of 
pottery making, particularly in eastern United States. In 
addition, he made during the month a :field trip to an island in 
Potomac river near Point of Rocks, recently invaded by a 
freshet in such manner as to lay bare an ancient village site 
and aboriginal workshop. The association of objects in the 
workshop proved of special significance, and Professor Holmes 
calls attention to the fact that here for the fii-st time indications 
were found that blocks of stone were used as anvils in the 
production of certain classes of stone implements and weapons. 
rrhis indication will be followed sedulously with the view of 
comparing ~ethodf, of manufacture in different sections and 
among different peoples, and possibly of correcting e3:rlier 
inferences concerning these methods. Professor Holmes' office 
work has yielded satisfactory . results' in the preparation of 
manuscript and illustrations for reports of the nature already 
indicated. 
The collections made by Messrs Fowke and Dinwiddie con-
tinue to come in, and are · proving of interest and importance. 
Mr Fowke's connection with the Bureau has now been severed; 
and, with the completion of Mr Dinwiddie's :field work during 
the month, he was transferred to work in connection with the 
Synonymy, under the direction of Mr Hodge. 
Work in western archeology---;-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff remained 
in the field. His formal report of the month's operations has 
not yet been received: but correspondence during the month 
indicates fairly satisfactory progress in surveys and in making . 
collections, though especially bad weather, including heavy 
rains and destructive freshets, has interfered with his move-
ments. 
Work in synonymy-Mr James Mooney remained in the field 
collecting information among the Kiowa, Arapaho, Caddo, 
and associated tribes of Oklahoma. In the early part of the 
month he had an opportunity of witnessing the great tribal 
ceremony of the ·Arapaho, the Sun dance, and succeeded in 
making a number of photographs illustrating it. Mr Mooney 
wa al 'O so fortunate as to observe other primitive ceremonials 
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Jrth \..1n ri •an }1-;tlmology. In addition, he has been occupied 
hu-o· 11 in th rearrangement of the linguistic material of the 
Bur . Wu, •atal o·uing the manuscripts and storing them in fire-
pr )f v1: ult· in the Bureau office. During the later half of 
th month h was occupied in part in collecting Winnebago 
t xt a· dictat d by Philip Longtail, an intelligent representa-
tiv f that trib , and in this way has been able to close a 
riou · hiatu in knowledge concerning the Siouan tribes. 
Dr . Gat. chet has continued his work on the Peoria 
languao-e. H e now has more than three thousand Peoria 
word · arranged on slips. In addition, he has a large body of 
in£ rrnation relating to the grammatic structure of the lan-
guage und r n t fewer than forty captions, the whole being 
y tematically arrangerl with a view first to reference and 
lat r to publication. 
1r J. N. B. Hewitt has been steadily employed in the office, 
chi fly in describing Uttle-known customs of the Iroquoian 
people, pecial attention being given to food products, notably 
maize. Th etymologic elements of certain geographic terms 
were al · investigated. Toward the close of the month Mr 
Hewitt wa employed, under the supervision of Mr Dorsey, 
in arranging the linguistic and other manuscripts of the Bureau 
in fir proof vaults, and in preparing a card catalog to these 
archiv 
Work in bibliography-Mr Pilling has been actively engaged 
in bibliographic work. An opportunity for comparing his 
elaborate collections with those of other students has just been 
afforded through the publication of a "Bibliografia Espanola 
d Lenguas Jndigenas de America" by Count Vinaza. The 
result of the comparison tends to establish the substantial 
completene of the Pilling collection. After making this 
compari 'On, Mr Pilling continued the preparation of the main 
bibli graphic catalog, adding titles taken from the Chinookan 
and ~ ali han bibliographies, and has introduced certain modi-
fi cation in the arrangement of the catalog with the view of 
facilitating reference. 
Work in sociology-The Ethnologist in Charge has been 
occupied larg 1 y in admini trative work and in the editing and 
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ma l u1 f 1 month of 20 days· each, but these days were 
u: 1 in .· ri . or o-roup: of 13, thus forming a highly complex 
cal ndar :rtem, jnvol ving many interesting relations. 
·work in eastern archeology-Professor W. H. Holmes has 
remain d in the office, busily employed in the preparation of 
pap r , r la ting to stone implements and ceramics. Among the 
pe ial subjects dealt with during the month are (1) an exam-
jnation and comparative study of the use of animal forms and 
ymbol · in the develppment of pottery ornamentation; (2) a 
tndy of certain aberrant forms of ornamentation of pottery in 
outheastern United States, by which a prehi~toric invasion of 
the Caribs may be rlemonstrated; and (3) a study of mortuary 
uteu ils, including pots, etc, which, after breaking, were buried 
with the dead, as well as similar utensils manufactured either 
a· fragments or as p:ierced kettles, etc, made in similitude of the 
utensils destroyed by piercing before burial. The last-named 
tucly is of especial significance, in that it would indicate unex-
pected recency of many arts and structures hitherto regarded 
as prehi toric, if not of remote antiquity. 
vVork in western archeology-The report of Mr Cosmos Min-
deleff, covering the period from October 20 to .November 25, 
indicates that he has actively continued surveys and collec-
tion among the cliff ruins of Arizona. Thirty-five ruins were 
vi ·Hed, ground plans procured of all but two or three, and 
photographs and notes were freely taken. The work is yield-
ing r ults beyond anticipation, and Mr lVIindeleff is now of 
opinion that it wm be possible to classify the ruins and estab-
li h a chronologic sequence throughout a series commencing 
perhaps in pre-Columbian time, certainly in pre-Spanish time, 
in this region, and extending thence well into the time of 
definite history. One of the ruins seemed to record in its 
'tructure and characteristics a transition between measurably 
di tinct culture stages. Again the work was somewhat re-
tarded, though leGs seriously than earlier in the season, by bad 
weather. 
·work in synonymy-Mr James Mooney continued field work 
throuO'hout the month. The early days were spent with the 
Caddo and affiliated tribes north of the Washita in Oklahoma 
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11 Zufii r monials, making satisfactory progress therein. 
Thr uo·h ut the later portion of the month her work was 
un£ rtm at 1 .,. interrupted by serious illness. 
H ork in lingui tics-During the earlier half of the month 
Mr J. Owen Dorsey was occup~ed chiefly in recording the Win-
nebago myth dictated by Philip Longtail, who has been found 
to po es a wealth of information relating to· the language, 
beliefs, and customs of his tribe. Eight important texts and 
many explanatory notes were acquired through his aid. Dur-
ing the later portion of the month Mr Dorsey completed proof 
revision of his "Study of Siouan Cults," forming part of the 
Eleventh Annual Report, and began the preparation of the 
index. He also completed the correction of the final proof 
of the preface to volume rx of the Contributions to North 
Ame ican Ethnology, and brought to substantial completion 
the index to this volume. Meantime he continued arranging 
and supervising the arrangement of linguistic and other manu-
scripts in the fireproof vaults in the office. More than half of 
these manuscripts, most of which are unique and invaluable 
to ethnologic students, are now arranged in the vaults and 
a ystematic catalog thereof prepared with a view of future 
publication. . 
Dr Albert S. Gatschet continued work on the • Peoria lan-
guage, giving special attention to its grammar. A large amount 
of material has been extracted from manuscript notes and ar-
ranged in categories based on the animate and inanimate forms 
of adjective and verb; on the modes of forming plurals in the 
substantive, adjective, and pronoun; on the differences in inflec-
tion of transitive verbs without object, with object in the sin-
gular, and with object in the plural; on comparisons of Peoria 
inflection with. parallel forms in other Algonquian languages, 
etc. During the last fiscal year Dr Gatschet began the com-
pilation of a comprehensive table of Algonquian dialects, em-
bracing a series of terms in twenty-five tribal branches· of that 
tock. Important contributions to this comparative list have 
been made during the last tw9 months. These comprise names 
for part of the human and animal body, for a number of ani-
mal. , plants, and implements, for meteoric phenomena and 
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in hand and nearly or quite :rnady for the press 
th Thirt nth \nnual Report and material for the Fourteenth 
nnual • )fr Pilling': Bibliography of the ·w akashan Lan-
o·ua()' s; a, m n graph on Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United 
tat , 1 y Prof or Holmes; and a paper on Prehistoric 
Tr I hining in P ru, by Dr Manuel Antonio Muniz; a bulletin 
on th Maya Calendar System deduced from the Dresden 
d x, by Dr Cyrus Thomas; and a bulletin on Primitive 
◄ aming, Ly Ur F. II. Cushing and Mr Stewart Culin. In addi-
tion varion►' other reports are approaching completion. 
Resume of field work-Field work was continued during the 
month in Oklahoma aud Arizona; in the former ]\fr Mooney 
wa · ngag d in tudies and collections pertaining to the Kiowa, 
omanche, and Caddo Indians; in the latter Mr Cosmos 
Mind 1 ff made important surveys and researches among the 
Pueblo . 
Reswne of office work-A large part of the energies . of the 
Bureau have been d voted to ·work in linguistics and sig-n lan-
guag . Colonel Mallery has continued the preparation of the 
report on the latt r ubject; Mr Dorsey, Dr Gatschet, aud Mr 
II witt hav been ngaged in linguistics and have made prog-
re in r cording vocabularies and grammars of the rapidly 
pa sing p ople native to this country. Contributions to the 
sam ubject have been made by ]\fr Mooney and Dr Hoffman. 
Mr Pilling'. bibliographies of Indian linguistics have already 
com to b recognized as the standarcl throughout the world, 
and his work th reon has been continued with increased 
energy. 
'I'he arts of our aborigines continue to receive attention. 
Professor Holm s has continued researches and the prepara- · 
tion of r ports on the arts of eastern United States, while Dr 
ThomaR ha been occupied with reports relating to various 
art f the interior and the southwest. Mr Cushing, Mr Din-
widdi , and others have contributed to this subject. 
The b l~e£ of the aborigines remain under investigation, 
from which fruitful results have already flowed, though the 
ri he t product has yet to be garnered. Mrs Stevenson, Mr 
◄u hing, Mr Mooney, and Dr Hoffman have all contributed to 
the tock of knowledge concerning these primitive beliefs. 
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TT'"ork in 1 e. tern ar heology-Writing under date of Decem-
h r :..-1 :\Ir 1 •m s Iindeleff reports satisfactory progress in 
h inv :1, ticration of the cliff ruins of Canyon de Chelly and 
1an .,. 11 d 1 :\Iu rt . During the month a number of ruins were 
i it. 1 an 1 xc mined, and several new points were developed. 
I •ial att ntion wa given to the tillable lands in the canyon, 
an 1 ~ Ir 1Ii.ndeleff believes that the data thus obtained will 
thr w lio·ht on the character, moue of life, and developmental 
hi t r , f th cliff-hou e peoples. 
1th uo-h the operations in this region have been retarded 
by ·n w torm •and storms, and the partly-frozen condition . ' 
of the tream , rendering them impassable to animals, the 
proo-r · of these researches has been satisfactory. Mr Min-
d 1 ff ha now o planned his work that during the worst 
w ath r h remains in camp engaged in mapping and in the 
€lab ration f his notes, with a view to their publication on his 
return. 
Work in synonyniy-Mr James Mooney, having returned 
from the field, was occupied throughout the month in offiee 
work in the proces of digesting field records relating espe-
cially to the Ghost dance and the Messiah religion. He has con-
stantly borne in mind the needs of the work on synonymy 
and ha taken out and carded tribal names, definitions, etc. 
In thi way material progress has been made in this branch of 
work. At the same time substantial progress has been made 
in the pr paration of the memoir on the Ghost dance. 
Mr F . W. Hodge has remained at work in the office, dividing 
hi nergie between the library and the synonymy. Through 
hi effort · th exchange list of the library continues to increase; 
the regular accessions have been augmented nearl)r 50 per 
c nt; the additions to the library since installation in the pres-
ent quarter, fill three large cases. Mr Dinwiddie aided in the 
library w rk during a part of the month, a part being occu-
pie l in photographing ceramics for Professor Holmes. Mr 
Hodg wa able to carry forward to some extent the prepara-
ti n of material for the Synonymy; and some progress in the 
am dir ction wa made also by Mr Dorsey and Dr Gatschet. 
Work in mythology--Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing was en-
gaged in the office continuing the preparation of his paper on 
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,, ill i i: th uo-ht, f rm a ·tandard treatise on aboriginal Ameri-
, n lin ui ti . 
Mr J. . B. II witt was occupied a part of the month in 
rran<rincr manu ripts in the fireproof vault, under the direc-
ti n f Mr D r y. Th later part of the month was spent in 
th , ud r of the "Old Cayu e" language, the affinities of which 
ha n t hitherto been understood rrhe results of his study 
t nd t indicate that the Waiilatpuan family is really a branch 
of th hahaptian. Should further research indicate this to be 
tru , it will be an important addition to knowledge of the dis-
tribution of linguistic stocks in northwestern United States. 
·work in bibliography-During the earlier part of December 
Mr Pilling wa engaged in completing for the press the manu-
cript of hi· Bibliography of the W akashan Languages. This 
treati e wa tran mitted for publication on the 8th and is now 
in pre , ·, and proof::; of the earlier portion have been received. 
The remaind r of the month was occupied in correspondence 
and in researches relating to the- literature of several linguistic 
famili , not yet completed, and progress was made in the 
preparation for the press of the manuscript of the Bibliography 
of the Shahaptian Languages. 
Work in sociology-The chief work in this direction during 
the month was that of Dr W. J. Hoffman, who has continued 
the preparation of his report on the Menomini Indians. Dur-
ing the month the chapters relating to the cult ceremonials and 
mythology have been prepared, and illustrative material has -
been brought togethei·. 
Resume of fielcl work-Field work was continued in only one 
reo-ion, namely, in the Pueblo country of the southwest, where 
Mr Co mos Mindel ff has been engaged in surveys and re-
searche pertaining to the cliff ruins. 
Resume of office work-The researches in the office have per.! 
tained chi fly to linguistics, including gesture language. A 
monograph on ge ' ture speech among the Indians is approach-
ing completion; three linguists have made substantial progress 
in re arche8 relating to the languages of tribes in different 
part· of the country, and two other students, engaged in related 
work, have elaborated the linguistic material of other tribes; 
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m1 1 t d a to render definite the plan for the mon?-
n th ·ubject, and the writing daily produced will 
r p ... for the printer. Meantime progress has been 
mad , in th pr paration of the drawings required to illustrate 
th t ., t, £ r from the nature of the case graphic illustration 
mu ,t n titute a large and essential part of the work. The 
di u ion f the subject includes comparison ·with gestures 
and I antomime of other peoples in different parts of the world, . 
in luding in tructed and noninstructed deaf mutes. 
1York in Indian hieroglyphs-Dr Cyrus Thomas was em-
ploy cl throuo-hout the month in examining and comparing 
the ari u , Central American and Mexican calendars and 
cal ndari in ·criptions, and in studying the relations of these 
to th Polynesian calendars. This comparative work is yield-
ing r ~ ult of intere 't and suggestiveness. A-part of the work 
includ d the preparation of supplementary matter for and 
revision f proof: of a memoir on '' The Ma ya Year," now in 
pr a a bulletin. The linguistic data bearing on the sub-
je t have b en placed in the hands of Dr Gatschet for critical 
examination. 
Work in eastern archeology- Professor W. H. Holmes has . 
continued the preparatjon of texts and illustrations for his 
mon graph on ceramics and stone art, and has made satisfac-
tory progr ss. A collateral to the last-named research he 
ha· during the month arranged for publication a bulletin 
relating to an aboriginal quarry, the product of which was 
used •for the manufacture of stone implements, on the Peoria 
reservation, Indian Territory. 
Work in western archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff remains 
in th field continuing researches relating to the cliff ruins of 
Arizona. Progress in exploration was in some measure re-
tard d, but the plan of work was such that no time was lost, 
the hours and days of storm being occupied in arrangement 
of note , execution of plans, and other office work in camp. 
Work in synonymy-Mr James Mooney was occupied in the 
office in the preparation of his final report on the Ghost dance 
and, in connection therewith, in the accumulation of material 
relating to the tribal synonymy of the eastern division of the 
iouan tock. 
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and (1 O) a o-ood eries of photographs of the survivors of the 
Kwc I c trib . · 
Dr lbert . Gatschet pushed forward practically to comple-
tion, o far a· pre ent da_ta will permit, his work on the Peoria 
language, and after comparison with certain rare or uniq~e· 
vocabularie and grammars of related languages the matter will 
be ready for the press. In the later portion of the month he, 
utilized an opportunity for collecting additional material per-
taining to the Algonquian languages among the youth of the 
Indian school in Philadelphia. 
Mr J . .1?. B. Hewitt was occupied during the greater part of 
the month in the preparation of a report on the linguistic rela-
tions of the Shahaptian and Waiilatpuan families and in exam-
ining the affinities of these groups with the Lutuamian. This 
study was undertaken for the especial use of the Director in 
det rmining fundamental relations among linguistic stocks of 
the northwest, and the research was conducted in an eminently 
sati factory manner. 
vVork in bibliography-During the month Mr James C. Pil-
ling's energy was divided between the collection of material 
for the Shahaptian bibliography and the revision of proofs of 
the Bibliography of the W akashan Languages. The proof 
revi ion of bibliographic matter is especially laborious and nee-
es arily proceeds slowly. Galley proofs of nearly all of the 
matter, with page proof~ of a considerable portion and page 
revises of a quarter of the volume, were examined, corrected, 
and returned to the printing office during the month. 
Publications--The printing of the Tenth Annual Report is 
announced to be substantially completed and the sheets practi-
cally ready for the binder. rrhe Twelfth Annual Report is 
ready to go on the press immediately, and the Eleventh is ready, 
except the index, which will be completed within a few days. 
The revision of proofs of the bulletin on the Pamunkey Indians, 
by J. Garland Pollard, was completed during the month, and 
the document has been directed to go on the press. The bul-
letin comprising Mr Pilling's Bibliography of the W akashan 
Languages is well advanced in composition. All of the bulle-
tin on "The Maya Year," by Dr Thomas, is in type, and most of 
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mor 1 arl than ever before the authenticity and trustworthy 
har, ct r of the codices. . 
·work in eastern archeology-Professor ,V. H. Holmes has 
b n fully occupied in the preparation of reports embodying 
the result of his researches in the field and museum extend-
ing over several years. In seeking to discover the methods 
employed in aboriginal manufacture he has not been content 
with inferences from the form, structure, and markings of the 
art products, but has tested these inferences by repeating the 
process and with his own hands manufacturing utensils and 
implements in imitation of aboriginal objects, and in this way 
he has in many cases obtained more exact knowledge of the 
methods employed than would be possible by other means. 
The general tendency of this study is toward simplification of 
the processes represented in the products-e. g., he has shown 
that pottery, formerly supposed to have been molded in bas-
kets or bags, was really ·wrought in much simpler fashion, the 
markings supposed to indicate the texture of baskets or bags 
being produced by beating or pressing with simple sticks or 
paddles wrapped with cord, and he finds that this beating or 
pressing greatly improves the texture of the clay and was thus 
a useful adjunct to pottery making. rrhis discovery suggests 
that the supposed ornamentation was really incidental rather 
than primary in the minds of the potters. During the month 
the bulletin by Professor Holmes on'' An Aboriginal Quarry in · 
Indian Territory," with the requisite illustrations, was com-
pleted and transmitted to the Public Printer. 
Early in the month intelligence came to this office to the 
effect that an aboriginal soapstone quarry of remarkable extent 
had been di covered at Clifton, Virginia, and that the owners 
of the quarry were willing to have the site examined and the 
material found therein conveyed to the National Museum. 
Mr William Dinwiddie was immediately dispatched to the 
locality, under the direction of the Ethnologist in Charge and, 
being impressed with the promise of a rich reward in relics of 
the soap tone implement makers, promptly made an arrange-
ment with the owners, Messrs Hunter Brothers, for detailed 
examination and for the remov,al of specimens. The contract 
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The growth of the library during the month has been quite 
ati factory, and a large number of publications of standard 
character, including several complete series, have been obtained. 
TYork in mythology-Mrs Matilda C. Stevenson has, so far as 
the tate of her health permitted, continued the preparation of 
her report on the Zuni. Most of the illustrations for this mono-
graph are now completed, and the final revision of the copy for 
text is well advanced. 
Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing has continued the preparation 
of text and illustrations relating to the arrow games of Amer-
ica; and Mr Stewarn Culin, who is writing on the arrow games 
of the Orient with the view to joint publication, has also made 
satisfactory progress. Mr Cushing has not allowed his re-
searches relating to divinatory games completely to interrupt 
his more general studies relating to Zuni mythology; his work 
in this direction, being stimulated anew by the appearance of 
Nordenskiold's magnificent. work on the Cliff-dwellers of Mesa 
Verde, is yielding valuable results, which will be set forth in 
subsequent reports. 
Work in linguistics-During the greater part of the ~onth 
Mr J. Owen Dorsey was engaged in arranging the K wapa 
texts collected in January and in writing the interlinear trans-
lations therefor. The material proves quite rich and is suffi-
ciently complete for publication in case it be found inexpedient 
to collect additional data; the texts, with interlinear and free 
translations, would form a volume of fair size. Some days were 
spent by Mr Dorsey in the ·arrangement of the Winnebago 
texts collected earlier in the winter. 
Dr A. S. Gatschet during the first half of the month remained 
in Philadelphia, and during this period, as well as during the 
later 'portion of the month, he was occupied in constructing a 
vocabulary of the Shawnee language. At the same time the 
grammatic elements were extracted · and arranged. About 
2,500 terms have already been extracted for the Shawnee 
vocabulary. 
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt was occupied during the greater part of 
th month in studying the relations between the Shahaptian 
and W aiilatpuan groups of languages, as well as the relations 
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ignal ·, and atisfactory progress has been made in the_ com-
pletion of the text of this monograph, and the execution of 
illu tration has been forwarded with energy, over fifty impor-
tant <l.rawings having been made. 
During the month the printed sheets of the monograph on 
pictography were received from the printing office for the 
purpose of placing- the plates. 
Work in Indian hieroglyphs--Early in the month Dr Cyrus 
Thomas finished the revision of proofs of the bulletin on the 
Maya year. The remainder of the month was occupied in 
the preparation of a memoir on the signification of the sym-
bols and names of days and months in the Central American 
calendar. The task has proved of unexpected magnitude, and 
extended comparisons and studies have been found necessary. 
This work is approaching completion. 
Work in eastern archeology-Professor W. H. Holmes has 
continued the preparation of monographs on the fictile ware 
and stone art of eastern United States, and both works are 
approaching completion, a large number of illustrations, both 
photographic and drawn in pen and ink, having been prepared 
and arranged. In addition, some time has been devoted to the 
arrangement of material in the National Museum, such material 
being in part newly collected and in part that returned from 
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. Also he revised 
and prepared an introduction for a bulletin by Gerard Fowke 
on "Archeologic Investigations in James and Potomac Val-
leys." Furthermore, some days were spent in the field at the 
Clifton soapstone quarry. 
Mr Dinwiddie was occupied throughout the month in clearing 
the Clifton soapstone quarry noted in the last report, in study-
ing the methods employed by the aboriginal quarrymen, in 
making photographs of the quarry, etc. The locality proves 
to be of great interest. By reason of the abundance of mate-
rial in the form of implements, partially completed or imperfect 
ve sels, together with pitted surfaces from which the blanks 
were taken, the quarry may be regarded as a type. The remark-
ably rich collection of objects will greatly enhance the material 
relating to aboriginal jndustry already in the National Museum. 
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by ill health. The myths of the aborigines of the southwest 
are f ex eptional interest, since they exemplify in many cases 
the influence of environment on the minds of the devotees, and 
in some cases, moreover, they indicate the migrations of the 
peoples among whom they are found. Accordingly, the studies 
seem of exceptional importance in American anthropology. 
·work in linguistics-Dr A. S. Gatschet continued the extrac-
tion of vocables and grammatic elements of the Shawnee lan-
guage from the material collected by him in 1892 and 1893. 
The systematically arranged material is now inscribed on 
·somewhat over two thousand cards, in condition for re3:dy 
examination or publication. Several vocabularies and gram-
mars ubmitted to the Bureau during the month were also 
·examined. 
Mr J. Owen Dorsey completed the arrangement of the Win-
nebago texts with interlinear translations early in the month. 
·These text , collected during the present fiscal year from Philip 
Longtail, have proved a rich source of information relating to 
language, customs, and beliefs of the tribe to which they per-
tain. The later portion of the month was spent in preparing 
an introduction to the synonymy of the Siouan family and 
to the study of the connection between onomatology and 
mythology as exemplified in the Siouan languages. In both 
these directions satisfactory progress was made. 
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt spent a considerable part of the month 
in the tudy of the relations of the Lutuamian language for 
the immediate use of the Director. This study affords an 
important basis for the classification of linguistic stocks of 
northwestern United States. It has been conducted with zeal 
.and succe ·s. 
Work in bibliography-Mr James C. Pilling · has continued 
the revi ion of the proofs of the Wakashan bibliography, which 
i now ubstantially completed. Meantime he has gone on with 
the p1·eparation of material for the Shahaptian bibliography, 
now n arly ready for the press. The completion of this 
work i delayed by some uncertainty concerning the relations 
-of certain northwestern languages, upon which Mr Hewitt has 
n at work; but while this delay affects the issue of the 
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ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT LIX 
Work in Indian hiero,r;lyphs-Dr Cyrus Thomas · has con-
tinued hi re earches relating to the Maya hieroglyphs. During 
the month he brought to substantial completion the text of the 
bulletin relating to the day names and symbols of the Maya 
calendar; at the same time he supervised the execution of the 
requisite illustrations. Among the interesting questions con-
nected with the Maya calendar is the origin and significance of 
the hieroglyphs useJ as symbols for days. Some of these 
have alrea<ly been interpreted by Brinton, Seler, and others, 
and it- has been inferred from these interpretations that the 
entire system of symbols represents a system of mythologic 
concepts; so that the calendric inscriptions not only comprise 
chronologies akin to those of the plains Indians, but also 
embody records of the beliefs of the writers. Dr Thomas has 
been able to confirm some of the conclusions reached by other 
investigators and to correct others . . 
liVork in eastern archeolo9y-Professor W. H. Holmes has 
completed the preparation of his monographs on fictile ware 
and stone art: Both of these works are substantially com-
pleted as to text and illustrations. During the month a large 
number of object previously collected have been examined, 
and the results of the examination are incorporated in the 
report. A few additional trips by Professor Holmes and Mr 
Dinwiddie were made to the Clifton soapstone quarry for the 
purpose of completing the collections of material from this 
point, and s,ome of this material has been used as subjects of 
discussion and illustration in Professor Holmes' monographs. 
In addition, the Ethnologist in Charge and Professor Holmes 
repaired to the Pass creek site, near Luray, Virginia, for the 
purpo e of collecting additional data relating to the stone art 
products in the large mound on this site. A considerable addi-
tional collectio_n of stone work was found in the moul).d and 
vicinity; also an aboriginal cemetery was discovered in the 
plowed field, anJ a typical collection of mortuary pottery was 
made. The stone implements are of exceptional interest in 
that the turtleback forms are rejects from the manufacture of 
celt -the rejects hitherto studied by Professor Holmes repre-
ent predominantly or exclusively the manufacture of narrow, 
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ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT LXI 
Work in mythology-Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing has con-
tinued the preparation of a memoir on the arrow games of 
America, and Mr Stewart Culin, who has shared and supple-
mented Mr Cushing's work by researches relating chiefly to 
divinatory games in other countries and comparative studies 
in primitive gaming in all countries, has completed his contri-
bution to the subject. The researches of Messrs Cushing and 
Culin have brought to light many significant facts bearing on 
the usages, beliefs, and ethnic relations of early peoples. 
Mrs Matilda C. Stevenson has continued the preparation of 
her report on the Zuni. 
Work in linguistics-Mr J. Owen Dorsey divided the month 
between (1) recording on dictionary slips the words of the 
Winnebago texts recorded last year, and (2) the extension of 
the phonetic alphabet required for the utterance of primitive 
languages. In the former work good progress was made; and 
in the latter, thanks to the aid furnished by the venerable 
Archdeacon John Joseph Nouri, of the Eastern Church under 
the Chaldean Patriarch of Babylon, excellent progress also 
was made. 
Dr A. S. Gatschet continued the extraction of Shawnee 
vocables and grammatic elements; in addition, he gave some 
time to perfecting the Peoria, to making additions to the com-
parative vocabulary of the Algonquian languages, and to the 
study of the Mexican material recently collected by Dr Carl 
Lumholtz. 
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt continued general linguistic studies 
relating to the northwestern families, and in addition made, in 
connection with Dr Gatschet, critical examination of the Lum-
holtz Mexican material and transcribed a considerable part of 
the Tarahumari vocabulary, with a view to publication. The 
material collected by Lurn.holtz is of great interest, since sev-
eral of the tribes examined yet retain the primitive condition 
in many respects, the language in particular being hardly 
modified through the advent of white men. In one case his 
lingui. tic material represents a decadent dialect, only three or 
four individuals remaining who are familiar with it. 
Work in bibliography--Mr James C. Pilling has continued 
the preparation of material for the Shahap6an bibliography, 
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be m ntione l a body of evidence tending to explain the sup-
po ed community of sign language not only among very dis-
tinct tribe , but among primitive peoples of widely diverse 
nationalitie . The recent comparison of facts indicates that 
the ready interchange of ideas by gestures among primitive 
people i simply the outcome of sense training in a certain 
<lirection, and that the apparent mystery in the interchange is 
due only to the fact that the cultured observers to whom it 
appeal lack this particular sense training. This and other 
problem· connected with sign language are receiving close 
attention from Colonel Mallery. 
Work in Indian hieroglyphs-Dr Thomas continued his 
researches relating to the Ma ya symbols and other Mexican 
and Central American hieroglyphs. His bulletin on this sub-
ject is completed in accordance with the initial plan, but is 
withheld pending the settlement of certa_in philologic ques-
tions suggested in the course of the inquiry. rrhe researches 
in hieroglyphs are of peculiar difficulty, but Dr Thomas has 
made satisfactory progress during the month. 
Work in eastern archeology-During the month Professor 
W. H. Holmes terminated his work in this Bureau and repaired 
to Chicago to assume charge of the department of anthropol-
ogy in the Field Columbian Museum, his resignation taking 
effect with the close of the month. Before departing he turned 
in the manuscripts and illustrations for two monographs-one 
on fictile ware, the other on stone art. 
Work in western archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff has con-
tinued operations in New Mexico, though by reason of the 
exhau tion of his allotment the work has been less extensive 
than during t~e earlier months. Satisfactory progress has 
been made in the preparation of maps, plans, and other 
manuscripts. 
·work in synonymy-Mr F. W. Hodge has continued the 
preparation of manuscript for the synonymy of the south-
we 't rn tribes. During the month ad vantage was taken of 
the presence in Washington of Dr Carl Lumholtz, ~ho has 
, pent some seasons among the tribes of Chihuahua, Mexico, 
and much valuable information regarding the Tarahumari and 
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Alth u h atisfactory progress was made, this body of lin~uistic 
mat rial i not yet ready for the press. The later port10n of 
the month was spent in critical study of •the comparative list 
of Maya and Polynesian words sent in by Dr Thomas. The 
re ults of the examination were put together in an elaborate-
report, which, though not designed for publication, will greatly 
facilitate dealing with related questions by the collaborators of 
the Bureau in the future. 
Work in bibliography-Mr James C. Pilling practically 
brought to completion his Shahaptian bibliograpl..y and spent 
a portion of the month in the extraction of title cards from the 
recently published W akashan bibliography. The greater part 
of the month, however, was spent in collecting titles relating 
to the languages of extreme southwestern United States and 
Mexico. 
Publications-During the month the Tenth Annual Report 
has been delivered from the Government bindery and the dis-
tribution is well under way. The Eleventh and Twelfth 
reports are in the bindery; galley proofs of nearly half' of the 
Thirteenth Annual Report have been received and revised. 
The Bibliography of the W akashan Languages has been 
delivered and distribution is in progress. The bulletin on 
"Chinook Texts" by Dr Boas is still passing through the prin-
ter's hands. Galley proofs of Professor Holmes' bulletin on 
"An Aboriginal Quarry in Indian Territory" have been re-
ceived and are undergoing revision. The illustrations for the 
bulletins by Messrs Mooney and Fow ke have been completed 
and they will shortly be sent forward for publication. Pro-
vision has been made for publishing a bulletin by Dr Boas on 
the physical characteristics of the Siouan peoples, the text of 
which, however, has not yet been received. 
OPERATIONS DURING JUNE 
The work has been confined chiefly to the office; field 
operations being limited to the surveys by Mr Cosmos 
Mindele:ff in the Pueblo country. 
Work in sign language-Colonel Garrick Mallery has been 
occupied throughout the month in comparative study and 
writing on gesture signs and signals. 
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Mr Mindeleff concludes from his researches of the year that 
th fir t settlements in the region are marked by the bowlder- · 
marked sites; that these were followed by small settlements 
and easily defended sites, accompanied by cliff dwellings, 
cavate lodges., etc; and that larger settlements were subse-
quently formed and valley sites- located, not defensible as 
regards site, though the structures were defensive. These 
couclusions are in harmony with those deduced from the struc-
tures of Canyon de Chelly, where, however, the sequence is 
more complete. Detailed information concerning the different 
types of structure is reported by Mr Mindeleff. 
Work in synonymy-Mr F. W. Hodge has continued work on 
the descriptions and synonymy of the southwestern tribes for 
incorporation in the cyclopedia, the chief work ·during the pres-
e11t month being the amplification of the Piman synonymy. 
He has remained in charge of the library, and, in addition, 
.spent a part of the month in revising proofs of the Thirteenth 
Annual Report and of Professor Holmes' bulletin on "An 
Ancient Quarry in Indian Territory." 
Mr James Mooney has brought to completion his memoir 
,on "The Ghost-dance Religion," which is incorporated in the 
Fourteenth Annual Report of the Bureau. Meantime he has 
continued the arrangement of the material for the synonymy 
of the eastern Siouan tribes. His bulletin on these tribes was 
reexamined during the month and is forwarded herewith for 
publication. 
Work in mythology-Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing spent a 
portion of the month in revising his memoir on primitive arrow 
games, to which reference has been made in previous monthly 
reports. Some time was spent also in revising and supple-
menting his paper on "Zuni Creation Myths" now in press as 
part of the Thirteenth Annual Report. In addition, he was 
occupied for some <lays in the arrangement of figures and 
groups in the National Museum. 
Mrs Matilda C. Stevenson has continued the preparation of 
her monograph on Zuni ceremonials, making satisfactory 
progre ·s therein. 
Work in linguistics-Mr J. Owen Dorsey continued work on 
the Winnebago dictionary, together with the notes to his large 
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orth merican Ethnology, comprising Riggs' "Dakota Gram-
mar, T xt and Ethnography," has been completed by the 
pr paration of the index, and the document is now on the 
pres. 
SUMMARY REPORT 
CLAS IFICATION Ol!.., THE WORK 
A set forth on an earlier page, five primary lines of research 
relating to the collective or demotic characteristics of the 
American aborigines are pursued in the Bureau. These lines, 
with the corresponding branches of know ledge, comprise (1) 
arts, or esthetology; (2) indust~ies, or technology; (3) institu-
tions, or sociology; ( 4) forms of expression, or linguistics; and 
(5) opinions and beliefs, or sophiology. In addition, two 
primary lines of research relating to the aborigines considered 
as organisms are recognized, viz, somatology and psychology. 
Each of these seven lines of research is of such extent and 
importance as to form the basis for a distinct science; and each 
comprises a number of principal branches, any one of which 
is sufficiently extended to form an important specialty. Since 
there are only about a dozen scientific collaborators in the 
Bureau, it follows that there are more specialties than collabo-
rators ; and it has been found necessary to select those special 
lines of research which seemed of most importance, and to 
assign them to the collaborators best equipped for carrying 
them forward. Sometimes, on the other hand, it has been 
found desirable temporarily to combine two or more primary 
line of investigation in the assignment of a single collabo-
rator, for the purpose of utilizing opportunity-e. g., to obtain 
general information at a minimum cost or to procure data con-
cerning a disappearing tribe. To meet these practical condi-
tion , a somewhat arbitrary classification of the work has been 
adopted and has varied from time to time. During the year 
the re earches have related chiefly to (1) archeology; (2) de-
criptive ethnology; (3) sociology; ( 4) pictography and sign 
language; (5) general linguistics; (6) mythology, or sophiol-
ogy; (7) psychology, and (8) bibliography. 
Classified by method, the operations of the Bureau com-
pri e (1) field work, including exploration; (2) office researchest 
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a , tron r emblance to the plan of ruins found near the Tu-
a an villag- . Tradition recites that this village ( or possibly 
a n ighboring one) was called Homolobi, and was occupied 
b the Water clan, the last to reach Tusayan. The indica-
tion are that the period of occupancy was short. 
Mr Mindeleff found the river at Mormon crossing, or "The 
Oro ing of the Fathers;" too high for fording, and his party 
pro eeded with difficulty along the northern bank to the old 
un et cro ing near Winslow. After fording at this point, the 
party proceeded to Verde, crossing the Mogollon mountains by 
way of Sunset and Chaves passes. · At Verde an old field outfit 
wa taken up, and the party returned by. way of Flagstaff, 
reaching Little Colorado river at the mouth of San Francisco 
wa h. This region was formerly a favorite hunting ground of 
the Tu ayan, large parties leaving the villages to hunt antelope 
and oth r game so recently as ten years ago; but the game has 
nearly disappeared, and the annual hunting parties of the Tusa-
yan Indians are now but a memory. From San Francisco 
wash the party followed the southern branch of the river to 
Win low, and the northern side thence to Holbrook. 
Leaving Holbrook early in October, Mr Mindeleff proceeded 
northward toward Canyon de Chelly. Advantage was taken 
of the opportunity to examine the locality of a supposed ruin 
ome 35 miles north of Holbrook, concerning which rumors 
have been current for several years, and the supposed ruin was 
found to be a natural dike rising from the summit of a low hill 
a a wall of black basalt over ·1.00 feet long, generally less than 
2 feet thick, and sometimes 18 feet high. Near its western end 
the r mains of a habitation consisting of one or two rooms was 
found, the ground being strewn with potsherds. So striking is 
thi dike that the Navaho guide insisted, even when standing 
befor it, that it is artificial; yet examination leaves no doubt 
a fo its real character. Canyon de Chelly was reached about 
the middle of October, and detailed examination of its cliff 
ruin wa begun at once and continued nearly to the end of 
D cemb r. More than ixty ruins were examined, ground 
plan of many of them were made and a large series of photo-
graph were taken. The results of this interesting survey will 
be incorporated in the Sixteenth Annual Report. 
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Dr W. J. Hoffman spent July and August and a portion of 
I te:..nb r among the Ottawa Indians near P:toske~, Mic~i-
gan, the Ojibwa Indians at La Pointe reservation, W1sconsm, 
and th Menomini Indians iat Keshena in the same state, and 
among the several tribes information pertaining to customs 
and belief: wa obtained. 
Mr J. Owen Dorsey spent the month of January, 1894, on 
th K wapa reservation in Indian Territory, investigating the 
social organization of the tribe and recording their myths and 
tradition . 
During the earlier part of the year the Director took advan-
tage of opportunities growing out of work in connection with 
the Geological Survey on the Pacific Coast to visit several 
Indian tribes and to continue his researches relating to their 
habits, myths, and languages. 
ARCHEOLOGY 
Professor W. H. Holmes was occupied throughout the year 
in archeologic researches, chiefly in eastern United States 
The first half of July was spent in organizing the work of the 
year, and later he proceeded to different points in Delaware 
valley for the purpose of continuing studies of ancient quar-
rie and quarry shops. A new quarry shop was discovered on 
Delaware river, 15 miles above Trenton, yielding rejects cor-
responding precisely with the objects so abundantly found in 
the gravel on which the city of Trenton is built, and which 
were formerly classed as paleoliths. Subsequently he visited 
a number of interesting localities in Ohio, giving especial 
attention to the gravels at Newcomerstown, in or apparently 
in which an artificially shaped stone has been found, this being 
the only case now strongly held to indicate the existence of 
man during the Glacial period in this country. 
In October he visited an island in Potomac river, near Point 
of Rocks, flooded by a recent freshet in such manner as to 
lay bare an ancient village and aboriginal workshop. This 
work, hop proved of considerable interest in that here ummis-
takable indication was found for the first time that blocks of 
tone w re used as anvils in the production of certain classes 
of tone implement and weapons. 
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at th it di overed by Mr Fowke, the pebbles are at the 
am tim f uitable size and sufficiently abundant for easy 
w rking b I rimitive methods-in short, the best and, indeed, 
th only fea ible ite for the'·aboriginal factory was that selected 
for the purpo e. The material is a peculiar I y tough and strong 
cry talline rock, which flakes fairly well and is at the same 
tim adapted to battering and grinding. 
During the first three months of the year• Mr Gerard Fowke 
was occupied, under Professor Holmes' general instructions, 
but under the immediate direction of the Ethnologist in Charge, 
in making collections from the little-known but highly inter-
esting interior shell mounds in the valley of Tennessee river. 
Thi work yielded excellent results, particularly in the form of 
material collected for the enrichment of the National Museum. 
The collections were duly cleaned, prepared, and tabulated,. 
and transferred to the Museum by Mr Henry Walther. 
Mr William Dinwiddie, under Professor Holmes' immediate 
direction, spent the greater part of the months of July, August, 
and September in archeologic reconnoissance along the shores 
and tributaries of Chesapeake bay with the object of demarking 
more exactly by art products the territory belonging respec-
tively to the different peoples. His work also yielded abun-
dant collections for the enrichment of the department of arche-
ology of the National Museum for the benefit of contemporary 
and future students . 
. During February and March, as already noted, Mr Dinwid-
die was occupied in investigating the aboriginal steatite quarry 
at Clifton. The quarry was cleared and its walls and floors 
were found to yield numerous · and characteristic traces of 
primitive workmanship; a rich collection of broken and par-
tially finished utensils was made; a good series of photographs, 
showing with _unprecedented accuracy the details of the quar-
rying and manufacturing operations, was taken; a number of 
the t ols used in the work were found, while the entire collec-
tion has been brought together for study and preservation in 
the ational Mu eum. The general results of the investiga-
tion of this quarry have been incorporated in the accompany-
ing paper by Professor Holmes. 
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al v rlooked by previous explorers. These differ from the 
preceding ty1 e and are in some respects the most important 
ruin of the canyon. They apparently represent the home 
pueblo occupied contemporaneously with the ·cliff dwellings, 
and bore the same relation to the latter that Zuni bears to 
Nutria, Pescado, and Ojo Caliente, or that Oraibi bears to 
Moenkapi. The cliff dwellings were apparently occupied 
a a rule only during the summer mont~s, the occupants resort-
ing to the pueblos during the winter. Thus the cliff dwellings 
appear to represent a phase rather than a chronologic epoch/ in 
the history of the pueblo builders. 
Although the researches are not yet completed, Mr Mindeleff 
is of opinion that while some of the ruins may be pre-Colum-
bian, others were undoubtedly occupied in the seventeenth 
century, and that the occupancy was probably continuous as 
regards the district, though probably not continous as regards 
particular tribes or subtribes. A general result of the study 
was the classification of the various types of ruins, in a chron-
ologic order, in such manner that the history of the canyon 
from the earliest occupancy up to the recent advent of English-
speaking settlers is clearly indicated. In combining the data 
acquired in Canyon de Chelly with those obtained from Rio 
Verde during previous years, Mr Mindeleff finds reason for the 
conclusion that the ruins of the former district represent the 
first settlements in the San Juan country, and that further 
developments will be found in the tributary valleys, and also 
that the large communal buildings on the tributaries of the 
San Juan, representing the highest architectural art attained 
by the pueblo builders, will prove to be the ultimate form of 
the primitive village of this district. 
During the year Dr Cyrus Thomas completed the revision 
of proofs ~f text and illustrations of his '' Report on Moun~ 
Explorations," and the work was put through the press as the 
body of the Twelfth Annual Report. The document comprises 
much information relating to the Indian mounds of the Missis-
sippi valley and eastern United States, and it seems reasonable 
to hope that the monograph may come to he regarded as a 
tandard source of information on the subject. Subsequently 
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DESCRIPTIVE ETHNOLOGY 
n important line of work in the Bureau for some years 
pa t ha been the collection and systematic arrangement of 
tribal names and characteristics, with brief description of the 
habit , u toms, arts, beliefs, and institutions of the aborigines. 
The information thus collected has been recorded on cards 
under the head of Tribal Synonymy. 
During the last year Mr F. W. Hodge devoted several 
months to the descriptive ethnology of several southwestern 
familie , the Piman, Tanoan, Keresan, and Zufiian stocks 
Teceiving chief attention. Advantage was taken of the pres-
ence in Washington of Dr Carl Lumholtz, who has spent 
.several easons among the tribes of Chihuahua, to obtain val-
uable information relating to the Tarahumari, Tepehuani, and 
'Tubari Indians for use in the synonymy of the Piman stock. 
Mr Hodge's literary research during the year will probably 
-enable him to identify the obscurely recorded Jurnano of the 
early Spanish explorers with the Comanche of more recent 
-date. In connection with the condensed descriptions contained 
in the systematic work, Mr Hodge has made progress in the 
preparation of a bibliography of the Pueblo Indians, designed 
to erve as a basis for further research concerning this inter-
•esting portion of our aboriginal population. 
Mr J. Owen Dorsey made a number of important additions 
io the portion of the tribal synonymy relating to the Siouan 
tribe ·, and M'r James Mooney devoted some time to classifying 
and extending the material already obtained relating to the 
Cherokee Indians. Dr Albert S. Gatschet also made contri-
butions to this work. 
Although the collection of material for the general descriptive 
-ethnology of the Tribal Synonymy of the American Indians 
wa commenced some years since, and although a large body 
of information has been collected and arranged on cards for 
-0ffice u e, publication has not yet been undertaken, partly by 
rea on of the great volume of material, partly because the · 
work i of such character as not soon to be completed, since 
-each new investigation yields additional information; but 
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of whi h a laro- part is sociologic. In addition, he prepared 
<l.urinO' th year a memoir on the "Siouan Tribes of the East," 
whi h ha be n sent to press as one of the series of bulletins 
of the Bureau. In this paper the relations and movements of 
the tribe recorded by early explorers · and settlers of eastern 
United States are analyzed and, after comparative study for 
the purpo e of combining the various consistent records and 
liminating the uncertainties due to vague geographic an<l. eth-
nographic records, grouped as a consistent body of informa-
tion relating to the aboriginal landholders of cisappalachian 
United States. The memoir represents much patient research 
among early maps and throughout the earliest literature of the 
United States. It is enriched by synonymy of the various 
tribes of the district, and incidentally considerable information 
relating to the organization and social institutions of these 
tribes is incorporated. 
PICTOGRAPHY AND SIGN LANGUAGE 
The earlier part of the year was spent by Colonel Garrick 
Mallery in revising the proofs of his monograph on "Picture-
writing of the American Indians," which has since been pub-
lished in the Tenth Annual Report of the Bureau. Some 
years were devoted by Colonel Mallery to the collection of 
information on this subject and the subject of sign language 
and gesture epeech among the aborigines, and this monograph 
represents the product of labors in the interesting line of 
research to which it appertains. By reason of the invasion of 
white men, many of the primitive customs of the Indians have 
been modified and some have been lost; and in few directions 
i the modification more complete than in that of inscribing 
records on rocks and other surfaces; and it has been the pur-
poi.:;e to render this work as complete an exposition of the crude 
graphic art of the American Indian as it is possible to make at 
thi time. It is believed that the work will be found practi-
cally exhaustive and a standard source of information. During 
the remaining portion of the year Colonel Mallery has been 
engaged in the preparation of a companion monograph on the 
ign language of the American Indians. The material for this 
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hawn lauguag , r corded by him during the preceding two 
T ar •. Thi· work gave abundant opportunities for comparing 
th tw t ng~e with the forty or fifty other dialects of the 
lg nquian tock, and the interesting results of the comparison 
w re mbodied in a comparative vocabulary of the _Algonquian 
languag . By this comparison the intimate relations between 
the dialect is strikingly shown, and at the same time the mul-
tiplicity of forms into which the original tongues have been 
<liver ified has been brought out. Morphologically the Algon-
quian tongue is built on a purely nominal basis, yet in the 
various dialects a wide variety of ideas are expressed with 
surprising perfection. In all the Algonquian dialects verbal 
root combine with other verbal roots in a single word, giving 
a peculiar and forcible expression to the verbal form. The 
compounding of word is further extended by numerous adject-
ival uffixe descriptive of quality, these suffixes indicating' 
wliether the noun quali£.ed by such aii adjective .is an animate 
or inanimate subject, and showing whether complexion, size, 
age, or other qualities are to be determined. This method of 
adjectival suffixe extends also to the numerals, and in some 
,dialect there are special suffixes to qualify numeral cardinals as 
determining animate or inanimate objects in the plural. Dr 
Gat chet's recent studies have brought out the fact that the 
Algonquian languages of the western group (Arapaho, Chey-
,enne, and Siksika) differ considerably in their phonetics from 
the ea tern dialects, these differences being especially shown 
in the nasalization found among the western representatives of 
the stock. 
Mr J. Owen Dorsey spent the earlier part of the year in 
-0ffice work on the Biloxi language, completing its systematic 
arrangement for preservation and reference. He also revised 
the proofs of Contributions to North American Ethnology, 
volume IX (Riggs' "Dakota Grammar, Texts, and Ethnogra-
phy"), a well as his own memoir, entitled '' A Study of Siouan 
Cult , " in the Eleventh Annual Report of the Bureau. Both 
of these document have now been published. The month of 
January was spent on the K wapa reservation in Indian Terri-
tory in investigating the social organization of the tribes and 
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m r ov r in many of the dialects triking proofs of the effects 
f di •or lant lingui ·ti growth. The general result of the 
tu 1 wa , to prove that the two groups of languages have had 
a ommon hi tory in part; and this conclusion has been pro-
i , ·i nally accepted in the classification of linguistic material 
in th Bureau vaults. Other important studies relating to the 
affiniti , of the aboriginal languages of northwestern America 
w re u es fully carried forward. Mr Hew.itt also aided in 
the lingui tic comparison of the Maya and Malayan terms 
collect d by Dr Thomas. Some time was given also to the 
arrang ment and transliteration of the Tuba:i material collected • 
by Dr Carl Lumholtz in Mexico, with a view to publication. 
Thi ollection, although not large, is of a special interest, since 
it wa obtained from the last three surviving representatives 
of the tribe who alone survive. During the last months of 
the year Mr Hewitt made .a fruitful study of the so-called 
irregular or anomalou verb in . the Tuskarora or Mohawk 
dialects. 
In connection with his memoir on the Menomini Indians, 
alr ady noted, Dr Hoffman compiled a considerabl'e vocabulary 
r pre enting the language of this tribe. 
In addition to the Tubari material, in part transliterated by 
Mr Hewitt, Dr Carl Lumholtz turned over to the Bureau the 
vocabularies collected from the Tarahumari and Tepehuani 
tribe occupying the mountainous portions of the state of 
Chihuahua, in the Republic of Mexico. Several other valuable 
-0ontributions to the linguistic material of the Bureau were 
mad during the year. Among these may be mentioned a 
manu cript of more than a thousand pages, representing the 
vocabulary and grammar of the Nez Perce Indiarn, of Idaho, 
collected by the late Miss S. L. McBeth and kindly transmitted 
t the Bureau by her si ter, Miss Kate C. McBeth. 
MYTilOLOGY 
Th myths and ognate beliefs of the American aborigines 
are of ex eptional interest, since they exemplify in many cases 
th influence of environment on the minds of the devotees 
' and in , ome cases, moreover, the myths indicate the migra-
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perhap more than any other characteristic, distiii.guishes man-
kind from the lower animals. The conquest of fire has not 
yet been clearly traced, but Mr Cushing's researches are con-
tributing materially to knowledge of the subject. 
The manuscript of Mr Cushing's paper bearing the title 
"Outlines of Zuni Creation Myths" was brought to completion 
and at the close of the year was partially in type as one of the 
accompanying papers of the Thirteenth Annual Repo1·t. 
Mrs Matilda Coxe Stevenson, although partially disabled by 
overwork and exposure during her last field season among the 
Sia Indians of New Mexico, began in July the revision of the 
proofs of her article on that tribe, which cover pages 3- 157 
of the Eleventh Annual Report. On the completion of the 
proof reading, early in September, Mrs Stevenson continued 
the preparation of a report on certain myths and ceremonials 
of the Zuni tribe, among whom she has spent a number of sea-
ons. Notwithstanding ill health, she succeeded in completing 
the preparation of most of the illustrative material of the mon-
ograph and made progress in the final revision of the text. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
The Director has found opportunity for continuing his in-
vestigations in primitive modes of thought, carried on during 
previous years. The results of these studies were imparted 
to the members of the Bureau in a s~ries · of informal lectures, 
establishing a firmer and more definite basis for their researches 
in Indian mythology and sociology. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
The work on the bibliography of native American lan-
guages was continued by Mr James C. Pilling. As in pre-
vious years much time was consumed in procuring new 
material for the main catalog, from which are prepared the 
bibliographies of the various linguistic stocks. This work 
neces itates a careful review of all the catalog material relat-
ing to Americana, generally-those of auction sales, of book-
ellers' catalogs, of the reviews, etc--and these furnish brief 
title , which are used as memoranda for further research. In 
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wm; r iv d from the printer iu June, 1894. The monograph 
a m1 anying thi · report, "Picture Writing of the American 
Indian.· ," 1 y Garrick J\1allery, covers 807 pages and is illus-
trat d by .- 4 plates and 1,290 figures. On July 27, 1893, the 
El venth Annual Report was sent to the Public Printer, and 
b fore the close of October all the proofs had been read. 
Proof r ading of the Twelfth Annual Report was in progress 
at the clo e of the year 1892-93, and continued until April, 
1894. Thi report, which, in addition to the administrative 
report of the Director, contains a paper by Dr Cyrus Thomas, 
entitled "Report on the Mound Explorations of the Bureau of 
Ethnology," was in the bindery at the close of the year. In 
February, 1894, the manuscript of the Thirteenth Annual 
Report wa sent to the Public Printer, and in June the first 
proof were received. With the close of the fiscal year all 
the illu tration for this annual had been engraved and proof 
reading wa well advanced 
At the close of the year 1892-83 the proof reading of the 
"Bibliography of the _Salishan Languages," by James Con-
. stantine Pilling, was almost completed. This bulletin was 
delivered by the printer in November, 1893. "The Bibliogra-
phy of the W akashan Languages," by the same author, was sent 
to the printer in December, 1893; the first proofs were received 
in January, 1894; the proof reading was finished in April, and 
the edition was delivered a month later. 
Early in January of the present year the manuscript of a bul-
letin by Mr John Garland Pollard, on ''The Pamunkey Indians 
of Virginia," was sent to the Public Printer, and by February 6 
th final proofs had been revised. 1:'his bulletin was delivered 
in April, 1894. 
At the clo e of the last fiscal year proof reading of mggs' 
"Dakota Grammar, Texts, and Ethnography," which forms 
Contributions to North American Ethnology, volume rx, had 
been in progress about a mon~h, and by the end of July the 
volume was in page form. 
The first proof of a bulletin entitled "The Ma ya Year," by 
Dr Cyru Thomas, was received early in February, 1894, the 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
Cla si.fication of rnamiscripts-ln the current appropriation 
for merican Ethnology provison was made for rental of 
quarters for the use of the Bureau, and in accordance there-
with the ixth tloor of the Adams building on F street was 
lea ed. In addition to increased floor space for the use of its 
collaborator when not engaged in field work, the Bureau now 
has two large fireproof vaults, in which has been safely depos-
ited the large body of valuable manuscript material in its 
po e sion. Thi material, comprising over 1,100 specific 
linguistic papers, 60 miscellaneous linguistic papers, and 236, 
manuscripts on miscellaneous ethnologic subjects has been 
tentatively catalogued by subject, linguistic family, and author. 
World's Columbian Exposition-The preparation of the exhibit 
of the Bureau at the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago 
wa a igned to Professor William H. Holmes, who supervised 
the collection of material and its arrangement in the National 
Museum preparatory to shipment. He was assisted in the work 
by Mr Franl Hamilton Cushing and Mr James Mooney, and 
it i a pleasure to acknowledge the facilities provided and the 
aid rendered by the officers of the National Museum, especially 
Dr G. Brown Goode and Dr Otis T. Mason. rrhe exhibit was 
in talled in the Government building at Chicago by Professor 
Holmes, aided by Mr Cushing, largely under the supervision of 
the Director. Mrs Matilda Coxe Stevenson also aided in this 
work. On completing the installation Mr Holmes returned to 
Washington, leaving to Mr Cushing the final arrangement of a 
number of lay figures, which constituted one of the most 
striking features of the exhibit. Mr Cushing remained in 
charge of the exhibit until the middle of September, mean-
while continuing the study of primitive games noted above . 
. Much of the work in Chicago was by the Director in person. 
It i gratifying to be able to state that the figures and other 
object representative of the American aborigines exhibited by 
the Bureau at Chicago met with'. high praise from American 
and foreign students and received the award of a medal and 
diploma for specific merit. 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ACCOMPANYING PAPERS 
DI8~.rRIBUTION 01' SUBJECTS 
Of the five papers accompanying this report, two relate to 
archeology, and thus represent one of the branches of the 
cience of technology; these are Professor Holmes' monograph 
on the stone implements of the Potomac-Chesapeake province, 
and Mr Mindeleff's account of the restoration of Casa Grande 
ruin. Two of the papers are more strictly ethnologic in the 
limited sen e of the term, and treat of one of the great linguis-
tic stocks or families of North America, the Siouan Indians; 
one ofthese is general, while th~ other is devoted primarily to 
the sociology of this group of Indians, and thus to the third of 
the ciences of humanity. The remaining paper, on Tusayan 
Katcinas, is a description and discussion of forms and cere-
monies connected with aboriginal belief, and hence represents 
the science of sophiology. Thus in object-matter and in mode 
of treatment the memoirs touch a considerable part of the field 
covered by the science of man. 
The geographic range of the subjects is considerable. The 
first paper relates to the middle Atlantic slope, and especially 
to the territory about the national capital, where geographic 
conditions profoundly affected the aborigines as they have less 
profoundly, but in a parallel way, affected the civilized invad-
ers; the second and third papers deal with the interior area 
extending from the borders of the Atlantic to the foothills of 
the Rocky mountains and from the shores of the Gulf north-
ward beyond the international boundary; the scene of the 
fourth paper is laid in the Pueblo country of southwestern 
United States, while that of the fifth is in southern Arizona 
' near the Mexican frontier. 
The Indian tribes treated in the papers traverse the entire 
range in aboriginal culture from that of the hunting and war-
ring Siouan Indians-the typical savages of North America--
to that of the peaceful pueblo builders, whose sedentary 
habits can only be regarded as pointing the way which leads 
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b th reputation achieved in his favorite field; even before the 
ompl ti n of the accompanying memoir he was chosen as the 
h ad of the department of anthropology in the Field Columbian 
fo eum, and tendered a professorship in Chicago University. 
Hi tanding and qualifications may be characterized the more 
freely because he is no longer connected with the Bureau. 
Something of the comprehensive and painstaking methods 
pur ued in the work may be gleaned from Professor Holmes' 
memoir; yet the breadth and soundness of his foundation are 
hardly suggested by the details of the superstructure. As a 
geologist on the Hayden Survey of the Territories and later on 
the United States Geological Survey, he had occasion to trav-
Brse the western plains, the Rocky Mountain region, and the 
plateau country, nearly all the way from the Canadian bound-
ary on the north to the Mexicai,_ frontier on· the south, and this 
in early days while yet the Indians were numerous and retained 
their aboriginal characteristics. Accordingly he had many 
-opportunities for ethnologic observ~tion, and was led by pre-
vious training to give special attention to the manual arts of 
the tribesmen; indeed, it was chiefly his contact with the Indians 
in the course of his geologic work that induced him to take up 
sy tematic studies of aboriginal arts and handicraft During 
thi stage of his career he learned to think as the Indian thinks 
about the simple native arts; he learned to imitate aboriginal 
methods and manipulations in the manufacture of stone; and 
he learned to interpret relics of primitive culture as they are 
interpreted by primitive minds. Thus when he turned to the 
examination of aboriginal relics in eastern United States his 
Bquipment in actual knowledge concerning the details of 
primitive art was exceptionally-indeed almost singularly-
.complete. 
Taking up the study in a favorably conditioned province, he 
-fir t acquainted himself with the work of previous investigators 
of the locality and with the researches and opinions of arch-
ologi t generally. He then entered the field and, with a force 
of laborers always under his eve, made extensive excavations 
and examined a body of mate;ial unprecedented in quantity. 
'l'he pecimens actually examined and studied could be enum-
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of ·p cial empha i ; the outcome of the study of the quartzite 
quarri and implements suffices to demonstrate that whatso-
ever be true of other countries and provinces, the rudely flaked 
ston • of the Potomac-Chesapeake province do not represent a, 
lower or more primitive culture than that of the Indians found 
in the province by John Smith and other explorers, and do, 
represent the by-products, waste, or rejectage, of stone-working 
by the the Algonquian and neighboring Indians. Thus, what-
soever be true of other districts, in this district the rudest stone-
work known to the archeologist and the finest stone carving,. 
pottery, basketry, and woodwork .represent a single culture: 
stage. This conclusion is not put forth tentatively or provi-
sionally, but as a final result of the most thorough single piece 
of archeologic research ever conducted in America. 
While the chief subject of the monograph is the description 
and di cussion of the quartzite quarries and implements, there 
are other features of note. The account of the quarrying and 
manufacture of steatite depicts with remarkable fullness and 
clearness a little-understood phase of aboriginal art in east-
ern United States. The tracing of several materials used in 
primitive art to their sources in distant mountains is one of the 
minor triumphs of American archeology, and illustrates well 
the thoroughness of the methods pursued in the work; and 
there are other features worthy of careful attention by students 
of archeology. 
THE SIOUAN INDIANS 
The ummary sketch of the Siouan Indians prepared by Mr 
McGee, as an introduction · and complement to a somewhat 
technical account of the sociology of the tribes, devel_ops 
everal interesting points. 
One of the great linguistic groups of North America is that 
compri ing the Siouan tribes of the interior. Some years ago 
it wa a certained through linguistic researches, originating 
with the late Horatio Hale, but continued and perfected in the 
Bureau, that some of the tribes found near the shores of the 
tlantic by white pioneers were closely related with the Siouan 
tribes of the plains; it was also ascertained that certain archaic 
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th d g, which was used for draft and burden and as a source 
of food, a well as for protection by night, and that no other 
animal w re completely domesticated, though some were partly 
tamed and kept for ceremonial purposes. It is shown also that 
the hor e wa acquired about the beginning of the present cen-
tury, partly from the southwestern plains, but partly from the 
Cayu e country beyond the Rocky mountains. Incidentally 
it is shown that the domestication of animals is not a simple 
process, and that there is an important stage antecedent to 
.domestication proper in which the relation between animals and 
men i collective and one of mutual toleration. 
In their mythology the Siouan Indians are typical of the 
American aborigines, and the principal features of the myths 
.and ceremonials of the tribes are set forth clearly and accu-
rately in the sketch. The description of the Siouan "waka 11 da" 
is notably satisfactory, and indicates well the combination of 
vagueness and comprehensiveness which characterizes primi-
tive belief. 
SIOUA.N SOCIOLOGY 
A few months after the close of the fiscal year dealt with in 
this report the Bureau and ethnologic science sustained a heavy 
lo s in the death of James Owen Dorsey, a collaborator of the 
Bureau from its institution and a frequent contributor to the 
reports. He had just completed a paper on the sociology of 
the Siouan Indians, and it, with the foregoing sketch of the 
stock, has been incorporated in the present report. 
To superficial observers, primitive peoples often appear to 
be nothing more than unorganized masses or hordes, and the 
latter term has been largely used by writers to express the 
. upposed unorganized condition; but more careful students of 
the American Indians have found that the individuals and 
groups are arranged in accordance with a remarkably elabo-
rate system-a system often transcending in extent and defi-
niteness that found among civilized people. In the absence of 
written statutes, there are many devices for adjusting and 
maintaining the demotic relations. Thus, among most of the 
Siouan tribes, the clans habitually arrange themselves in a 
-certain order on making camp, and this order expresses the 
rnnk 
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an l Dr J. Walter Fewkes was placed in charge. During the 
xploration a valuable collection was made ~nd transferr~d 
to a tern United States, and at the same time systematic 
re arch were carried forward concerning the beliefs, sym-
b 1 , and ceremonials of the people. Many of the results of 
the later re earches have been made public by Dr Fewkes in 
different publications; the matured results of one of the lines 
of tudy are incorporated _in the accompanying paper. 
In ome instances the use of aboriginal terms is unavoidable 
in the description and discussion of aboriginal customs, since 
the more highly differentiated terms of civilized language fail 
to expre s primitive ideas. The word "katcina" is an example. 
It primary significance can be grasped only when the mytho-
1 gic sy tern of its users is understood. Among the mystery-
loving and dev ut Pueblo Indians many deities are venerated 
or wor hiped, and most of these are arranged in grades or 
rank ; i.e., in a vague thearchy. Among some, at least, of the 
tribes the deities of first rank are held to be anthropomorphic 
r zoomorphic at will, though in fundamental conception they 
e m to per onify the greater objects of nature. Subordinate 
t the e there is commonly a series of beast-gods, which are 
con idered zoomorphic, though possessed of mystical powers 
far tran cending those of existing animals; and there are usu-
ally till lower orders of deities, both animate and inanimate, cor-
re ponding with my tical potencies imputed to various bodies. 
Primarily the katcinas of the Tusayan people seem to be 
deities of the second order, or beast gods, which may be sym-
bolized by animals or their representations, but which the . 
believer regards as possessing mystical powers, including the 
control of natural phenomena and human affairs, either directly 
or through coalition with other deities. In addition to this 
primary meaning, a multitude of secondary meanings cluster 
about the term. It is applied to the priest or dramaturgist 
who repre ent the deity in the ceremonial; to the mask sym-
bolizing the deity; to the statuette symbolizing the drama-
turgi t; to the ceremonial in honor of the deity, and perhaps 
to the place at which or the time during which the cere-
monial i performed. To understand fully these multifarious 
econdary meanings, it is necessary to realize something of 
the crude and ill-differentiated ideation of the primitive man 
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min nt a a benefactress of many institutions of eaucation; 
William Claflin, Francis Parkman, Dr Ed ward Everett Hale, 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, John Fiske, William T. Harris, and 
John G. Whittier, '' calling the attention of Congress to the 
ancient and celebrated ruin of Casa Grande, an ancient temple 
of the prehistoric age, of the greatest ethnologic and scientific 
intere t, situate in Pinal county, near Florence, ,Arizona," and 
praying "that the Government will take further measures to 
have the ruin protected from injury by visitors or by land-
owner in the neighborhood." (Congressional Record, vol. xx, 
pt. 2, p. 1454). Thus was initiated a movement on the part 
of the Congress toward the preservation, for the benefit of 
the people, of one of the remarkable aboriginal antiquities of 
the United States. The movement resulted in an inquiry 
concerning the condition of the ruin and a detailed examina-
tion by collaborators of the Bureau of Ethnology (the results 
of which have been published in the rrhirteenth Annual Report), 
and it eventuated in a small appropriation by the Congress for 
the protection of the ruin, and in the reservation of the site 
through an Executive order. Accordingly, this impressive 
record of an ancient culture has been set apart forever for the 
instruction of the public, and the Federal Government has 
e tabii hed a precedent for the protection of its priceless relics. 
The history of the works for the preservation of the ruin is 
set forth in the accomnanying paper by Mr Cosmos Mindeleff. 
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bari mi important and fundamental. ~he cla~ is a group ~f 
p pl r koning kinship in the female hne, while_ the ger~s is 
gr up f people reckoning kinship in the male h~e. Tn?es 
r kon kin hip in the male or female line together with affimty, 
and adopted members of the tribe are given artificial kinship. 
Wh n tribe unite in confederacies, artificial kinship is estab-
li 0 hed a a legal fiction, and the members of one tribe know 
the members of another tribe and address them by kinship 
term . The manner in which this kinship organization is elab-
orated varies greatly from tribe to tribe. Radical differences 
exi t between the tribes of savagery and the tribes of barba-
ri m. In barbarism patriarchies are found as concomitant with 
nomadic ti'ibe , but in savagery the patriarchy does not exist, 
nor are avage peoples properly nomadic, as nomadism begins 
with the domestication of animals and higher agriculture. 
Th plan of organizing tates into units of different orders so 
a to form a hierarchy of groups is denominated regimentation, 
and it can be made clear by explaining primitive regimentation. 
With national states, territorial organization obtains. · People 
are divid d into bodies or groups by districts. No two nations 
are organized in precisely the same manner; though the general 
plan i the ame-i. e., by territorial boundaries-the specific 
manner in which the organization is worked into detail is ever 
variable. It is impossible here to set forth all these various 
methods. It will be sufficient to take some one nation and 
explain its organization as a type, and for this purpose the 
Government of the United State is chosen. 
The grand unit, or the nation, is divided into states and 
inchoate states, or territories States are divided into counties, 
and counties are divided into townships, sometimes called 
towns. In addition to the hierarchy of units thus enumerated, 
there are cities and villages, which are again divided into 
ward , and the e again into polling districts, while other dis-
tricts are ometimes found. The various units thus set forth 
are e tablished for executive purposes. This regimentation is 
that which obtains for executive purposes. . 
There i another system of regimentation for judicative pur-
p e . In part, but only in part, judicial districts coincide 
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but u h familie have lineal and collateral lines of kindhip 
involvin both parent . A larger group than that composed 
f par nt and children i organized in the crudest society 
known. F r thi purpose all of these persons reckoning con-
an uineal kinship through the female line are regimented or 
organiz d in a clan. The term clan should always be used 
to d ignate this group, though it is sometimes improperly 
u. d to de ·ignate other groups. The husband and wife do not 
belong t the same clan, but the husband belongs to the clan of 
hi mother, while the wife belongs to the clan of her mother. 
It i thu · that the first . constitutive unit of · organized society 
i ba ed on kin hip reckoned through the female line. The. 
next unit recognize kinship by affinity, and a number of related 
clan that intermarry com;titute the tribe. rrhe term tribe 
should always be used in this manner. Curiously enough all 
of th t rm· which are used in defining the units of regimen-
tation are often u ·ed promiscuously, so that clan, gens, tribe, 
and conf deracy, with many other terms which are synony-
mou , have a vague meaning in popular estimation; but in 
cience w are compelled to give a definite meaning to funda-
mental t rm . clan, then, is a union of persons who reckon 
con anguineal kin hip in the female line; a tribe is compounded 
of clan who e members reckon kinship by consanguinity and 
affinity, while a confederacy, which is more or less ephemeral, 
is a union of tribes reckoning kinship as a legal fiction. 
In the clan the group is ruled by an elder man. But this 
elder man may or may not be the oldest living male in the 
clan; to understand this it becomes necessary to understand 
the method of kinship naming in vogue in savagery. In the 
clan the children of one woman are not only brothers and sis-
ter to ea h other, but also "brothers" and "sisters" to such of 
their cou ins as reckon kinship in the female line. 'I'hus, if 
there be three sisters their children call one another by recip-
rocal kin hip names, as ''brothers'' and ''sisters; " but if there 
be three brother · their children do not call one another by 
common kinship name , but by the kinship names determined 
through their mothers; that is, they call one another cousins. 
Among the collateral descendants through the female line 
there are thus a number of persons of varying ages calling 
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"mad buffalo;" and names taken from the mythology of the 
buffalo may be used. The clan name or totem is used to distin-
ui h th member of one clan from the members of another. 
It i n ver u ed in the first and second persons, but always in 
the third per on. In direct address the kinship name express-
ing relative age must always be used. Uncles in the clan are 
addressed as '' fathers," cousins in the clan as '' brothers " and 
"si t r ." 
If two or more tribes unite in a confederacy, the first thing 
to be considered in the council by which such a confederacy 
is e tablished is the kinship terms by which one tribe shall 
addre s another. Where two unite, one may be called "father" 
and the other '' son," while with tht; females "mother" and 
"daughter" are used. One may be called "elder brother" 
and the other "younger brother," with "elder sister" and 
"younger ·i ter." In compounding many tribes in this manner 
curiou complications arise. 
We thus see that a savage tribe is regimented by ~inship 
through devices of naming, especially for the clan, tribe, and 
confederacy, and these names are so constituted that relative 
ag i always expressed, for the elder has rights and the 
younger duties. 
As in territorial organization special functions are relegated 
to the everal units, so in kinship regimentation special func-
tions are relegated severally to the hierarchy of bodies thus 
con tituted-that is, certain offices are performed by the clan, 
others by the tribe, and still others by the confederacy. The 
possession of property which is exclusively used by the indi-
vidual i inherent in the individual, such as clothing, ornaments, 
and various utensils and implements. Individual property 
can not be inherited, but at death is consigned to the grave. 
That property which belongs to the clan, such as the house, 
the boat, the garden, etc, inheres in the corporate person. No 
article of food belongs to the individual, but is the common 
property of the clan, and must be divided bv· the authorities 
of the clan, often according to some rule by which some special 
part i given to the person who provides the food. Thus when 
a hunter di patches a deer a particular portion is given to him; 
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a ti . Th war in which they are regimented ana controlled 
diffi r fr m trib to trib , and there is a great variety of cere-
m nial b rvance . In all civic councils the ecclesiastic au-
th riti take part and have specified functions to perform, and 
introdu e into ivic life the ceremonies which they believe will 
pr ur g d fortune. Perhaps the ecclesiastic authorities may 
b more pow rful than the civic authorities, and the hereditary 
lin f p cial e clesiastic governors may gradually overpower . 
the civic constitution and absorb it as a secondary element 
in th ccle ia tic constitution, for it must be remembered that 
the hief priests are men; the women play a very small part 
in ec 1 ia ti affairs. Now, as the men manage ecclesiastic 
hief priests, so civil affairs are managed mainly by 
men a ldermen, and the conflict which sometimes arises 
betwe n th two form of government is mainly between men 
and men-between able eldermen and able shamans. Some-
time both offices are combined in one person, and the great 
elderman may also be the great shaman. 
Th r are five fundamental principles of justice; that is, to 
ecure ju ·tice, five fundamental purposes must be considered: 
Ju tic i the establishment of peace. Justice is the establish-
ment of equality. Justice is the establishment of liberty. 
Ju tice i the establishment of equity; and justice is the estab-
li hment of truth. In all law, primitive and modern alike, 
the e principles are recognized, and all institutions are organ-
ized for the e purpo es. 
In the tudy of North American tribe_s it is always found 
that the purpo e a signed and recognized for the organization 
-of that unit i thee tablishment of peace. Two or more bodies 
have ome to war and finally agree to live in peace and make 
.a treaty, and the terms of the treaty are invariably of one 
character if they unite as a tribe. If they unite as a confed-
eracy, it i for other purposes. This fundamental condition for 
the organization of a tribe is that the one party agrees that its 
women hall be the wives of the other, with a reciprocal obli-
gation; and this i the characteristic which distinguishes tribes 
from onfederacie . A body of people that is organized for 
the purpose of regulating marriage is a tribe, and a body of 
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rapidl ... that a brilliant youth may become an eiuer man, 
an l gra ... -hair d men must address him as "father," and he 
mu t v n all hi natural grandfather '· grandson." By such 
m thods primordial equity is established. 
That whi h in modern civilization is the highest function of 
the ourt and best exhibits the talents of the advocate is the 
di cov ry of facts; but ready methods for discovering the 
truth prevail in savagery. This is the function of the priest,. 
who by ome form of divinition discovers the facts. Thus it is. 
that justice is distributed in its five elements of peace, equality, 
liberty, equity, and truth. 
Ju .. tice is not always performed in savage society, and it 
ev n goes awry in civilized society; hence we have remedies 
in avagery and civilization alike. But sometimes there is no 
remedy, when punishment is executed. We have already 
hown how exogamous groups are organized. A man can not 
marry within his clan, because already the clan has promised 
it women for the wives of another clan, yet the marriage may 
be a compli h d and crime is done. This is incest. Often 
nominally the punishment is death, and sometimes the law is 
exe uted, but there are many ways by which justice may be 
don without inflicting the ultimate penalty. The crime may 
be ondoned and a price paid, and this often done may ulti-
mat lyre ult in a custom of marriage by purchase. The clans 
of a tribe may prosper equally, and there may be more men 
in one clan than there are women in another, and men may 
quarrel or even fight for wives, and such contest may ulti-
mately be regulat d by law; this results in marriage by wager 
of battle. If the woman is unwilling, it may also require cap-
ture, and this may be legalized under certain forms and cere-
monies, and we have marriage by capture. But young men 
and young women form mutual attachments which are some-
tim tronger than tribal law, and they may abscond and live 
t gether as man and wife. If they can successfully maintain 
them elve in the wilderness until a child is born, the child 
become the certificate of marriage and the wedding is thus 
1 galized, and with this certificate the crime is atoned. This is 
the only marriage by choice. 
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and that per onal property is inherited by the g~·ave, while 
lan and tribal property belong to a perpetual person. Theft 
om time but rarely occurs; when it does, the object stolen 
may b re tored; when it can not be restored, the theft is com-
pound cl in ome multiple proportion. The only corporations 
in avagery are ecclesiastic, and crimes against the medicine 
o ietie are tho e which result from the divulging of secrets 
or the teaching of rites by unauthorized persons or the exer-
ci of uch rite by persons incompetent therefor. Proceed-
ing for witchcraft are conducted by the ecclesiastic bodies. 
Such, in outline, are the plan of regimentation and the fun-
damental principles of justice recognized in the most primi-
tive tribal states found among mankind. This sta·ge of society 
i known a savagery. Savages are primitive sylvan men; 
th y are denizens of forest and ,vold without the skill neces-
sary t clear away the forests and establish higher agriculture 
and d me ticate herds of animals. When these feats are ac-
compli he 1, then men are said to have reached the stage of 
barbarism. 
avagery gradually develops into barbarism and barbarism 
it elf i represented in the plan of regimentation, which involves 
a hange in constitution, legislation, execution, administration, 
and adjudication. The change of regimentation is represented 
by the xtinction of the clan and its replacement by the gens. 
The term gens is here used to mean the unit of goverment 
her in de cribed as a group of persons who reckon consan-
guineal kin hip in the male line. 
We have already described the double organization of every 
savage tribe as civil and ecclesiastic, and noted the conflict 
which arise between the groups as thus organized. A power-
ful eccle iastic organization will sometimes absorb the civil 
organization, especially when the priest and elderman is the 
ame per on. Quite often the sacerdotal office is hereditary, 
de cending from father to son, and thus grows up a method of 
reckoning kin hip in the male line as fundamental. Now 
there are many circumstances in primitive life which reinforce 
thi ' t ndency. When the men of the clan have to go to the 
annual fi hing ground for the summer catch, they take with 
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in th po e ion and under the control of the patri~rch, who 
wi Id a power n ver known in savagery. The patriarch now 
i alway chief and priest and the practical owner of the 
wealth• h thu becomes the master of the destiny of his 
' retainers. A particular effect is noted in the council. The 
number of per on who compose the council is gradually 
reduced, and these chiefs and councilors are regimented into 
patriarchie for war and public works, while instruction falls 
mair;ily into the hands of husbands and fathers, and the wife is 
no longer controlled by her clansmen, for she is no longer 
under their protection. Thus the husband becomes the master 
of the wife and children. 
In the clan the head is an elderman and is an ''uncle" or 
"great uncle" because kinship is reckoned through females. 
Thi i expressed in Indian tongues by the aphorism that "the 
woman carries the clan,'' while in barbarism "the man carries 
the gen ." This is the first great revolution in tribal society ac-
complish d by the consolidation of power in the hands of the 
few and th organization of the gentile family. The gens is 
ruled by the patriarch who represents the family in the councils 
of the tribe and the confederacy and holds all the property in 
tru t for the gens over which he rules by civil law with civil 
sanction and ecclesiastical law with ecclesiastic sanction. 
In avage society there is no written language, hence the laws 
are clas ed and expressep. in terms of kinship, but in barbaric 
ociety an additional mnemonic and classific method is devel-
op d, which mu t now be delineated; it arises out of ecclesias-
tic function of government and ultimately becomes dominant 
o a to modify the kinship system. In savagery the world is 
divid d into regions-the east, west, north, south, zenith, nadir, 
and center. This is continued in a more highly developed 
form in barbari m until it finally becomes the dominant system. 
Sometime .the regions are but five in number-east, west, north, 
outh, and center; but more often the seven regions are 
r cognized. Sometimes the number five, but more commonly 
the number even, becomes the sacred number. This division 
f the world into regions is naturally born in the usages of 
language and at last becomes as deeply woven into society as 
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scheme f twenty from the number of fingers ~nd toes, while 
heme of four are sometimes found derived in a fanciful way 
from th lors of the four regions-east, west, north, and south. 
The s heme which Rhys-Davids records from India is, first, a 
cheme of ·ix regions; second, it is a scheme of reciprocal 
fives a th fingers on the hand are reciprocal. In the second 
divi ion of the sixth regional group it will be noticed that the 
last aphori m violates the symmetry of' the arrangement. In 
all others there are five; in this there are six. This peculiarity 
may be found anywhere in •North America_ and South America. 
It is the thirteenth of the baker's dozen. It is the common 
method of showing that the tale is complete. Thus Rhys-
David : 
The Teacher was staying at the bambu grove near Rajagriha; and going out as usual 
to be,r, sees the householder Sigala bowmg down, with streammg hair, and wet gar-
ments, and clasped bands, to the four quarters of the heaven, and the nadir, and the 
zenith. On the Teacher asking the reason why, Sigala says that he <loes this, "hon. 
-0ring, reverencmg, and holdmg sacred the words of his father.'' Then the Teacher, 
knowing that tlns wa8 done to avert evil from the six directions, points out to him that 
the best way to guard the six quarters is by good deeds to men aronnd him-to his 
parents as the east, his Teachers as the south, his wife and children as the west, bis 
friends and relatives as the north, men devoted to the religious life ( whether Brah-
mans or Buddhist mendicants) as the zenith, and his slaves and dependents as the 
nadir. Then iu an orderly arrangement, evidently intended to assist the memory, 
after some general precepts and a description of true friendship, the chief duties men 
-0we to one another are th us enumerated under the above six heads: 
1. PARENT$ AND CHILDREN 
Parents should-
1. Restrain their children from vice. 
2. Train them in virtue. 
3. Have them taught art!; or aciences. 
4. Provide them with ,suitable wives or hnsuands. 
5. Give them their inheritance. 
The child should say-
1. I will support them who ·supported me. 
2. I will perform family duties incumbent on them. 
3. I will guard their property. 
4. I will make myself worthy to be their heir. 
5. When they are gone, I will honor their memory. 
2. PUPILS AND TEACHERS 
The pupil should honor his teachers-
1. By rising in their presence. 
2. By ministering to them. 
3. By obeying them. 
4. By supplying their wants. 
5. By attention to ihstruction. 
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They hould show their affection to him-
1. By di s11adinp: him from vice. 
2. By exhorting him t,o virtue. 
3. By feeling kindly towards him. 
4. By instructing him in religion. 
5. By clearing up his doubts. 
6. By pointing the way to heaven. 
I have spoken of phratries as a system of groups, sometimes 
found in savagery and always in barbarism. We are now able 
to explain the meaning of the phratry. There may be many 
clans or gentes in a tribe, and two or more clans or gentes may 
constitute an intervening unit which we call the phratry. With. 
the Muskhogean there are four phratries, one for the east, one 
for the west, one for the north, and one for the south. With 
the Zuni there are six phratries, one for the east, one for the 
west, one for the north, one for the south, one for the zenith, 
and one for the nadir. Thus the phratries are organized by 
mythologic regions; and this method of regimentation finds 
expression in the structure of the council chamber, in the plaza, 
and in the plan of the village. Here in the phratry we have 
the beginning of district regimentation, which ultimately pre-
vails in civilization. 
The fabric of primitive society is a web of streams of kin-
dred blood and a woof of marriage ties. This tapestry is 
wrought in wonderful patterns, for on it can be traced the 
outlines of primitive mythology. Some scholars have seen in 
the fabric only the mythic patterns enwrought and failed to 
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TO E IMPLEMENTS OF THE POTOMAC-CHESAPEAKE 
TIDEWATER PROVINCE 
By WILLIAM HENRY HOLMES 
PREFATORY NOTES 
The India,n tribes inhabiting the great province drained by the tide-
water tributarie, of the Chesapeake were · simple fishermen, hunters, 
and warrior who e art aimed at little beyond the supply of passing-
11 d , and the di triet now furnishes almost nothing in the way of art 
remain~ to attract the popular eye. Little has been preserved beyond 
th ·imple t varieties of stone implements; but inconspicuous and ele-
m ntary a the e objects are, they have attracted much attention on 
tli part of arcbeologists, and are now eagerly studied because of their 
bea,ring, not only on tlle history of the region and its people, but on 
qn tion of general import in the history of primitive progress. The 
exploration and tudies recorded in the present paper were undertaken 
for the purpose of determining, if possible, the precise status of these 
remain , thu ' making them safely available to the historian of the race 
who seeks fir t of all a afe basis on which to found bis structure. But 
ome 'pecial que tions have arisen that for the time overshadow the 
more general features of the investigation. 
The earlier studies of the stone implements of the province developed 
d cid d differences of opinion as to the significance of a peculiar class 
of rud ly flaked stones found in vast numbers about the head of tide-
water in J arnes, Potomac, and Susquehanna valleys. The main ques-
tion at i ue may be stated as follows: Do these rude objects form part 
of the remains left by the peoples of the region known to us historic-
ally-the Algonquian tribes and their neighbors-as their associations 
in a g neral way indicate; or do they belong to an earlier race of much 
lower culture as suggested by the fact that somewhat analogous forms, 
found in other parts of the world, characterize the art of very ancient 
a11d primitive peoples, 
The most exten ive deposits of the rudely flaked stones are found 
along the bluffs in and about the city of Washington. The careful 
13 
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MAP OF THE POTOMAC-CHESAPEAKE TIDEWATER PROVINCE 
Extend ing from the heavy broken line (the fall line) on th e west to the dotted line on the east 
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HOLll l PALEOLITHIC MAN 
th re ha not been found a single feature of the art remains or indus-
trial pb nomena of the region suggesting the presence of other . than 
the known peoples. 
Th full eries of illu, trations presented in this paper will enable the 
:tud nt to make comparisons and arrive at his own conclusions. Great 
•ar ba been taken to arrange these illustrations so that they will tell 
the story clearly and fully. 
It i fortunate for those who may wish to verify or question the 
r ·ult reached in this study that the full range of phenomena is still 
well within their reach, and need only to be properly consulted to 
reveal the whole truth. 
It is not attempted in the present paper to apply the results reached 
to the ettlem nt of controversies arising elsewhere. The same is true 
of the preliminary paper published while the inveRtigations were under 
way. Contrary ·to statements repeatedly made by writers on the ~mb-
ject, the question of the existence of a paleolithic period in Europe is 
not believed by me to be in any way involved. The verity of the deter-
mination of Boucher de Perthes and bis followers has never been ques-
tioned, and jt is hel<l t1iat, where average conditions prevail, the paleo-
lithic tep, as usually defined, is the reasonable and natural first step in 
lmman progre, s. The proper settlement of local questions, and especi-
ally the question whether local evidence points toward a paleolithic or 
otlier early man in Potomac valley, is all that is directly sought. 
The , tudent, howeyer, should not lose sight of the fact that the 
bi._ tory of flaked stone implements, as developed by these studies, is 
th ir bi tory everywhere, and that the lessons to be learned are of 
primary importance to the science of archeology. The chief lessons 
are tbose of the need of a full and proper discrimination of all the 
varied phenomemL connected with the making, the using, and the dis-
tribution of tbe implements, and the impartial application of these 
phenomena to the elucidation of the history of culture and race. 
II 
It mm,t be regarded as a striking circumstance that a large part 
of the varied phenomena considered in this paper are assembled 
within 2 or 3 miles of the capitol of the nation, much of it being within 
the capital city or within the area over which the city street8 are now 
laid out. The greatest aboriginal bowlder quarry known, and the most 
important implement shops yet observed on the Atlantic slope, are 
located on Fourteenth street 2½ miles from the President's house. One 
of the mo t interesting native soapstone quarries in the great series 
extending along the ea tern base of the highland from Massachusetts 
to G orgia, is on Comrncticut avenue extended, barely beyond the city 
limit ; and the most important ancient village-site in the whole tide-
wat r province is situated on Anacostia river within the city and 
little wore than a mile from the capitol. Partly within the city limits 
1 T • E IMPLE rn TS [ETH. ANN.15-
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MAP OF THE PINY BRANCH QUARRIES 
The shaded areas indicate the quarries approximately and the dotting indicates the distribution of the shops and refuse of manufacture. Scale about 270 feet to the inch; contour internal, 5 feet 
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measure to illustrate the whole subject, and though imperfect in many 
way form nuclei about which additioual details can_be assembled as 
they are acquired. 
V 
There are. many students of tile aboriginal history of the Potomac-
Chesapeake province to whom I am iudebte<l for assistance and who 
should be mentioned in connection with the archeologic study of the 
region. Prominent among the collectors who have g~thered and pre-
served tile fast disappearing relics are Mr J. D. McGuire, of Ellicott, 
Maryland. Tlie collection of this gentleman, now installed in his 
charming home in Ellicott, represents a large part of the province, and 
include notable series of objects from the soapstone quarries and from 
tbe village-sites and shell banks of the Potomac and Chesapeake. Mr 
McGuire's writiugs include an important paper on the quarrying of 
_soapstone as in<licated by surface phenomena, and various other arti-
cles in which more or less specific references are made to the general 
archeology of the province . 
.Among the numerous collections of Potomac river material that of 
Mr W. Ilallett Phillips, of Washington, takes first rank. It affords 
the student more satisfactory opportunities for study than any other 
collection, as the various sites were systematically vhdted and the 
specimens properly cared for and labeled. Many of the illustrations 
pre ented in this paper are from bis well-stocked cabinets. 
Mr Elmer R. Reynolds has for many years been an enthusiastic col-
lector of local relics, and his various accumulations have largely gone 
to u1Jply the museums of Europe. He has written valuable papers 
on the Potomac shell deposits and the soapstone quarries of the District 
of olumbia. 
The historian of the Potomac valley is also deeply indebted to the 
efforts of Mr S. V. Proudfit, of li'alls Church, Virginia, whose extensive 
collection , co11sisting of many thousands of specimens, were gener-
ously donated to the National Museum. Mr Proud fit's paper 011 local 
archeology is among the most ,important issued up to the beginning of 
sy tematic work by the Bureau of Ethnology. 
F ew students of the region have contributed more large]y and suc-
cessfully to the exposition of our local antiquities than Mr Louis A. 
Kengla, formerly of West Washington, whose collections are preserved 
by the Georgetown University and whose valuable pamphlet on the 
archeology of the District was published as a Toner prize essay by 
tbat institution. 
Another collector, later in the field than the others yet hardly less 
per iF-t ent and successful, is Mr Thomas Dowling, junior, whose aid I 
Lave sought on various occasions. Many specimens from his collec-
tion app ar in the illustration of this paper. 
Ir William Hunter, of Fairfax county, Virginia made extensive 
collection a.long the banks of the Potomac in the Mo;nt Vernon region 
15 ETH--2 . ' 
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QUARRY-SHOP REFUSE EXPOSED IN THE BANK OF THE RIVULET 
The gne •ss appea rs in the bed of the stream beneath the left foot of the figure 




THE FIELD OF INVESTIGATION 
Previous to the year 1889 little archeo1ogic work was done by the 
Bureau of Ethnology in the Atlantic coastal region, save, perhaps, in 
orth Carolina, where a number of mounds had been opened under 
the direction of Dr Cyrus Thomas. A vast, though not an especially 
attractive :field extending from New Jersey t11rough Delaware, Mary-
, . d 
land, Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida, had never receive 
car ful or systematic attention. In 1890 the Director of the Bureau 
decided to begin the survey of this zone, and the first work undertaken 
wa an examination of the tidewater Potomac. Work was begun in 
th Di trict of Columbia; and with Washington as the initial point, 
xploration was carried westward into the Piedmont region and east-
rar<l < nd outhward to the Atlantic coast. 
Th T at artiticial shell fields scattered along the brackish and salt 
w~ t r , hore-line appeared to be tb.e leading feature of interest, and 
towa,rd th , e attention was at first directed; but another and some-
wl1at cli,' ti11ct ft 1d of investigation soon sprang into prominence. 
\ i lti11 h 1 cl cade ending with 18!:J0 much interest bad arisen in regard 
th 'ignifi ance of certain rudely flaked stones found in great nurn-
1-. in th r gion about Washington. These objects were thought to 
f arC'haic typ , and consequently to have an important bearing on 
w <In . tion or great interest to archeologists, the first relating to 
th d 1 pm nt of art in its early stages, and the second to the nature 
of th b <Ti11u ing of man's prewritten history in this country . 
pr 1iminary examination of the subject made it apparent that a 
, Jution f the problems thus suggested could be obtained only by a 
Y· t mati .- tudy of the origin, manufacture, distribution, and geologic 
r Jatiou of tbe articles in question. It was decided to take up this 
tudy, and thu the field of investigation was greatly enlarged. The 
period required for exploration was lengthened indefinitely, and it 
became nece sary to complete certain sections of the work for publica-
tion before the whoJe field could be covered. Division of the subject-
matter of investigation into at least two parts was found to be easy 
and convenient. The main problems of the stone implements sepa-
rated themselves readily from the history of the peoples and the ordi-
nary traces of their prehistoric aud historic presence. 
19 
THE ART REMAI S STUDIED 
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VIEW FROM THE BED OF THE RIVULET, SHOWING EXPLOITATION PITS 
The first f,gure 1s at the beginning of the trench, and the th ird figure is at about the fortieth foot 
" -~,~~~~x~ -~~"'~>~ ~ ' 
s_ Sea.le . o ISFc,~. 
SECTION OF QUARRY EXPOSED BY THE FIRST TRENCH 
a, Mica schis1s ; b, Potomac (Mesozoic) bowlder beds; c1, Preartific,al slope gravels; & , Deposits of shop refuse, showing traces of pits; c3, Materials rearranged by natural forces since the penod of quarrying 
HOLMES) MATERIALS UTILIZED IN THE ART 
21 
(1) fixed works, con isting of structu_res-mortu~ry, defe~siv~ or other-
wi -dwelling ites, stone hearths, pits, cemeteries, quarries, implement 
hops, ancl refuse deposits. There are (2) portable works, including 
implement , utensils, weapons, aud articles of dress, cere!llony, and 
diver iou. The subject chosen for this paper, the stone implements, 
include but a small section of thil3 great field, but nevertheless a most 
important one. It will be necessary to deal not only with the things 
t\
1 
m lve which belong to the second group mentioned, but with their 
rigin and manufacture, leading thus to an iuvestigation of the quar-
ri and work bop , which are fixed remains, and to a study of the 
indu tries ari ing from their operation. 
'fb materials used by a great group of tribes like that occupying 
tlt ticlewater country in colonial and precolonial times were numerous, 
, 1Hl tlte form given them in art were naturally extremely varied, but 
th vL'ib1e remains today are confined to a few materials, and conse-
qu nt1y to a limited number of forms. The consideration of these 
tangih1 vid 11ce i of the utmost importance to archeology, and their 
,• Indy 1 ad · naturally to inquiries into the various arts and industries 
•011<· rn din their production. Besides this, much may be learned and 
rn n ·b mor may be surmised with respect to arts and industries of 
wliich 110 material traces remain, and correct inferences may be drawn 
r g-nrdin <r the cu tom , habits, and culture of the peoples. 
Tlie material utilized in art were ·sought and obtained at much 
xp 11 ,• of tim and labor, and the industries to which this search 
gave ri e were 110 doubt of great moment to the people, although little 
ntt ntion lrn,• been paid to the subject by students. Clay was used for 
pottery, and. o her was obtained for paint. Vegetal and animal sub-
t~wceR al o were sou<rht a11d fully utilized. Stone was most exten-
iv ly u eel l>y the primitive inhabitants of the tidewater region, and 
on ac ount. of its durabHity it is by far the most important material 
with wbi ·h we l1ave to deal in tlle prehistoric study. We can but con-
j ·ture a to the b gim1i:ngs and progress of this search. When men 
:fir ·t app ared they found vast supplies of water-worn·stones suited to 
iu11nediate u e scattered over the country. These, however, did not 
·erve for all cla Res of needs, and the energetic savages penetrated 
th hill , laid bare the rocky deposits, and little by little acquired a 
ma tery of the geologic resources of the province. 
CHARACTER OF THE STONE IMPLEMENTS 
MATERIALS A.ND THEIR DISTRIBUTION 
Stone exi t in many varieties, forms, and conditions, which differ 
grea,tly in the various sections of the country, thus giving much diver-
ity to tbe manuer of its utilization an:d to the forms employed in art, 
and many local peculiarities of art phenomena have arisen. Moreover, 
the tribes of this region were not fully sedentary and the materials 
2 T [ETH. ANN. 15 
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BURE.AU OF ETHNOLOGY 
a 
b 
SECTION OF ANCIENT PIT FILLED WITH QUARRY-SHOP REFUSE FROM ABOVE 
T he rectangle elaborated in the lower figure indicates approximately the area included in the photograph reproduced in plate VIII 
HOLMES] ART INFLUENCED BY MATERIALS 
It wi11 readilv be seen tbat these conditions of mineral resources 
must have had ~a, marked effect on the art of the region, and thus on 
the culture of the natives inhabiting it. One drainage area supplies 
quartz mainly, and the art is quartz art; another supplies quartzite, 
and the art is quartzite art, and so on. All of these and other condi-
tions will be considered in the discussion of the distribution of the 
remains of the region, to which subject a subsequent chapter is devoted. 
All kinds and conditions of rock in both lowland and highland were 
exposed to some extent on the surface of the ground and were thus 
readily obtained, but the more <lesirable varieties occur in the main 
beneath the surface, and when the demand for them was great they 
had to be sought and quarried, thus giving· rise to one of the most 
important of primitive industries. 
QUARRYING 
Quarrying begins with the removal of a fragment or mass of mate-
rial partially buried in the ground. It is but a step further to the 
uncovering and removal of portions wholly buried, and only another 
step to quarrying on a large scale. The methods and extent of the 
quarrying necessarily differed with the peoples and their circumstances, 
with the nature of the material, and with the conditions under which 
it existed. 
Of the details of quarrying operations our knowledge is yet imper-
fect, though much has been learned in certain directions; and of the 
tools used in quarrying, aside from those made of stone and left on the 
sites, no definite information has as yet been obtained·. It is quite 
likely that implements of wood, buckhoru, aud bone were used as in 
foreign stone-age quarries, but traces of these have wholly disappeared 
from lhe sites thus far examined. Fire may have been used in some 
localities as an agent in fracturing masses of stone, but the tidewater 
region furnished little material, save perhaps quartz, suitable for 
manipulation by this means. Massive forms of rock are found west of 
the fall-line or western border of the tidewater country. Flint, jtt,sper, 
and rhyolite were quarried far back in the highland, and vein quartz 
was found, and, no doubt, to some extent quarried, in a multitude of 
places over the whole Piedmont region, and down to and even below 
the margin of the tidewatee area. Steatite or soapstone is a tough, 
massive rock interbedded with gneis8ic formations, and rarely occurs 
in detached masses. In the beginning of its use it was secured where 
exposed on the surface by prying off small masses. When its compact-
ne · made this impracticable it was removed by cutting out roundish 
ma . e. with tone picks. The lumps· thus secured were ready for the 
cul~tor' · c?i el. ln time quarrying developed and was extensively 
earned on m many parts of Virginia and Maryland beyond the tide-
water border. 
In the tidewater province proper, quartzite occurs in the shape of 
bowlder. or cobbles only, which, mainly during the Potomac and 
f, 
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CHARACTER OF QUARRY-SHOP REFUSE AT THE FORTYFOURTH FOOT 
The bowlders have nearly all been broken and many pieces are partly shaped 
BOUIE] STAGER OF MANUFACTURE 25 
diggin ·, etc, and rounded cobbles from the river or from gravel beds 
were well uited for striking, poun<ling, grinding, etc, but with these 
unmodified forms we have little to do, as it is not easy to say that any 
given pecimen was used at all unless it bears decided marks of use; 
and decided marks of use may be regarded as giving the object an 
artificial form, as in the case of the improvised mortars, mullers, and 
hammerstones ,o common in the Chesapeake-Potomac region. 
SHAPING PROCESSES 
The shaping processes by means of which stone was made to assume 
artificial forms adapted to human needs are Yaried and ingenious and 
their mastery is of the greatest importance to all primitive peoples. 
The~e processes are distinguh,hed by such terms as breaking, flaking, 
cutting, drilling, scraping, peckiug, grinding, and polishing. All are 
1mrely mechanical; none are chemical, save a possible use of fire to 
induce changes in the rock in some parts of the quarry work. A wide 
range of manual operations is represented, and these may be conven-
iently arranged in four group : 1, fracturing, represented by the terms 
breaking, flaking, and chipping; 2, incising, including cutting, pick-
ing, a11d s •raping-; 3, battering, including such acts as bruising, pecking, 
and hammering; 4, abra.ding, as in rubbing, drilling, boring, · sawing, 
and polishing. These acts are employed according to the nature of the 
stone or the results desired; as, for example, fracture is employed where 
the stone to be shaped is brittle, like flint,jasper, or quartz; incision is 
employed where the stone is relatively soft, such as soapstone, serpen-
tine, and the like; battering is applied to tough materials, capable of 
re i ting the shocks of percus ion, like granitic rocks and many of 
tlte eruptives. Nearly all varieties are capable of being shaped by 
grinding and rubbing. 
The processes employed in a given case were determined by the 
nature of the material: by the intelligence a]l(l skill of the workman, 
by the character of the object designed, and by a number of minor con-
ideration . Ninety percent of the stone implements produced in the 
tidewater country were shaped. by the fra~turing processes. For con-
veuieuce of treatment, I shall present the implements in groups deters 
milled by the processes mainly employed in their production as follows: 
1, fractured or flaked implements; 2, battered or pecked implements, 
aud, 8, incised or cut implements. Abrading processes were mainly 
auxiliary to the otliers and will not be presented at length. 
Fractitring or flaking-The art of flaking stone was very extensively 
practiced in the tidewater region, and ample opportunity is furnished 
for ob r ing the work in all its phases. The first step in the process, 
wh re ma 'e, were dealt with, consisted in breaking the material by 
b av blow into somewhat approximate shapes and sizes; the second 
t 1P wa roughing out by free-band percussion the blank forms of the 
vari UR ·la e of tool desired; the third step was the specialization of 
forms Ly direct or indirect percussion, or by pressure. As to the order 
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JJOLMES) PROCESSES OF SHAPING 27 
re nlt being reached by striking one stone against another of proper 
relativ durability. The several acts are known as battering, bruising, 
and pecking, the latter term being in common use for the act by which 
shaping was mostly accomplished. Materials suitable for shaping by 
tbis process are plentiful and widely distributed. They occur in the 
tidewater country wherever :flakable stones abound, but the most favor-
al>le localities, so far as observed, are along the river banks about the 
bead of tidewater. Village-sites located on the lower terraces about 
Wa hiugton and Georgetown furnish many specimens illustrating fail-
ures in all stages of the shaping of celts, grooved axes, pestles, and 
ceremonial articles from bowlders of diorite and various of the denser 
varietie of crystalline metamorphic rocks. An examination of certain 
inhabited sites farther up the river, and in various parts of the high-
Jand, develops the fact that extensive work of this class was carried 
on, and it is probable that a large part of the lowland supply of 
pecked tools was derived from these distant sources. Such a site and 
itR products are described in detail further on. There is no evidence 
tl1at the stone used wa obtained by quarrying. The ordinary practice 
seems to have been to select water-worn stones of suitable texture that 
already approximated the form desired. Battering processes, and the 
tools produced by them, are presented systematically in a subsequent 
section. 
Abrad'ing processes-Shapiug by abrasion in its most elemental form 
con ist in rubbing one object against another with such force as to 
remove minute particles· from one or both. The operations are gener-
ally expre sed by such terms as grinding, sawing, boring, rubbing, and 
poli hing. All stones are abradable, and all hard stones can be made 
to rve in the active operations of abrading. These processes were 
usna]ly supplementary to those of flaking or battering, and were 
suited especially to sharpening edges and points already approximate 
in hape, and to giving smooth finish to surfaces. Their employment 
wa very general but not confined to particular localities to such an 
extent as to leave extensive evidences of the work done. Stones modi-
:fi din hape and surface characters from use in grinding and polishing 
are found on many sites in the tidewater country. The products of 
this group of process , are properly treated for the most part in con-
nection with those of pecking. 
Incising proce.~ses-This important class of operations shape mate-· 
rial by cutting, piercing, scraping, etc: They imply the use of a bard 
edg d or pointed tool, and a substance to be shaped of somewhat less 
banlne, s. The pre ence of steatite in large bodies and often in 
expo d ituations along the western border of the tidewater country 
from th u quehanna to the Savannah led to the extensive utilization 
of ·nt ting proces es by the later aboriginal inba bi tan ts of the region. 
Our exteu ive exploration of the quarry sites bas given us a clear 
comprehen ion of methods of procuring and shaping, and of the results 
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POCKET OF REFUSE DEPOSITS AT THE SEVENTYSEVENTH FOOT AND FROM FIVE TO NINE FEET BENEATH THE SURFACE 
CHAP'l'ER II 
MANUFACTURE OF FLAKED STONE IMPLEMENTS 
INTRODUCTORY ST A TEMENT 
The discussion of flaked implements comprehends a study of all that 
pertains to the procuring of flakable stone by means of search, collec-
tion, and quarrying, and of everything pertaining· to the manufacture 
of implements by fracture, as in breaking aud in flaking or chipping 
by percussion or pressure; it includes also a classification and descrip-
tive presentation of the :finished products and a reference to their 
respective uses. In the final section the distribution of the raw mate-
rials is treated in connection with the study of the distribution of 
implements. 
It is mo ·t convenient iu treating this complex subject to begin at 
once with the study of the great industries of quarrying and manu-
facture, taking up the regions studied or the sites examined in approxi-
mately the order of their exploration. 
Five materials were extensively used for flaking by the tidewater 
peoples: quartzite, quartz, rhyolite, jasper, and fl.int. Several other 
materials occur less abundantly, among which may be mentioned sand-
stone, limestone, slate, argillite, basic eruptive rocks, iron quartzite, 
chalcedony, and quartz crystal. Quartzite and quartz were obtained 
largely in the form of water-worn pebbles and cobbles from the frag-
mental deposits of the tidewater region. These materials iu this form 
are closely associated in distribution, and their examination will, iu 
the main, be taken up conjointly. The most extensive deposits of frag-
mental quartz aud quartzite occur about the bead of the tidewater 
Potomac, and their most extensive utilization was confined to the 
vicinity of Washington. Surface deposits were worked wherever found 
on the Potomac, James, and other rivers. Rhyolite, argillite, jasper, 
and flint were obtained from quarries in the mountains, and to some 
extent along the rivers in fragments, bowlders, and pebbles. 
The great quarrie · about Washington will be described and dis-
en . ed in detail. Most of them were opened in the littoral deposits 
abounding in pebbles of quartz and quartzite; many others in veins 
of teatite or soapstone. They may be taken as types of this class of 
-phenomena observed in and about the tidewater province as well as 
over the whole Atlantic slope. · 
Of the exotic materia1s-rbyolite, jasper, argillite, flint, etc-rhyolite 
i · by far the most important, and the South mountain quarries of this 
29 
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n may be taken a a type of the great class of quarries furnishing 
ro · k fr m he ma . 
QUARRY-WORKSHOPS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
III TORY OF THE RESEARCH 
From tim to time during the decade ending with 1890, the attention 
of ar ·h ol i t wa called to a class of rudely worked stones found 
in great numbers in the vicinity of the city of Washington; all are 
hap d ively by flaking, and are of forms so simple and rude 
tl.lat th prevailed that they were very ancient, this idea being 
tr ngthened by the a umption that they are somewhat closely related 
ill form to typical European paleolithic implements. The best-known 
· · · o- a1led "turtleback," a bowlder slightly flaked on one 
what regularly arranged conchoid facets suggesting 
tle' · ba k; but more highly developed forms of vary-
ration are almo t equally numerous. The materials 
nd quartz, the former very largely predominating. 
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making reference to and giving numerous illustrations of these finds. 
The yiew taken by l\fr Wilson was that they are paleolithic; and as 
such they were labeled, distributed, and published. His assignment 
of these objects to this period of humau progress was, I understand, 
based entirely on their supposed analogies of form with the paleolithic 
implements of Emope. 
A somewbat elaborate discussion of the subject took place at a meet-
ing of the Anthropological Society of Washington, held 1in the month 
of April, 1889. In the discussion of the archeology of the District of 
Columbia, three papers, by W J McGee, Thomas Wilson, and S. V. · 
Proudfit, respectively, bore directly on these rude objects. Up to this 
time, however~ no one had essayed to do· more than study the surface 
finds and phenomena, and consequently little was definitely known of 
the true history and relationships of the objects in question. 
My own investigation began in 1889, and tbe results of the first few 
montbs' work in the bluffs of Pilly branch, in the northern suburbs of 
the city, were published in the American Anthropologist for the year 
1890. The work was resumed in the same place in the spring of 1890, 
and during that year several other localities were examined. The only 
sites extensively explored are one on Piny branch and another in too 
vicinity of the new Naval Observatory, on the western side of Rock 
creek. 
Quite early in the progress of the investigations, which were carried 
on by means of trenching the deposits yielding the objects, it became 
apparent that the sites were ancient quarries, where the aborigines 
bad obtained the material and manufactured implements of quartzite 
and quartz, aud that the supposed implements were only the failures, 
rejects, or wasters unavoidably produced in shaping brittle stone by 
percussion, and having no significant relationship with archaic or paleo-
lithic art. 'fhe work had been very extensive, and consisted in quar-
rying the bowlders from the heavy beds of Potomac age and in roughing 
out the implements to be made. On account of the dual nature of the 
work carried on, I have called these sites quarry-workshops. The 
important bearing- of these investigations on a number of the problems 
of archeologic science makes it advisable to preseut them in consider-
able detail. 
GEOLOGY OF THE LOCALI'l'Y 
As a preliminary step to a study of the evidence of human industry 
on tbe"e ite , it i important that tlle geology of the vicinity be care-
fully r viewed. Fortunately this is an easy task, as the identification 
a:ud relationships of the various formations have been recently made 
out thoroug-b ly by Me ' rs McGee and Darton, of the Geological Survey. 
It i found that the only elastic formations with wbich the quarry 
i,benomeua are directly associated are Cretaceous, and we are there-
fore not called on to trouble ourselves about the siguifieance of this 
32 STO E DlPLEl\IE:K'l'S [ETH.A.'\-:N, 15 
r 1ation hip, in e the as ociation is necessarily purely adventitious. It 
i fU1-ther a ertainecl that the other sedimentary rocks of the surrouud-
ing r O"ion al'e all older than those with which tbe works of man are 
kn wn t be contemporaneously a sociatecl. The deposit~ with which 
r main f human handiwork are directly associated are mainly talus 
a· umulation , the formation and modification of which have been 
g ing n for a long· period and are still in progress. 
Th l>r acl plateau bordering the city on the north is cut by Rock 
er ek ancl Anacostia river and their tributaries. It is capped with 
dim ntary formation' which extend. far eastward and southward, 
c v riug th tid water country; these are underlain by crystalliue rocks, 
gnei grauit , schi ts, etc ( figure 1 ), well exposed by the deep scor-
ing of Rock creek and its branches. On tbe western side of that 
tream th latt r rock._ ri e to and form the surface of the country. 
The eclimentary rock were laid down along the crysta1line shore, which 
1 ped ntly a twarcl, in approximately horizontal strata, two forma-
tion in e ozoic time and the Cretaceous period, known as the Potomac 
·1 . 1- o r l sootlon n ros Ro k r k ancl Piny branch valleys, showing gneissic formations 
and tb ir r lation to the ov rlying beds of Potomac gravels. 
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river from the highland and its entry into the sea, now the District of 
Columbia; and as the streams draining· this shore-line after its eleYa-
tion from the sea cut down through the sedimentary formations, these 
bowlders were exposed, and are now found outcropping in the sides of 
the valleys at the base of the sedimentaries and resting on the gneisses. 
Other beds of bowlders are found higher in this section, but none 
happen to be so well suited to the use of the primitive implement maker 
as those representing the work of the waves along the crystalline 
beach. The surface of the gneisses was somewhat uueven, sloping 
gently beneath the waves, and the bowlder heels laid down on this sur-
face are of uneven thickness and not of uniform character when fol-
lowed out horizontally, coarseness decreasiug with distance from the 
river channel. The aboriginal inhabitant, seeking for stone suitable 
for his use, discovered these outcrops of bowlders along the bluffs of 
the Potomac and its tributaries, and soon ascertained that the deposits 
were heavier and the quality of the material better and more unifor~ 
in Rock creek valley than in any other section. This discovery led in 
time to subterranean search on the more favorable sites and finally to 
extensive quarrying, the evidences of which are · now brought to light. 
E. 
-_ -_ -.-:: =: _.. -- : : : : : : : : a 
b 
FIG. 2--Section oftbe ravine, showing formations and position of quarries. 
Owing to the friable nature of the bowlder beds and of· the gravels 
and sands overlying them, the terrace slopes borderiug the streams 
(save where erosion had recently been particularly active) offered no 
good exposures of the bowlders in place, but were covered with depos-
its, often many feet in thickness, of gravelly talus derived from the 
crumbling edges of the strata. The bowlders contained in this over-
placed deposit were the first to be utilized, and the work then extended 
to the bow Ider beds proper, and the refuse of the quarryiug was added 
to the creeping slope gravels or talus. 
The section given in figure 2 shows the relation of the gneisses, the 
l>owlder beds, and the superficial deposits of sand and gravel outcrop-
ping in the quarry ravine. 
PINY BR.A.NCH QUARRIES 
LOCATION OF THE QUARRIES 
In pas ing out of the city by way of Fourteenth street extended the 
bri<lge over Piny branch of Rock creek is reached at a point 1¼ 1~iles 
15ETH--3 
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b y nd the pre ent city boundary, Florida avenue. Here we are 
already in th mid t of the quarry- hop site , and the rudely worked 
t n may b pi k <.l up on all ide . 
Th quarri occur about half way up the wooded slopes north and 
outh of the branch, on both ides of Fourteenth street, but the refuse 
ha d cended to the tream bed and is found everywhere in the over-
pla • d gravel of the lower levels. The most extensive evidences of 
anci nt working occur on the northern side of the stream west of the 
road. ere the terrace i upward of 100 feet in height and its faces 
extr m ly te p. The map pre ented in plate II serves to indicate the 
di tribution of quarrie over an area of about half a mile square. The 
bluffi · at thi point are capped with about 40 feet of the Potomac 
formatfon, clay , and , gravel., and bowlder beds, the Neocene deposits 
of the Lafayette formation which form the higher levels of the region 
having di appeared from the outer promontories, or being but slightly 
nted by ob cure remnant . Bene.ath the Potomac beds the 
s ar expo ed ( figure 1 and 2) and may be seen at several 
N 
Fw. 3-l'anora,~i vi w f Piny bra oking north. Th irregular dotted line indi· 
·at po. Ilion of th quarri ark the principal points of study. 
are more fully expo ed 
th bran h flow half a 
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locality. The view looks northward across the valley of the branch; a 
dotted line half way up the slopes separates the sedimentary and crys-
talline rocks, and in connection with it the quarry sites are indicated 
by dark :figures. The sites examined by trenching are indicated by 
small crosses. 
OPERATIONS ON THE SITE 
DISCOVERY AND RECONNOISSANCE • 
So far as known the first discovery of worked stones on the site 
of our excavations at Piny branch was made about 1880 by Mr De 
Lancey W. Gill, of the United States Geological Survey, who was 
engaged in sketching on the bank of the stream and by chance ob-
served a flaked stone in the gravel at his feet. Subsequently Mr Gill 
came upon a number of heaps of quarry-shop refuse in the second 
ravine west of Fourteenth street, at the point selected in 1889 for our 
trenching operations. 
In September, 1889, I visited Mr Thomas Blagden, owner of the prop-
erty, to obtain permission to work on the premises, a,nd learned from 
him that about the year 1878 a street contractor had been permitted to 
collect material for paving from these bluffs, and that various piles of 
refuse found by us on the surface were gathered together at that time, 
a portion only of the material collected having been carried away. At 
that time a narrow roa.dway was cut leading from the creek up the 
little ravine to the site of our recent labors. Mr Blagden subsequently 
informed me that while a boy, some twenty-five years ago, he had 
observed the great quantities of bowlders at this point, and desiring 
to know something of the reasons for their accumulation, had secured 
help to dig a trench, which was abandoned, however, before the bed of 
bowlder refuse was fully penetrated. I have no doubt that the evi-
dences of former excavation discovered at the :fiftieth foot of our first 
trench, and which caused us no little perplexity at first, is thus fully · 
accounted for. 
In beginning the examination of this site the first step taken was a · 
careful examination of its topographic features with especial reference 
to such eccentricities of contour as might be due to the agency of man. 
Extensive working over of surface deposits, especially jf the pitting 
were deep, would leave inequalities of profile which, "if not obliterated 
or obscured by natural agencies, would be easily recognized as artificial. 
Such inequalities were readily found; indeed, they are so well defined 
in places that even the inexpert observer could not fail to detect them. 
It wa partly on account of peculiarities of profile that excavations 
were undertaken at the spot selected, and the results have shown that 
the e surface indications were not deceptive. 
Toward the upper end of the ravine the elevations and depressions 
re ulting from the ancient quarry work are more pronounced. Either 
the di. turbances here are more recent than below or else the leveling 
ageucies of nature have been less active. 
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THE FIRST TRENCH 
In electing the position and course for a section through a series of 
depo it so exten ive, and of which so little was known as to depth 
and mode and oruer of occurrence, there was considerable danger of 
mi ing the mo tin tructive and vital spot. It seemed clear, however, 
that the ection should cut the face of the slope from base to summit, 
and if nece 'Sary extend across the level surface of the spur and con-
tinue down the opposite side. This would in all probability reveal 
the true character of the art-bearing deposits; their relations to the 
geologic formations of the terrace, ancient and modern; the ~onditions 
of original deposition, and the effects of natural causes acting for an 
unknown period on di tribution. 
fter looking over the ground carefully it was decided to go well up 
the ravine and rather beyond the apparent middle of the heavier 
depo, it , o that other ections could be run if found necessary, or so 
tbat other inve tigators following should find a large portion of the 
ar a untouched. The equel showed that a better selection could 
hardly hav b en made, and the results are so satisfactory, so far as the 
main 11 int at i · ue in the investigation are concerned, as to make 
unn c . ary th ·utting of other complete sections. 
1t point lect d for he beginning of' the section was in the bed of 
th r, vine, a i w huudred feet from its junction with Piny branch, and 
wh<'r lin oulc.l he drawn from base to summit of the hill without 
from the fore t trees. Thi line crossed. sli 0 ·htly 
er of a gentle convexity in the profile of the 
thou 0·ht to be due in a measure to deposits of 
· loitation of the section, made to 
able excavation would be neces-
ace of the ground, and to thi 
n to facilitate the accu-
r urpo e, a ection 
~ r convenience 
art of 10 feet 
nterval 0 
of tl a-
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SECTION SHOWING THE QUARRY FACE EXPOSED BY THE FIFTH TRENCH 
Bowlder bed undercut by ancient quarrymen at the right and s~op- refuse deposit at the left 
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ketcbed. The channel was about 6 feet deep and 10 feet wide at this 
point; the ection aero sit, including both banks, is shown in figure 4. 
The slopes of the terrace rise from the steep banks of this inner chan-
nel at an angle of from 20 to 25 degrees through a vertical distauce of 
60 feet, giving a distance ( measured on the slope) to the summit ot 
about IGO feet on either side. This notch-like ravine is the result of a 
long period of erosion, which possibly extends far back into early 
Cenozoic or even Mesozoic time. It bad much its present outline, and 
no doubt a greater part .of its present depth, before man made his 
appearance in the region. 
The area drained through this ravine is quite restricted, and, if 
wholly wooded, the work of erosion would be extremely slow, the refuse, 
descending from the opposite sides so freely as to clog the channel, 
save ait the time of great freshets. The clearing of the fields at the 
head of the basin has, in recent times, given some additional power to 
the floods, and the channel is now not only quite clear, but bears evi-
FIG. 4-Scction across bed of rivulet at base of quarries. 
dence of considerable recent deepening. The gneisses are exposed on 
tue bottom and in the sides of the channel at the point crossed by our 
ection, save where covered by the half-compacted art-bearing talus. 
The latter depo .. it is in place as much as 8 or 10 feet deep, and con-
tains innumerable reUcs from the great shops along the slopes above on 
the right and left. An excellent illustration of the appearance of the 
art-bearing debris, from a photograph taken at a, point about 30 feet 
below the initial point of the section, is given in plate nr. Partially 
haped implements and broken fragments project from the bank in 
great number . The exposure here is 8 feet in depth, but the deposits 
do not xt nd far into the bank, forming only a veil over the irregular 
surfac of tlie guei s. The latter is exposed ueueath the left foot of 
the tanding figure and slopes back from the rivulet bed at a lower 
angle than loes the bank, as shown in the section, figure 4. 
general view of the ravine looking up from the beginning of the 
section is given in plate 1v, and will serve to convey a, clear impression 
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of the cenic cl1aracteri ~tic of this retired and charming spot soon to 
b o erwhelmed by the growing city. The left hand of the standing 
:figur re t on the , pot at which the excavation in the bank began; 
h re the art-bearing talus depo it covered the gneiss with a veneering 
hardly more than a foot, thick; its character and contents are shownin 
:figur 5. Thi i the fir t of the series of- crosscuts or transverse sec-
tion , and represent the front wall of the excavation within a foot 
of the beginning of the trench. Partially shaped implements and 
arti:fi. ial refu.,e, which may have come from any part of the slopes 
abov , occur throughout the deposits at this point. Near the surface 
a leaf- bap blade of ordinary type was found, and at 15 inches in 
d pth three other , more or less perfect, together with typical turtle-
back , were encountered. 
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shallow. The dark mold of the surface was about 4 inches deep, and 
between the fir t and tenth foot of the section yielded numerous flaked 
stones and many artificial fragments and flakes; beneath this and rest-
ing on the uneven surface of the gneiss was a foot or more of quite 
compact gravelly clay, containing a few pebbles and occasionally a small 
bowlder; at the base the deposit contained much mica, derived from 
the decaying gneiss on which it rests. In this lower gravel there were 
no traces of art. Up to the twentieth foot these conditions remained 
practically unchanged. It will be seen, however, by reference to the 
longitudinal section (plate vr), that the surface of the gneiss rises 
less rapidly than the surface of the slope, and that the talus gravels 
increase in thickness to 3 feet. These pass down into a layer of pink 
and whiteclay,which 
rests on the gneiss. 
Worked specimens 
were found as before 
in the top soil, and 
artificially broken 
bowlders occurrecl in 
the gravel a foot 
deep. In the lower 
part of the dark soil 
a small pocket or 
cluster of chips was 
found, and between 
the tenth ancl twen-
tieth foot sever a 1 
chipped stones in 
various stages of 
elaboration were un-
earthed. The cross 
section at the twen-
tieth foot is shown in 
figure 6. Through-
out the gravel occa-
GNc/SS. 
FIG. G-Cross section at the twentieth foot. 
sional bowlders were found, s.ome reaching 6 inches in diameter. From 
the tweutieth to near the twentyfifth foot the conditions and the con-
tents of the section showed no important change. The dark soil reached 
a thickness of 8 inches, and was underlain by a bed oflight sandy sub-
soil, not before differentiated, about a foot thick. Many partially 
haped tones were found in these beds. Beneath this again were 
gravels and gravelly clays. 
At about the twentyfifth foot the conditions of the deposits were 
observed to change. The limit of the compact gravels and clays form-
ing the base of the deposit was reached, and a mass of rather loose 
bet rog~neou material was encountered. The edge of an ancient 
excavation had been reached, though this fact was not at first appre-
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ciated; for the idea of aboriginal quarrying had not yet been more 
than suggested, and the changes observed in the deposits were at first 
attributed to natural distributing agencies. In the hght of facts sub-
sequently observed, this body of heterogeneous material came to be 
recognized as part of the debris accumulated in an ancient trench, 
which was cut obliquely by our trench. The ancient trenching had 
been 4 or 5 feet deep at this point, and the side wall was quite broken 
and irregular, sloping at a low angle in some places and in others being 
vertical or even undercut. The digging had not penetrated to the 
gneiss surface at this point. Tbe margin of the old trench is seen at 
b, plate vr. From this point (the twenty:fifth foot) the work of exca-
vation was carried 
~~~~i~~fi~Q£~~~ 1 through the_quarry 
~ -~;-=-.Oo(O --~~~~=~="'~- s1Jn,,.,.,ccso,uY1THlftt?.w.LocRs refuse and little by 
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Between the fortieth and the fortyeighth foot the trench crossed, at 
about 3 feet from the surface1 what had been a pit or transverse trench 
with sloping sides, between 2 and 3 feet deep. This had been filled 
with material previously worked over and containing much shop refuse. 
The character and relations of the deposits are well shown in the 
sections and photographs presented herewith. 
The upper figure in plate vn represents a detailed study of the con-
tents of the ancient pit as seen in the left wall of the excavation. Of 
this interesting exposure it was impracticable to obtain photographs, 
since the cutting was too narrow to permit the use of the camera; but 
the drawing was carefully made, and being supplemented by photo-
graphs of the face of the cutting at the fortieth and also at the forty-
fourth foot, serves to assist in giving a satisfactory idea of the leading 
characteristics of the deposits. The bottom of the depression had been 
somewhat uneven when the filling-in began. The material, most of 
which consisted of fractured or partially flaked bowlders, had accu-
mulated rapidly, and for a depth of 3 or 4 feet contained only a very 
small percentage of sand, clay, and gravel. Scattered over the bot-
tom and sides was a layer of light, coarse sand which had descended 
from above and partially filled in the spaces between the bowlders 
and fragments; and throughout the mass, ·where the interspaces were 
filled at all, it was chiefly by coarse sand, small pebbles, and the flakes 
from the manufacture of implements. 
A very decided bedding of these coarse materials was apparent, its 
curves following aud repeating those of the bottom of the depression, 
but diminishing toward the surface. In the stratum of finer material 
overlying the coarser contents of the pit and in the dark loam of the 
surface there was also a slight sagging and thickening, indicating that 
the obliteration of the pit had been but recently accomplbhed. 
It was observed that the distribution of the filling materials was 
unequal, the coarser gravel and larger bowlders being lodged at the 
Jeft in the section, which was the lower side of the ancient pit ( a, plate vn). 
This was to be expected, for the source of supply of filling debris was 
from above, and as the tool maker worked over the material upon the 
slope the heavier pieces rolled down until stopped by irregularities of 
the ·urface. It was also noticed that the percentage of flakes and fail-
ures was greatest at the left side of the depresRion from the forty.first 
to the fortysixth foot, where the _ flakers, it would appear, must have 
occupied the pit margins. 
That the work was done on this spot, and that little subsequent dis-
tribution ha taken place, is clearly seen, as the failures and broken 
tool often lie together with the flakes struck from tliem. It is safe to 
conclude al o that the accumulation was rapid. The accumulation of 
the finer and more compact bed overlying the contents of the pit was 
p~obably l~wer an~ was no <l.oubt due partially to natural slope agen-
cie , though it con tarns a large percentage of worked material; the darker 
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soil of tbe surface was :filled with shop refuse, moRt of which bas not 
been far removed from the spot of manufacture. The cross sections are 
too limited in extent to show clearly the bedding of the accumulations, 
but they serve to illustrate the nature of the contents of tbe pits. 
The conditions at the fortyfourth foot are given in {b) plate vu. By 
carrying the excavation to the right and left the outlines of the old 
depressions were found to be irregular and extended so far that I <lid 
not undertake to define them fully. It appeared, however, that our 
section bad cut the deepest part of this particular depression. A pho-
tograph covering the rectangular space outlined by a dotted line in the 
section is reproduced in plate vnr. I am fortunate in being able to 
present such an illustration of the composition of the refuse at tllis 
point, as it affords evidence that can not be gainsaid, and the student 
may study the nature, conditions, and relations of the component parts 
with ease. The picture covers a space about 2 feet wide by 3 high, 
the top being 2½ feet below the surface of tbe groun<l and the bottom 
within a few inches of the deepest part of the ancient excavation. The 
unu ual number of large bowld-ers is a notable feature, but it will be 
founcl that the broken and worked ones far outnumber the unbroken, 
and that everal partially shaped tools are in sight, occupying positions 
no doubt very much the same as when dropped by the workman. A 
u a ·k appear near the ba e beneath tbe large split bowlder; others 
a n to the left and a little higher, while numbers are seen to be 
d 1g out of the loo e, open ma of refuse near the middle of tbe 
· ection a.bound throughout with artificial material. 
· tbe deposits exhibited the u ual phe-
tional interest were encountered until 
The bottom of the old pit continued 
artificial depo it be ame gradually 
11y maU ma e of the Potomac 
l<l together by an indurated aud 
tlJ proximity of tue anci nt 
ie<l. down alm to the gnei: 
0 • cov r cl · IJ of harp 
1icl r cer-
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The quarry face (plate XIII) was encountered at about the eightieth 
- foot, but sloped back in steps to the ninetieth foot and beyond. It 
showed a stratum, 10 feet or more in thickness, consisting largely of 
medium-size quartzite bowlders embedded in a matrix of nearly pure 
sand, so indurated that the bowlders were extremely difficult to remove, 
and considerable masses of the conglomerate could be knocked down 
and removed without breaking up. The face was extremely irregular, 
indicating that when deserted the ancient quarrymen had penetrated 
to greatly varying depths; they bad descended to the gneiss surface 
in excavations from 10 to 12 feet deep, had removed the bowlders by 
direct attack from above, from the front, and by undermining, and had 
selected and thrown out those best suited to the purpose of the flaker. 
Few of those left in the pits and dump had been more than tested by 
the removal of a flake or two. The work of shaping was in the main 
carried on about the margins of the pits out of the way of the quarry-
man. The earth, gravel, and undesirable bowlders were thrown back 
against the lower side of the pit~, lodging in trr-egular beds sloping 
into tbe pits, as shown in the section. 
Between the seventythird foot and the seventyeighth our trench 
passed through large pockets or masses of shop refuse. The largest 
body, consisting of tons of chips, failures, and broken bowlders, was 
confined to a space extending from 3 to 7 feet from the surface; srna11er 
pockets of the same character were found as deep as 9 feet. The 
exposure in the sides and front of our trench Rhowed these deposits 
clearly, and illustrations are selected from the ::fine series of photo-
graphs taken. Plate IX represents nearly the full height of the front 
of our trench at the seventyseventh foot, and plates x and XI illustrate 
the composition of the refuse in detail, showing a preponderance of 
rather large bowlderR, most of which have been partially worked or 
broken to test the material. The portion shown in plate XI belongs 
lower in the section, extending down from the seventh nearly to the 
ninth foot in dept!J. Several shaped pieces are in sight. In plate xn 
we have a fine illustration of the clusters of shop refuse at about the 
eightieth foot. The clinging wet earth obscures many of the fine flakes, 
but enough is seen to indicate the very great amount of work done on 
this spot. The mass was made up of unshaped refuse and of shaped 
specimens, illustrating the whole range of quarry-shop work from the 
::first flake to the rude thin blade; the latter, it was gradually learned, 
being the almost exclusive product of the flaking operations. A sec-
tion bowing the quarry pit and the face of Potomac bowlders is pre-
ent d in plate xnr. This terraced face, receding in irregular steps, 
appears to have undergone little change since it was deserted by the 
pre hi toric quarrymen. The bow lders are compactly bedded and retain 
their place with great tenacity. 
The deepest work of which evidence wa.s d.iscovered was about 11 
fe t beneath the present surface. It is probable that when deserted 
the pit at 'the quarry face was much deeper, as considerable degra-
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dation of the slope must have taken place since the desertion of the 
quarries. In another trench farther up the ravine the quarry face was 
exposed to a depth of from 13 to 15 feet. 
Plate cnr and the frontispiece, described in the supplement, serve to 
illustrate the probable conditions under which the work was carried on 
by the savage quarrymen. The miner with a strong wooden pike is 
seen dislodging bowlders from the bed; a second workman is breaking 
up a large mass of quartzite, and the flaker engaged in roughing-
out the blades is seated near at hand. The life-size group from which 
these views were taken was prepared under the writer's direction for 
the World's Fair, h1 Chicago. The :figures were modeled by U.S. J. 
Dunbar, sculptor, and were costumed after drawings published in the 
works of Hariot and John Smith, the assumption being that this work 
on Piny branch was done by the Algonquian tribes known to the colo-
nists of Jamestown and Roanoke. However tllis may be, the work 
of procuring and working the bowlders is, I am convinced, correctly 
indicated by this group. 
The quarry was about 60 feet wide where crossed by our trench, and 
wa 3 or 4 feet deep at the lower margin and 11 feet deep at the quarry 
face. The bowlders, forming a large part of the mass worked over, 
bad nearly all been tested for flakability by the removal of a flake 
or two, or had been more or less fully worked. All of the material 
removed from the trench wa carefully assorted and studied by us, and 
tb important results reached through its consideration will be given 
forth r n. 
If w a11ow that the ancient operations were somewhat uniform in 
~' t n along tbe t rrace face, ay for a dista,nce of 500 feet, the mate-
rial work d OY r on thi id of the ravine would amount to 100,000 
ubi i tor m r , and tb number of bowlders ecured and worked or 
p rtly b p d ould r ach million . 
TUE TREE l'IT 
id not vary 
ch, oppo ite 
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The refuse about tbe root of the chestnut tree contained more than 
the usual percentage of partially haped tools, and several bushels of 
these, showing rude leaf-shape outlines, were collected. A photograph 
made shortly after beginniug the excavation shows the inc1osure of 
worked stones in the base of the tree and their prevalence in the mass 
of refuse (plate xrv). 
TUE SECOND TRENCH 
A second trench carried across the old quarry in the spring of 1890 
failed to furnish features of especial interest and added little to the fund 
of information acquired from the trench made the previous year.. H was 
not expected, however, that this second excavation would expose exten-
sive deposits of refuse or well-marked quarrying. The site was chosen 
in a depression, or incipient gulch in the slope, where no marks of dis-
turbance could be detected, whereas the first trench was carried across 
a convexity in the face of the hill, which convexity bore every indica-
tion of being the result of artificial disturbance and accumulation. Hav-
ing determined that surface appearances in the first case really indicated 
the conditions beneath the surface, the second trench was made where 
no indications of artificial disturbance could be noted. This trench was 
100 feet north of the first. No well-defined shop sites were discovered, 
and evidences of ancient quarrying were quite meager. Artificial refuse 
was evenly distributed throughout the overplaced gravels to a depth 
of about 3 feet. These conditions would seem to indicate that the shal-
low depre sjon in which the trench was dug had been filled from shops 
and quarries at the right and left, or perhaps from random working at 
higher points on the lope. 
Excavation was begun in the rivulet bank, here about 6 feet high. 
· The immediate bank was found to consist of a mass of refuse, well 
filled with broken bowlders and rejects and chips which exhibited a 
sort of rude bedding as if rearranged by the action of the rivulet 
or a if deposited on its successive though very narrow flood plains. 
Our trenching soon pass d through these deposits. The gneiss which 
formed the bed of the stream rose rapidly beneath the loose mass 
forming the lrn,nk, and at 10 feet from the stream approached within 3 
feet of the surface. From the tenth to the thirtieth foot the gneissic 
urfa e followed the slope of the hill at a pretty uniform depth of 3 
feet; b yoncl this it pa secl horizontally beneath deposits of Potomac 
bowlders. Overplaced gravels from tl!e tenth foot to the encl of our 
trench contained but few artificial objects, and these did. not occur at 
a greater depth than about 3 feet. These gravels for the most part 
re made up of a heterogeneous mixture of clay, sand, and pebbles, 
with o a ional bowlders. Near the bottom they consisted principally 
of material derived directly from the disintegrating surface of the 
P tomac bowlder beds. 
THE THIRD TRENCH 
Tbe ite for a third trench was chosen with the view of secur-
ing vi<lence on two questions of especial interest. The first was the 
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pits. The mass of material about these pockets and beyond, .up to the 
fortyfifth foot, was comparatively barren of artificial refuse. The mid-
dle parts of the mass of filled-in material,· as indicated in the section, 
is quite homogeneous, as if never worked over by man, and must have 
descended into the quarry pit en masse as a miniature landslide from 
above. It consists of loose, crumbling, sandy clay of reddish color-a 
characteristic of the higher-level beds-containing some gravel and 
occasional bowlders. Rather high up in the sides of the trench could 
be seen indications of old overplaced debris containing shop refu~e 
and coarse materials, all of grayish color. Near the surface the over-
placed gravel was 
again reddish and 
barren of art. 
In approaching 
the fiftieth foot, 
pockets of shop ref-
use began to ap-
pear, and at from 4 






Beds of clay and 
refuse of varying 
colors were seen 
dipping.into the hill 
as the quarry face 
was approached. 
Nature distributes 
her materials with 
the slope, but art 
reverses this; as 
the earth is thrown 
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it forms layers cou- FIG. 8-Section of bowlder beds exposed in quarry face 13 feet in height. 
forming roughly to the slope into the pit. The section exposed in this 
trench is given in plate xv. ' 
t the fiftyseventh foot a descent of 2 feet was made into a deeper 
portion of the ancient quarry as shown in the section. At the sixtieth 
foot the bottom of the old quarry was 13 feet beneath the present sur-
face, and at about the sixtythird foot the quarry face was encountered. 
hen thi was uncovered to the full width of our trench the section 
hown in figure 8 was disclosed. Beginning at the top' there were 
about 3 feet of overplaced slope material, dark above from the presence 
of vegetal mold and composed of sandy clay below; beneath this were 
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the Potomac beds in place, comprising, :first, about 3 feet of coarse 
loose-bedded sands of varied kinds, then alternatiug layers of sand, 
gravel, and bowlders, an<l at the base a compact la.yer of bowlders. 
The ancient workmen had 1>enetrate<l this latter bed at this point only 
to the depth of a foot or two. On the bottom and against the quarry 
face were a few chips and chipped bowlders, but the mass of material 
:filling up tbe ancient e::s:cavation was barren of art and consisted of a 
mixture of clay with sand and gravel~ derived from the margins of the 
ancient pit chiefly by sliding from the overhanging ~ront wall. This 
waU or quarry face as uncovered by us was only 12 or 13 feet high, but 
when the ancient miners deserted the spot it must have been very 
much higher, probably 20 feet if the period was recent and perhaps 
more if the time was remote. As already stated, the configuration of 
the slope howe<l that a slide had taken place, leaving a hollow just 
under the crest of the slope and giving a rounded mass on the site of 
the ancient digging. Beneath the highest part of this mass our trench 
d' ed the deepest point reached by the aborigines. The :filling up 
iug en mas e was thus shown by the surface configuration of the 
well a by tbe character of the filling material. 
pear that the bottom or floor of the ancient quarry wa quite 
uneven, but it full conformation could not be made out from the dis-
cl ure f a tr nch 3 feet wide. In examinino· the ides of our trench 
in tbe viri.nity of the anci nt quarry face I discovered that our left 
wall ha coincided here and there with the teep side 
· ·ation. 
rench amply repaid the labor expended, as 
number of the que tions pre enting thern-
tllat the ancient quarrying wa carried on 
e pre:ent bed of the rivulet, and 
"liding ma e. in , uch 
face uot yet effa ed. In 
f tb r tren ·h were 
a with quarry faces 
a wld r d po it ; 2, 
· ve that requir d in 
k in the hop 
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und r unalt r d grav 1, at ad pth of 13 feet (a, figure S), ~~cl it is ~hus 
, Pn tli~ in . u h a nttiug the detection of the true cond1t10ns might 
b n ~t t imr o ible without careful and extensive excavation. 
TIIE FOURTH AND FWTH TRENCHES 
..A nu · tr ncbe were opened about the southwestern point of 
th pr a indicated on the map. It was expected that these 
won ht on variou peculiar features of the topography, and 
a th information regarding quarrying and manufacture. 
re all that could be desired. 
rench was opened on the rounded point of the promon-
uth of the first trench, while the :fifth was made a little 
t ward the east. The phenomena observed in these 
nearly id ntical that I shall omit detailed mention 
and more interesting. 
·h furni hed much of the evidence necessary to com-
f the ancient quarries. The general conditions were 
revealed in the :first trench. At the thirty:fifth foot 
refuse of unu ual interest was encountered. As 
rench (plate XVI) it was 4 or 5 feet in horizontal 
p feet deep, and its upper surface was 2 or 3 feet 
ce of the ground. No part of the quarries, 30 feet 
n the ,•lope) and from 6 to 9 feet deep, was entirely 
d .flaked stones, but the work of shaping .had been 
ively on this one spot. From the dep·osit upward 
near tile :finishing stage, were recovered, though 
by no means exhaustive; fully one-fourth of the 
ed in the excavated debris. This pocket of refuse 
y di:IB rent in any of its features from those encoun-
rench, but it had somewhat more the appearance of 
bing hop than any yet seen. There were few large 
the flakes averaged small; still no traces were found 
hape,, or even of well-trimmed edges or points. The 
made was a roughed-out blade such as a majority of 
din ca •hes. 
Th mo tint re tiug feature of this trench was its quarry face, which 
wa encounter cl at about the fortieth foot. It was discovered that 
ex ten ive undercutting had been done by the ancient quarrymen, and, 
a we advanced, the overhanging face was found to extend forward 
everal feet, as hown in plate xvr. The phenomena of this quarry 
face are instructive in one important direction. They reveal, with more 
than usual clearness, a favorite method of the ancient quarrymen. 
The massive bowlder bed all around this promontory had been depos-
ited on the gneiss. Entering the face of the bluff on the surface of 
this rock, rendered friable by decay, the overplaced stratµ.m of com-
pacted bowlders and sand was undermined, so that the quarrying of 
15 E'.l'H--4 
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the bowlders became a comparatively easy matter. They were easily 
loosened and fell into the hand of the workman from the matrix of com-
pacted sand, as clean and fresh in color as when deposited by the sea in 
:Mesozoic times. By thus working on the gneiss surface, antler picks 
or wooden stakes sharpened by fl.re would serve to -perform the work 
of undermining· and knocking down, whereas our men found it a diffi-
cult task to penetrate the closely compacted conglomerate from its 
upper surface or from the front, even "\Vith the aid of steel picks. · 
THE SIXTH TRENCH 
The examination of the third trench made it clear that in certain cases 
the ancient pits had been filled, or partially filled, by the sliding of sand 
and gravel from the quarry wall aud from the bluff above. This fact 
led to the opinion that some of the unique features of conformation 
ob erved about the outer point of the terrace were, in a measure at 
lea t, due to lide broug-ht about by quarrying operations. To one 
familiar with the ancient quarrying in this locality, the concavity on 
the horizon of the bowlder outcrop and the convexity of profile jm;t 
b low, · he ection , would at once be attributed to human 
agen a e, however, the deformation is on such a scale that 
natur onld alone have accomplished the result. 
t rn angle of the spur, and at a level about 60 feet 
· oundi h hump or shoulder 100 feet or more 
,., feet abovewhatwould seem to be a normal 
neath the level of the bowlder outcrop, and 
great clump heap to. the quar-ries. 
forming the bluff is such that they dis-
1d with ordinary activity of the ero ive 
livity to invite land lides would not 
er exten ive quarrying on the 
ndermining of the uper-
fe tin thickne , mio-ht 
ve ut'fieiont to produce 
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fragment evidently of artificial origin were found. Analogous condi-
tion were observed in pit c. Pit d on the quarry level passed through 
thin lope gravel , containing some artificial material, into the normal 
bowld r bed . Pit e disclosed the sands and gravel of the upper slopes. 
Although the observations were uot so complete as could be desired, 
the evidence ecured supports the theory that sliding took place as a 
result of the quarrying operations, and that the protuberance on the 
slope below represents the transported mass. The presence of shop 
refuse in the lower pit, the occurrence of artificial flakes near the bot-
tom of the mass of sand and gravel forming the hump, the absence of 
normal dump heaps an<l. of quarry excavations along the bowlder out-
crop above, all tend to confirm this conclusion. The movement of a 
large ma s from the upper wall of the quarries would obliterate the 
quarries and carry the quarry refuse down in front of it to the position 
of pit a. These evidences, taken together with the apparently almor-
mal conformation of the spur, seem to be sufficient warrant . for the 
condu ion reached. 
FIO. 9-Section exposed ~y tr ncl1ing on outer angle of terrace. Flaked stones were found in pits b 
ancl c near t.he surface and near the bottom only. 
OTHER PI Ty BRANCII SITES ' 
Ea t of the point just described the broad end of the terrace spur 
facing Piny branch is very steep, and few traces of quarry or shop 
work al'e t o be seen; but lower down the slope, near the base, are 
masses of material that must have descended by sliding and creeping. 
Shop refu e i distributed through these masses and is found in the 
floodplain of the creek at the base. By stream action the flaked stones 
and refu e ?f flaking have been scattered through the recent floodplains 
of the whole valley below. On the eastern point or corner of the spur 
overlooking t,he Fourteenth street bridge over Piny branch there are 
numerou indication of ancient pitting on the bowlder-bed level, and 
hop refu, e i plentiful. Following this level around the slopes of the 
ravine, ju t west of Fourteenth street and across to the eastern side, 
the ame phenomena are observed. The slopes of the bluff west of 
that in wbich the fir t trenching was done also bear evidence of having 
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been extensively worked 1 and all around the bluffs as we approaeh 
Rock creek valley proper, rising gradually to the crests of the terrace 
pur , flaked stones are found. 
On the southern side of the branch quarries occur both east and 
we t of Fourteenth street at nearly the same level. Much work was 
done near a spring at a point beneath the "house in the tree" and 
opposite Spring road, which extends eastward from Fourteenth street. 
East of Fourteenth street the only quarry of importance is on tlle 
place of Ir W. J. Rhees. This is on Spring road, a few hundred yards 
from Fourteenth street, as indicated on the map. It is probable that in 
thi vicinity many evidences f>f ancient quarrying have been destroyed 
by building, cultivation, and landscape gardening. In this direction 
the bowlder beds, dipping gently eastward, descended beyond the 
reach of primitive quarrymen. 
PINY BR.A.NCH SHOPS 
GENERAL FEATURES 
indicated in lescribing the quarry phenomena, shops in which 
th owld ere flaked were established at convenient points about 
th it , pile or clu ters of flakes, failures, and fragments are 
very num The undi turbed clusters are often lenticular in form 
n ed, and occur within the body of the refuse just 
by quarry refu ~e in the progress of the work. 
e trenche have been de cribed and illus-
cription of the quarrie , and ometbing 
re cattered over the urfa ·e of the site. 
ut 100 feet higher up the tream than 
n h, the caving in of the bank bas 
,b · It con · · part of excep-
ilure , wa .vi<.lently a 
d 1 from the adja-
1 ar n ar b , but in 
r or ar partially 
1ei antly acting on 
<1 ot :m,1 . nmi 11 ,1 tb 
h th ur :ind •·xll•nt of 
b ,J. 'nw1•Jl, 1> . ,. Hrin 
n G , G. JI . B i chc ck, n 
• . 'u . 
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the quarrymen should have established a considerable community in 
the vicinity. A dwelling site is said to have been observed on the level 
ground, now a meadow, at the head of the ravine, and there are 'some 
evidences of primitive dwelling on the terrace overlooking Rock creek 
west of Mount Pleasant. 
The terrace-like spurs bordering the ravine in which the trenches 
were dug are covered with :flakes and broken blades left by the work-
men. These are not now in clusters, as must have been the case orig-
inally, but are distributed rather evenly over the surface, as if the 
growth of forests and other disturbing agencies had been long at work 
shifting them about. 
The distribution of shops and shop refuse is shown on the map form-
ing plate II. 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
THE QUARRY-SHOP PRODUCT 
Examination of the phenomena of the quarries and shops is naturally 
followed by a study of the articles produced in them. This is a sub-
ject of tlle deepest interest, and no pains have been spared to obtain 
full and wholly reliable determinations. 
At first it was supposed that the rudely :flaked stones found scat-
tered over the sites of these quarries were bona-fide implements, and 
as such they found their way into literature, much speculation having 
been indulged in with respect to their age, to their use, and to the 
grade of culture to which they probably pertained. These and similar 
articles from the surface are still regarded by some as implements, and 
numerous specimens are still (1894) exhibited as paleolithic implements 
without any reason save that they somewhat resemble certain rude 
forms of European paleoliths. 
Viewed in the light of the studies recorded herein, however, the 
roughly flaked stones are seen to be not implements at all, but the 
refuse of implement making, including many rejects or failures which, 
being partially shaped, indicate or suggest more or less fully the ruder 
forms of flaked implements used by primitive peoples, but which may 
not have even a remote resemblance to the final form to be made. It 
was observed that the work on the site was extremely limited in range; 
. that it consisted in reducing the bowlders, or parts of bowlders, by 
:flaking processes to thin leaf-shape blades, which were no doubt 
intended either for use as simple blades for cutting and scraping, or 
designed to be specialized, as occasion demanded, into arrowpoints, 
spearheads, perforators, and nhe like. So simple are the conditions 
that a dozen specimens may be made to illustrate the entire range of 
shaping work. 
In plate xvn is shown a series of flaked stones, taken from this site, 
which includes all the ordinary forms of rejects and epitomizes the 
full range of shaping operations. Beginning with the bowlder a,, from 
wbi ·h two chips have been taken, we pass through successive stages of 
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elaboration, reaching the most highly developed forms in k, l, and m-
long leaf-shape blades. Profiles of type specimens representing three 
stage of progress are placed at the right. The upper is the true 
turtleback, the second the double turtleback or incipient blade, and 
the third the well-advanced blade. A.s would be expected, no good 
examples of the fully finished (roughed-out) blades were found entire 
on the site, and illustrations of approximately finished work l1ad to be 
selected from broken specimens of which both halves happened to be 
recovered, or from the many single halves. In nearly all cases these 
· blades have a broad and a pointed end, and an examination of many 
specimens indicates that these features were generally foreshadowed in 
the earlier stages of shaping and were kept in view throughout the prog-
ress of the work. The blades of most advanced type, represented by 
broken pieces only, vary from 2 to 5 or 6 inches in length, and are gen-
era.Uy under 2 inches in width and less than one-half an inch in thick-
ness. It was apparently requisite that blades to be acceptable should 
be measurably straight and symmetric, that they should have an oval 
lanceolate outline, that they should be within a certain limit of weight, 
and that the edges should have a bevel adapted to further elaboration 
by flaking processes. Only one piece was found that, had certainly 
been carried beyond this simple stage; in this piece a rude stem had 
been worked out at the broad end, as in the ordinary spearhead. This 
spe imen (a, plate XVIII) was found near the surface of a mass of shop 
refu e, but was without reasonable doubt part of the original deposit. 
Two other piece (band c) found at considerable depths exhibit slight 
indi ation of pecialization of form. The specimen shown ind is hardly 
more than an ordinary failure, rejected on account of too great thick-
n ' or oth i ity of hape. 
For th f ·on v ying a clear notion of the nature of the 
l af- hape blade-I have brought together in 
XII a number of the rejects that eem to 
for by the quarry- hop flaker. Some are 
· · more or le palpable defects of 
tudy of the quarry-
lentifully on village-
f the bapinO', and in 
y had b ·opped 
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The excessive thickness so fatal to success results from the failure of 
flakes to carry s_ufficiently far back from the margin to overlap opposing 
flakes. In the process of shaping stones of varying degrees of availa-
bility by fracture, many eccentric forms are necessarily developed; and 
these peculiarities of failures, being due to common defects in the :flak-
ing qualities of the stone, are often repeated, giving to the superficial 
observer the impression that the particular form was the result of 
design. Thus, for example, there are many specimens having one flat 
side and one convex or pyramidal side. It happened in such cases 
that one side was reduced readily to the :flattish or slightly convex 
surface desired, but that the other worked badly, giving a high peak 
which could not be removed. This form and the double-peaked variety 
are constantly repeated because the tendency of the :flaking from a 
bowlder is strongly toward high apexes, great skill being required to pre-
vent this result and to obtain just the proper convexity. To attempts 
to remove these high humps by violent strokes is due much of the break-
age in all stages of the work. Examples of this class of failures are 
found on every shop site and need not be mistaken for finalities in 
sbape.1 
The incipient tools have very considerable range in size, the blade 
shown in b, plate xxr, being 5~ inches in length, while others reach 
upward of 6 inches. The smallest specimens foun<l. in the quarry-shops 
are a little under 2 inches in length. Plate XXIII is intended to indi-
cate the relation of the r0ughed-out blade to the bowlder from which it 
was <l.erived. Two examples are given, the profile being added in each 
case that the conditions may be understood fully. In the specimeus 
chosen for i1Iustration, both ends retain small areas of the original · 
surface of the bowlder. The relation of the blade to the original 
bowlder is not at all uniform. The fracture was sometimes such that 
three-fourths or more of the mass was removed all from the one side ' 
before the desired degree of convexity of that side was obtained, so 
that the blade was finally derived from very near one surface of the · 
bowlder, as indicated in the profiles. The occurrence of such speci-
mens a this has led to the upposition that in some cases a number of 
blades were made from a single bowlder by splitting, and this is no 
1During tbo p rioJ. intervening between the completion of the work on Piny branch and the date 
of tho present writiug (five years), I have examined many other quarries in various parts of the 
country and close analogies wero observe<l everywhere and even identical results where contlitions 
were identieal. I have ali;o encounteretl in this period numerous illustrations 01' the baneful results 
flowing from a lack of appreciation of the nature of the quarry ancl shop work and of the rejectage 
always associatctl with it. One very earnest at;1d intelligent gentleman, who bad dwelt for many 
years in a fiint-proclncing ell trict where the fields were filled with refuse of manufacture, had spent 
a great clral of time in gatb ring and classifying the varied forms of rejectage, supposing all to be 
implements. The re. ult was truly astonishing. He bad grouped similar forms together as so many 
vari ti i; of tools aud hacl workctl out suppositions uses and was able to clecicle how some forms were 
shaped to fit the hand and others wer designed for hafting. He hacl made excellent drawings and 
was r ady to issue an elaborate ancl costly work. In his mind every shape was significant, and all 
fractures, such as come from necessity in all broken stones and are often remarkable, were indications 
of cl sign, ancl tl,o more eccentric accidents of fracture were evidences of consummate skill on the 
part of the workman. 
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doubt correct where fracture was exceptionally favorable, but a bowl- . 
<ler did abundantly well in yielding a single specimen of the class 
roughed-out on the q_uarry site. · 
In a majority of cases the completed blade retains no trace of the 
original surface of the bowlder, as the great number of blows necessary 
to obtain the desired shape removed it altogether; and in most cases, 
no doubt, the specimen was reduced to two-thirds or one half of the 
length and width of the bowlder. It is probable that the projectile 
point, 1½ or 2 inches in length, was often the entire result of flaking up 
a bowlder 3 or 4 inches long. 
The various forms of worked stones are distributed throughout the 
mass of refuse, as would. be expected in a quarry-shop. In many cases 
clusters of flakes are found, and with them the fragments and failures 
produced during a single sitting or by a series of sittings on the one 
spot. In b, plate xxru, and in a and b, plate xxrv, three pieces are 
presented, illustrating three stages of progress, the :first-mentioned 
specimen belonging between the other two. These were found, with 
the flakes derived from them, in a small cluster in the :first trench.1 
The lal'ge specimen was rejected after having received a few blows from 
the hammer, the relief of the side flaked reruaining too pronounced to 
warrant continuation of the work; the second piece was broken when 
both sides had been roughly reduced to approximate contour; while the 
third example was splintered after having reached almost the requisite 
thinne and contour. Thus we have, as the result of a few .minutes' 
flaking, a erie of form representing the whole range of quarry-shop 
ha ping operations and extending from the rudest to the most elaborate 
tage. 
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RELATION OF SPECIALIZED LEAF-BLADE IMPLEMENTS OF VARIOUS KINDS TO THE ORIGINAL BLADE 






SCRAPING IMPLEMENTS OF QUARTZ AND QUARTZITE (ACTUAL SIZE) 
a, b, and c have one flat side and a bevele d edge; e. f , g, appear to be broken projectile points 
sharpened at the edge 
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been able to learn that the primitive inhabitants of the Potomac region 
often used flakes such as were taken from these objects, either in their 
original form as cutting or scraping tools or in the manufacture of 
projectile points, scrapers, and drills; nearly all specialized quartzite 
implements are fairly tllick bod_ied and substantial. 11he great rarity 
of typical core shapes on these shop sites should also be noted as indi-
cating the probability that ordinary high-peaked specimens are mere 
accidents of blade-making operations. 
In some cases large bowlders have been broken and flaked in such 
manner as to suggest the notion that the detached pieces were intended 
to be used in implement making; but howsoever this may be, much 
experience bas taught me that irregular masses of quartzite are much 
more difficult to manage-to reduce to the symmetric blade-than are 
the bowlders when tlle latter are of convenient size. It is different 
with more brittle materials, which may be worked up to good advantage 
from the angular mass. , 
In my very careful and prolonged efforts to determine the object of 
the quarry-shop work and the ch~racter of the product I studied the 
1mmerical · relations of the various forms of rejectage with excellent 
results, which may be given in some detail. 
In shaping implements by flaking there are necessarily failures at 
all stages of the work from begiuning to eud, as already shown, and 
these failures are susceptible of grouping into four classes: The first 
class includes tested bowlders, rejected in early stages of the work 
because of unfavorable material, adverse fractures, flaws, etc, which 
occur in couutless numbers on the site; the second stage includes 
those considerably worked on one side and rejected because of palpa-
ble defects developed or brought out by that work; the third group 
includes such specimens as were flaked somewhat fully on both sides 
before it became apparent that further effort was useless; and the 
fourth class comprises the well-defined leaf-like blade. Now it was 
found by tudy of the shaped refuse that breakage under the heavy 
blows of the hammer took place at all stages of the work, and that 
nearly as many failures had resulted from breakage into halves or 
approximate halves as from imperfectly developing contour. I found, 
however, by segregating and comparing the varieties, that one group of 
h alves had no corresponding group of unbroken forms, and I concluded 
that this group of halves represented the true quarry product. 
The observations may be formulated as follows (the first series-the 
tested bow Ider '-being omitted because they were practically innu-
merable): In the first trench I found, of the second class ( n, plate xvn), 
3 0 whole specimens and 460 halves; of the third class (o), 250 whole 
pecimen and 320 halve ; and of the fourth stage (p), no whole speci-
men and 380 halves. The latter were halves of comparatively thin, 
well- haped blades, and were not represented by any whole blades of 
like proportions. In other words, there were 380 half blades of a 
grade of advancement uperior ~o that of the best entire blade. From 
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this 'the inference was reached that all unbroken blades of this class 
were carrie<l. away. It woul<l. appear, also, that of the shaped stones no 
other varieties were carried away, since no other variety is without a 
full percentage of unbroken specimens, the presence of these in -the 
· refuse being sufficient evidence that they were not desired or removed 
from the site. 
The determination that the leaf.shape blade was the exclusive 
shaped product of these great quarries is of greater importance than 
at first appears. It affords the key to many of the most puzzling 
problems of flaked stone art. It settles the status of multitudes of 
rudely flaked stones formerly of enigmatical status, and enables us to 
tell the story of the cache and write for the first time the full history 
of the countless flaked implements scattered over the land. 
TOOLS USED IN FLAKING 
As bas already been indicated, the flaking tools were probably bowl-
ders selected for the purpose from the multitude of available examples. 
Though few were found that show any considerable evidence of wear, 
many specimens occur which are more or less battered, apparently by 
u ·e. With multitudes of natural hammers of choice shapes and assorted 
sizes at hand, it was manifestly useless to shape special tools or to 
bring in haped tools from the outside. The scarcity of well-shaped 
and much-used hammers in this· quarry is a very notable fact, and has 
been the ubject of much speculation. It is found that in other quar-
ries, subsequently examined, these objects are very numerous, aud this 
bas led to the surmise that possibly hammers made of other material, 
u h a. buckhorn, were employed in flaking the bowlders. This, we 
mu t admit, i po sib1e, but a the evidence stands today the matter 
must be left largely to conjecture. 
PRO 'E E OF MANUFA TURE 
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produced and the rather haphazard arrangement of the percussion 
points preclude the idea that any process capable of accurately adjusting 
the point of contact between the tool used and the article shaped could 
have been employed. At best such a method would certainly not be 
readily applicable to a stone of the refractory nature of quartzite. 
Though the manner of delivering the stroke seems sufficiently deter-
mined, the precise method of holding the stone shaped is left to con-
jecture. My own experiments have been conducted on the assumption 
that it was held in the hand. The account of flaking processes given 
in the following paragraphs is based on the belief that free-hand per-
cussion with hammers of stone or other hard and heavy material was 
the exclusive.or principal quarry-shop process. 
Referring to the series of graded rejects illustrated in plate xvn, we 
observe that the process of manufacture and the steps of development 
FIG. IO-First step in bowlder flaking. 
were essentially as follows: Grasping a bowlder in either hand (sup-
posing bow Ider hammers to have been used), the first movement was to 
strike the edge of one against that of the other at the proper angle to 
detach a flake (figure 10). The second movement and the third were 
similar, and so on until the circuit was completed. If no false stroke 
was made and the stone bad the right fracture, these few blows, occu-
pying but as many seconds, gave as a result a typical turtleback-a 
bowlder with one side faceted by artificial flaking, the other side, save 
through accident~ remaining smooth. If the removal of a single row 
of flake was not sufficient, the work was continued until the one side 
was reduced to the proper degree of convexity, and the availability of 
the stone for further elaboration _was made apparent. A type profile 
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is illustrated iu n, plate XVII. If the results thus far r eached were 
satisfactory1 the stone was turned in the hand, and by a second series 
of blows the remaining smooth side was flaked away (figure 11), when 
the result was a two-faced stone or double turtleback-the incipient 
blade. With perhaps a few additional strong strokes the rough stone 
began to assume the appearance of the final form. A type profile is 
seen in o, plate XVII. If at this stage, and, I may say, if a t any pre-
ceding stage, the stone developed defects or unmanageable features 
(such as too great thickness, crookedness, or humps that could not be 
removed), it was thrown away, and thus became part of the refuse; 
and it would appear that all the entire specimens collected, since they 
were taken by us from the refuse, did develop some of. these short-
comings. If, however, the form developed properly, the work was con-
tinued into the final stage, which consisted in going over both sides a 
FIG. 11-, e oncl step in bowlcl~r flaking. 
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into implements may have been selected for transportation, but no 
evidence of this is procurable. 
The course of procedure just described I have investigated in the 
most careful manner, and by experiment have followed every step of 
the process, and have achieved almost every result. I have found that 
in reaching one final form I have left many failures by the way, and 
that these failures duplicate, and in proper proportions, all the forms 
found on the quarry sites. I was unfortunately prevented from carry-
ing out these experiments as fully as desirable by permanently disabling 
my left arm in attempting to flake a bowlder of very large size. 
I further find by these experiments-and the conclusion is a most 
important one-that e.very implement resembling the final form here 
described, and every blade-shaped projectile point made from a bowlder 
or similar bit of rock not already approximate in shape, must pass 
through the same or nearly the same stages of development, leaving 
the same wasters, whether shaped today, yesterday, or a million years 
ago; whether in the hands of the civilized, the barbarous, or the savage 
man. 
lt may be well here to define with some care the apparent limitations 
of the classes of procedure concerned in the manufacture of flaked 
tools. Direct or free-hand percussion by means of unhafted or hafted 
implements is the natural method of reducing large amorphous masses 
to something approximating the special shapes reached in the advanced 
stages of the art. It was probably the leading method utilized in very 
early times ; but this process, even in the most skillful .hands, has its 
limitations in certain directions. For example, blows can not be given 
with sufficient regularity to produce great symmetry of outline and 
desirable uniformity of flaking; and, again, when implements under 
treatment become attenuated, · the sharp blow is extremely liable to 
shatter them. The skill of the artificers being equal, these limitations 
vary with the degree of brittleness and homogeneity of the material 
used. 
Quartzite is extremely refractory, and the skill of the workman must 
have been tried to the utmost to carry the manufacture by the free-
hand process to a stage of elaboration where the other methods would 
be operative. It is possible that some method employing indirect per-
cussion may have followed that of direct percussion. By indirect 
percussion I mean the use of two tools, one the hammer and the other 
the punch, the latter being set on the exact spot to receive the impact 
or blow, thus eliminating the element of uncertainty characteristic of 
the 'free-hand blow, although necessarily lacking in percussive power. 
By one or both of these methods the blades were carried to such a 
degree of symmetry and attenuation that the artist was able to employ 
pressure to advantage. Then, by skillfully using a bit of bone or 
antler, he could carry the tool to the highest possible degree of spe-
cialization and finish. That the latter method was employed by the 
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Chesapeake tribes is clearly indicated by John Smith, who, speaking 
of a Powhatan warrior, says, "His arrow head he quickly maketh with 
a little bone, which he ever weareth at his bracert, of any splint of a 
stone, .or glasse in the forme of a heart, and these they glew to the end 
of their arrowes." 1 This could not apply, of course, save where the bit 
of stone already approximated the proportions and especially the 
thickness of the article to be made. 
I 
DESTINY OF THE QUARRY BLADES 
Now, although the blades produced in the quarry-shops may without 
modification have been used for cutting, scraping, perforating·, and 
other purposes, I am decidedly of the opinion that as a rule they were 
intended for further elaboration; this is rendered almost certain, first, 
by the fact that the most fully shaped broken pieces found on the quarry-
shop sites are but rudely trimmed on points and edges, specimens of 
like grade being little fitted for use in cutting and scraping; and, 
second, that all the tens of thousands of specialized forms-spearheads, 
arrowpoints, and perforators-are necessarily specialized from such 
blades, as shown in a subsequent section. The quarry-workshop was 
naturally not a place for finishing tools, but one for roughing-out the 
material and selecting that fitted to be carried away for final shaping. 
A. laborer · engaged in such work in a pit in the forest would not be 
likely to throw aside the rough hammer used in fracturing cobble 
stones to take up and operate an entirely different kind of machinery, 
involvinga distinct and delicate process. Being a reasoning and prac-
tical creature, he would carry away the roughed-out tools, the long, 
thin blades, to be disposed of or to be finished at his leisure and by what-
soever method experience placed at his disposal. 
The quarries, being extensive, were worked somewhat systematically 
and the product was naturally of great importance to the people con-
cerned. The blades made during a prolonged season's work were 
numerous and were carried to village-sites far and near for use, special: 
ization. or trade. There would be in their history a period of trans-
portation attend_ed by storage, and this would explain the cache, an 
interesting feature of stone-implement phenomena, and one which 
involves just such blades as were produced in the quarry-shops. 
THE DUMBARTON HEIGHTS QUARRY-SHOPS 
LOCATION 
The second group of quarry-workshops to receive attention is located 
on the western side of Rock creek, a quarter of a mile north of the new 
aval Observatory and a mile and a half southwest of the Piny branch 
site already described. The quarries occupy a narrow, heavily timbered 
pur of the Tennallytown ridge and overlook a deep and picturesque 
1 History of Virginia, Richmond, 1819, vol. 1
1 
p. 132. 
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ravine. On the plats of the new city subdivisions bordering Massa-
chusetts avenue extended this locality is called Dumbarton heights. 
Although hardly beyond the city limits, this site still retains the 
extreme wildness of a primitive forest and is penetrated by ob cure 
trails only. The sound of the hammer is now constantly heard, how-
ever, even in the wildest spots, and suburban avenues threaten it on 
all sides. It will probably not be many years before the illustration 
given in plate xxvr, from a photograph taken early in the spring of 1891, 
will be the only memento of the primal wilderness now covering these 
bills. A fine rivulet, tributary to Rock creek, meanders the deep ravine, 
overlooked on the north by the quarry promontory and on the south by 
the observatory. 
GEOLOGY OF THE SITE 
In its geologic features this locality corresponds very closely with the 
Piny branch site. A bed of Potomac bowlders cap the ummit of 
the ridge, extending to a depth of from 1 to 25 feet, and resting on the 
somewhat uneven surface of the gneissic rocks. The main ridge~ with 
which this spur connects by a narrow and very slightly depressed sad-
dle, rises toward Tennallytown, nearly 200 feet higher, and is composed 
of sands, gravels, and bowlder beds of more recent age. The outcrops 
of bowlders in the gulches and slopes have been worked in many 
places by the ancient quarrymen. On the spur or proinontory exam-
ined the bowlders outcrop at a level of 280 feet above tidewater, which 
is 50 feet higher than the exposures on Piny branch. This difference is 
probably to some extent an index of the slope of the ancient gneissic 
beach or sea bed on which the Potoma bowlders were laid down. 
The bed resting on the gneissic surface seems to haYe contained a 
larger percentage of workable bowlders than any of the superposed 
deposits. This led to the almost exclusive working of this bed by 
the ancient peoples, who must have familiarized them;selves with all 
exposed deposits of material. 
The beds containing quartzite bowlders are at this ·point upward of 
20 feet in thickness~ but the workable material is confined to a few feet 
at the base, with scattering specimens in gravel deposits at higher 
levels. The bowldei·s sought and worked here are almost identical in 
every respect with those quarried on Piny branch. The deposits, 
however, present so~e points of difference. At the latter point the 
bowlders were pretty uniformly bedded, and the sands and gravels 
associated with them exhibited distinct · traces of horizontal bedding; 
but on Dumbarton heights the bowlders are distributed pretty uni-
formly throughout a matrix of tough argillaceous sand, presenting 
the apvearance of heterogeneous dumping, rath_er than of regular bed-
ding by aqueous agencies. 
Portions of the deposits were here in a most favorable condition to 
be worked, as they occupied the summit of the ridge and were exposed 
to view over the surface of the entire crest. The bowlders were obtained 
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by entering the hillside on the gneissic floor as well as by pitting the 
bowldery surface at various points. The latter method was extensively 
followed at the western end of the outstanding ridge, which is nearly 
flat for a width of 7 5 feet or more. This relation of the bowlder depos-
its to the surface of the ground bad an important bearing on the pres-
ervation of the evidences of ancient work. On the sloping surfaces 
the pits are entirely obliterated by the descent of refuse from above, 
but on the upper surface they are still distinctly visible. 
The worked-over surface is everywhere irregular, but the depressions 
are in no case more than a few inches in depth. It is probable that as 
a rule they were not deep when deserted by the ancient workmen, as 
one pit would be filled by refuse from another as the work went on. 
Such pits as were left open on the upper surface of the ridge would at 
first fill rapidly by falling in from tbe sides, but the rate of filling would 
decrease with the decrease of depth, and when a degree of shallowness 
like that observed at present had been reached, the compacted cobbles 
would have something of the stability of an artificial pavement; and 
where the position did not admit the accumulation of vegetal mold, 
centuries might pass without perceptible change. On steep sites, as in 
some parts of Piny branch, the friable overhanging deposits must have 
descended rapidly into ·the old q_uarries, obliterating all traces of the 
pits in a very ~hort time. 
DISTRIBUTIOX OF QUARRY PITS 
On the map the crest of the promontory resembles the human foot in 
profile. The ancient quarries were located mainly on the heel, where 
they covered an acre or more. A little work was done along the sole 
of the foot, and several pits 2 or 3 feet deep had been dug at other 
points. 
As the ancient work was prosecuted a.long the crest and margins of 
this promontory, the shop and quarry refuse is largely distributed over 
the slopes and has descended to the bed of the creek on the south and 
into the ravines and depressions on the other sides. The most striking 
feature of the promontory is its mantle of broken bowlders, admirably 
shown in plate XXVI. The whitish bowlders appear in strong con-
trast with the somber hues of the forest and its catrpet of brown leaves 
and dark mold. 
TRENCHING 
The western projection of the quarry spur bore the most decided 
trace of ancient operations, and was therefore chosen as the best 
place to begin the work of trenching. Beginning near the extreme 
outhwe t end of the crest, near the upper surface of the gneiss rocks 
and at the ba e of the cappin g of bowlders a trench 3 feet wide was 
. ' am d horizontally into the gently sloping hillside. Beyond the first 
10 i et the dig 0 'ing wa not continuous, but consisted of a line of short 
tr n he with interval· of a few feet. For about 40 feet but little of 
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particular interest was encountered. The mass, to a depth gradually 
increasing to 8 feet as we advanced, consisted of earth and gravel, 
intermingled with shop refuse. This rested on the uneven floor of the 
old quarry, composed of the undisturbed, firmly compacted bowlder-
bearing gravels.· The ancient workmen rarely penetrated, save on the 
outer margins of the quarry, to the gneiss bed. 
At the forty.fifth foot a pocket of refuse, containing broken bowklers, 
failures, broken blades, and flakes, in considerable quantities, was 
exposed. This was at a depth of about 3 feet. The conditions were 
identical with those of the Piny branch sites as the quarry wall was 
approached. The characteristics of the exposures in the trenches may 
be summed up in a few words. The quarry debris consists of a hetero-
geueous mass of sandy clays, sand, gravel, bowlders of quartz and 
quartzite, and shop refuse, all well compacted and difficult to penetrate 
and remove with pick and shovel. The shop refuse includes broken 
bowlders up to a foot in greatest dimension, rejects representing all 
varieties of failureEi, unfinished tools broken at various stages of 
development, and numberless flakes. These are generally distributed 
throughout the mass of quarry debris, but at intervals clusters or 
pockets were encountered, where considerable shaping had been done 
at a single sitting or on a particular spot. 
The quarry face was reached at a distance of about 53 feet from the 
beginning point of the trenching. It was, at the point reached, quite 
abrupt, being nearly vertical for about 5 feet. The full depth was 
about 7z feet. At other points, exposed in various lateral trenches, 
the old quarry face was found to be very poorly defined . . It wonld 
appear that the ancient quarrymen did not work with any considerable 
regularity or system. Numerous excavations had been carried into the 
sloping face of the hill, and bad been abandoned uear the crest. The 
I • 
series of terminations constitute an irregularly scalloped. and variously 
inclined quarry face. A detailed description of the numerous short 
trenches, opened at various points along the margin of the promon-
tory crest, need not be given. The conditions are uniform, and at no 
point was the ancient work so extensive as where the first two trenches 
were dug. 
In one of the side trenches a good deal of charcoal \fas found, and 
at the depth of about 6 feet a charred-log more than 10 feet long and 
in places a foot in diameter was encountered. It rested on or near the 
bottom of the ancient excavation, and consisted of a shell of ch
1
arcoal. 
the interior uncharred portion having been entirely replaced by sand, 
which had found its way through the crevices. There is no reason to 
suppose that it was used by the ancient quarrymen in their work, or 
that it was anything more than a log which, having fallen into the 
deserted pit, was burned by forest fires. Charred wood and small 
masses of charcoal were found, but man's . agency was not necessarily 
involved in their production. 
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The nature of the quarrying, the processes of implement shaping, 
and the quarry product correspond closely with those of the Piny 
branch site, and a description would but repeat what ha8 been already 
said in the previous section. 
OTHER ROCK CREEK SITES 
North of the Dumbarton heights quarries the bowlder beds occur 
near or on tb.e summits of the hills, and traces of ancient manufacture 
are occasionally seen. On a high point less than a quarter of a mile 
west of the crossing of Connecticut avenue and Pierce mill road, much 
shop refuse is found. This is within a ;few hundred yards of the Rose 
hill soapstone quarry, and represents the extreme limit of the Poto-
mac bowlder deposits in this direction. 
The new Naval Observatory on the ridge south of the quarry just 
described is built on an ancient quarry site. Quarrying, apparently on 
a limited scale, was carried on in the banks of the ravine now occupied 
by the power house, as the excavations for foundations and drainage 
exposed quantities of the chipped bowlders. 
The bluffs of Rock creek within the suburbs of the city are lined with 
sites on which the ancient bowlcler worker established his shops. The 
work was everywhere the same, save that as a rule quarrying was not 
carried on to such an extent as to leave traces of the pitting. On both 
sides of the creek at the crossing of Massachusetts avenue the refuse 
of bowlder flaking is strewn over the slopes from base to summit of the 
bluffs. The cutting of U street at a point overlooking the Massachu-
setts avenue bridge on the east has exposed an excellent section of the 
base of the Potomac bowlder beds. A portion of the exposure is shown 
in plate xxvn. Beneath the bowlders is the crumbling surface of the 
micaceous gneiss. Considerable flaking was <lone on the surface at this 
point, and clusters of flakes and failures occur on the slope back of the 
seated figure. Beyond is the valley of Rock creek and the heights on 
the west. In the Zoological park, a little farther up the valley an<l 
connecting around the faces of the Mount Pleasant bluffs to the Piny 
branch site, are numerous spots on which considerable work was done. 
It may be added that on the level upper surfaces of the plateau 
occupied by Mount Pleasant and by neighboring suburbs there are 
traces of aboriginal occupation, consisting chiefly of :finished, often 
broken flalied implements of ordinary varieties, and rarely of pecked 
and poli hed tool . 
SHOP SITES OF THE MIDDLE POTOMAC VALLEY 
F .ALLS , ECTIO OF THE PO TOM.AC 
tudy of he manufa ture of stone implements in the Potomac 
region would properly include an examination of the thousands of 
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sites up and down the river and in the affluent valleys on the east and 
west, but there is a great degree of sameness in the materials employed 
and in the work done. While a few typical localities thoroughly stud-
ied illustrate the whole subject, the presentation will not be complete 
without a brief sketch of the whole :field. 
Investigations in the ancient bowl<l.er quarries of the Rock creek 
valley were concluded in June, 1890, and attention was at once turned 
to the stu<l.y of related phenomena in the surrounding region. That 
portion of the Potomac between the head of tidewater and Great 
falls- about 10 miles of the most interesting and picturesque part of 
its course-possesses very considerable archeologic interest. The nat-
ural phenomena are quite distinct from those of Rock creek, and as a 
consequence there is a distinct class of archeological phenomena. The 
falls portion of the Potomac was evidently a great :fishing resort for 
the aborigines, where at one time or another every available site was 
occupied for more or less permanent dwelling. The section was rich in 
the materials most utilized in native art. All kinds of rocks were 
found; there were bowlders of quartz, quartzite, and slate; fragments 
of these and other rocks; veins of quartz suitable for use in arrow mak-
ing; rounded masses of traps and metamorphosed sla~es, the favorite 
materials for making grooved axes and celts; soapstone in extensive 
. beds; clay, and occasional bits of rare stones brought down from the 
di stant mountains. The deposits of bowlders were not of a nature 
to encourage extensive quarrying as on Rock creek, but the varied 
resources were fully and coni;;tantly drawn on by the dwellers by the 
river. In cases the villages were distributed over beds of river drift 
which furnished nearly every variety of stone and in many forms; and 
the art products of such a site, as picked up by the archeologist, are 
varied in the extreme. There were considerable deposits of bowlders 
on the northern terraces from Georgetown to above Cabin John bridge, 
and quartz was everywhere. 
The most notable sites of the :fishing villages are in the vicinity of 
Little falls. Some are on the terraced bluffs overlooking the river on 
both sides, while others are on the :floodplain, only a few feet above 
high t ide or above 1.ihe ordinary river current, being swept freely by every 
spring freshet. 
On the left bank of the river, almost at the foot of Little falls and 
about a quarter of a mile below the bridge, is a site that may receive par-
ticular attention. The :floodplain is here several hundred feet in width, 
extending from the river, at the point where tide aud cascade meet, back 
to the canal. This :floodplain has been carved by the river out of the 
gneiss rocks, the scarred surface of which retains enough soii to encour-
age vegetation; the young growth develops during the summer, to be 
torn up by the freshet of the following spring. A portion of this plain, 
over against the canal and just above the antiquated Eades mill, half 
· a mile below the bridge, was so free from invasion by the waters and had 
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accumulated so much soil that a small patch has been plowed and 
planted during receut years. In the spring of 1880 the great flood 
swept the site, teariug out pits and trenches and denuding the field of . 
its soil. This spot was soon after this event visited by collectors who 
obtained numerous spearheads and arrowpoints, with some other well-
fashioned relics. In the spring of 1890 I visited the site and found 
-many objects of art and observed some iuteresting facts. :Mainly the 
objects found were rude, representing that part of the art products uot 
desired by collectors of specimens, but such as are essential, along with 
the more :finished things, to the story of the occupancy of the site and 
the pursuit ·thereon of native arts and industries. The river had in 
former years deposited on the corrugated surface of the plain numl)ers 
of worn and partially worn stones of every variety. At one point was a 
bed of well-rounded bowlders containing many flakable pieces. Living 
on this site, surrounded by banks of gravel and heayy beds of bowlders, 
the savage artisan did not need to quarry the material from which to flake 
his projectile points and his knives. He gnthered them at his lodge door, 
and with deft hand carried them through all the stages of mauipula-
tion from the first flake to the :finished implement. Quartz and quartz-
ite were freely used, and the soil is filled with the refuse of manufac-
ture. The rejects are identical in every essential respect, so far as the 
rude stages are concerned, with those of the Piny branch quarries. 
But h~re at home the work was carried further; here the various forms 
were specialized, the points were affixed to the arrowshafts and spears, 
and here, within the limits of the village at which they were made, tlwy 
were used and lost. Knives and scrapers and perforators and drills 
were made and used, and were lost or broken and left with tbe other 
village refuse. 
On this site were found the fine-grain tough stones utilized for 
axes and chisels. They were selected by the primitive artisans from 
the heap of drift, in shapes resembling the art form desired. Xhey 
were broken and flaked, if need be, into approximate shape, and were 
then battere<l. or pecked into final form and ground an<l. polished accord-
ing to custom or need. Specimens were collected illustrating every 
step from the beginning to the end of the process. Along with the other 
forms, several picks and chisels of the variety used in cutting soap. 
tone were di covered. Their presence is explained by the fact that 
near at hand occur outcrops of soapstone, and an ancient quarry has 
been ob erved near the Virginia end of the bridge and within a stone's 
throw of Little fall, . Hammer tones, whetstones, pestles, mortars, as 
w 11 asfrao-m nts of or·dinary Potomac pottery and pieces of soapstone 
ornament and v L, were found. It would Reem that every form of 
r li known 1n the I otornac region, from the rnde:-;t turtleback to the 
t :finf hed tool of poli hed tone, occurs on this site-a site, it should 
remarked, modern in it period of occupaney that it is still swept 
b tbe annual fre h t . umerou illu tration of articles from this 
ite will app ar in ub qu nt e ·tions of this paper. 
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An important village-site occurs on the high terrace overlooking the 
northern end of the · bridge, formerly occupied by Freeman's green-
houses. now the property of the Baltimore and -Ohio railway company, 
and a~other site yielding· great numbers of relics is situated on t-he 
Donaldson place, high above the river on the southern si<le. 
In June, 1890, my attention was called to a series of chipped stones 
obtained from the farm of Thomas Dowling, about a mile above Cabin 
John bridge and 8 miles from Washington. The col]ection was made by 
Thomas Dowling, junior, and included many of the rude forms common 
on the quarry-shop sites already examined, as well as a number of well-
finished implements. During a visit to the locality it became apparent 
that this was an ordinary shop site, which bore also consiclerable evi-
den ce of having been occupied for dwelling. The site is a hundred yards 
beyond the Dowling gate, on a terrace, the summit of which is about 
20 feet above the Conduit road ai1d 160 feet above the Potomac. Back 
of the terrace, which is but a few acres in extent, the hills rise gradnally 
to their full height of some 350 feet above tue river, The surface of 
the terrace is somewhat uneven, and is covered with rocks of varying 
sizes, including many bowlders and masses of quartzite with irregu-
larly shaped remnants of other varieties of stone. Much of this mate-
rial was utilized by the aborigines. It is to be noted that the available 
material supplied by this site does not correspond closely to that of the 
great quarry ~ites of Rock creek. The hills above furnish but few work-
able bowlders until we go far back from the river. During the early 
P leistocene Columbia period these lower terraces were subject to river 
overflow and thus received accessions of bowlders and fragments of 
rock from the up-river country, but this material is inferior, both in 
quantity and in quality, to that of the Potomac formation. It does not 
appear tllat -exterisive quarrying was carried on in this locality, as 
the deposits would not warrant it. 
AN .A.COS'l'I.A. VALLEY 
The estuary of Anacostia river varies from one-quarter to t hree-
quarters of a mile in width in its lower course, but just above Ben-
nings bridge it becomes quite narrow. It is bordered for tlle most 
part by low alluvial terraces which rise from the water to the .base of 
the slopes of the plateau, here reaching nea1)y 300 feet in maximum 
height . In places low lJluffs composed of Columbia gravels approach 
the river banks, and in the angle between tlte Anacostfa aud the 
Potorna.e tlle OolumLia formation occurs in t erraces varying from a 
few foet to nearly 100 feet in altitude; on these in the ma.in the city of 
Washington is built. 
The ouly members of the Columbia formation of particular interest 
in thi8 study are the bowlder-bearing gravels. These are extensively 
exposed in places, a11d in the vicinity of tlle navy-yard reach a thick-
ness of 20 feet or more, though the bowlders are not generally suited 
to the use of the implement maker. They are often of quartzite and 
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of a suitable size for flaking, but the material is not ·sufficiently glassy, 
aml they are so scattered tbroug·hout the great mass of gra,Tel that 
quarryi11g was not encouraged. Workable bowhlers were weathered 
out in considerable numbers, however, and these were used by the 
aborigines. Quartz bowlders and pebbles were also found in plenty, 
and in some localities were sufficiently abundant to lead to extensive 
manufacture. Such a locality occurs on tbe left ba.nk of tile river near 
the Pennsylvania railway bridge. Here the terrace gravels are filled 
with workable pebbles, and many rejects and also many :finished poiuts 
are found on the sites, which were dwelling places as well as implement 
factories. The turtlebacks are often very minute, being in many cases 
less than an inch in length. Although the inhabitants of the tidewater 
section of Anacostia river were tbU:s well supplied Hear at band with 
the ordinary varieties of s_tones, they probably found it ad vautageous 
to visit the hills higher up when an unusual supply was called for. 
The Potomac bowlder beds, which furnish the best materials in tbe 
region, outcrop around the slopes of tbe bills bordering the north-
western branch of the Anacostia, 10 miles up. In the vieinity of 
Riggs mill, 3½ miles above Hyattsville and a mile northwest of the 
Maryland Agricultural College, the manufacture of quartzite tools was 
carried on quite extensively. It bas not been ascertained definitely 
that quarrying was resorted to, but there is a strong probability that 
such was the case. The bowlder beds are very heavy at this poiut, 
and agriculture is much impeded by tlie millions of rounded stones 
that come to the surface in the fields. A small percentage of quartz 
pebbles are intermingled with those of qua.rtzite. The heaviest de-
posits of bowlders ocenr in the middle slopes about the mill, an<l the 
refuse of manufacture is found everywhere. The conditions are much 
the same as on the Rock creek sites. Here, however, all stages of tlle 
sha,ping process are represented, from the tested bowlder with one or 
two flakes removed to the finished arrowpoint and spearhead. Many 
pieces have one side worked, others have both sides rough flaked, and 
a very large number are reduced almost to the typical quarry blade. 
There are here more broken blades-that is, of those n,pparently almost 
comp1eted-than at any other point yet examined. At least a hundred 
were found in an hour's search . 
It is worthy of special note that on these sites a considerable ampunt 
of pecia1ization was carried on, and some finishe<l points are found, 
whi1 tbere are many fragments of tho ·e evidently broken in trimming 
the ed 0 • and tip a nu iu adding the notches; this was not true of the 
Rock creek quarrie.. Thi difference is accounted for l>y the fact that 
th naco tian ·ite were habitable in p1aces, and traces of encamp-
m nt: where fini hing sliops were probably e tablisbed are fouud at a 
numb r f point: . Theo currence of implements and projPctile points 
of xoti · mat rial on veral of the e ites is ati factory proof of the 
pr ., u c of d w llin , . . 
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Many similar sites occur at corresponding localities on the other 
branches of the Anacostia. There is little doubt that the inhabitants 
of N acochtank resorted to the quarries of Rock creek and Piny branch; 
for great numbers of leaf-shape blades of quartzite, as well as of 
quartz and rhyolite, are found on the chain of sites extending all the 
way from Bennings to a point opposite Alexandria. 
THE 'l'IDEW A'.I.'ER POTOMAC 
The Potomac formation, which yields the great body of workable 
bowlders, extends far down the river, but is found _ to yield smaller 
amounts of avai1able materials as the distance from Washington 
increases. The outcrops are generally at considerable altitude above 
the river, and at many points on the lower levels there are deposits of 
bowlder-bearing material derived from the erosion of the Potomac beds. 
This redistribution is now going on, so that everywhere there are more 
or less extensive accumulations of workable bowlders. The superior 
formations, tbe Lafayette and Columbia, also yield considerable work-
able stone, which is reassorted and redistributed by the river. There 
are in places deposits of exceptionally heavy bowlders of limited 
extent as far down as the confluence with Chesapeake bay. About the 
.mouth of the Wicomico, for example, bowlders are found i~ large 
numbers. On Popes creek and along Port Tobacco river the gravels 
furnish many bowlders of all sizes, which were extensively used by the 
shell-bank peoples for mortars and mullers, and for shaping both small 
and large implements. The valley of ·zakiah creek, in Charles county, 
is noted for the great number of arrowpoints and spearheads to be 
found on its banks; while the gravels are well supplied with workable 
pebbles of quartz and quartzite, suitable for the implement maker. 
On the western side of the river, from Rosslyn to Potomac creek, 
and extending far back into the hills, extensive deposits of bowlders 
are exposed. In all of this district no quarries have been observed, 
although it is probable that in hundreds of places bowlders have been 
obtained by excavation; but it would appear that the deposits outside 
of the immediate vicinity of Washington were nowhere sufficiently 
rich in workaule material to encourage quarrying on a large scale. 
Workshops are, however, found throughout this region, and refuse 
corresponding in every respect to that of the great quarries is widely 
distributed. 
Especially notab]e sites are the high terraced points about Mount 
Vernon and on the island of Chopawornsie, several miles below. From 
the former Mr William Hunter bas made extensive collections, now 
for the most part owned by the National Museum, and it is not unusual 
to see co1lectjons of quartzite and quartz points from the neighboring 
fields offered for sale to visitors at Mount Vernon. At Chopawomsie 
a bed of bow]ders outcrops near the upper end of the island only a 
few feet above low water. The debris of manufacture of quartz and 
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quartzite tools is very plentiful on the island, and large collections 
have been made of these, and of :finished implements as well, by Mr 
W. H. Phillips, of Washington. The debris of flaking duplicates the 
refuse of the quarries in character. 
There is hardly a, village-site on tidewater Potomac where quartz 
pebbles were not found and worked, and the workshops are innumer-
able. It is evident that manufacture was carried on wherever the 
proper material "'as obtained, and it is equally clear that the processes 
employed and the articles produced were uniform throughout. 
· SITES IN JAMES RIVER VALLEY 
The manufacture of quartzite and quartz implements was carried on 
very extensively in all _the principal valleys draining into the Chesa-
peake on the west. They are found scattered over the country, and on 
the more fully occupied sites along the rivers the store of arrowpoints 
and spearheads seems next to inexhaustible. The great collections 
made by M. S. Valentine, esquire, and bis sons, in the James and neigh-
boring v"alieys; of Mr C. 1\tI. Wallace, mainly about the falls of the 
James, and of J. H. Wrenshall, on Dan river, _bear testimony to this. 
Nearly all of the stones along Moccasin and Gillys creeks below Rich-
mond are of sandstone· or soft quartzite, unsuitable for arrow making, 
and very few chips are found along the banks of either. The banks of 
Shockoe creek are composed mostly of quartz and hard quartzite peb-
bles, and the bed of t)le creek is filled with them. If any quarrying 
was ever done here, no traces of such work have survived the changes 
due to grading for various improvements. It is probable that the 
aborigines did very little digging, as the creek would wash out more 
stone than they could well utilize. On the surface, and especially on 
the slopes of the park of "Chimborazo," quartz and compact quartz-
ites exist in great plenty, but it is useless to seek for evidences of 
aboriginal work now. 
Near the ocher mills, about 5 miles above the mouth of the Appo-
mattox, as also at points on the opposite side of the river, pebbles 
of quartz occur in the greatest profusion. On the . bluff back of the 
mills the ground is covered with flakes and spalls, and it appears that 
much work wa done here. 
On a bluff 30 feet high between Gravelly run and.the mouth of Baileys 
creek the gTound in the few places where it is expo~ed is covered with 
small flakes and chips. It eems to }lave been a village-site, or at least 
a placP. where the implements were finished after being blocked out 
el ewhere. 
QUARRIES OF THE HIGHLAND 
M..A.'l'ERIAL' QUARRIED 
In a bri f and ne ·e arily imperfect manner the history of stone flak-
ing within h vall y of th tidewater region has been Rketched in the 
for oiug pag . In ·id ntally it wa hown tbat much of the material 
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employed in the tidewater region for stone implements was not indig-
enous. It will now be desirable to study the origin and . manufacture 
of the exotic materials so extensively employed by the natives of the 
lowland. 
The local materials were not of the best varieties, including little 
else, as I have shown, than brittle quartz and refractory quartzite. The 
other materials sought in the highland at distant points are rhyolite, 
jasper , argillite, and :flint. All are found in limited quantity as pebbles 
in the tidewater portions of the valleys in which they occur in place in 
the highland, and the refuse left by arrow makers is found sparsely 
scattered over the valleys. This refuse is closely analogous in its 
forms with corresponding refuse resulting from the shaping of quartz 
and quartzite pebbles. In some manner the natives of the lowland 
acquired a knowledge of the location of the deposits of these mate-
rials in the highland, and quarries were opened and worked and trans-
portation of the material, shaped. or partly wrought, became an 
important industry. 
• LOCATION AND PRODUCT 
RHYOLITE Q UARRIES 
First in importance of the exotic materials used by the inhabitants of 
t he lowland is a yariety of rather coarse-grain rock found. in South 
mountain, a high group of ridges extending from near the Potomac at 
Harpers Ferry to the southern side of the Susquehanna at Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania. It is an ancient eruptive rock of the acidic class, occur-
ring inter bedded with other formations and outcropping in narrow belts 
parallel with the trend of the range. It is generally bluish gray in 
color, though sometimes purplish, and is often banded and mottled by 
what may be regarded as :flow lines. Dark varieties closely resemble 
slat ~, and the structure is often somewhat slaty. Generally it is 
flecked with light-c?lored crystals of feldspar, by which c~aracter it is 
easily recognized. Its fracture is often uncertain on account of a shaly 
or laminated structure, but it is capable of being worked more readily 
into large and long implements than any other of the several varieties 
of rock found in the upper Potomac valley. 
The history of the discovery of this material may be of interest to 
archeologists. On taking up the study of the tidewater region it was 
observed that at least one-fourth of the implements collected w~re 
made of a gray slaty stone. These objects were in the main knife-like 
blades, projectile points, drills, etc, of usual types of form, though 
occasional rud.er pieces and flakes were found. In a very few ca,ses 
larger masses of the rock were reported, .oue weighing several pounds 
having been obtained from the banks of the Potomac opposite Mount 
Vernon. It was of compact :flakable stone, and although of turtleback 
type had somewhat the appearance of a core or mass from which :flakes 
had been removed for shaping small implements. It may have been 
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used. or intended for use as an implement, although this is not proba-
ble. It is shown in figure 12. A much larger piece, an oblong blade-
like mass, was found by Mr J. D. McGuire in the Patapsco valley. 
Such shapes are very common in the quarries, and are often mere 
rejects of the blade maker. 
For several years the source of this stone remained unknown. 
Members of th~ Geological Survey were engaged in examining parts 
of the Piedmont plateau drained by the Potomac, arnl I appealed to 
them to keep a lookout for the stone. In the summer of 1892 Professor 
Fm. 12-Fragment of rhyolite from the Potomac, 10 miles below Washington. 
G. H. William , of Johns Hopkins university, an assistant geologist 
on the urvey (who e untimely death in 1894 was a serious loss to 
cience), reported its occurrence in South mountain, and in the autumn 
be and Mr rthnr Keithi of the Geological Survey, furnished me with a 
m, p f tbe formation. so far as outlined at that time. The outcrops 
xt .ndecl in broken narrow belts through Maryland and Pennsylvania, 
a alr a<ly m ntioned. 
Earl in v mb r, 89~, I et out in search of the quarries. Taking 
mat . dy vill , faryland, I crosseu the mountain ridge at sev-
fi.n ling xcellent outcrop of the rock at many points, but 
f ab rigiual · operation appeared until I reached Maria 
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Furnace, Pennsylvania, on a branch of the Monocacy, 10 miles south-
west of Gettysbur~·. Here the mountains rise abruptly and to great 
heights from the narrow stream bed, and the rhyolite · forms a large 
part of the rocky mass. A cluster of flakes was obser-ved on the road-
side some 2 miles above the railway crossing, and extensive aboriginal 
quarries were soon found on the mountain side half a mile up the north-
ern slope. 
During the first visit only a preliminary examination was made. 
The ancient workings observed cover several acres of the wooded moun-
tain side. The pitting is not pronounced, although traces of disturb-
ance are readily recognized and the entire soil is filled with broken 
masses of the rock and the refuse of blade making. Near the lower 
margin of the quarries a small patch had recently been cleared and 
planted in peach trees. Here countless numbers of the partially 
shaped pieces were to be seen, and in an hour I had my wagon loaded 
with turtlebacks, broken blades, and hammerstones. The rock tends 
to break in :flattish forms, and the rejects indicate tllat the blades made 
here averaged long and thin as compared with the shapes made from 
the compact bowlders of the tidewater region. 
As in all the quarries so far examined, blade making was, so far as 
the refuse indicates, the almost exclusive work of tlie shops. Plate 
xxvnr is devoted to the illustration of specimens of successive grades 
of development, from the mass of raw material reduced to convenient 
size for beginuing shaping operations to the long slender blades almost 
as fully developed or advanced as are the blades found in the caches 
and on the village-sites of the lowland. 
No evidence was found of attempts at specialization of form, and there 
is not tlie least donut that finishing operations were conducted subse-
quent to transportation to the villages in the valleys. Shops where 
many small flakes were found contained fragments of unspecialized 
blades only. The hammerstones were not numerous, and were as a 
rule rather unsymmetric globular masses of greenish-gray eruptive 
rock-probably a diabase. 
These and probably other quarries of South mountain were the 
centers from which the natives distributed rhyolite over a vast area 
induding 20,000 square miles or more of the Uhesapeake-Potomac 
region. The quarry examined is 75 miles northwest of Washington, 
a11d was readily accessible to the inhabitants of Potomac and Patuxent 
rivers. The amount of material transported was very great, and the 
industry m·ust have been a most important one; frequent journeys to 
the mountains of Pennsylvania being a necessary feature. 
By a study of the range of quarry elaboration it is readily deter-
mined that the chief product was a blade corresponding to the prod-
ucts of other quarries, and differing only as a result of the difference 
in material. It has already been mentioned that multitudes of speci-
mens derived from this or other similar quarries in the mountains are 
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scattered over the tidewater province. In a few cases :flaked masses 
have been seen weighing a number of pounds, much larger than would 
ordinarily be carried. to points distant from the quarry. It is possible 
that in cases they are derived from water- transported masses. 
As would naturally be expected, a great many blades of the roughed-
out type are found in the lowland. Several caches have been reported, 
and iu plates xxrx, xxx, and xxxr examples from a number of these. 
are given. Through the kindness of Colonel W. H. Love, of Baltimore, 
I am able to present the remarkable set of blades given hi plate xxrx. 
The cache, plowed up in a garden on Frogmore creek, near Baltimore, 
contained eight pieces, three of them being broken. The entire blades 
range from 7 to nearly 11 inches in lengtll, and in form are v,ery narrow 
. and thin, with straight sides, and with the usual broad bas€ and acute 
point. 
The boldly flaked and handsome blade presented in a, plate xxx, was 
obtained, with several others like · it, by Mr Brewer on South river, 
Maryland, from a few inches beneath the surface of the ground in a 
grove near bis house. The two specimens b and c are of very different 
type, and the former is slightly specialized, rude notches having been 
broken in the sides near the base. These are from a cache of about a 
dozen pieces found near a village-site on the floodplain of the Potomac 
a few hundred yards below Chain bridge. 
Very much like the preceding, though ruder, were a number of blades 
found by Colonel W. H. Love on an island at Point of Rocks, Mary-
land. I introduce these specimens here, as they clearly indicate what 
must have been a common practice with the South mountain quarry-
men-the carrying away from the quarries of boards of bits an<l roughly 
trimmed blades of rhyolite. The island has in recent years suffered 
much from the great floods that now and then devastate the valley, 
and a few years ago an ancient village-site of considerable extent was 
exposed by the removal to a few feet in depth of tlie surface soil. 
Pottery and stone implements of usual types were foun<l, and at one 
point Colonel Love discovered what appeared to be a flaking shop, as 
many bits of broken rock flakes and chipped pieces were scattered 
about. Partly buried in the soil was a flattish stone a foot or more 
acros and 2 or 3 inches thick, on and about which, as well as scattered 
through the soil near by, were numerous bits of rhyolite, a dozen or two 
being of the type shown in c, plate xxx, while others were ruder and 
ome were mere fl.:t,keR and fragments. Scattered about were a few 
:fi.ni. bed and partially fini bed arrowpoints. The relation ·of these to 
the quarish tone, the pre ence of bammerstones, and the fact that 
th upper urfa e of the tone "·as con iderably roughened a,ud picked 
into bol by harp point led to the surmi e that possibly this was a 
bop h t n b ing the anvil on which the fragments of rhyolite were 
pla ed t b hatt r d or ·hap .<1. I am at a.lo , however, to understand 
h w u ·h ar 1 liauce. could. be utilized iu the work of :flakiug. A 
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sketch indicating approximately the relation of .the cluster of partially 
shaped fragments to the large stone is presented in :figure 13. 
FLINT QUARRIES 
Flint does not occur in any considerable bodies within convenient 
reach of the tidewater region. Pebbles are found in limited numbers 
in the various bowlder deposits and along the stream courses. Lim-
ited masses of the rock occur. in the limestone formations of the Pied-
mont plateau; and one considerable outcrop of the rock in Highland 
county, Virginia, is known to have been worked by the natives. In 
May, 1893, Mr Gerard Fowke, of tbe Bureau of Ethnology, at my re-
quest made a reconnoissance in the region to verify the reports of 
extens ive aboriginal quarries in Crabapple bottom, Highland county, 
and furnished the fo1lowing notes: 
"On a spur that rises to a height of 200 feet, just west of the village 
of New Hampden, a large amount of flint bas been released by tbe-
decomposition of the limestone in which it was embedded. It is mostly 
in tlie form of smaII nodules or fragments, although some of it is 
interstratified with the limestone. Over a consMerable area on the 
__;;/?;i· .. 
\v·:~;-·.; . .. .,. 
]'IG. 13-Supposed anvil stone and cluster of slightly shaped bits of rhyolite. 
northern end and_ at the top of the ridge, the earth has been much 
dug over by the aborigines for the purpose of procuring the stone. 
Most of the pits remaining are quite small, few larger than would. con-
tain a cartload of earth. The largest are on top of the ridge, where a 
few have a depth of 2 to 3~ feet, with a diameter of 20 to 30 feet. The 
latter cover an area of about an acre; the others are so scattered that 
it is difficult to estimate their extent. There is no ·outcrop of stone 
at any voint where digging has been done, and it appears that the 
searchers for the material had learned that the fl.int nodules and frag-
ments were distributed through the soil excavated for them in such 
spots as proved to contain them in greatest abundance, making no 
effort to quarry out the sto·ne in which they occur. At various places 
on the summit of the ridge the flint projected above the ground, and 
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there it had been battered off with stones; but there is no evidence: 
that qua,rrying was resorted to. 
"Such portion of the hill as is not in timber has a heavy blue-grass 
sod, and the ground is visible only in a few small spots where animals 
have burrowed. Flint chips and :flakes were found at several of these. 
At the foot of the spur at its northwestern terminus is a spring, 
around which these indications of manufacture are abundant; and it 
is reported that before the grass had become so thick a great many 
broken or unfinished implements were picked up. Spalls and chips 
are abundant in the face of the bank around the spring, but it can not 
be ascertained except by excavation how far they extend. So far as 
could be learned the space covered by this workshop seems too limited 
to have been utilized for :flaking more than a small part of the flint 
that could have been obtained by the amount of dig-ging apparent; it 
may, however, be more extensive than reported, or there may be others 
in the vicinity which have been overlooked. This can be determined 
only by researches at such points as seem favorable for the location of 
arrowpoiut factories." 
It is a notable fact that the existence of these quarries was known 
and recorded at a very early date, as the following extract from Max-
well's Historical Register, Richmond, 1850, will show : 
On the lands of Mr John Sitlington, in Crab bottom, Highland county, there is 
an area of perhaps 100 acres all dug over in pits. This was the great treasury 
of that dark clouded :flintstone out of which the Indians made those arrowheads of 
that color found all over our state. The rock there is in great perfection, and in 
inexhaustible quantity. It would surprise anyone to see what labor bad been 
expended here and what vast quantity of the rock obtained. Here was the red 
man's California. 
Flint implements occur so sparingly over the great tidewater areas 
that it seems hardly likely that extensive quarries existed witbin easy 
reach of the lowland peoples. No caches have been recorded, and it 
seems unnecessary to illustrate the forms of implements, which do not 
differ in type from those of other materia!f:;. In the Potomac valley 
above Harpers Ferry the village-sites yield flint, arrowpoints and spear-
heads, mo tly black in color, in very considerable numbers . 
.JA PER AND ARGILLITE QUARRIES 
Although these materials were used by the tidewater peoples, and 
although some of the articles found were undoubtedly derived from 
quarrie the exact location of these sources of supply can not be deter-
mined. It i not improbable, however, that the quarries in Berks aml 
Lehi h ounties, Pennsylvania, furnished the material. Implements 
and ther article of the e materials are later referred to. 
ACHES 
erved that the leaf- hape blade macle in the quai:ries 
ar i n i ·al in haracter wi h th hoard or cache blade so well known 
11 v r th There can b little doubt that these hoards are 
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deposits of blades produced in the quarry-shops or on sites furnishing 
supplies of the raw material and transported and stored for utilization 
or trade. Few caches of the quartzite blades have been reported from 
the tidewater country. It is much more common to find deposits of 
blades of other materials not obtained in the region, and therefore 
brought from a distance by quarry workers or traders. At the mouth 
of South river, Maryland, near the banks of Selby bay, four hoards 
have been found, and are now for the most part in the collection of 
Mr J. D. McGuire. Two are of argillite and one of jasper, brought, no 
doubt, from workshops in Pennsylvania, some 150 miles away, and 
one is of r hyolite, probably from the quarries on the head of l\fonocacy 
creek, in Pennsylvania. A fifth cluster1 consisting of eight fine, long· 
blades, was found in a garden near Baltimore, and is now owned by 
Colonel vV. H. Love of that city. Five examples appear in plate 
xxrx. Still another hoard, consisting of six long, slender blades of 
slaty South mountain rhyolite, was obtained by Mr H. Newton Brewer, 
from his farm on South river, Mary land. An illustration from this cache 
is given in a, plate xxx. A cache of a dozen blades, found on a village-
site at Eades mill, below Chain bridge, is represented in b, plate xxx, 
and a similar lot from an island in the Potomac, below Harpers Ferry, 
is illustrated in c of the same plate. Nests of quartzite blades are 
reported from different parts of the Potomac valley. One, consisting 
of six pieces, all slightly specialized, was obtained from a village-site 
in Anacostia by Mr W .. H. Phillips ( a and b, plate xxxr); a second ( c, in 
the S3!me plate), owned by Mr Thomas Dowling, junior, contains four or 
five blades, and is from Bennings; and a tllird, now in the National 
Museum, is also from the vicinity of Washington. Others reported from 
P otomac creek and elsewhere have been scattered by collectors who 
did not appreciate their importance. We can not say in any case tllat 
the quartzite blades found in caches had their origin in the Washington 
quarries, for identical forms were produced on numberless sites through-
out the region yielding the raw material, but, in the nature of things, 
the greater quarries would be more frequently represented in the caches 
than the smaller. 
The quarry-shop type of blade is not confined to the cache or to 
cache .finds. It is found widely distributed over tlle country on village-
sites, fishing stations, etc. These objects are plentiful on village-sites 
in the region producing the raw material in plenty, and decrease rapidly 
in numbers as we recede from that region. Thus a village-site on the 
Anacostia yields hundreds of these blades, while a similar site on the 
lower P otomac may not yield half a dozen. They are found fa consid-
erable numbers in such places as the bluff village-sites about Mount 
Vernon and the great shell fields of Popes creek, where beds of work-
able bowlders are convenient. The cache is not a necessary result of 
the quarry, but the quarry explains the cache. 
CHAPTER III 
FLAKED STONE IMPLEMENTS 
GENERAL FEATURES 
The treatment of this division of the subject will be brief, since the 
object of the present paper is chiefly to develop the history of the great 
industriPs connected with quarrying, manufacture, and distribution, 
rather than to discuss the :finished implements and their uses. Up to 
the present time a 1·ational account of the earlier stages l,f the work of 
the aboriginal artisans, of the history of the implement up to the point 
where its functions as an imp1ement began, has not been given. The 
:finished objects have been voluminously discussed by many authors, 
but this discussion began in the middle of the subject as now drveloped 
and is thus incomplete ·an<l. unsatisfactory. Unfinished forms and 
rejects have not been clearly distinguished from implements proper, 
and much time bas been wasted in classifying . and :finding uses for 
objects that are not implements at all. 
Attention bas already been given to the destiny of the blades pro-
duced iu such great numbers in the quarry-shops and in the wor:\{shops 
scattered over areas affording the raw material. From these sites were 
distributed, often in unfinished condition, the innumerable specimens 
found in caches and on dwelling, bunting, fishing, and other sites all 
over the tidewater country. The processes of elaboration, by means of 
which the blades are roughed-out and prepared for final shaping, have 
already been considered at some length. 
We are not able to say at just what point in the shaping of the blade 
or implement from quartzite and each of the other stones (for the point 
would not be uniform 'Yith all varieties) the percussion processes ceased 
and the pres 'Ure processes took up the work. It was certainly later in 
the quartzite than in any of the others, because of its· coarse grain and 
exceeding toughness and the consequent lack of thin and sharp edges 
on which the pres ure tool mu t take hold. The pressure methods were 
applied ,·omewhat as indicated in the following paragraphs. 
In the method mo treadily available for the final steps a blank form 
r a flake having the approximate shape wa held firmly between the 
fing r and thumb of th left band. A firm piece of bone having a 
rath r thin edge or angle like that of a three-cornered file was taken in 
th right band and t upon the harp dge of the stone an<l at right 
n 1 t i , o firmly that a light cut or notch wa made in the bone, 
th n, with a quick firm m vemeut of he right hand, met by a similar 
0 
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movement of the left, the bone was made to move across the edg~ of 
the stone (figure 14), in doing which it took with it a fl.ake, varymg 
in length, width, and depth with the skill and power of t~e work~an, 
the nature of the stone, etc. A rapid repetition of this operation, 
FIG. 14-Flakiug by pressure, a bone implement being used. 
a the bone tool, b the stone, c the flake. 
accompanied by a proper resetting of the tool, quickly reduced the 
piece, if it worked readily, to almost any desired outline. The same 
result was obtained in various other ways, but always by means of 
suddenly applied or spasmodic pressure. The blank form may have 
been held down by the fingers on the edge of a stone, as shown in 





FIG. 15-Flaking by pressure, a bone point being used, the implement to be 
shaped resting on a support. 
catch the edge of the stone to a width corresponding to that caught 
by the notched bone in the other position, when a quick downward 
pressure upon the flaking tool would remove the flake. Again, in 
larger work, where greater force was required to remove the flakes, 
15 ETH--6 
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a tool long enough to place against the arm or chest of the operator 
may have been used. In this way much additional force could be 
thrown into the spasmodic movement. Another device, practiced by 
some tribes, consisted of a notched or forked bone or pincers, which 
was set upon the sharp edge of the blank and given a sudden twist, 
thus removing the flake. 
'fhese operations apply exclusively to implements of leaf-blade type 
and to minute forms of other origin. The various ruder and heavier 
varieties of tools were shaped by percussion exclusively. 
The :flaked implements of the province may be arranged in two great 
groups: One consists of small and well-shaped forms, such as knives, 
drills, scrapers, and projectile points, almost universally employed by 
the native tribes; the other comprises heavier and ruder tools, gen-
erally made on or near the site of intended use, and. probably rarely 
carried about the person or transported to any great distance. The 
latter class includes bowlders sharpened at one end by removing a few 
flakes, giving a cutting edge or a pick-like point; bowlders and other 
stones, often large, similarly sharpened, and in addition notched at the 
sides for hafting; as well as quite heavy bowlders, or other compact 
bits of rock, rudely notched for hafting, designed for use probably as 
hammers or sledges. A unique group of this class of implements was 
developed in connection with the quarrying and shaping of steatite. 
It includes digging tools and picks of large size and often of rude 
shape, and of cutting tools of chisel-like character, shaped by :flaking 
but often sharpened by grinding. These are fully illustrated in a 
subsequent chapter. We may also add sledge heads and hammers 
used for brea,king up the rock in rhyolite, jasper, and argillite quarries, 
and such :flaking hammers and other large tools and utensils as are in 
cases shaped by fracture. 
Implements of the :first-mentioned class originated in the quarries 
and in cattered shops, and were not easily made, save from material 
of good :flaking qualities; the latter could be made of ordinary surface 
bowlder, and of coarse, inferior stone. The former are almost univer-
sally distributed; the latter are found but little beyond the sites yield-
ing the raw material. 'l'be former are light, thin, and symmetric, and 
have their genesi mainly through the leaf- shape blade; the latter are 
heavy thi k, and not necessarily symmetric, and never reach a high 
degree of elaboration. 
IMPLEMENTS OF LEAF-BLADE GENESIS 
TYPICAL CHARACTERS 
P rbap. none of the product of aboriginal art are better known than 
tho wbi ·h may be grouped und r thi bead and which are referred to 
a kni v . drill , cra1 ers, and projectile points. Their employment 
mu t h v b n general a · their di ern ination i almost universal. 
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Their number is beyond estimate. Their most important characteristic 
is their general shape, nearly all being referable to origin through tlle. 
leaf-shape blade. Fill out the outline of almost any specimen, large or 
small, and the blade form is restored (plate xxxn). As a rule they 
are thin, a necessary condition for projectile points (save the most 
minute forms, which are merely sharp bits of stone) and a convenience 
in the case of knives, scrapers, and drills, which were carried more or 
less about the person. The typical scraper;with one side fiat and th.e 
other sharply beveled, is an exception; it is illustrated in plate xxxnr, 
a, b, c, and is a rare form in this region. Another form of scra:per is 
of leaf-blade genesis, as seen in the same plate, e, f, g, and inf, ph~,te. 
xxxn, which illustrate a prevailing form of scraper made by sharpen-
ing the broken end of a spear head. Other exceptions to the rule are 
minute drills and other points made from bits of angular stone so small 
and so approximate in shape that systematic shaping was unnecessary. 
All of the implements of these several classes are designed to be set in 
handles or in the ends of shafts. 
It is the common practice to speak of spearheads and arrowpoints as 
if they belong to well-distinguished classes, but the line can not be. 
drawn between them with any degree of clearness. The larger forms. 
were, in general, doubtless used as spearheads and the smaller for arrow-
points; yet it is probable that a large percentage of specimens of 
medium size were used in either way as occasion required. These 
impJements were also ~q ually serviceable for other purposes, and any 
of them may have been hafted and used for cutting, scraping, or dig-
ging. The slender-shafted perforator or drill, evidently adapted to 
boring stone, wood, bone, and the like, and in numerous cases bearing 
evidence of use, may also have served at times as a projectile point. 
The line separating these classes of objects into functional groups is 
therefore somewhat arbitrary, although convenient for descriptive pur-
poses. In presenting illustrations I shall not attempt to separate them 
fully by function or manp.er of use. It is better to arrange them in 
groups by shape and size. One group may include simple blades of 
the larger sizes, unspecialized forms, which may have been used for 
various purposes; a second, the larger stemmed and notched speci-
mens which served largely as knives, scrapers; and spearheads; a 
third, the medium-size s_pecimens, mainly spearheads; a fourth, the 
smaller varieties, Uf)ed mainly as arrowpoints; a fifth, drills, and a · 
sixth, scrapers. These groups will be reviewed briefly in the order 
named, but in presenting the numerous illustrations further on the 
grouping is based principally on material in order that form genesis and 
peculiarities due to material may be better indicated. The grouping 
by shape is made secondary. 
The materials found in this region did not encourage great elabora-
tion. Quartzite was tough and coarse-grained; quartz was extremely 
brittle. The forms are, therefore, not elaborate and do not compare in 
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refinement with those of the interior where flint was abundant. Rhy-
olite was hardly less tractable, but flint and jasper admitted of much 
higher refinement. 
There are somewhat marked variations in the shape of objects of like 
class, material, and size, and this is possibly due partly to the presence 
of different tribes or families within the district. Though there is some 
tendency toward localization of particular shapes, all forms are, so far 
a,s -1 can learn, pretty well distributed up and down the province. Many 
of the differences in detail of shape may have their origin in causes 
operating within the limits of a particular district or within a single 
tribe. Of possible causes of ·variation may be mentioned differences in 
method of hafting, differences in use, variations in models, or the tend-
encies of individual taste. 
BLADES-BLANKS, CUTTING IMPLEMENTS 
It is the fashion to speak of the leaf-shape blades as knives; but no 
one can say of any particular unspecialized blade, save where it shows 
signs of use, whether it was a finished tool intended to be used in this 
form as knife or scraper, or whether it was simply a blank awaiting 
the pleasure of the elaborator. It was not necessary to stem or notch 
the knife blade for hafting, as the haft could be made the full width of 
the blade, but the projectile point had to be trimmed down or notched at 
the stem end to accommodate it to the width of the slender shaft in 
which it was set. The large size of some of the stemmed and notched 
forms would seem t,o preclude the notion of their use as projectile 
points, yet it is not safe to say that any one of these objects was not 
used or could not have been used, on occasion, by some of the warlike 
natives of the Chesapeake province as heads for their spears or javelins. 
It is a matter worthy of note that colonial writers rarely mention 
the use of stone knives, while shell and reed knives are many times 
referred to. One mention of the former may be given. Smith, 1 speak-
ing of medical practices, makes the following remark: "But to scarrifie 
a swelling, or make incision, their best instruments are some splinted 
stone." Thi ' may, of course, refer either to elaborately shaped imple-
ment or to mere flakes or harp fragments. Plate xxxv illustrates 
blade of quartzite; plate XXXIX, blades of quartz, and plate XLIV, 
blade of rhyolite. 
SPECI.ALIZED BLADES-PROJECTILE POINTS, ETC 
nder thi head may be placed, for convenience of description, all 
medium and mall ize point having outlines specialized for hafting, 
in ·e "11 uch may have been u ed for arrowpoints or for beads of 
p ar, r jav Jin . olonial writer make frequent mention of the use 
f arrow b h he apeake people , and 'pears and javelins are 
r fi rr d t . mith de cribe a variety of forms in the 
1 History of Virginia, Ricbmoud, 1 19, vol. 1
1 
p. 137. 
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following extracts: "They (the Powhatan Indians) vse also long arrowes 
tyed in[to] a line, wherewith they shoote at fish iu the rivers. But 
they of Accawmaclce vse staues like vnto Iauelins headed with bone. 
With these they dart fish swimming in the water.m The Susquehan-
nocks, inhabiting the upper Chesapeake, used arrows "flue quarters 
long, headed with the splinters of a white christall-like stone, in forme 
of a heart, an inch broad, and an inch and a halfe or more long." 2 The 
Powhatan Indians pointed their arrows "with splinters of christall, or 
some sharpe stone, the spurres of a Turkey, or the bill of some bird." 3 
Father White mentions the use of spears by some of the Maryland 
Indians. 
It appears from the writings of Smith and others that great 1mm-
bers of arrows were used, and that the natives expended them on 
occasion without apparent reserve. The manufacture of the points 
was undoubtedly a matter of great and vital importance to these 
people, and much time and Ia,bor must have been expended in procur- ' 
ing, roughing-out, and transporting the material, and in shaping the 
implements. 
The projectile points of the Chesapeake province have a wide range 
in form and size. This is due in a measure to the widely diverse nature 
of the materials uRed and to the wide range of use, and partly, no 
doubt, to the fact that numerous tribes of people have occupied the 
region or have bequeathed to it their peculiar art forms. Projectile 
points are fully illustrated in subsequent plates. 
NARROW-SHAFTED BL.A.DES-PERFOR.A.TORS OR DRILLS 
The so-called perforator or drilling point is a feature of importance 
in the flaked-stone art of the Chesapeake. These objects are derived, 
as are the projectile points, from leaf-shape blades produced in the 
ordinary workshops, and are of like form in all materials. They were 
probably used in some sort of hand drill, e.g., the pump drill in use 
among many tribes; and it is not uncommon to find specimens with 
the points rounded and worn smooth by use; yet we are not at all 
certain that they were exclusively used as drills, or that they are not 
really a variety of projectile points well adapted, on account of their 
shape, to use in drilling. The delicacy and brittleness of many epeci-
mens must have unfitted them for use in the drilling of bard substances. 
Examples in quartzite, quartz, and rhyolite are presented, along with 
the projectile points, in accompanying plates. 
SPECIALIZED BL.A.DES, ETC- SCRAPERS 
Scraping tools were constantly required in the arts of the savage 
tribes, and the forms developed are uniform over a wide extent of coun-
try. In many sections special shapes were made for dressing skins, 
1 History of Virginia, Richmond, 1819, vol. r, p. 133. 
2 Ibid, p. 120. 
3 Ibid, p. 132. 
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shaping wood, and related uses. The most common type is a short, '. 
often rather thick, discoid blade or flake ~ith blunt end, beveled by 
minute flaking from one side, which is usually fiat, the other side being 
convex; thiR gives a keen and strong scraping edge. This form must 
have been set in bits of wood or bone after the manner of the woman's 
knife of Arctic peoples. These . objects are, as a rule, not of leaf-blade 
genesis. Another variety was often made by sharpening the broken 
ends of projectile points. Implements of this class are usually of leaf-
blade genesis. They were set in handles after the manner of ordinary 
knives, and are notched for that purpose (plate xxxnr, e,f, g). In three 
years' work in the tidewater region I have not obtained more than two 
or three well-specialized specimens of each of the classes; other col-
lectors, however, have been more fortunate. 
A very few specimens are found of imperfect semilunar shape which 
may have been hafted as scrapers or knives. Those brought to my 
attention are so rude that it is not possible to say whether they are 
designed shapes or only freaks of eccentric flaking. 
LEAF-BLADE IMPLEMENTS GROUPED BY MATERIAL 
For the reason that satisfactory separation of the various classes of 
leaf-derived · implements-knives; scrapers, drills, arrow'points, and 
spearheads-can not be made, I have brought together a series of plates 
and figures illustrating the whole group as developed in the three 
materials best representing the native work of the region. In each 
c.-1se plates illustrating successive steps in form development of the 
individual are given, 'Yhile the other plates and figures are intended 
to convey an idea of types of form and range of shape and size. 
QUARTZITE IMPLEMENTS 
The quartzite implements here represented are derived almost wholly 
from bowlders, and in the main passed through the leaf-blade stage. 
The material does not admit of great elaboration or refinement of form. 
'The larger varieties, presumably spearheads, prevail, yet all types of 
form known in the whole range of material appear. In numbers the 
quartzite tool , taking the whole Chesapeake-Potomac tidewater area, 
are perhap inferior to quartz. 
Plate xvn illustrates a series of steps in the individual form devel-
opm nt of the average projectile point, beginning with the bowlder and 
11a , ing forward to the leaf. hape blade-the extent of the quarry-shop 
laboration; an 1 plate xxxrv illu trates the complete morphology of 
th ful1y p cializ d implement of this class. It is not assumed that 
all or any of tbe ,·ev-n or eight specialized specimens passed through 
xa tly ~lie form in<licated by the blades and rejects preceding them, 
h e b mg · 1 ted merely to indi ate in a, general way tlie course 
of progr from the raw material to the final form . The beginnings 
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may have been in large or small bowlders, fragments, or flakes, but 
all must have passed through kindred transformations. 
Plate xxxv contains a few examples of the leaf-shape blades, the 
outlines varying from the oval to the imperfectly ovoid form, with one 
point sharp and the other blunt, the ratio of length to width also vary-
ing. These are the forms produced in the quarry-shops and in other 
roughing-out shops. As a rule they show traces of the bold work of 
the free-hand flaking, and the untrimmed edges and points bear strong 
evidence that they were not yet ready to be devoted to any use. They 
are rarely above three-eighths of an inch thick. They are found occa-
sionally in caches, but geuerally on village-sites where th-e plow turns 
them out of the soil along with other classes of relics. Plates XXXVI 
and xxxvn illustrate many excellent examples of the specialized forms 
of leaf-blade genesis. They include pretty nearly the full range of what 
may be, with approximate accuracy, designated projectile points. It 
happens that none of the scraper or perforator forms are included, but 
these are rare in quartzite. 
QUAR'l'Z IMPLEMENTS 
Quartz implements were derived from the raw material, chiefly in two 
forms: :first, vein rock, procured from outcrops or by quarrying; and, 
second, water-worn pieces in the form of bowlders and pebbles, obtained 
from surface accumulations, outcrops of gravel, or from quarries. The 
former was used in the highland and down to the margin of the vein-
bearing crystalline rocks-a line somewhat outside of the present fall-
line. The latter was the great Rource of supply to dwellers in the low-
land. It is not possible to distinguish implements made from the two 
forms of the stoue save where portions of the water-worn surface are 
preserved. This rarely occurs in a well-finished piece, but vast areas 
are sprinkled with the wasters of manufacture, all indicating failures in 
blade making from pebbles, Notwithstanding the fact that ·bowlders 
and pebbles are nature-selected material-that is, those bits least weak-
ened by flaws and seams-they are still extremely liable to shatter 
under the hammer. 
Years of study in the tidewater country ha,ye led me to the conclu-
sion that p~bbles were the source of at least three-fourths of the quartz 
implements there found. The vein quartz is much more difficult to use, 
being hard to reduce to the blade form, while the pebbles are readily 
reduced. .A.n evolution series is given in plate xxxvnr, the upper line 
showing profiles of tlle specimens represented in the lower line. Plate 
xxxr~ contains a series of blades such as were derived from tl.ie work-
ing of pebbles. The range of form and size is not great. The largest 
are rarely so much as 4 inches in length and an iI;wh and a half in 
width; the smallest are very minute. In shape the ordinary leaf.like 
blade is most common, some are long and slender, others wide and tri-
angular, while a few are approximately discoid. Some of these may 
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have been completed implements, for they are well ::finished and very 
handsome, while others, as clearly indicated by the crude surfaces, 
irregular edges, and blunt points, are blanks intended for further 
elaboration. A few of those illustrated may be rejects, as they are 
rather thick and clumsy. 
If the blades shown in plate xxxrx were elaborated a little more by 
means of the bone flaker, edges and points trimmed and delicate 
notches cut, we should have about the series of specialized implements 
illustrated in plate XL. These represent some large specimens, which 
may be knives or spearheads, and a number of smaller size, probably 
arrowpoints. 
Plates XLI and XLII include a pretty wide range of the smaller points, 
and, so far as photographic representation is capable, convey a com-
plete idea of the Potomac valley forms. The majority of the speci-
mens are from tlle collection of Mr W. H. Phillips. The long lozenge 
forms, occupying the upper part of plate XLI, are very plentiful and 
often extremely neat in finish and graceful in outline. Below are tri-
angular forms, also very pleasing in appearance; and in plate XLII 
notched forms and various eccentric shapes are seen. 
RHYOLITE IMPLEMENTS 
The South mountain rhyolite quarry and its phenomena, and the 
transported masses, fragments, and blades referable to it, have received 
attention on earlier pages. It is now necessary only to present an 
epitome of the varied and interesting articles of this material that may 
be cla ed as :finished implements. This brittle stone was shaped almost 
exclu ively by flaking processes, and the final forms were in nearly 
all ca es derived through the leaf-shape blade. The massive, or lam-
inated, free-flaking stone encouraged the making of large blades, and 
the range of size in the :finished objects is considerably above that of 
any other tidewater material. The texture was too coarse to encourage 
elaboration, and the specialized forms include very little beyond the 
imple blade and spearheads and arrowpoints and an occasional per-
forator. The order and manner of development of the average blade-
derived implement of rhyolite are well shown in the series of drawings 
pre ented in plate XLIII. The quarry forms extend to d, an.d the cache 
and di eminated forms appear in e, f, g, and h (side views below, pro-
file abo ). 
hown in a preceding . ection, the cache blades of this material 
ar oft n long and highly attenuated, and few examples of flaked 
blade ea t of th ppalachian ranges surpas in ize the fragmentary 
p ·imen hown at the left in plate XLIV. Ju t what this blade shoulJ 
be call d may not be det rmined, but it seems that such a specimen 
wa m r probably de igned to be hafted a a symbol of authority or 
a a rem nial o d ct than a an jmplement to be used for any prac-
tical purp . The ontour of the fragment pre erved would seem to 
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indicate that the original could not have been much short of 12 or 13 
inches in length. Blades of this general class are all very thin, rarely 
exceeding three-eighths of an inch in thickness. The plate contains 
six ot her blades of varying length and outline. The two larger speci-
mens ar e from the Anacostia site, nea:r the Pennsylvania avenue bridge; 
the others are from various points in the vicinity of Washington. 
In plate XLV a number of partially or wholly specialized forms are 
shown. They may be classed as knives or spearheads. Spearheads 
are well represented in plate XL VI, and many smaller projectile points 
of varied form are seen in plate XL VII. They repeat in a great measure 
the quartz and quartzite shapes. 
FLINT .A.ND JASPER IMPLEMENTS 
As already remarked of the use of flint in another place, it does 
not seem necessary to dwell at length on implements of this mate-
rial, since they are comparatively rare, aud but repeat the forms seen 
· in other materials. 
Jasper also has a somewhat meager- interest in the tidewater prov-
ince. Although the sources of this material are not definitely deter-
mined, it is safe to conclude that certain large and boldly flaked cache 
forms found in the Chesapeake country were derived from material in 
the mass and not from the small blocks or pebbles sometimes found in 
the gravel deposits of the lower Susquehanna and lower Delaware 
valleys. 
The only quarries of jasper so far brought to public notice are those 
discovered and examined by Mr H. 0. Mercer, of the University of 
P ennsylvania. They are located in Bucks and Lehigh counties, Penn-
sylvania. In these localities there is evidence of extensive quarrying 
and of considerable shaping operations. 'fhere can be no doubt that 
much of the jasper and many of the jasper tools found so plentifully 
in the D elaware and Susquehanna valleys came from these quarries or 
others of the same mineral belt, and it is highly probable that the 
hoards of blades and some of the larger flaked implements of the tide-
water country came from these distant sources. It was probably diffi-
cult to secure jasper sufficiently massive to permit of the manufacture 
of such blades, and these objects must have represented much labor 
on the part ot the makers. A noteworthy hoard of large jasper blades 
was obt ained from a cache in a field near the mouth of South river, 
Maryl and, 120 miles from the nearest known quarry. It may be noted, 
however, that no known quarry produces jasper of the dark-green color 
characterizing these specimens, which are now in the cabinet of Mr. 
J. D. McGuire, of Ellicott, Maryland . 
.A.RGILLITE IMPLEMENTS · 
The conditions of the occurrence of argillite objects and implements 
in the Chesapeake province correspond very closely to those character-
izing the occurrence of jasper. The objects are blades, mostly of the 
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cache type, with an occasional specialized implement. The only source 
of this material known to have been extensively utilized by the ancient 
peoples is on Delaware river some 25 miles above Trenton. Here there 
are quarries and roughing-out and specializing shops, and the refuse 
clearly indicates the manufacture of just such blades as those obtained 
from caches and on village-sites on the shores of Chesapeake bay. 
Caches ·of similar blades are found in many parts of Pennsylvania an<l 
New Jersey, and there can be no doubt that the products of the Berks 
county quarries were extensively disseminated over the Delaware and 
Susquehanna valleys, and that some of them were owned and stored 
in the usual hoards, even so much as 150 miles south of the source of 
supply. 
In order .that the evidences of manufacture as represented by the 
argillite quarry refuse may be compared with corresponding features 
in tlle other quarries, a series of the rejects from the Point Pleasaut 
(Pennsylvania) shops and assomated village-sites is represented in 
plate XL vru. An examination of the specimens of cache clusters from 
South river, Maryland, makes clear their close relationship with the 
forms produced in the quarry. 
RUDE FLAKED IMPLEMENTS 
Besides ~be thin forms of flaked implements which have their genesis 
through the blade-like blank, or through flakes or fragments of like 
conformation, there are many lrnavy forms, some of which may be 
regarded as extemporized or emergency tools, since they appear to have 
been made to supply temporary or exceptional wants, or for use largely 
on or near the spot of manufacture only. They may be grouped for 
de~cription under the following classes: 1, hatchet-like tools, made of 
bowlders by,_ triking off a few flakes, thus giving a rude edge or point; 
2, ax-like implements, made like the first but having notches broken in 
tbe sides to aid in attaching a handle; their uses were probably cut-
tiu g, hoeing·, and the like; 3, picks and digging tools, much like the 
preceding and used in quarrying soapstone, as well as in other similar 
use ; 4, lightly notched bowlders, used as hammers and sledges; 5, 
l1ammer tone . Where bowlders were not plentiful, implements of cor-
r pondi1ig cla es were maue from ordinary fragments of stone. It 
e m probable that the e ruder implements were in many cases devoted 
to tlie ame u e ub erved by several more highly finished forms, and 
no loubt pecimeu could be selected com1ecting the lower with some 
of th high r form by a gradnated series. It it:i t.he intention to include 
h r uly ,• uch la es or groups of utensils as are made ready for use 
mainly by proce ses of fracturing. · 
11 hatch t-lik tool, mad mainly of bowlders by striking oft' a few 
flak : from one end i fouu{. in great numbers in many parts of the 
r 0 ·i n. hou h b Ion "ino· to late time ' it i extremely archaic in type. 
t would "' m to a1 proaeh more n arly the proper idr.a, of a paleo1ithi.c 
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tool than any other known form, as hardly more than half a dozen 
blows were ever expended in elaborating its shape. · It is found on 
fishing village-sites and elsewhere all over the bowlder-yielding dis-
tricts. At Rock point on the Potomac, 80 miles below Washjngton, the 
shell banks and village-sites are literally strewn with these objects, and 
they are found by hund~eds in the great shell bank at the mouth of 
Popes creek. The bowlders used were obtained in the vicinity in each 
case. These tools were apparently intended to be held in the band, as 
there is usually insufficient space for hafting, and the unmodified end 
is round and well suited for grasping. Tlleir great number and very 
wide utilization sufficiently indicate that they served some important 
function in the arts and industries of the fisher people. To cut up fish, 
to break bones, to open oysters, and to cut wood may be regarded as 
possible uses. I have selected several specimens, shown in face and 
profile in plates XLIX and L, to illustrate the various forms. Typical 
examples appear in a and b, plate XLIX. Specimen a, plate L, is of 
medium size and usual shape, and b and c are more elaborately flaked 
and have a greater appearance of battering or of m,e in rough work 
than is usual; the latter are rather exceptional forms. Many bave 
broader edges and longer bodies. A specimen sharpened at both ends 
and probably intended for hafting is shown in c, plate XLIX. It is not 
unusual to find implements of other varieties, such as polished axes, 
which have become much worn or have ceased to be valued, sharpened 
by a few heavy strokes as are these bowlders. This form grades almost 
imperceptihly into the notched axes, picks, and hoe-like forms, as will 
be seen by reference to succeeding illustrations. These tools are iden-
tical in shape with thousands of the rejects found in our quarries where 
a few flakes were removed to test the material of the bow lders. They 
are identical also with specimens published by some authors as paleo-
lithic implements. The sharpened bowlder tool is distinguished from 
the bowlder reject by the aid of the following observations: 1, it is 
found on the sites where implements were used, i. e., on village-sites 
and in shell heaps; 2, thus found it has evidently been obtained and 
removed from the deposits of bowlders, generally near at hand; 3, as 
found on village-sites and in shell heaps it often shows signs of use; 
4, the same form in the bowlder-flaking shop is evidently one of the 
necessary forms of bowlder-flaking rejectage and never sltows traces of 
use. The quarry reject is associated with its complement of refuse and 
related forms, whereas the implement ·on the site of use stands · alone. 
The implement also presents suggestions of specialization when studied 
in numbers, but the quarry reject conforms to no one well-defined type of 
form. A similar form is found also in the soapstone quarries, where it 
was employed as a quarrying and cutting tool. It thus appears that 
objects of this general type, this essentially paleolithic type, may, in the 
Potomac valley, beeither(l) quarryrejects,(2) a common varietyofvillage-
site tool, or (3) a quarry tool; but found in the vicinity of Washington, 
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where bowlders were used by tens of thousands in blade making, the 
chances are a hundred to one that they are rejects of l>la<le making. 
It may occur to some that possibly this vi1lage-site tool was produced 
in the quarries and that the rejected forms of like type are the rejects 
resulting from its manufacture. That this _is not the case may be 
inferred from the facts that it usually occurs in the immediate vicinity 
of supplies of bowlders, and that it could be made of l>owlders of 
inferior material, such as are found in countless places all over the 
Potomac region. By those who bave studied the various forms on tbe 
ground, the idea that it is in any sense connected with the quarry work 
would not be entertained. 
The notched ax is found scattered over an extended area which 
includes all the western tributaries of the Chesapeake. It is especialJy 
abundant in districts which, like portions of the Potomac valley, are 
supplied with abundance of large bow lders. In some localities these 
tools are quite numerous, and on sites such as the Popes creek shell 
heaps they are obtained by scores. As a rule they are extremely rude, 
and seem like tools intended for temporary rather than permanent use. 
They were certainly not sufficieutly valuable to be transported to any 
great extent, and I have seen few that show pronounced marks of use. 
They were usually made by striking off half a dozen chips from one 
end of a flattish, oblong bowlder and by breaking rude notcbes in its 
sides, as shown in plate LI. The appearance is mostly that of a very 
elementary form of the grooved ax, the notches evidently having served 
to facilitate hafting. They could have been used for chopping·, for dig-
ging and hoeing, or for cutting up game and breaking bones. In very 
many cases the edge is made by removing the flakes .from one side of 
the bowlder only, leaving an adz-like pro.file. It is bard to sa.y whether 
the haft was attached with the edge at right angles to the handle, as in 
our adzes or hoes, or whether the blade was placed as in our ax. Some 
idea of the variety of forms taken by these tools is conveyed by the 
specimens shown in plates LII and LIII. Occasional specimeus show 
considerable elaboration, and it is quite possible to assemble a series 
showing a complete gradation from the simplest notcbed ax to sym-
metrically haped and well-finished forms of grooved axes. 
All of the form referreu to as picks, and which pertain largely to the 
quarrying and working of soap tone, are abundantly illustrated under 
th bead of cut- tone implements, with which they are p]aced, not 
becaus they are them elve in any sense cut stones, but because they 
were employed in cutting tbe soap tone and because it seems better 
that all phenomena pertaining to that iuteresting and important sub-
jec bP- k pt together. To obtain a complete notion of the ruder forms 
of flak d- ton implements it will therefore be nece sary to turu to 
the page treating of teatite. 
:£ w th r impl ment of corre pondingly rude character are 
·hap d x lu iv ly by flaking tbouo-h iu many ca. e continued use 
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has given them the appearance of pecked, abraded, or ,polished forms. 
In a, plate LIV, we have a hammer or sledge-a :flattish bowlder notched 
on the sides for hafting. The flat face is shown at the left and the 
profile at the right. The smaller objects of this class may have been 
used for sinkers and the larger possibly for anchors, for sledges, or 
even for weapons of war and the chase, and, properly hafted, would 
have been as highly effective as the more elaborately :finished articles. 
The lower figure in this plate is an oblong bowlder that was probably 
hafted as a slerlge, and the ends have been fractured by use. Exam-
ples of this class some.times show traces of wear by the haft. 
The foregoing varieties of rudely flaked stones are those most char-
acteristic of the inhabited sites, including fishing grounds, shell heaps, 
and village-sites generally, in the Potomac and Chesapeake valleys. 
CHAPTER IV 
BATTERED AND ABRADED STONE IMPLEMENTS 
GENERAL PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURE 
The term pecked implements is used t() designate such articles as 
owe certain of their more marked characteristics of form to the bat-
tering processes of bruising and crushing by successive blows-the 
bushing or bush-hammering of modern stone workers. The aboriginal . 
stone worker produced this effect largely by means of pecking the 
object undergoing manufacture lightly with a suitable stone tool. The 
process is a tedious _one, and especially so in the hands of a novice, but 
the skilled operator with proper stone and suitable tools soon defines 
a groove or removes an excrescence. 
The battering processes do not generally stand alone, but are asso-
ciated to greater or less extent with (1) flaking, which, when employed, 
precedes the pecking, and (2) grinding and rubbing which follow it. 
Percussive drilling of hard stone is a variety of battering, and rotary 
drilling and sawing go with the auxiliary process of grinding. Imple-
ments shaped largely by battering are so often finished by abrasion 
that the term "polished stone implements" is often applied to the entire 
group, but as I desire to deal here mainly with the more decidedly 
dynamic shaping agencies, abrading will not be referred to save as an 
auxiliary proce s. 
All, or nearly all, primitive peoples with whom we are acquainted 
under tand and practice the art of shaping stone by battering and its 
auxiliary proce se ·. Archeologists have reached the conclusion, from 
a tudy of certain groups of prehi toric remains, that the battering-
abradiug operations belong to a omewhat advanced stage of human 
proo-r and that their employment was preceded by a period in which 
tracturing proce e alone were practically used. This h~ probably iri 
a, broad way true of the race, an<l. i certainly true of many peoples or 
nation . Th reason for tbi or<l.er must be ought in (1) the nature 
of the op rations involved, (2) in the materials available to primitive 
arti an and ( ) in the capacitie and needs of men. 
f th four leading ,•haping act , which may be designated as frac-
uring, a t rin l>radin , and inci ing, it may be hard to say which 
b mo, t 1 m utal. liowever, the ea e with which, or tbe order in 
q 
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which, they would come i:nto actual use would not depend on the sim-
plicity of the single act, but, supposing materials and needs uniform, 
on the ease with which they could be made to produce desired results. 
Without going into details, which I have discussed elsewbere,1 it may 
be stated that although the flaking act is not more simple or elemental 
than the others it is not decidedly more difficult, and that it has an 
enormous advantage over them in being capable by a single opera-
tion-a simple blow-of producing effective and constantly needed 
implements for cutting and piercing, whereas the other acts must be 
repeated many times without marked results, and repeated in such 
manner and order as to bring about a result not comprehensible save 
through long periods of experiment. Therefore, I conclude that w4ere 
materials are favorable the powers and wants of men will tend most 
decidedly to the adoption and general practice of the flaking processes 
in advance of the other stone-shaping processes. .At the same time it 
would seem that there need be assu~ed no great gulf between the two 
classes of operations. It is indeed hard to see how one could exist 
for a long period without the development of the other. Assuming 
that in general flaking is the first to be .utilized, we can understand 
how the other process would be suggested to man. When a mass of 
stone is to be broken and flaked into shape, a flaking stone or ham-
mer is called for. This hammer in use becomes bruised and gradually 
takes upon itself a purely artificial shape-the result of battering. If 
irregularly ovoid, it is in use turned between the thumb and :fingers 
until its periphery becomes symmetric. Viewing this result it would 
seem but natural that the workman should understand and apply to 
producing other shapes the processes by means of which the tool in 
bis hand is reducecl to specialized shape. .Again, the ~tone flaked, if it 
be somewhat tough, is often battered on the edges by the hammer in 
vain attempts to remove flakes, so that portions of the surface are 
changed in contour and exhibit the battered character. It seems 
remarkable that such operations should go on for long ages producing 
visible results without attempts to utilize the means of modifying 
shape thus distinctly suggested. At any rate the time did come when 
primitive men recognized the adequacy of battering as a means of 
shaping stones. Natural forms were first modified in use and the 
operations came to be understood and applied. Battering, called in its 
typical development pecking, was resorted to as a means of increasing 
the adaptability of available forms t~ ordinary needs, and a new and 
important group of shaping operations sprang into existence. 
The tidewater country furnishes niuch evidence on the practice of 
this branch of the shaping arts among a rude semin.omadic people. On 
ancient sites we find artificially modified water-worn rocks-bowlders 
and pebbles of bard and tenacious materials-cast away at all stages 
of the shaping operations from the first traces of pecking, where the 
1Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Madison meeting-, 1893, 
pp. 289-300. 
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work of removing an objectionable lobe or projection was just begun, 
to the stage where the traces of natural contour are all but obliterated. 
We find also specimens that have passed into ·the wholly artificial 
state, into symmetric and perfected tools, as well as others which have 
been modified by use, reshaped, reused, and practically worn out. 
Similarly we observe various worked stones of tough and hard varie-
ties in which the pecking has been preceded by flaking. In some 
cases the whole surface has been flaked over, and in other cases pro-
jecting portions only have been removed. Examples are found in 
which the battering process has been merely commenced, and others 
on which the work has gone so far that only the deeper flaked con-
choids are traceable. Of course many wholly artHicial and highly 
finished articles have passed through this series of operations, preserv-
ing no record of their earlier morphology. 
SPECIAL PROCESSES 
CLASSES OF IMPLEMEN'l'S 
With a people so simple and primitive as those inhabiting the tide-
water country, tlle range of pecked and polished implements and other 
objec~s is not great. Two standard forms employed by them in common 
with nearly all the native peoples of America are the celt or hatchet and 
the grooved ax. These are too well known to call for presentation except 
in so far as they may be needed in explaining tLe processes of manu-
facture or in indicating local peculiarities of shape. Besides the two 
leading forms there are pestles and mullers, mortars, picks, chisels, 
pierced tablets, winged ceremonial stones, plummet-like forms, beads, 
and pipes; to these we may add hammerstones and grinding and polish-
ing stone . Few of these objects occur in large numbers, and a very 
small percentage only of any variety exhibit high elaboration or neat 
fini h . The artificial shapes of many of these objects are due largely 
or entirely to the effects of use. Illustrations of several classes of 
form are given in the accompanying plates. 
o far as I have been able to learn, no example of the carving of a 
human:fi.gure or animal form has been discovered in this whole province, 
a circum tance confirming the tory of the potter's art as well as the 
r cord of colonial time , which indicate that although the peoples cul-
tivated maize and were an able and enterprising race they were in many 
r ·p ('t,• n t far removed·in matter of art from t,he base of the Amer-
ican cul ur ·cal . 
{.A.TERI.A.LS SED 
· l ploy d for ping by tbe battering processes must 
1 of t ug combined with the hardness neces-
v b n · . Quartzite, quartz, flint, chert, and 
f are ill fitted for reduction by peck-
ly for highly fini bed tools. Granites 
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and certain varieties of eruptive rock were preferred; these are heavy, 
hard, tough, and fine grained. The tidewater country furnishes none 
of these rocks save such as were brought down in fragmentary form 
by the rivers and deposited along their banks. The search for mate-
rials was not confined to the tidewater country but extended far up into 
the hills and ranges on the west. Shapes .approaching the form desired 
were selected when possible, and the water-worn pieces often had the 
double advantage of being already approximate in shape as well as 
especially compact and durable. The exact source of the raw material 
used in any given case is difficult to determine, (1) because the pieces 
used are commonly erratic, and (2) because the implements and other 
articles made are of a nature to be treasured and hoarded up and of a 
size permitting ready transportation. Perhaps 75 percent of the imple-
ments made were of the compact basic volcanic rocks of the Piedmont 
region, and 80 or 90 percent were made from the water-worn masses or 
bowlders. 
EXAMPLES OF '.l'HE IMPLEMENTS 
The manufacture of pecked implements can not be studied so readily 
and satisfactorily as can that of flaked stones, for the work was not 
often so extensive as to lead to the opening of quarries and the develop-
ment of permanent workshops where evidence could accumulate, yet 
we are still able to secure full information with respect to the processes 
and steps of manufacture. Village-sites in the vicinity of deposits of 
the raw material yield ample evidence as to the nature of the various 
operations. 
Two series of illustrations presented herewith will suffice to show 
the processes and progress of the shaping of pecked tools. These 
series (plates L v and L vn) are composed· of a number of different speci-
mens selected of a size and shape to represent as nearly as possible 
the appearance that would be assumed at successive stages of progress 
by a single specimen undergoing manipulation. 
The evolution of the celt is shown in plate LV. The first three 
specimens are rejects or unfinished.forms thrown aside during the proc-
ess of shaping. We begin with a water-worn stone, 1, approximating 
in general outline the tool to be made. A few flakes have been 
removed, making the edges thinner and sharper and thus saving a 
large amount of pecking. In 2 the surface has been gone oyer roughly 
with the pecking hammer, reducing the ruggedness; in 3 the pecking 
is well advanced, and in 4 the grinding is well under way; 5 represents 
a specimen well polished and with marks of use, and 6 is a celt that 
appears to have been much shortened by use and resharpening. 
The range of contour is not great in these simple tools, yet there are 
marked variations in proportion; thus we have cylindrical, flat, pyra-
midal, and pointed forms, and there are always local variations indicat-
ing differences in people, material, functions, etc. In plate L vr a group 
of celts from the tidewater village-sites is presented. 
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A series of forms illustrating the development of a grooved ax is 
shown in plate LVII. These specimens were obtained from village-
sites in the neighborhood of the head of tidewater on the Potomac. 
On account of the length of the series I have omitted the bowlder 
which would naturally precede the artificially shaped series. The first 
figure represents an early stage in the work of shaping. The side 
shown has been flaked into shape save at the top where a portion of 
the bowlder surface is still seen. The work of pecking away the 
irregularities has extended over most of the surface, and the deeper 
conchoids at tlie edges, and one or two some distance from the margin, 
are still visible. The opposite side is less fuUy worked, the original 
surface of the bowlder being less than half removed. The groove has 
not been commenced save perhaps as indicated by a very faint depres-
sion at the left. In this rudimentary state it is difficult to determine, 
save by the general outline, whether a celt or a grooved ax was to be 
made. 
In the second example the bowlcler chosen was originally much nearer 
the general outline desired than in ,the first case. Little flaking had to 
be done. The groove is already well under way, although fully one-half 
of the original surface remains untouched either by the flaking or by the 
pecking hammer. 
In a third specimen, omitted from the series to reduce its length, the 
battering operations are well advanced, small portions of the original 
surface only remaining. There is a freshness and crudeness about the 
work, indicating that the specimen, if regarded as complete, had not 
yet been devoted to use. 
The next example (the third illustrated) bears evidence of use, and 
was probably finished, though the edge has been broken by accident or 
flaked for remodeling. It is somewhat crude in surface, and retains 
mall patches of the original bowlder surface. 
The fourth specimen figured is apparently a finished implement, 
though bits of the bowlder surface still appear. The battered surface 
ha been con iderably rubbed down and the edge has been ground. 
The last pecimen of the series is a highly elaborated and well-finished 
pecimen, purely artificial in every part. The battered surface is entirely 
removed by abrading operations, and the blade and the groove are well 
poli hed-fir t by the finisher and second, no doubt, by use. A final 
pecimen, originally in the series, but omitted for want of space, shows 
much evidence of use and repeated e.harpening of the edge. The blade 
i hortened and blunted, and the poll is well worn. In size the axes of 
thi region vary from less than 2 inches in width by 3 in length to 6 or 
7 incbe in width by 12 in length. Their shapes are probably less 
aried than tho e of many other regions, yet the extremes of shape 
ar v ry wide apart. The eries of outlines presented in plate L vnr 
will rv to onvey an idea of the range of form. 
br ad di tinction in hape i ba ed on the manner of hafting. 
In one group he groove e 'tend entir ly around the implement, while 
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in another group one lateral edge is straight, being so arranged as to 
permit the wedging of the haft band. There are specimens, however, 
varying so far from the type forms as to bridge the gap between types. 
The specimen seen in a, plate L vnr, is flat and rectangular in outline, 
with encircling groove in the middle; b is similar, but with groove 
more shallow on one margin, and placed about one-third of the way 
from the top; c has a wide encircling groove near the top and a nar-
rowing toward the point; d has the groove very low on the shaft and 
the blade is wide at the edge; e has one straight side for wedge hafting, 
and a wide projecting shoulder below the groove in the opposite edge; 
f has the groove bordered by low ridges all around. 
A very good idea of the appearance and range of form of these imple-
ments may be gained from the numerous examples brought together in 
plate LIX. These specimens belong partly to the National Museum and 
partly to the collection of Mr W. H. Phillips. Nearly all are from the 
village-sites of the Potomac valley. 
MANUFACTURING SHOPS 
Pecked, ground, and polished implements were made in large num-
bers by our aboriginal tribes, but not in such abundance as were the 
flaked tools. They were in a measure luxuries, requiring time and 
skill in manufacture, and serving no purely utilitarian purpose that 
could not be served almost as well by the products of pure flaking-a 
shaping process many times more economical of time and labor than 
the battering-grinding processes. .As a r esult of this relation of the 
two great classes of processes, the phenomena of manufacture observed 
by the archeologist present many decidecl differences. 
The manufacture of implements in large numbers required abun-
dance of material, the deposits of which had to be uncovered and then 
broken up and removed, and this resulted in the opening of quarries 
and in the accumulation of large bodies of debris. This is true of the 
manufacture of flaked and cut-stone implements, as we have seen, but 
the battered-abraded tool u sed in limited numbers usually had a spo-
radic or random origin, suitable pieces of stone being picked up and 
utilized; the , amount of the product depended very considerably, no 
doubt, on the plenitude of convenient pieces of stone. Rarely, there-
fore, do we find sites where the making of these forms was carried on 
extensively. The phenomena of manufacture by pecking and grind-
ing, being scattered, have not been so well understood as the phenom-
ena of flaking. 
The variety of stone most used for the manufacture of celts and axes 
is a compact, greenish-gray trap or trap-like rock derived originally from 
the highlands of Maryland and Virginia, but obtained by the aborigines 
very largely from the bowlder beds of the tidewater rivers near their 
exit from the highland or at other points higher up the streams where 
partly rounded fragments had been deposited in large numbers. A 
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great deal of shaping was done on the various village-sites about the 
Little falls of the Potomac and on other streams at the crossing of the 
fall-line. 
The most striking example of this class of site yet observed is located 
in Page county, Virginia, ·2½ miles east of Luray. The spot was first 
visited by Mr Gerard Fowke in 1892; but his report,1 dealing with evi-
dences of dwelling and mound building, contains slight mention of the 
phenomena referred to here. The site, which must be that of an im-
portant aboriginal village, occupies several acres of bottom land located 
on the eastern side of Pass creek, a few hundred yards above its con-
fluence with Hawks bill creek. The only notable topographic feature of 
the site is a mound some 3 feet high and 200 feet in diameter, in which 
Mr Fowke found human remains in almost incredible numbers, hesides 
occasional implements and utensils deposited with the dead. There are 
many graves scattered over the terrace, a row of eight, each containing 
decayed human bones, together with implements and earthenware, hav-
ing been freshly disturbed by the plow at the time of my visit. The 
materials utilized in implement making by the inhabitants were ~erived 
from great accumulations of pebbles, bowlders, and partly water-worn 
fragments of rock occurring in the banks and bed of the stream and 
now exposed where the floods have torn channels through the alluvial 
bottom; and probably also from deposits of similar but rather coarser 
materials outcropping in the face of a terrace which rises to a consider-
able height from the eastern margin of the narrow bottom. On the 
village-site about the mound the phenomena of manufacture are more 
or less confu ed with those of utHization, but separation of the varied 
features is in the main possible and easy. The evidence of manufacture 
con ists of large quantities of rejectage, comprising broken masses of 
stone, tested bowlders and rejects ofall stages of development, together 
with flake and hammer tones. The phenomena of dwelling are-aside 
from the mounds and graves-arrowpoiuts and spearheads, drills, worn 
celt and axes, pitted stone , mortars, pestles, and pottery. 
Two principal materials were utilized and two distinct classes of 
implement were ma<le, leaving equally distinct varieties of rejectage. 
Quartzite wa utilized in making the ordinary flaked tools, mostly pro-
je tile point , and the grouud is filled with turtlebacks, flakes, and 
brok n blad ~ of thi mate1fal, duplicating the rejectage of the well-
known ti<lewat r ite . The greenish-gray trap or trap-like rock was 
mploy d in the manufacture of battered-abraded tools, mostly celts, 
and the fiat gr und about the mound and extending from the stream 
ba k to th ba e of the terrace is strewn with the rejectage. This 
ton ur in bowlder and irre 0 ·ularly water-worn masses in the 
bank ' of the ,• tream and attered over the :floodplain, but not to any 
ext nt in the ]ligh r-cut t rrace which·repre ent the Lafayette period. 
t a a nmed h r for , tbat tlie implement, rdck had a local origin 
1 .Archeologlc Inve ligations in Jame nnd Potomac Valleys, Bull. Bur. of Eth., 1894. 
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somewhere withiu the drainage of Pass creek. Mr W J McGee, who 
accompanied me to the spot, undertook to trace the material to its 
source and met with almost immediate success. Observing that the 
particular variety of stone did not occur to any notable extent in the 
beds of neighboring streams, he followed Pass creek to the forks, and 
there found it confined mainly to the bed of the middle fork. Ascend-
ing this, he soon encountered a body of intrusive rock, a rather coarsely 
crystalline diabase, not identical save in parts with the rock used by 
the Indians, which is of finer grain and has the appearance of a sedi-
mentary slate or shale altered by contact with_ the intruded mass. 
It appears, as remarked by Mr McGee, that the spot occupied by the 
village was probably the only spot to be found on which this stone 
could be found in forms well suited to the needs of the implement 
maker, and at the same time in sufficient quantity to make extensive 
manufacture possible. It is not improbable that the village came to 
be located here as a result of the discovery of these conditions. 
It was found that in nearly all cases the work of shaping by the 
battering-abrading processes was preceded by flaking the rounded 
masses into approximate shape. Rejects representing all stages of the 
work of :flaking, pecking·, and grinding are found in numbers. There 
is the bowlder or mass with a few :flakes removed in testing, or the 
shattered fragments resulting from breakage under the preliminary 
testing or shaping blows; there are hundreds of rejects representing 
early stages of manipulation, the thick turtleback forms duplicating 
in general appearance the corresponding rejectage of projectile-point 
making; there are the approximate blade-like forms but rarely ap-
proaching thinness; there are many pieces broken under the :flaking 
hammer at all stages of the work; there are also many specimens in 
which the pecking has just begun, and others more advanced, and 
these stages are repre8ented by much breakage under the pecking 
hammer; finally, there are the completed implements with ground edges 
and surfaces, in which the pecking and grinding has to a large degree 
obliterated the conchoids of flaking. 
Although the celt is usually classed with the pecked and polished 
implements, it is readily seen that on .. this site :flaking was of greatest 
importance as the main difficulties were encountered, the chief shaping 
work accomplished, within the :flaking stage. The pecking removed 
excrescences and added to symmetry, and grinding reduced the edge 
to an even curve and uniform bevel. Grooved axes also were made on 
this site, but to a less extent, the operations being well represented, 
however, in the rejectage and in numerous finished implements occur-
ring on the site. 
The series of specimens presented in plates LX to LXIV illustrate a 
progression from incipient stages through a succession of rejects, frag-
ments, and unfinished forms to broken specimens of well-finished 
tools. The reference letters are continuous through the set of plates. 
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The first step-the testing and shaping of the crude mass-though 
represented by much rejectage, is omitted for economy of space. .An 
illustration of a slightly advanced stage is given in ci, a thick, clumsy 
form, rejected no doubt on account of the breaking away of portions 
of the upper end. A half blade representing a somewhat more ad-
vanced stage is given in b, in which a portion of the water-worn surface 
remajns; and c and d illustrate further progress in flaking out the thick 
blade. In e and / the battering bas begun, the former having been 
rejected probably on account of defective shape at the upper end, and 
the latter having broken under the hammer. In the fragment g the 
pecking was well under way, and in h much of the surface has been 
pecked and the edge with portions of the sides ground. In this case 
the :flaking seems to have been so successful that little pecking inter-
vened between the roughing-out by the :flaking process and the finish-
ing by the grinding process. The specimen shown in i is the upper end 
of a well-advanced specimen, andj is the blade of what must have been 
a perfected implement. It is, of course, impossible to say whether these 
latter pieces were broken during the finishing operations or in use. 
COMPARISON OF CELT MAKING WITH BLADE MAKING 
A comparison of the rejected forms produced in celt making as prac-
ticed in such shops as that of Pass creek with corresponding forms 
from the flaked-blade shops such as those of Piny branch will prove 
instructive. In general appearance the rejects of the two sites are very 
much alike. At a glance we see that the form constantly kept in view 
in both cases is of leaf shape, one end being decidedly pointed and the 
other broad and abruptly terminated. We observe, however, that in 
the flaked group-the leaf-shape group proper-the pointed end was 
de igned to be finished for use, and that in the group shaped by :flaking, 
pecking, and grinding-the celt group-the broad end was designed to 
form the edge of the implement, and this distinction can be traced in the 
rejectage back toward the inceptive stage by the difference in degree 
of attention given to the two ends. In the one case the narrow end was 
to be specialized for use and the broad end for hafting; in the other, the 
broad end was to be specialized for use and the narrow end for holding 
or hafting. Iu general, we may say that rejectage in the one class was 
the r sult of too great thickness, and in the other class of (in many 
ca e ) too gr at thinne . Two excellent examples of failure in celt 
making r ..-: ulting from too great thickness at the broad end and thin-
ne · at th mall end are hown in plates LXV and LXVI. 
mad on the a · creek site, the grooved axes were roughed-out 
y flc kin · pret y much a were the celts, rude notches being broken 
in th id . · a tbe only po ible contribution of the flaking process to 
tli m kin . In plate LXVII pecim ns of axes are given, show-
f th on boid of flaking, though the implements are well 
d thr ugh th ub equen 1 ckiug and grinding stages. 
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Plates LXVIII and LXIX are devoted to the illustration of the ham-
merstones of this site. They are interesting as representing all the 
forms used in :flaking, as well as pecking and grinding, on a site where 
nearly every form of tool was made and where every shaping process 
was employed. I do not consider it probable that any fully satisfac-
tory separation of the specimens used for one purpose from those habit-
ually employed in another can be made, though it is to be expected that 
each process separately practiced would lead to pronounced specializa-
tion. The first specimen of the series ( a, plate LXVIII) is a water-worn 
pebble modified by crushing and :flaking of the edges, probably in part 
or wholly by use, while b retains little of the natural surface, and at 
least a part of the :flaking was manifestly designed to give shape to 
the object. The specimen shown in c, plate LXIX, is a stage further 
advanced, the surface being partly battered into roundness, and dis 
still more highly specialized. The last specimen of the series, e, has 
been much reduced by pecking and perhaps, in part, by abrading, 
and exemplifies the pitted hammerstones characteristic of the eastern 
United States. 
MISCELLANEOUS PECKED IMPLEMENTS 
As already remarked, the pecked and abraded implements of the tide-
water province comprise few objects aside from the celt and the grooved 
ax. Several varieties are represented, but the numbers are limited 
and the shape and :finish, save in a few rare exceptions, are rather rude. 
The accompanying plates, from LXX to LXXV, inclusive, illustrate such 
varieties as I encountered during the period of my investigations. 
Numerous more perfect implements of several of the classes have been 
found, but they are now out of my reach. 
Plate LXX contains four examples of perforated tablets, two having 
two perforations and two having one each. The fragment ct,, made of 
gray slate, is from the Potomac near Washington and is covered with 
apparently meaningless engraved :figures. ·The specimen shown in b 
is of red-banded slate and was obtained from the great shell deposit 
at the mouth of Popes creek, Maryland. The large specimen c is of 
banded slate and was found in the highland in Virginia. The small 
fragment dis from the District of•Colurnbia. 
Four examples of winged ceremonial stones are illustrated in plate 
LXXI. The roughed-out form a was obtained from a village-site at 
Lit~le falls, and the other specimens, all fragmentary, came from the 
vicinity of Washington. 
The pitted stones and mortar shown in plate LXXII are from the great 
shell heap at the mouth of Popes creek, and are cQmmon forms. The 
same may be said of the upper . figure in plate LXXIII. The pestle 
shown in b was found on a village-site at Halls landing, Patuxent river; 
the pestle c was picked up in a field above Little falls, and the sinker 
came from a village-site near Little falls. 
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Of the peculiar stones illustrated in the upper figures of plate LXXIV 
I will not venture to say more than that they are apparently abrading 
implements, but whether they were for the shaping of stone tools or the 
dressing of wood, bone, or thongs can not be determined. The mate-
rial appears to be a dark-gray eruptive rock. The lower specimen is of 
a somewhat gritty stone and was probably a simple grindstone. All 
are from sites about the head of tidewater on the Potomac. 
The hammerstones brought together in plate LXXV represent the 
varieties most common on the village-sites of the province. All are 
from the tidewater Potomac. The smaller specimens in the upper line 
are of quartz and the others are of q_uartzite. 
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CHAPTER V 
INCISED OR CUT STONE UTENSILS 
SCOPE OF THE TOPIC 
This chapter is made to include two distinct yet necessarily associated 
groups of phenomena: 1, all that relates to the origin, manufacture, 
nature, use, and historic significance of utensils shaped by the incising 
methods; and, 2, all that relates to the utensils and implements employed 
in the shaping operations. In order that the whole subject of the 
manipulation of the softer varieties of stone might appear together as 
a unit in this place, the various flaked, battered or pecked, and polished 
implements used in quarrying and carving were passed over with mere 
mention in the sections to which they strictly belong, and are presented 
in some detail in the following pages, with a series of illustrations. 
PROCESSES AND MATERIALS 
Under the bead of cut stone we have to deal with but few materials, 
and only one of these (steatite, or soapstone) was of importance in the 
native art of the tidewater country. Mica, serpentine, clay-slates, and 
others of the softer calcareous and argillaceous rocks were sparingly 
shaped by the process in some sections. The shaping operations 
were necessarily confined to narrow limits by the lack of effective 
cutting tools. Steatite and like soft and tough massive substances 
were cut with pointed pick-like tools and by edged, chisel-like blades, 
probably in most cases set in some sort of handle for direct free-band 
operation, or with other classes of handles, to be operated with the 
aid of a mallet of bone or of antler or wood. Mica must have been 
cut with sharp edges or points, such as are furnished by the fracture 
of glassy varieties of stone. 
Subsidiary to the incising processes in the shaping of soft stones are 
several of the other processes, such as sawing, drilling, scraping, and 
grinding. 
USE OF MICA 
So far as we can learn, mica was not extensively used by the Chesa-
peake-Potomac peoples; but it can not safely be affirmed that it was 
not used in some quantity in nearly any given locality, since the 
material is not sufficiently durable to be preserved, save under very 
favorable conditions. Mica does not occur in forms suitable for work-
ing within considerable distances of tidewater sites. It is said to have 
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been worked by the natives in several counties of southern-central 
Virginia and in Pennsylvania and the Carolinas. T~ processes of 
mining, as observed in the mines of North Carolina, appear to have 
been much the same as in the quarrying of steatite. The deposits 
were uncovered and the massive crystals were broken up with ham-
mers and the best sheets secured to be used for mirrors, or cut into 
desired shapes for ornaments. In the spring of 1893 Mr De Lancey 
W. Gill went to Mitchell county, North Carolina, under ruy direction, 
to collect materials representing the ancient mica-quarrying industry 
for the Columbian Exposition at Chicago. Numerous quarrying imple-
ments resembling those used in the soapstone quarries were found, and 
the excavations are reported to be quite as extensive as in any other 
class of the aboriginal quarries of the east. 
STEATITE UTENSILS 
CHARACTER, USE, AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE MATERIAL 
Steatite (or soapstone) was used somewhat extensively by the natives 
of the tidewater country in the manufacture· of pots, dishes, and cups, 
as well as of smaller articles, such as pipes and ornaments. It was 
obtained along the western border of the tidewater country, either from 
the surface or by quarrying, and the articles made are scattered over the 
entire province, occurring somewhat less frequently as we pass outward 
toward the Atlantic shore-line. The larger objects were extremely heavy 
and their transportation was necessarily limited largely to the waterways. 
Steatite is of common occurrence over a wide belt of territory extend-
ing through the New England states and continuing down the Atlantic 
slope to Alabama. In Maryland and Virginia the best-known deposits 
occur along the eastern border of the Piedmont highland, often within 
the border of the tidewater area. Its geologic relations and character 
are now pretty well made out. 
Being a tenacious rock, it resists erosion and is consequently well 
expo ed in stream banks, in cliffs, and on the crests of hills and ridges. 
The outcrops have been worked by the aborigines in innumerable places 
in Vermont, ew Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-
cut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, 
and G orgia. More recently the whites have mined it extensively, and 
many of the quarrie originally worked by the Indians have been re-
open d for commercial purposes, and the traces of the ancient opera-
tions th reby partially or entirely obliterated. At the same time this 
work ba re ulted in calling the attention of students of archeology to 
th nbje t and in givii1g them an excellent opportunity for investi-
gating the ancient indu try. 
S RFACE I DICATIONS OF QUARRYING 
• a rule h urfa indication of the ancient operations are not 
di tin ·tly marked. The pitting are commonly not very deep; on 
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slopes where filling-in takes place rapidly they are wholly obliterated. 
F ew insfa,nces occur in which the depressions now remaining are more 
than 2 or 3 feet deep. The diameter of the pittings does not generally 
exceed 20 or 30 feet, yet in cases they had the form of trenches or 
chains of pits extending for hundreds of feet along the strike of the 
deposit. Mr Fowke describes an excavation seen by him near Cul-
peper, Virginia, which is 150 feet in diameter and of undetermined 
depth, being filled with water and debris. 
SPECIAL INVES1'IGATIONS . 
EARLY KNOWLEDGE 01!' STEATITE 
The use of soapstone by the native races is frequently mentioned 
by early writers, but no information is given of the acquisition and 
shaping of the material. One of the earliest accounts of the work in 
. t his country is that of Mr Paul Schumacher, who discovered typical 
quarries in the state of California. His illustration of the quarry 
face, with its partly developed nodes of the stone, published in the 
eleventh annual report of the Peabody Museum, would equally well 
illustrate the operations in our eastern quarries. The vessels and other 
articles produced are very numerous and differ widely from eastern 
forms. 
Subsequently, Dr Elmer R. Reynolds, of Washington city, made 
some studies in the Rose hill quarry near Washington, and published 
a paper on the subject in the thirteenth annual report of the Peabody 
Museum. About this time Mr F. H. Cushing, representing the Smith-
~onian Institution, made extensive excavations in an ancient quarry in 
Amelia county, Virginia, and prepared a model of the exposed quarry 
surface illustratiug the various phases of cutting out the incipient 
vessels. No report of his work was published, save a note in the 
American Naturalist for 1878. 
In 1882 an important paper by Mr J. D. McGuire on the soapstone 
quarries of Maryland and the District of Columbia was read before the 
Anthropological Society of Washington, an extract of which is pub-
lished in the second volume of its transactions. The present writer's 
preliminary paper on the Connecticut avenue quarries appeared in the 
American Anthropologist for October, 1890. -
A very interesting and extensive quarry was discovered in about 
the year 1877, on the ground of J.\fr H. N. Angell, near Providence, 
Rhode I sland, and a note describing the phenomena observed appears 
in t he American Naturalist for 1878. These phenomena are essentially 
identical with those of more southern localities. 
A like example was observed on the farm of J. T. Case near Bristol, 
Connecticut, in 1892, and excavations were made therein by Marshall 
H. Saville for the Peabody Museum. Many interesting specimens 
were obtained, not differing materially from those of other quarries. 
Vermont has furnished a similar example, and Pennsylvania abounds 
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in such quarries. According to Charles H. Stubbs, in a note in the 
Smithsonian Report for 1882, an important quarry is located near 
Christiana, Lancaster county, in the latter state. 
E~plorations conducted for the Bureau of Ethnology during the 
years 1890-1894 extend from the Patuxent valley in Howard county, 
Maryland, to the southern borders of Virginia. I made it a rule in 
this as in other departments of field work to visit and examine as 
many sites as possible, and then to select certain favorable examples 
for detailed study, making these the types of groups of phenomena too 
extensive to be fully gone over. Excavation has been undertaken at 
but two points-the Rose hill or Connecticut avenue quarry, near 
Washington, and a quarry near Clifton, Fairfax county, Virginia, 22 
miles S(?Uth west of Washington. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUARRYING INDUSTRY 
The early occupants of the Potomac region, in their search for 
materials capable of serving them in their simple arts, probably dis-
covered and attempted to utilize loose masses of the soft and tough 
stone known to us as steatite or soapstone. The progress toward its 
extensive utilization was no doubt very slow, and unless previous 
knowledge of such stone had been gained elsewhere, must have con-
tinued for centuries. Step by step the peculiar qualities and adapta-
bilities of the material were developed and diligent search was made 
for it throughout the highland. When the convenient loose masses 
were exhausted, the rock in place was attacked where it outcropped in 
the stream beds and on the hillsides, and partially detached portions 
were pried or broken off; then the process of uncovering followed and 
the quarrying industry was initiated. Sharp stones were employed to 
cut off projecting pieces, and finally cutting tools were made and 
improved, so that the solid stone could be removed to considerable 
depths. · 
We are not able to discover just what devices were employed in the 
preliminary quarry work. The earth was probably loosened with 
wooden pikes and with picks of stone and antler, and was thrown up 
with the hand or carried out in baskets of bark or cane, or in skins. 
A the quarrying advanced the older pits were filled with the debris, 
and evidence of the operations were much obscured. It is only when 
the pit are fully cleaned out that we come to realize the full nature 
and ext nt of the ancient work. Our excavations brought to light sur-
pri ing vidence of the energy, perseverance, and skill of the native 
min r c ml . how d the practice of an art totally distinct from that 
carried u in tlle bowlder quarrie of I iny branch. 
lINI.NG A.•o IIAPING PERATIO 
d of c ndu ting the quarry work was , ubstantially as fol-
h n , ufli ·ient ar a f the lid tone bad b en uncover d, the 
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workmen proceeded with pick and chisel to detach such portions as 
were desired. If this surface happened to be uneven, the projections 
or convexities were utilized, and the cutting was not difficult; if the 
rock was massive and the surface flat, a circular groove was cut, out-
lining the mass to be removed, and the cutting was continued until a 
depth was reached corresponding to the height of the utensil to be 
made; then, by undercutting, the nuclens was detached or so far severed 
that it could be broken off by means of sledges or levers. If the stone 
happened to be laminated, a circular groove was cut through at right 
angles to the bedding, and the discoid mass was removed without the 
need of undercutting. If the conditions were favorable, a second disk 
was cut adjoining the first, and then a third, and so on, pretty much as 
the housewife cuts up the thin layer of dough in biscuit making. 
In cases where the floor and walls of a well-developed quarry are 
fully exposed, as in the Clifton and .Amelia county quarries in Vir-
ginia., the details of ancient operations are clearly displayed. In cases 
it is seen that the task of cutting out the mass was just begun when 
operations in the quarry closed, while in others it was well under way 
and the bulbous nuclei stand out in bold relief. In cases where under-
cutting has taken place the rounded form resembles a mushroom on 
its stem and is ready to be removed by a blow; while in many other 
cases we see only roundish depressions in the quarry surface, in the 
bottoms of which are stumps or scars indicating that removal of the 
mass had taken place. It often happened that the work of cutting 
was stopped by the discovery of defects in the stone. In very many 
cases defects were not discovered until too late, and the operation£ 
of removal at the last moment became abortive; instead of breaking 
off at the base, as was intended, the cleavage of the stone was such 
that t he body split in two, leaving a . portion remaining attached 
to the stem. The drawing presented in plate LXXVI will give a more 
satisfactory idea of the whole range of phe:aomena than can any mere 
description . 
.A notable feature of the cutting out of these masses of stone is the 
at tendant shaping of the mass, which was rudely sculptu;ed aH the 
work went on, the contour of the vessel being approximately developed. 
Although I have seen no good examples of this class, it is confidently 
stated by others that rude nodes were carved at opposite ends of the 
mass as incipient handles, and that excavation of the bowl was begun, 
so t hat when severed from the stem the vessel was already well under 
way. 
Q UARRY PRODUCT 
So far as I have observed, the quarries rarely yield evidence'of the 
prosecution of any other shaping work than that of obtaining the 
rounded bodies of stone and the partial development of vessels. 
Pipes, sinkers, ceremonial stones, and ornaments were made by the 
same people, but mostly no doubt from choice bits of stone carried 
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away for the purpose, or perhaps often from fragments of vessels 
broken in use . 
.About the quarries and in the quarry debris are specimens exhibit-
ing every stage of the vessel-shaping ' work; irregular fragments and 
well-rounded masses just as cut from the quarry, but usually showing 
some defect of texture or shape, explaining their desertion or rejection; 
other pieces partly shaped before the defects became apparent; and 
very many specimens broken by the blows of the shaping tools, as 
illustrated in plate LXXVII; so that every step of the work and every 
phase of the shaping operations are fully represented. The rough-
dressed shapes vary a good deal with the different quarries, though on 
the whole there is decided uniformity in the work as carried on through-
out the soapstone belt. Final forms, as shown by village-site remains, 
are limited to shallow trays or dishes, trough-like forms, and deep 
basins. Now here in eastern United States were pots made of the deep 
globular form so common in California . 
.A prevailing shape in the Potomac-Chesapeake region· is an oblong 
basin with ear-like projections. or handles at the ends. The largest 
specimens are about 25 inches in length. The width is often hardly more 
than half the length, and the depth averages perhaps one-half the 
width. This form may have been suggested by wooden dishes or mor-
tars of like shape, examples of which are still in use among some of 
the .Algonquian tribes. Other forms approach more nearly ~J circular 
outline, as viewed from above, and these usually have greater depth. 
In cases the outline is somewhat rectangular. Roughed-out cups of 
small size are sometimes found. 
The handles of steatite vessels differ much in size and shape as well as 
in po itiou. Some are placed near the margin or rim, but others, where 
the vessels are deep, occur low on the profile. The accompanying illus-
trations (plates Lxxvnr, Lxxrx, and Lxxx) convey accurate notions 
of many detail . 
The form development of a vessel of ordinary character is illustrated 
in plate LXXVIII. The ovoid nucleus as cut out of the quarry appears 
in a, the handles being only slightly suggested. Excavation of the 
bowl was begun by a eries of pick strokes outlining the basin, as seen 
in b a core-like elevation remaining in the center until removed by con-
tinued cutting, as suggested inc and d. The form of the roughed-out 
ve el a developed in the quarries is quite fairly indicated in e. In 
some ca e the excavation began with a pit in the center and was car-
ri l utward by uccessive strokes toward the rim; and in very many 
a the work wa un tematic and crude, as is well shown in plate 
LXXI . In pecim n found on the surface of the ground the tool marks 
are mu h b cured by w athering, but fa those from a depth they are 
, fr ha if mad but y' terday. The cutting implement was in some 
a point d or pike-lik , but g nerally had a chisel-like, though 
utting dg half an inch or more in width, leaving impres-
u ha re hown in plate LXXIX whi b illu trate two omewhat 
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small rejects from the Connecticut avenue quarries. This edge waH 
sometimes rather rough and uneven, leaving scratchy lines, suggest-
ing a flaked rather than a polished tool. The character of the work 
varies a great deal; in some cases the strokes were bold and profes-
sional in appearance, in others timid and uncertain. Three excellent 
examples of roughed-out vessels are shown in plate Lxxx; a and bare 
from quarry sites, where they were rejected and deserted, while c is 
from a village-site at College Station, Maryland, several miles from the 
nearest quarry. These specimens show decided differences in shape of 
bowl and placement of handles. 
IMPLEMENTS USED IN QUARRYING A.ND CUTTING 
CHARACTER OF THE TOOLS 
The tools and utensils employed in the quarrying and shaping of 
steatite may be reviewed witb considerable care, since they prove to be, 
as far as brought to light, largely of classeR peculiar to the work and 
hitherto practically unknown to archeologists. 
It is safe to assume that there were many implements of wood as well 
as bone and antler used in uncovering and removing the stone that 
have wholly disappeared. 1'hese hypothetic utensils would no doubt 
include levers, pikes, mauls or mallets, picks, hoes, and shovel-like 
tools. 
Naturally very many of the tools used were of stone, and these are 
found in considerable numbers on the quarry sites and on shop and 
vilJage sites in the vicinity. There is no clear distinction to be drawn 
between those used in quarrying and cutting out the raw material aud 
those employed in shaping the vessels, yet it may be assumed that in 
general the heavy, rude tools were for quarrying and that the more 
delicate, sharp-edged or pointed tools were for shaping and finishing. 
The heavier tools consist of rounded sledge-like masses used for driv-
ing wedges and for breaking off portions of the stone, of heavy wedge-
like stones, often much battered as if from blows by heavy sledges, 
and of pick-like forms, some rude, others well shaped by flaking and 
pecking. One variety of the picks is roughly grooved by flaking and 
pecking, and another has a plain shaft, often a little curved as if to 
be attached to a handle somewhat as our picks and adzes. In several 
of the quarries we have found ordinary grooved axes, most of them 
having been remodP-led or resharpened by flaking to make them effi-
cient in picking and cutting; then there is a large class of chisel-like 
tools of varied sizes and shapes, sometimes improvised from stones of 
approximate proportions slightly flaked or ground to effective points, 
sometimes flaked out of the raw material, which is generally a greenish-
gray basic eruptive rock obtained from the highland, and possibly by 
quarrying. 
Generally these tools were made by skilled hands and are developed 
into such highly individualized shapes that we are compelled to allow 
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that the industry in which they were employed -was one of importance 
and long standing, Nearly all the forms are represented in the several 
plates accompanying this chapter. 
The number of the tools and their importance to the steatite-working 
peoples is illustrated by the following observations: Around a single 
pit located in a plowed field on Patnxent river, and nearly obliterated 
by successive plowings, I found during a single visit some 30 entire and 
broken implements, and from the excavation in the quarry near Clifton, 
Virginia, nearly four dozen of the chisel-like tools, some broken and 
some entire, were found. 
MANNER OF USING THE TOOLS 
There are three or four ways in which the cutting tools could have 
been used. The simplest was that of holding the pointed stone in the 
hand or hands, and thus striking the potstoue. 
This would, however, be a most unsatisfactory 
method and would hardly be applied where 
opportunity was afforded for superior methods. 
Another manner of use was that of setting 
the sharpened stone or chisel in a short handle 
of buckhorn, and striking this with a stone 
or billet of wood. The chisel marks left in 
many cases suggest this method very strongly, 
1 and the heavy end of the tool as found is usu-
ally furnished with a short and rough-flaked 
point suitable for setting in a handle, as sug-
gested in figure 16. Many specimens of this 
class are too minute to be utilized in any other 
way, and some are slightly notched as if mere 
knives. 
A third method is that of hafting the pointed F ro. 16-Probable manner of haft-
ing the smaller chisels. 
stone as an adz or ax is hafted. The grooved 
too] were undoubtedly used in this way, and many of the grooveless 
form could have been attached as is the ordinary primitive adz. This 
would give much greater efficiency in all the work of cutting and 
roughing-out, and the boldness and irregularity of the stroke marks 
left n the quarry face and on the detached masses and partly :finished 
ve. el make it practically certain that this was the manner of their 
attachm nt. With short handles, such as indicated in figure 17, effect-
iv and very neat work could be done, and it may be remarked that 
u h a to 1 could be handled in the cramped quarters in which the 
cuttin wa oft n carri don almo t as conveniently as could the chisel 
riv n by a mall t. 
m ng the chi el there are numerous slightly curved forms, some 
wi h n gr und point that ould have been hafted as in a, figure 17, 
h r with two point that may have been mounted so as to make 
oint ffi ctiv , a in b, figure 17. The hortest two-pointed tool, a 
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very neat and delicate specimen, _is hardly more than 3 inches long, 
while the largest is 11 inches in length. 
STEATITE QUARRIES 
THE CLIFTON QUARRY 
The most interesting example of the soapstone quarries examined by 
the Bureau during the progress of the work described in the present 
paper was the Hetzel-Hunter quarry, near Clifton, in Fairfax county, 
Virginia. Late in the fall of 1893 Mrs Margaret Hetzel, of Clifton 
and Washington city, communicated to Professor 0. T. Mason, of the 
National Museum, the fact that in prospecting a soapstone deposit near 
Fm. 17-Probable manner of hafting the single-pointed and the two-pointed chisels or picks. 
Clifton the owners had discovered traces of aboriginal operations, and 
expressed a desire that the Smithsonian Institution should undertake 
an examination. This was reported to me by Professor Mason, and the 
quarry was put on the list for examination so soon as the field season 
of 1894 opened. Late in March the work was taken up, and Mr Wil-
liam Dinwiddie was sent out with instructions to clear out the ancient 
excavations in such a way that, if possible, the entire floor and the 
quarry faces would be exposed for study and photography. This was 
done in the completest possible manner, and in a few weeks a most 
striking illustration of the enterprise and skill of our aboriginal tribes 
was exposed to view. A trench or gallery some 25 feet wide and 
reaching in places a depth of 16 feet had been carried into the face 
of the hill to a distance of 60 or 70 feet, and a second pit, inferior in 
dimensions, had been opened beyond this. Almost the entire excavation 
had been carved out of the solid steatite by means of stone picks and 
15 ETH--8 
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chisels, and all the evidences of the cutting ·and sculpturing-even 
the whitened surfaces of the tool marks----:-were as fresh as if the work 
of yesterday. • · 
The quarry is located on a small branch of Bull run, 2 miles north· 
west of Clifton and 22 miles a little south of west of Washington city_ 
The steatite outcrops in the bed and banks of a small rivulet, crossing 
it at right angles, and seems to be an irregular bed or stratum inter-
calated with the gneiss of the Piedmont formation. It varies from 20 
to 40 or 50 feet in thickness, and has a nearly north-and-south strike 
and a dip of from 70° to S0° toward the west. 
The ancient peoples probably began work by removing detached or 
partly detached masses from the stream bed, and then little by little 
followed the ledge up and into the steep hillside toward the north. 
This hill is a spur of a low ridge on the west, and is some 40 feet in 
height. It slopes off rapidly to the junction of the quarry rivulet with 
another branch two or three ht'mdred feet below. The surface is cov-
ered with soil and disintegrated gneiss. 
Our investigations developed the fact that there had been two main 
pits or excavations-a long and wide gallery mentioned . above, and 
higher up a second pit about 20 fe~t in diameter and 8 or 10 feet deep 
co1mecting with the fi.rst but lying at the left, as indicated in the 
accompanying sketch map, figure 18. 
So completely were the ancient excavations filled up that inexperi-
enced eyes would hardly have detected anything mmsual in the appear-
ance of the rounded slope of the hill. The main trench was marked 
by a light depression toward the upper end, and the debris accumu-
lat d low down along the sides formed barely perceptible convexities. 
o doubt the excavations had been largely filled as the work advanced, 
and material from the upper pit had helped to obliterate what remained 
of the main fiual depression. 
Tlle location of the upper pit was indicated by a shallow depression 
om 20 feet in diameter and 2 or 3 feet deep, where modern exploiters 
had unk a prospect hole. This pit had been left open, and its position 
high on t he hill had prevented rapid filling. 
v hen the Bureau began it work of excavation the owners of the 
quarry bad already uncovered a portion of the ancient quarry floor, 
which ri e from the 'tream bed at a low angle, so that at 30 feet it is 
ab ut 10 foet abov the stream and not more than 4 or 5 feet beneath 
th 'lope urfa ·e. But little tone had been removed. by the ancient 
workmen, although vidence of excavation and cutting were distinctly 
n, and a£ w tump , scar , and bulbous chiseled masses appeared at 
th upp r dge. 
n after be inning work the floor wa found to de cencl into numer-
u pi and d pre i u wh r th uperior quality of tbe stone had 
l d th q arrymen to per i t jn tb ir work. The general level of the 
fl r a maiJJt in d for < di. tanc f ome 70 :£ et back into the bill, 
and h 1 p r pitting a th ha ·k r ah d J5 or 16 feet b neath the 
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profile of the slope. Much impure stone had been cut away in efforts 
to reach the purer in.asses, and this was a most _laborious work. But 
it is safe to say that one-half or three-fourths of the excavation was 
accomplished by cutting out,' with chisels and picks, the solid and 
massive steatite. The whole surface, with its nodes aud bumps and 
depressions, covered everywhere with the markings, groovings, and 
pitting~ of the chisel, presented a striking example of the effectiveness 
FIG. 18-Sketch map of the Clifton quarry; scale about 50 feet to the inch. 
of native methods and the persistence of native efforts. · A view of the 
quarry, after it had been thoroughly cleaned out and swept, is shown 
in plate LXXXI. The photograph was obtained by erecting a platform 
20 feet in height in the stream bed at the foot of the quarry. The 
deepest part of the pitting is at the back, where the figure of a man 
may be imperfectly made out. The farther extension of the quarry is 
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indistinctly seen at the left beyond the measuripg rod. The irregu-
larly noded and pitted surface is rather imperfectly shown in the 
picture. The width of the seam of workable stone is indicated by the 
width of the quarry, and the change in direction at the farther end of 
the main pit seems to have been due to a change in the character of 
the stone. 
In plate LXXXII I have brought together a number of the cutting 
implements selected from the two or three score recovered. Many 
examples are of small size and show varying degrees of :finish. Those 
shown are of a dark-gray eruptive rock and have been carefully shaped 
and :finished. The larger specimen a, a has been ground into nearly 
symmetrical shape and has a :fine conical point. The chisel b, b was 
flaked into general shape and both ends were reduced by grinding 
to excellent :flattish cutting edges. The smaller specimen c has a 
neatly sharpened point and is wide at the opposite end, and like the 
smaller exampled, which is obscurely notched near the top, was prob-
ably set in an antler handle for :.use as a chisel. Among the :finds was 
a well-shaped and much-used hammerstone of quartzite, which had 
probably served to trim and sharpen the cutting tools. 
Traces of an old village-site were discovered on the stream bank, a 
hundred yards or more below the quarry, and here various objects of 
steatite, including a partially shaped but broken pipe, were found. 
The more ordinary dwelling sites of the operators of this quarry were 
doubtless on the larger streams below, and probably extended far down 
the Potomac. This quarry can not be a great many miles from the 
'' antimony mines" reported by the native guides to the English who 
.first explored the Potomac. The fact that these peoples were enterpris-
ing enough to work an "antimony mine" suggests the probable iden-
tity of these Indians with the workers of the soapstone mines as well 
as of the quartzite quarries of the general region. 
THE CONNECTICUT ..A. VENUE QUARRIES 
Exten ive deposit of steatite are found within the limits of the 
District of Columbia, but only one locality presents abundant traces 
of ancient operations. This site is by some called the Rose hill quarry 
and by others the Dumbarton quarry. It is situated on Connecticut 
avenue xtended, 4 miles from the Executive Mansion, three-fourths 
of a mile ea t of Tenallytown, and a niile and a half from each of the 
two gr at quartzite-bowlder quarries already described. 
LITERATURE 
in thi locality eem to have been :first studied by Dr 
Id who in 78 publi hed 1 a careful description of the 
1 Thirteenth annual report of the Peabody .Museum, 1878, p. 526. 
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site and of the articles collected by him. About that time visits to 
the site were made by Dr. Charles Rau, Professor 0. T. Mason, Mr 
F. H. Cushing, and others, and extensive collections of articles, mainly. 
from the surface of the ground, were made. Mention is made by Dr 
Reynolds of excavations conducted by these gentlemen, but no definite 
information on this point is on record. Mr Cushing informs me that 
slight excavations were made on the southern bill. A paper published 
by Mr Louis A. Kengla, formerly of Washington; gives considerable 
additional matter, accompanied by illustrations of fragments of vessels 
obtained in the District of Columbia. 1 
SITE AND SURFACE INDICATIONS 
The mass of steatite exposed on this site, being firmer and tougher 
than the gneisses with which it is associated, gave rise, as erosion pro-
gressed, to two very decided prominences, separated by a sharp ravine 
cut by a small stream, tributary to Rock creek, known as Soapstone 
creek. The natural exposures are confined to the bed and the steeper 
banks of the stream and to the crests of the hills, the latter rising in 
somewhat conical form-the one on the southern side of the ravine to 
about 80 feet and the one on the northern side to fully 90 feet above 
the stream. 
The northern hill has a rounded, oblong summit, in which the steatite 
is exposed or approaches very near the surface for a length, nearly 
north and south, of more than 100 feet and a width of 20 or 30 feet. 
The rock seems to be bedded with the greatest length of the crest, and 
consists of nearly vertical, more or less massive layers of steatite. The 
slopes of the hill are covered with deposits of disintegrated gneiss and 
vegetal mold, and consequently the gneiss with which the steatite is 
surrounded and interbedded is in no place visible. The whole site is 
· thickly covered with forest trees and underbrush. 
In 1891 the extension of Connecticut avenue led to the removal of 
the lower portions of both hills, as indicated in the sketch map a, plate 
Lxxxnr, the cut in the southern hill exposing portions of the strata to a 
depth of 60 feet, and obliteratiug a number of the ancient pits. The 
steatite brought to light by the grading is, however, of very poor qual-
ity and unfit for commercial purposes, which is true also of the entire 
deposit, as indicated by the cessation of recent quarrying operations 
conducted by the Hunter brothers. A section of the two hills appears 
in c, plate LXXXIII. 
The evidences of ancient pitting are confined chiefly to the summits 
of the hills, but no one can say to what extent the exposures of soap-
stone in the sides of the ravine were worked. The southern bank ~f 
the stream has recently been excavated to a considerable depth by the 
Hunter brothers, and the original configuration is somewhat destroyed; 
1 Archeology of the District of Columbia, W ashington, 1883. 
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but on the northern side there is an obscure excavation of considerable 
dimensions that may be at least partially due to aboriginal operations. 
·Pits · sunk in the sides of the bills would soon be filled by debris 
descending from above, but on the crests they would necessarily remain 
clearly marked for a long period of time; their obliteration in the lat-
ter case would depend on the very slow accumulation of vegetal 
mold or of wind-blown material. In any attempt at estimating age 
from mere appearances, therefore, the relation of the excavation to 
the surrounding surface must be considered; this bas already been 
pointed out with some degree of care in describing the quartzite-
bowlder quarries. . 
The excavations undertaken under my supervision were confined 
largely to the summit of the northern hill, as the ancient quarries had 
there remained wholly undisturbed save by the normal agencies of 
nature. A row of pits, forming almost a connected trench, extended 
along the crest arnl for a short distance down the northern encl of the 
hill. There were five weli-marked depressions in this series, the out-
lines being irregular (see plate LXXXIV). All were less than 25 feet in 
diameter, and the greatest depth was not above 2 or 3 feet. Dr Elmer 
R. Reynolds describes one pit on the southern bill as being over 3 
feet deep. · The heaps and ridges of debris thrown from the pits by 
the ancient miners extended along the sides of the row of pits, anct 
were not above a foot in height. This debris consisted for the greater 
part of earth and irregular masses of steatite. Among the latter 
were found many fragments of unfinished vessels and rejects of various 
kinds. Shallow depressions, marking the sites of ancient pits, occur 
along the sides of the crest on the southern and western slopes of 
the bill. 
ExcA VA TIONS MADE , 
Our examinations of the Connecticut avenue quarries were com-
menced l>y carrying a trench across the southern pit of the senes on 
the northern hill. This exposed portions of the ancient quarry face on 
the southern, eastern, and western sides, while the northern edge of 
our excavation penetrated the full depth of the ancient quarry, which 
was here not more than 4 or 5 feet. 
Beg'inning with the deepest part of this first trench, a wide trench 
wa carried northward along the chain of ancient pits. Cross trenclies 
were dug at frequent intervals, and others were subsequently dug on 
b outheru slope. In all, not less than 800 square feet of the ancient 
quarry floors were expo ed and cleared off, and a very good idea of the 
nature of th ancient quarrying was obtained. The principal ·pits were 
work d to a depth of from 2 to 6 feet by the aborigines, and the bot-
t m and ·id pr nt the irr gular appearance necessarily produced 
by pr ·ing out ,·u h ma.. f pot tone a the quarrymen were able to 
d tacb. ..1. vi w tak n in th main tren •h i hown in plate LXXXV, 
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HAMMERSTONE$ FROM POTOMAC VILLAGE-SITES; THREE-FOURTHS ACTUAL SIZE 
a, quartz ; b, c, d, quartzite 
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aud a section across one of the pits is given in b, plate Lxxxnr. The 
beds of steatite are q·uite massive, exhibiting irregular lines of cleav-
age; the quality is, however, in the main, rather inferior. A sketch 
plan showing the trenches made on the quarry site is given in plate 
LXXXIV. 
As in the quartzite-bow Ider quarries, little evidence remains of the 
methods of quarrying. Tools of the classes already referred. to were 
no doubt used to loosen and remove the earth and to pry up masses of 
the stone. Heavy rounded stones and hafted sledges served to break 
up the larger pieces and to detach projecting portions. In _several 
places on the floor and sides of the quarry the surface of the potstone 
slows the usual pick marks, and in one place a slight grooving was 
seen where the work of dividing a la.rge block had begun. The exposed 
surfaces seem for the most part to represent cleavage planes, and until 
solid massive rock was encountered the laborious process of cutting 
was uncalled for. , 
So far as the evidence obtained on the site shows, work was confined 
almost exclusively to procuring material for use in vessel making, but 
apparently the pots were not often shaped or even partly shaped in 
place, to be afterward detached by undercutting and wedging as 
observed in many other places. It appears that as a rule the rough 
block was first obtained, then trimmed down to the approximate size and 
form, and afterward hollowed out ready for the :finishing operations, 
which were in most caseR conducted elsewhere. There were naturally 
many failures from breaking, from splitting along partially developed 
cleavage planes, and from imperfections in texture; and many bun- . 
dreds of these failures yet remain on the site, in the pits, in the heaps 
of debris, and scattered far down the slopes of the hill and along the 
stream bed. ' 
TOOLS RECOVERED 
The tools with which the work of quarrying was accomplished were 
sought most assiduously. It was expected that they would, in a meas-
ure at least, correspond to the tools known to be used by the modern 
Indians of the region, as many steatite pots are found on ordinary vil-
lage-sites. This was found to be the case to a limited extent only. It 
was found that the tools used ":ere, as a rule, rriade for and especially 
adapted to the work, which is unlike any other industry of the aborig-
ines. The implements prove, therefore, to be in a measure unique, 
forming a class of their own. 
The remoteness of the site and the rugged conformation of the hills 
on which the quarries are located render it improbable that the locality 
was used for dwelling or for any other purpose than that of quarrying 
and shaping tlie potstone. 
The tools found all pertain to quarrying and to roughing-out the ves-
sels, and may conveniently be divided iuto three classes: 1, those 
improvised on the spot for local temporary use; 2, those made for the 
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purpose on distant sites; and, 3, those pertaining originally to other 
uses, brought from the villages and utilized in the quarries. A major-
ity are of the first of these cla.sses. They are, as a rule, quite rude, 
and were derived from quartz veins and bowlder beds iu the vicinity 
of the quarry. Specimens collected approach as nearly a paleolithic 
type as any tools found in the Potomac region. Nothing more primi-
tive is possible. The hills and slopes in the vicinity abound in out-
crops of vein quartz, which breaks up into angular fragments. These 
are now so plentiful on the neighboring fields as to burden agriculture. 
Such angular fragments were gathered for use in the quarries. Some 
were already well adapted to use, while others were slightly trimmed, 
to give them better points and edges. Illustrations of these tools 
appear in figures 19 and 20. 
FIG. 19-Rnde pick of quartz, slightly sharpened by flaking. 
A number of angular masses of quartz were discovered that were 
not apparently adapted to a.uy use and that showed no signs of having 
been u d. Th y may be fragments of larger masses broken in use. 
A few brui ed cobbles were found that must have been utilized in some 
way in th quarry work. 
t i not c n ider d necessary to take further notice of specimens 
h wing n 1 ided vid nee of de ign or u "e, or that do not by their 
natnral nforma ion .·how e p cial adaptation to u e. The objects of 
qu rtz th h w vid nee f hapiug by percussion are all of one 
h r thick an ular ma e , w ighing a pound or more; one 
ht a , b rt, harp point, and the other i omewhat 
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same general shape are two picks made from quartzite bowlders and 
resembling heavy-pointed turtlebacks (:figures 21, 22). In no case 
FIG. 20-Rude pick of quartz, slightly sharpened by flaking. 
does the form of these tools suggest the attachment of a haft, although 
such attachment would probably be feasible. 
Three chisel-like tools were found in the main trench on the summit 
of the hill. They are of peculiar types, and we may fairly assume that 
Fm. 21-Rude pick made by sharpening quartzite bowlder. 
they were made for use in the potstone shop. One made of gray erup-
tive rock is blade-shaped and has a fine chisel-like point or edge. It is 
shown in a,a, plate LXXXVIII. 
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Another specimen (illustrated in b,b, plate LXXXVI) is of greenish-
gray slaty-looking eruptive rock, very slightly altered by chemical 
changes. It is rather rudely chipped along both sides, and the point 
has been made quite sharp by grinding. Properly hafted as a pick, or 
as a chisel to be driven by a mallet, this little celt would have been a 
very effective tool in shaping and trimming the vessels. As it stands, 
without hafting, it is too small for effective use. A small chisel from 
the south~rn bill is given in c,c in the same plate. 
From the soil that filled one of the shallow pits on the southern 
margin of the crest of the hill, a chipped tool of unusual shape, given 
in a,a, plate Lxxxvn, was obtained. It resembles somewhat the drills 
or perforators of the same material found on village-sites, but is larger, 
ruder, and less symmetrical, and was probably made especially for use 
in the trimming of soapstone vessels. 
__ ... .. _ .. __ ... , 









FIG. 22-Rucle pick made by sharpening quartzite bow Ider . 
th ' · mad of a blacki h argillite-like rock that has become 
1 t urfa ·e through oxidation of some of its constituent min-
fl ·uratiou it is somewhat like the quart.zite 
r arry- hop of the district, but it differs from 
· rn poiut or edge. ThiH edge i somewhat 
e id >nee of u , although chemical <'hanges 
·teratecl uch evidence. It is shown in b,b, 
r ·la , , havinrr a well-rounded body 
. n p · the outb<•rn hill; it i hown 
m u m cla . . wa , llrought to light 
J ·u a cti ·ut avenu , on the ea tern 
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INCIPIENT VESSELS BROKEN DURING THE SHAPING OPERATIONS AND LEFT WITH THE QUARRY 
REFUSE ; FROM THE CLIFTON QUARRY ; ABOLJT ONE-THIRD ACTUAL SIZE 
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slope of the southern hill (plate Lxxxvnr). A nest of four well-shaped 
chisels, two of which appear in plate xcr, was discovered by me near 
the summit of the bill; all were sharpened by grinding. 
Oue of the most important finds made during the excavations at this 
place was a large grooved ax of the wedge-hafted type (ct, plate xcn). 
It was found in one of the shallow pits on the southern margin of the 
hilltop, a foot from the surface and resting on the surface of the soap-
stone in place. There is no doubt that this tool was used by the 
ancient quarrymen in dislodging, and possibly in trimming, the masses 
of stone. Its edge shows considerable wear, apparently from use as a 
pick, and its surface irregularities are filled with steatite. Its weight 
and shape would make it a very effective tool. If proof that the 
workers of these quarries were Indians were necessary, the discovery 
of this object would seem to be satisfactory. Finds on the sites of 
ancient soapstone quarries in Maryland include many of these grooved 
axes. In most cases they have been more or less completely remo<l.eied 
by flaking· to fit them more fully for use as picks. 
CORRELATION WITH BOWLDER QUARRIES 
The question arises as to what correlations can be made out between 
the steatite quarries and the quartzite-bowlder quarries of the District 
of Columbia. Are they all probably of one age and the work of one 
people, or are they separated by long periods of time and by marked 
differences in art characters? It is observed that the two classes of 
quarries are located in the same valley and only a mile and a half apart; 
that they correspond as closely in extent and in appearances as could be 
expected if worked at one time and by one people; that modern neo-
lithic implements are found in the steatite quarries, and that the prod-
ucts of the steatite quarries are found on many modern village-sites. 
It appears that the steatite,was not quarried. to a depth equal to that 
of the quartzite bowlders, but it will be seen at a glance that the diffi-
culties attending the working of the former are much the greater. 
With increasing depth the steatite becomes.firmer and more massive, 
and the difficulty of detaching the necessary masses with primitive 
tools increases. With the bowlders the difficulty does not increase 
with the depth in the same degree, and greater depths could be reached 
with comparative ease. 
It is true that the bow Ider quarries exhibit more decided evidence bf 
great age than do the steatite quarries in that the pits are much more 
completely filled up and obliterated. This fact may, however, lead to 
erroneous conclusion'3 if the conditions under which the two classes of 
pits existed are not considered. The deepest steatite pits were not over 
5 or 6 feet in depth, but they were excavated in solid rock and on ·the 
crests of hills where there was little or no material to fall into them 
save the leaves from the trees. Such of the pits as were not on the 
summits were entirely or almost entirely filled up. The cobble pits on 
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Piny branch were in all cases situated Qn the slope of the hills, and 
were therefore directly beneath overhanging masses of loosely com-
pacted sands and gravels and may have been more completely filled up 
in one year than the steatite pits in a century. 
The charact~r of the two sites corresponds very closely in the respect 
that both are in hills so steep as to be quite unsuited for camping or 
dwelling. Both are therefore naturally free from village refuse, and 
the tools found, for the most part if not exclusively, consist of those 
actually used in the work of quarrying and roughing-out the articles 
produced. 
In the cobble quarries no tools of a durable D?-aterial were needed 
save the natural bowlders found by thousands in the quarries. Oare_ 
fully shaped hammerstones, polished celts, and grooved axes had no 
place in the industries carried on in these localities. .A. grooved ax, 
such as that found in the Connecticut avenue quarry, would be an 
effective tool in the work of quarrying steatite, and could be used with-
out the least danger of breakage. _The chisels were especially adapted 
to, and no doubt made for, the cutting out and carving of the steatite. 
The nature and range of the work of shaping carried on in both 
classes of quarries has a close correspondence. No finished pieces of 
work of the classes made there were found in either class. In the cob-
ble quarries the blade was roughed-out to a convenient shape for 
transportation and subsequent elaboration; in the steatite quarries 
the pots were roughed-out and carried away to be finished else-
where. It is significant also that on many village-sites in the vicinity 
the shaped objects of both materials are found freely and intimately 
associated. 
eview of the evidence thus shows many significant correspondences 
in the work of the two classes of quarries, and no differences that 
require the a sumption of wide distinction either in time, people, or 
culture. The historical aborigines are probably responsible for all the 
phenomena ob. erved. 
THE SHOEMAKER QUARRY 
Ab ut 2 mile. outhwe t of the Rose hill quarries, and not far from 
the ground f th merican University, there are several obscure out-
er p f t atite. umerous partially worked vessels have been found, 
but if q_uarrie ever existed they are now entirely obliterated by the 
1 w. 
THE Ll'fTLE FALLS SI'l'ES 
th mac, ju t below Little falls and at the 
o of ancient work have be nob erved. 
cutting tbi rock wa pro ecuted in the 
i cov ry of t atite pick and chisel , and 
fini h d and unfini hed, on the village-
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EXAMPLES OF UNFINISHED STEATITE VESSELS 
a and b (11 inches and 8 inches, respectively, in length) are from the Cliton quarry, and c ( 11 t inches in length) is from 
a village-site at College Station , Mary land 
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sites in the vicinity. These are well represented jn the collections of 
Thomas Dowling,junior, and F. W. von Dachenhausen, of Washington. 
Typical mining and cutting tools are rarely found at any considerable 
distance from the quarries. Several small chisels of the usual type, 
s}:10wn in plate xc, were obtained from a village-site between Chain 
bridge and Eades mill, on the northeastern side of the river; and two 
sinker-like objects of soapstone from this locality, one discoidal with 
a peripheral groove and the other oblong with a groo·ve passing along 
the sides and across the ends, are shown in a, and b, plate xcrx. A 
small, partially :finished. ring or bead is represented inc on the same 
plate. 
THE BRY.A.NT QUARRY 
Following the trend of the soapstone belt northeastward from the 
Tenley quarries, the first observed occurrence of a primitive quarry is 
at Four Corners, on the estate of Mr Bryant. Near this gentleman's 
mansion are two clusters of trees, each less than an acre in area, in 
which the steatite outcrops, and on account of which the land has not 
been utilized for agricultural purposes. Considerable work has been 
done on this site. In the first cluster of trees, 100 yards south of the 
house, a number of shallow depressions are seen marking the sites of 
ancient pits and trenches. Numerous worked pieces and partially 
:shaped pots are scattered about, and a few tools have been found, 
mostly by Mr W. H. Phillips, who kindly directed my notice to this 
site. The material, the nature of the work, and the tools used cor-
respond very closely with the same features of neighboring sites. 
QUARRIES OF THE PATUXENT VALLEY 
Numerous steatite quarries have been discovered in Montgomery and 
Howard r,ounties, Maryland, within the limits of the Patuxent valley. 
Our knowledge of them is due chiefly to the enterprise of two resident 
archeologists, Mr J. D. McGuire, of Ellicott, and the late Thomas Bent-
ley, of Sandyspring. The former gentleman has an extensive series of 
the quarry utensils and products, and has published a valuable paper 
concerning them.1 I have been permitted to make illustrations of sev-
eral specimens from the Bentley collection by Mrs .E. P. Thomas, the 
collector's daughter, and _additional illustrations have been obtained 
from the local collections of Mrs Charles Kirk and Miss Frances D. 
Stabler, of Olney. 
Schooley's mill site-At Schooley's mill, on the eastern side of the 
Patuxent and about half a mile below Snells bridge, steatite of excel-
lent quality outcrops in a number of places. These outcrops have 
recently been worked to some extent by the residents of the vicinity, 
but traces of ancient quarrying have not been entirely obliterated. It 
is difficult in most cases to distinguish the modern from the ancient 
1Transactions of the Anthropological Society, vol. II, 1882, p. 39. 
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pits, but there are a number of irregular depressions in a grove on the 
hillside just above the mill that may be regarded as of aboriginal 
origin. Masses of steatite appear at many points, and some of these 
bear evidence of the use of stone picks in detaching masses of the 
rock. A number of broken pots were observed, including several varie-
ties of form. One is a fia.t-bottorn basin or pan of circular outline 
and vertical periphery, about 13 inches in diameter and from 3 to 4 
inches deep, the bowl being roughed-out to about half that depth. The 
entire surface retains the marks of the roughing-out pick, which has 
been boldly handled. Another specimen, half of which was found, 
represents an oblong shallow basin with projections for handles at the 
ends. Another appeared to be part of a deep, almost hemispherical 
bowl: neatly worked but retaining no traces of handles. 
In an hour's search two fragmentary tools were found. They are 
o:r:dinary chisel picks, one showing the point and the other the head or 
rounded end. The surfaces have the appearance and feel of ordinary 
sandstone, but on examination the material is found to be a very fine-
grained argillite. Part of the surface of the larger specimen has been 
shaped by pecking, the remainder having been flaked. 
Thompson quarry-The ~egion about Browns bridge over the Patux-
eut abounds in deposits of steatite, and the ancient workings are exten-
sive. The first outcrop encountered after leaving the Laurel and Sanely-
spring pike is on the farm of Mr Benjamin Thompson, midway between 
the to11gate at Ednor and the bridge. · A grove of trees with much 
undeTgrowth borders the road on the right, covering an area of 2 or 3 
acres. In tll.e grove the soapstone outcrops at many points; numerous 
large masse ' protrude from the beds of leaves and mold, and present 
the deeply excoriated surfaces characteristic of weathered steatite. At 
the road i<le and in the lanes, as well as in the neighboring fields, frag-
ments and protruding masses of the rock are seen. A careful search 
revealed no very definite traces of ancient pitting, but an interesting 
feature was encountered near the entrance to the wood at the right. 
n angular mas of the rock rises about 2 feet above the ground, and 
the highe t corner of thi ha been partially encircled by a deep, wide 
0Toov , which still shows tll.e pick marks as seen in plate xcr. It 
m remarkable that pick mark exposed to the weather should have 
b n pr erved for ,·o long a period, yet the work must undoubtedly be 
attributed to- he abori<Tine who di appeared from this region a century 
a11d a half ag . 
' h frao-m nt f pot ob rv d h re are of ordinary type,. A fine 
hi l (b, plate crv) wa fouud in a :field adjoining the 
h r fragm ut were pi keel up at different point in the 
b ., livin.o- n ar hy had found two :fine pick , made by 
r v cl ax illu · rat din b and c, plate xcu. 
f , rm f .Mr T. E. Br wn within about half a 
d hridg ver th J>atux 11t, teatite i quite 
VIEW OF THE CLIFTON QUARRY AFTER CLEARING OUT. AS IT APPEARED FROM A PLATFORM ERECTED IN THE STREAM BED AT THE FOOT OF THE EXCAVATION 
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plentiful. In the .fields near the house masses project from the ground 
and fragments are scattered about in great profusion. A number of 
worked places were seen, and a grooved pick made from a grooved ax 
and the point of an ungrooved pick of medium size were collected. 
Wilson quarry-The site most productive of implements for working 
steatite is located within 50 yards of the Patuxent, half a mile below 
Brown's bridge, on the farm of Mr W. F. Wilson. The quarry sites 
have been cultivated to such an extent that but slight indications of 
the ancient pits are seen. A few small outcrops of the steatite are 
found, and within a radius of -60 feet about one of these over thirty 
Fm. 23- Implemeut u sed in cutt ing steatite; from quarry in Howard County, Maryland. 
tools were picked up. This series includes chisels of ordinary varieties 
( c, plate xcrv) and rude grooved picks of the extemporized variety, 
one of the latter appearing in plate xcrn. 
Fragments of unfinished vessels of various forms were observed on 
the land of Mr Wilson on the northern side of the river within the 
limits of Howard county. Several acres of forest land are covered 
by rough-looking masses of dark steatite. In some places it bas 
been worked and indistinct pits can be traced, and rudely shaped 
pieces of the material, together with specimens of the tools, were 
encountered. Beyond this spot, on the farm of Mr Henry Kruhm, 
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another quarry is located. The outcrops are limited, but character-
istic fragments of worked steatite and three rather rude chisels were 
found, two of which are shown in figures 23 and 24. 
QUARRIES NEAR OLNEY 
During a short stay at·' Fair _ Hill," the residence of Mr Richard 
Kirk, at Olney, Maryland, my attention was called to a number of rude 
soapstone dishes that lay strewn about the grounds, and Mrs Charles 
FIG. 21-Impl m nt u11ed in cutting steatite; from quarry in Howard County, Maryland. 
Kirk had in her po e ion an excellent specimen of the two-point 
hi I-pick ( hown in figure 25) . ncient quarries are located in the 
m d w 1 w the h u and in the adjoining woods on Brooke grove 
h t bliterated by recent quarrying and by 
ork d piece of steatite and pecimens of 
r ca ionally pi ked up in the vicinity. The 
al typ , and no e ample was seen that 
ni h. 
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IM PLEMENTS USED IN CUTTING STEATITE j FROM THE CLIFTON QUARRY 
a , t wo-thirds actual size; b, c, rl , act ual size 
d 
a 
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The chisel pick mentioned above was found by Mr Charles Kirk on 
the quarry site. It is made of iron-impregnated sandstone, which 
appears and rings like metal. It has been worked rudely into shape 
Fm. 25-Implement used in cutting steatite; from the Olney quarry. 
by flaking, and then :finished· apparently by grinding. It is 8 inches 
long, 3 inches wide, and half an inch thick, and would appear to be 
one of the most effective tools of its class yet found. I was so fortu-
nate as to find on this site the small chisel shown in a, plate xcrv, 
15 ETH--9 . 
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which is almost identical in size, appearauce, and material with one 
found in the Rose hill quarry in the District of Columbia. The point 
is well shaped, and shows the effects of use. The head terminates in a 
sharp edge, which is not worn, and must have been protected by a 
haft when in use. The material appears to be a :fine-grain greenish-
gray argillite. A second chisel of small size ( a, plate xcv) was subse-
quently picked up in the field near the Kirk 
residence. Half a dozen fine soapstone 
tools were obtained from this vicinity by 
Miss Frances D. Stabler, who resides at 
Sharon, a neighboring estate. 
About a mile south of Olney, on the farm 
of lYir Mackall, the location of an ancient 
quarry was noted, and the usual refuse of 
aboriginal operations was observed. A 
chisel made of blue-gray porphyry and a 
very rudely grooved or notched fragment of 
1 quartz, once hafted as a pick, were picked 
up. This quarry is said to extend to the 
farm of Dr Kirk, which lies south of Mr 
Mackall's place. 
Another site formerly occupied by the 
aboriginal soapstone worker is situated 
about 4 miles west of Olney, on the prem-
ises of Mr Holland. This place did uot 
yield any form of tool, but the unfinished 
vessels occur as usual. Other sites are 
reported in this vicinity. 
The collection of Mrs Mary Bentley 
Thomas, of Sandyspring, was ma<le from 
the quarries of the vicinity, several of which 
are mentioned above. There are many 
sp'3cimens of the partially haped ves els 
illustrating all phases of the work. The 
picks comprised in this collection are very 
fine. Some are mo<lifi.ed grooved axe~, 
other are fragments of rock roughed-out 
by flaking ju t enough to make them avail-
Frc;. 26-lmplement used in cutting able, with th addition of a haft, for work-
Kt •atit ; from. andyspringquarry. 
ing tbe soft tone. One of the former i 
h wn in plat .rcvr, while the latter type i , illu trated in :figure 26. 
n f h mo. t triking impl meut found in thi collection, aud of 
wi 1 r int r t ban h otb r (]_uarrr too1 , i a gouge of the ew Eno·-
lan<l , hi ·h l1a. b n roughly gr ov <l by th teatite worker in 
, h ft mi ht b , a ·h cl (ftcrur 27). r bis specimen rves 
th £ re f th r mark, ,ugg ·t <l by the remocl 1ing of 
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a 
Sketch map of the Connecticut avenue quarries. T he area of the soapstone 
ou tcrop is inclosed by a dotted line and the tops of the two halls are 
marked by crosses 
b 
N. 
Section of the pittings on the northern hill. T he dotted line indicates the original profi le 
C 
Section through the two hills, Connecticut avenue quarries 
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grooved axes for tbe rough work of tbe quarries, that the date of this 
work is comparatively recent. It would seem that older tools from all 
sources were pressed into service for carrying on a new art. 
Fm. 27- Gou ge-like implement grooved for haft ing and used in a steatite quarry 
near Sandyspring , Maryland. 
FALLS 
1
CHURCH AND HOLMES RUN QUARRIES 
Near Falls Church, and some 3½ miles southwest of Little falls, Vir-
ginia, steatite has been found, and some traces of ancient work have 
been reported. Similar reports come from several other localities in 
Alexandria and Fairfax counties. 
In 1891 a soapstone mine was opened on what was then the Bassett 
place, on Holmes run, 7 miles from Alexandria and the same distance 
from Georgetown. As the work advanced a few shallow depressions. 
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marking the sites of ancient pits were observed, and in cutting through 
them several rudimentary vessels and numerous mining and cutting 
tools, broken and entire, were encountered. The ancient work bad 
extended to the depth in one place of 7 or 8 feet. Several specimens 
from thi~ site are illustrated in the accompanying plates. An ordinary 
grooved ax, broken in use, is illustrated in plate xcvn, and two other 
axes modified by flaking to give them sharper cutting edges (plate 
xcvnr) are of special interest as further illustrating the subordination of 
general to spedal function among tbe tools of the aboriginal quarrymen . 
.A.MELI.A. COUN'rY QUARRIES 
On the southern side of James river, in Amelia county, Virginia, a 
very interesting site was studied by Mr F. H. Cushing, who conducted 
extended excavations and made a model of an ancient pit illustrating 
the manner iu which the masses of partially shaped steatite were cut 
out and removed. The tools recovered and the quarry rejects were 
identical with those from the more northern sites. 
MADISON COUN'l'Y QU .A.RRIES 
Between 5 and 6 miles from Orange, on the road to Madison court-
house, Virginia, is a negro church, at which a road turns off north-
ward. At a point about 200 yards from the church the latter road 
strikes an outcrop of steatite, along which it runs for 500 or 600 yards. 
Mo t of the ueposit has been so much worked by residents that it is 
now impos ible to determine whether there is any trace of aborigi11al 
work except at the extreme northern end of the outcrop. Here there 
are a few i,,mall pit that seem due to ancient work. 
CULPEPER COUNTY QUARRIES 
There is a very exten ive quarry of steatite near Waylands mil1s, on 
th Orange road, 9 or 10 miles west of Culpeper court-house. At t,he 
top of a hill, Romething over 100 feet high, the steatite outcrops and 
the pit b gin at ouce. They are all to the right of the road, and vary 
from a foot to 4 feet in depth, with the exception of one, which is fully 
150 f et in diameter the bottom being filled over an area of 50 or GO feet 
aero, with mu<'k, o that its depth can not be determine<l. AhuoRt 
ntir 'urface ha,· b n dug over for half a mile i11 extent. 
11 th farm of H. I. Aylor, about 2z miles from the mill, is another 
, t atit quarry in which it i reported that aboriginal digging was 
and that fragment of pot and the like were plentiful. 
p c·im 11. may b found at n igbboring llou e , e pecially at the negro 
' c bin,' wh r h y ar u d for "chicken troughs." 
0 TY Q RRIE' 
at Ilope tation, 6 mile 
\ irginia, ther ar ,' v ral pit , extending over 
ba b en quarri <l. by the Indian ' . The 
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT PL. LXXXV 
VIEW IN EXCAVATION ON THE NORTHERN HILL, SHOWING SURFACE OF MASSIVE STEATITE ONLY SLIGHTLY MARKED 
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stone crops out near the top of a narrow ridge on which considerable 
manufacturing seems to have been carried on, as fragments of vessels 
are numerous. 
RELATION OF CLAY AND STEA TITE POTTERY 
It might appear that peoples employing earthenware would hardly 
resort to the difficult task of quarrying and working steatite for vessel 
making, since the uses to which both classes of utensils were devoted 
must have been nearly identical; but that the historical tribes made 
pottery and at the same time employed soapstone vessels is known 
through colonial records, and also from the frequent occurrence together 
on village-sites and in shell banks of vessels made of both materials. 
It ha~ also been observed that pulverized steatite was often used in 
tempering ordinary pottery, and that the vessels so tempered are occa 
sionally modeled in the form of steatite vessels, having the heavy pro-
jections or ha.ndles at the sides. · 
The occurrence of grooved axes and celts in the quarries, and the 
adaptation of these tools by slight modification to use as picks and 
chisels, indicates with sufficient clearness that the quarrying of steatite 
was a comparatively recent industry, practiced after all forms of pol-
ished implements had been perfected, and in all probability by the 
Algonquian peoples. 
VARIOUS ARTICLES OF STEATITE 
The number of miscellaneous carvings of steatite found in the tide-
water districts is very limited, and the execution is usually inferior. 
They are in striking contrast with the work in neighboring districts in 
North Carolina and Tennessee, which furnish pipes and ornaments of 
remarkable beauty. 
The fragment of a neatly carved platform pipe shown in a, plate 
xmx, was found on an Anacostia village-site, near the Pennsylvania 
avenue bridge. The rudely shaped, channeled, sinker-like objects, b, c, 
d, are from village-sites near Little falls of the Potomac, and the bit of 
pipestem e is from a d wel1ing site near the Clifton quarry, Virginia. 
The specimens illustrated in plate c are from viJlage-sites in Virginia, 
and represent several stages of the shaping operations-a was roughed-
out by breaking and sawing; b was reduced to approximate shape by 
cutting and abrasion, .but the bowl is not yet excavated; and c appears 
to be a :finished specimen, though quite rude in appearance. The OQject 
shown in d has been carefully trimmed, but the work is not sufficiently 
advanced to show whether a pipe or an ornament was to be made. 
That such a very limited number of miscellaneous steatite carvings 
should be found in the tidewater country is a .matter of some surprise. 
CHAPTER VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF STONE IMPLEMENTS 
THE AREA INVESTIGATED 
The tidewater portions of Maryland and Virginia have an area nearly 
equal to that of the state of Maryland. About one-fourth of the area 
is occupied by broad arms of the sea, chiefly Chesapeake bay and its 
tributaries, and the land is a much diversified plain, broken by erosion 
into hills and terraced valleys. It extends inland from the Atlantic 
seaboard to the base of the highland or Piedmont plateau, which rises 
on the west to the Appalachian mountains. The curved line separat-
ing the two topographie divisions-the lowland and the highland-is 
marked by falls in all the rivers, and by the location of town and citiGs 
through which pass the great highways of travel connecting the north 
with the south. On this line are located Philadelphia, Havre de 
Grace, Baltimore, Laurel, Washington, Fredericklsburg, Richmond, aud 
Petersburg (see plate I). This was the shore-line of the Atlantic when 
the formations constituting the lowlands were laid down. 
The separation of the lowland from the highland is not a topographic 
separation only; there are pronounced biologic and geologic distinc-
tions, and these combined in archaic times to produce marked anthro-
pologic distinctions. The tirlewater region furnished a plentiful supply 
of game and fi h, and in the brackish and salt water areas an abun-
dance of oy tcrs. The natives lived much on the water, and were per-
hap more nearly a maritime people than any other group of tribes in 
the ea t. Their peculiar biologic environment had a marked influence 
on their art, giving it unique forms and exceptional distribution; while 
their unu ual geologic urroundings had a still more pronounced effect 
on their implement , uten il , and weapons, limiting the forms and 
ize and det rmining to a con iderable extent the kinds employed in 
th ari u di trict , independently of biologic and other conditions. 
In arly hi tori tim the tidewater cou11try was inhabited by 
num r u tribe. of Indian , mahily of lgonquian stock, subject to the 
r nown whatan. £ w other nations were located about the 
b a w t r, f b ap ak bay and otb r appeared at times aloug the 
w t rn f nd outh rn b rd 1\ . Tb period cov red by thi , occupancy 
pra ti 11 1 .· d abon h middl of th la t entury. Its beginuinrr is 
n tel rmin d u i pr bah] d not la,t back very many centurie . 
f · 1 n r pr hi t ri · 1 ple · if u b there were, we have no 
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information, for the art remains are simple and homogeneous, giving no 
hint of the presence in this region of any other than the historic tribes. 
The region is nearly identical with that explored by that intrepid and 
illustrious adventurer and colonist, John Smith, whose accounts of the 
natives· are among our most valuable contributions to the aboriginal 
history of the .Atlantic states. 
DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS 
GEOLOGIC DISTRIBUTION OF STONE 
The geology of the tidewater country is wholly unlike that of the 
highland, and the rocks available to the aborigines in the two regions 
were not only different in distribution but peculiar in the shapes they 
took and in other features that affect the character of the utensils 
made and employed. In the highland, west of the dotted line on the 
map forming plate r, the varieties of rock occur in massive forms and 
with d~nite independent distribution. The workable varieties, such 
as quartz, quartzite, rhyolite, jasper, and flint, were much sought by 
the aborigines of the lowland. Pragmental material was to be ob-
tained almost everywhere on the surface, but choice varieties were 
• confined to limited areas and often to distant regions, and where the 
surface exposures were not sufficient to supply the demand, quarrying 
was resorted to and the work of extracting, transporting, and trading 
or exchanging the stone must have become an important factor in the 
lives of the people. The masses of rock were uncovered, broken up, 
and tested; the choice pieces were selected and reduced to forms 
approximating the implements to be made, and in this shape they 
were carried to the low land. 
In the lowland all varieties of hard stones are fragmental, and the 
species are intermingled in varied ways. These fragments of rock are 
not merely broken, angular pieces, such as characterize the surface of 
the highland, but are rounded masses and bits known as bowlders or 
cobbles and pebbles, and comprise chiefly such tough, flinty, homoge-
neous stones as are available in the arts of primitive man. Nature, in 
her own way, selected from the highland along the stream courses the 
very choicest bits of the crumbled rocks, reduced them in hundreds of 
cataract mills and in the breakers of the seashore to rounded forms, 
and deposited them in what are now the lowlands, in great heaps and 
beds, ready to the hand of primitive man . 
.At first it would seem to even the keenest observer that a cobble or 
ovoid bowlder or pebble would be a difficult form of sto~e to utilize in 
making knives, spearheads, arrowpoints, drills, and scrapers. The 
smooth, rounded maRs· had to be transformed into a thin blade, every 
contour of which is incisive or angular. So far apart are the two 
classes of forms that few people have thought of the bowlder as a 
prominent source of these objects. But when we look into the matter 
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more carefully we find that nature has not provided any other form of 
the several tough varieties of stone so perfectly suited to the purposes 
of the stone-implement flaker as the bowlder or pebble. 
Each river brought down from the highland only such varieties of 
stone as belonged to the drainage of that river, so that in one valley 
one set of materials prevails and in another a different set of materials 
appears, varying with the geologic formations of the regfon drained. 
Rivers having identical formations have nearly identical bowlders; 
long rivers crossing numerous formations have many varieties; short 
rivers crossing but few formations have but a limited number. 
'rhere is also a selection as to size by each drainage way. Near the 
base of the highland, where the force of the current is reduced by meet-
ing tidewater, the larger bowlders are dropped, the smaller ones are 
deposited farther down, and the pebbles and sand are carried far sea-
ward. Small and weak streams transport fewer pieces and drop them 
sooner. This selection does not bold good with ice transportation, 
w h tch agency has carried irregular masses of stone to many widely 
distributed points. Notwithstanding the fact that all water-transported 
stones are more or less rounded, there is a selection with respect to 
degree of roundness. If dropped early in the progress of transporta-
tion, the bowlder is imperfectly rounded; if carried far, it is fully 
roun<l.ed. Near the margin of the highland, therefore, there is a large 
percentage of imperfectly rounded stones, and farther out there is a 
small percentage of decidedly irregular forms. These conditions are 
probably considerably modified by the action of the waves along the 
ancient seashore which skirted the base of the highland. Such frag-
ments as were su~jected to wave action became fully rounded and were 
deposited in beds along the ancient beach-lines. It is not easy to dis-
tinguish the beach-rolled material from that rounded by the flow of 
streams, both agencies having no doubt frequently acted in turn on 
the same materiat 
Again, we observe that on river banks near the base of the highland 
many varieties of rock are present, but with each mile as we descend 
the number is diminished-the softer species are reduced to sand as 
they move toward the sea and one after another disappears. Quartz, 
being the harde, t, is la t to yield to the erosive agents, and at yarious 
point along the ocean beach well-polished quartz pebbles are found. 
compari on of the Potomac and Patuxent rivers with respect to 
point i in tru tive. In ancient times both streams, as they 
d 'Cended from he mountain , gathered fragments of rock and carried 
th m downward until the oft and friable on·es were reduced to sand 
and h t ugh fl.in y varietie be ame bowlders and pebbles. The 
1 tt r n i t cl biefly of quartz and quartzite~ The Potomac was a 
l n , r rn h a ling far in th w t and cutting through many range 
f m 10t in c nd bi11 '. It ro. d h a.vy bed of quartzite in the 
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up into rather large fragments; thus it is that we have many large 
quartzite bowlders deposited in the valley about Washington and 
below, the sizes diminishing toward the sea. Between the Blue ridge 
and tidewater the river crosses a belt of gneiss rocks intersected by 
many veins of quarfa. This latter rock is hard and brittle, and breaks 
up into small fragments, which, when rounded, are usually of the size 
denominated pebbles. These were taken up by the waters in countless 
numbers and distributed with the quartzite bowlders from Washington 
to the sea. But the quartz is harder than the quartzite and resisted 
the erosive agents more successfully, so that after the quartzite disap-
pears there are still quartz pebbles in plenty. 
The other stream, the Patuxent, has a limited drainage and does 
not cross the quartzite belt but drains the quartz-bearing zone. Below 
the point of its entrance into the tidewater country at Laurel, we find, 
of the flakable stones, chiefly quartz in small fragments; lower down 
all are well rounded, forming pebbly gravels. It is thus seen that 
nature has selected the rocks used by the tidewater peoples and has 
distributed them in groups varying with original location, with hard-
ness, with toughness, with shape, and with size. 
GEOLOGY AND ART 
The effect of the natural conditions of distribution on the stone art 
of the various districts was necessarily pronounced. One community 
located conveniently to deposits of large bowlders used large stones, 
and t he tools shaped from them average large. ..Another community 
located in a pebble-bearing district utilized pebbles, so far as they are 
capable of utilization, and this people had few large tools and many 
small ones, the average size being small. Dwellers in quartzite-bearing 
districts had quartzite tools, those having quartz deposits had quartz 
tools, and those residing near the base of the highland had many 
varieties of stone and hence used a much greater diversity of stone 
tools, since the working qualities or capacities of each stone vary from 
the rest. 
As a result of these conditions the tidewater Potomac is rich in 
chipped tools, both of quartzite and of quartz, of home production. 
The Patuxent yields a large percentage of quartz tools, most of which 
are native. The Potomac yields to the collector a large percentage of 
large tools, the Patuxent a large percentage or· small ones. These 
remarks relate to the nativf'. varieties of material and implements 
made from them. Exotic materials had their own peculiar distribu-
t ion, which will be examined further on. 
Nearly all rude, bulky implements of chipped stone, and all failures 
or rejects of manufacture, are, as a matter of course, found on o.r near 
the sites from which the raw materials were derived. Rejects are 
large and clumsy on the upper tidewater Potomac because of the large 
size of the bowlders available; they are small on the Patuxent because 
the pebbles utilized were small. 
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Again, we observe that the percentage of failures-the turtlebacks 
and other refuse of manufacture-decreases rapidly with the distance 
from the source of supply of the raw material. This may be illustrated 
by a suppositious case. In the vicinity of Washington we have a great 
deposit of quartzite bowlders. In figure 28 the dotted line may be 
taken as roughly indicating the area yielding workable bowlders, and 
the angular markings show the distribution of rejects of manufacture. 
The successful blades and the :finished tools produced radiate much 
more widely, but also diminish with distance from the source of sup-
ply, as indicated by the smaller strokes in figure 19, a generalized case 
also. Favorite routes of travel would receive the fuller supply of these 
.,, 
·~ .. ~ 
' 4 r 
SHI NG TON 
,. . 
1•'10. 2 - Dis tribution of r .i cts of manufactme, confiue(l largely to the area yielding the raw 
material. 
obj ct , and dw lling and important hunting and fishing sites would 
· · 'ndicated by "village-sites" in figure 20. Ou 
e raw material, failures and unfinished imple-
:fi.ui h d implements in numbers, but beyond 
o t wholly prevalent. So-called paleo1ithic 
factur , are thu confined to certain areas-
aw material-and it i ea y to see bow, in 
u b for th true natur of these forms 
i ~ r hought to have be n e pecially 
lithic man. 
h a b n , aid that the artificial di tri-
Y, and i ind ed a modi:ficati n of, 
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the natural distribution, and that each class of artificial objects is 
scattered in a way peculiar to itself. But the human agent is an 
important factor. Other things being equal, human distribution of 
small things is far, of large objects near; implements of war and the 
chase travel far, domestic utensils remain near; improvised articles 
or devices are near, highly elaborated and valuable objects go far; 
along thoroughfares distribution is far, across thoroughfares it is 
near. Again, much-occupieg. sites are richly stocked with utensils, 
while slightly occupied spots have but few; sites near the source or 
sources of supply have a wealth of art, very distant ones have almost 
nothing; and sites convenient to a plentiful supply of one material 
have many tools of that material; sites remote from any of the sources 
SHINGTON 
' I\ I -., · ' I 
\ 
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F IG. 29-Distribution of implements, much more general and extensive than the distribution of 
r ej ects. 
have a limit,ed supply from many sources. So, too, a sedentary people 
will not distribute widely, while wandering or sernisedentary tribes wm 
transport their possessions to many distant places; and sites occupied 
by numerous tribes in turn will have diversified art remains. It may 
be further noted. that on sites devoted to single or simple industries 
the r ange of tools will be small, while on sites where occupations were 
varied the range wiH be large; and that where peoples were varied, 
occupations varied, materials varied, and time was long, we will have 
the widest range. 
The tidewater peoples were by no means content with the materials 
supplied by the province in which they lived, al_though these naturally 
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received first attention. Not being favored by nature in the quality 
an<l. range of their material, they seem to have searched far and near 
for those finer-grained, homogeneous varieties so much used in other 
regions. They sought flint in . the mountains of Virginia fully a hun-
dred miles beyond the tidewater limit; they discovered the slaty-look-
ing volcanic porphyry called rhyolite in South mountain 75 miles 
northwest of Washington, andjasper and argillite were obtained from 
eastern and northeastern Pennsylvania. It is probable that in Home 
cases the tidewater peoples made long journeys in search of these 
rocks and spent a considerable season quarrying and roughing-out the 
blank forms and selecting choice bits to be carried borne. On the other 
hand, much of the material from these distant places may have reached 
the lowland by exchange or trade, and a certain amount, uot ascer-
tainable, of the supply of implements of exotic materials was no doubt 
due to visits and incursions of the peoples occupying the region of the 
source of supply, as, for example, jasper by the Susquehannocks of 
the north and flint by the Monacans of the west. It may be that in 
time, by careful comparison of the forms of implements characterizing 
various exotic materials, something may be suggested of the presence 
of neighboring peoples in, or at least of their influence on, the art of 
the tidewater region. Distribution is really very general, implements 
made of all of the varieties of stone mentioned beiug scattered more 
or less fully over the Chesapeake-Potomac country as far south as 
James river. 
Jasper, the quarries of which have recently been located by Mr H. 
0. Mercer, of Philadelphia, is most plentiful in the upper Chesapeake 
an<l. Susquehanna regions. A.rgillite, which was obtained in the Dela-
ware valley, did not find its way to any great extent into Maryland and 
irginia, although several caches of blades have been discovered in 
the miudle Chesapeake region and implements are occasionally found. 
Rbyolite implements are most plentiful in the Patuxent and Potomac 
valley., and e ·p cially in those portions of them adjoining South 
mountain. The quarrjes of this stone are in Pennsylvania near the 
head of the Monocacy, and the implements are very numerous on that 
tr am, whil fragm nt of considerable size have been carried far 
down th Potoma . Trau portation was, no doubt, mainly by water. 
Pr bably on -fourth of the pear head and arrowpoints of the Potomac 
r n-ion ar mad f thi ro •k. Dark or blackish flint was used in mak-
ino- , mall r pr d til p int , and these are rare in the tidewater 
, nn Y, ut in r a: in numb r tow~rd the west, and prevail in tbe 
mi l and upp r t mac region. 
I ·h uld b n d b f the xotic materials we have in the tide-
r fi w l rg r rud implement , and as a matter of 
f m nuf ur ar rar , save tho e that re ult from 
ializin and fini bing operation a were 
ran p rta i n from the quarry. Of quartz 
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The lower specrmen is from th e Krrk place, Olney, Maryland; actual siz e 
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and quartzite, the native flakable stones, there are countless rejects of 
manufacture of all grades, as described in the foregoing pages. 
It may be said of quartzite and quartz that a portion of these mate-
rials, perhaps a large portion, especially of the latter, was gathered 
from the highland beyond the tidewater limit, and no one can say from 
the examination of ordinary finished implements of these materials 
whether or not they were made from a native bowlder or pebble or from 
a foreign mass or flake; yet the presence of countless numbers of the 
rejects of manufacture from bowlders and pebbles of these materials 
within the tidewater area, and the rarity, so far as I have been able to 
discover, of refuse of manufacture in the highland, seem to make the 
true conditions clear. 
Cut, pecked, ground, and polished implements of usual types are 
common in this region. Steatite, used in making pots, pipes, sinkers, 
ceremonial stones, and ornaments, was quarried in hundreds of places 
along the eastern border of the highland. The unfinished objects are 
found on and about the qu.arry sites and on dwelling sites near by._ 
The finished utensils and implements are scattered far and wide over 
the tidewater province, but grow less plentiful as we approach the 
Atlantic coast. The picks and chisels used in working the soapstone 
are confined to the quarries and to shop and dwelling sites in the 
vicinity. Scores of these objects have been gathered from the Chain 
bridge sites, within an hour's walk of numerous quarries of the stone 
they were used in shaping. 
Grooved axes and celts were made for the most part of tough bowl-
ders of volcanic and rarely of granitic rocks obtained from the stream 
beds or about the margins of the highland. Failures resulting from 
the manufacture of these implements are frequently found on village-
sites along the banks of the larger streams but rarely very far beyond 
the range of the raw material. The implements themselves are of the 
widest distribution. 
COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF IMPLEMENTS 
DISTRIBU'l'ION B Y CLASSES 
The liability of the various stone implements of the tidewater region 
to t ransportation is approximately expressed in the partial list given 
below. Beginning with those least subject to transportation and end-
ing with those most subject to it we have the following tentative order: 
Mortars, generally extemporized from large, flattish or ovoid bowl-
ders having at least one concave surface, which was gradually deepened 
by use or purposely hollowed out, were probably rarely far removed 
from the site of their first utilization. Many other improvised tools 
and utensils-mnllers, pestles, ha mmerstones, etc_:.__were equally home 
stayers, being merely natural shapes picked up and adapted to the 
needs of a place or occasion. 
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Sharpened bowlders, embracing extemporized chopping or bone-break-
ing toois, occur on all river sites where bowlders were at hand. The 
edge or point was made by removing one or more flakes, which required 
but a moment's work. They were not transported far beyond the limits 
of the bowlder-producing area. 
Notched and sharpened bowlders, used as improvised axes and picks 
or hoes, are closely related to the preceding, but intended to be hafted. 
Their transportation was but slight, as they are rarely found far beyond 
the range of deposits of heavy bpwlders. Half a dozen blows with a 
hammerstone were sufficient to fashion one of these objects. They were 
probably not sufficiently essential or valued to be transported, save in 
exceptional cases. Blunt-end hammer-like objects notched for hafting 
are distributed sparsely over corresponding areas. 
Picks and chisels, used for working steatite, traveled but little beyond 
the quarries and the neighboring villages where the :finishing was done. 
These consist of rude, sharp stones, of axes and celts worked over or 
"upset" to secure good points and edges, and of thick leaf-shape chisels 
reduced to approximate shape by flaking and then ground to an edge 
at one or both ends. 
Net sinkers are not common. The rude specimens were probably 
carried back and forth to some extent along the streams, and small 
well-finished pieces may have been carried everywhere. 
Pestles, cylindrical stones symmetrically shaped and well :finished by 
battering, were apparently carried from place to place and perhaps for 
long distances. Ruder specimens were extemporized and not trans-
ported. 
Hammerstones-M~ny of the e objects are improvised from bowlders 
and were quickly cast aside, as already indicated, but others were 
carried far out into the bowlderless region. 
Soapstone vessels are widely distributed, reaching in rather rare cases 
point 50 miles or more from the highland in which the material was 
quarried. 
Grooved axes, celts, scrapers, drills, knives, spearheads, arrowpoints, 
a w 11 as pipes, ceremonial stones, and ornaments were freely trans-
port d, cov ring the full range of the peoples employing them, and 
not infr quently, no doubt, pa ing from district to district through 
t1ier ha11d . 
lting from failures in specialization of transported forms 
a t.:' at remod ling of worn or broken tools are to be found 
ut r · f th roughing-out processe are not greatly 
a e tr ing ag ncie , remaining on the bop sites, as 
h n. 
DL TRIB TI B P .ART! L R SITES 
ntri ·iti f di tribution may b illu trated by an 
nt nt. f . it having varying relation to 
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1. On a site of quarrying and manufacture where dwelling was 
inconvenient, as on the bluffs of Rock creek, the work was confined 
mainly to roughing-out leaf-shape blades, and the series of art forms 
comprises a limited range, including turtlebacks and other kinds of 
rejects, with refuse and implements of manufacture. On the quarry-
shop sites of Rock creek nothing exotic, nothing finished, nothing that 
might not readily be classed as paleolithic, if shape alone were consid-
ered, was found in three months' work. 
2. On a site of quarrying and manufacture where dwelling was prac-
ticable, and where lodges were actually pitched to a limited extent, we 
find intermingled with the rude forms some specialized implements aud 
a few tools of exotic origin, such as projectile points of rhyolite, with 
axes and celts, as at Riggs mill, 8 miles northeast of Washington. 
3. On a site of manufacture and at the same time of extensive dwell-
ing, as at Anacostia, in the District of Columbia, where much raw 
material was at hand, all varieties of refuse and of rude forms are 
found; likewise well-shaped and wholly finished specimens of flaked 
tools of loca.l origin prevail. There are also all the cut, pecked, and 
polished tools, and the ceremonial stones and ornaments common to 
village-sites. Besides these many exotic materials in varied forms are 
found. 
4. On a village-site where no raw material save small quartz pebbles 
is found there will be a full range of small quartz r~jects and of small 
quartz implements, with a liberal supply of finished implements of 
exotic materials, averaging small. 
5. On a site remote froD?- all Rources of raw material, as on the east-
ern shore, the objects average small and are much varied in material 
and style, having come far, through numerous peoples, and from many 
sources. 
Typical illustrations of the two last-mentioned varieties of sites are 
difficult to find, for the reason that in all sections, even far out toward 
the present ocean beach, there are occasional ice-borne bowlders and 
fragments of considerable size, and these were collected by the natives 
and used for mortars and mullers and for various :flaked and battered 
implements; and such objects destroy the entire simplicity of condi-
tions conceived for the sites described. 
DISTRIBUTION BY GENESIS AND FUNCTION 
A syn optical statement is made in the accompanying plate ( er), 
which exhibits many of the most striking features of the :flaked-stone 
archeology of this province, and indicates clearly the points most 
requiring attention in other regions. The stories of the origin and 
form of the material, of manufacture, rejection, elaboration, transpor-
tation, storage, specialization, and use are all expressed or suggested. 
Four materials are represented-two native and in the form of bowl-
ders, and two exclusively exotic and derived from mass deposits. Each 
series indicates the course of development through which most of the 
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finished forms passed between the first stroke given to the shapeless 
stone and the :finished work of art. The size is considerably reduced 
in the drawing. 
In the first and second series all the forms from the bowlder to tlrn 
most minute art shapes are represented in solid lines, being exclusively 
tidewater art. In the first series, numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are shop 
rejects (turtlebacks, etc) and are not implements. Numbers 7, 8, and 9 
are roughed-out forms (blanks or blades ready for further specializa-
tion) and are not necessarily implements, although they were perhaps 
avaiiab1e as knives and scrapers. The numbers from 10 to 18 are spe-
cialized forms derived mainly, no doubt, from bowlders, and include 
knives, spearheads, arrowpoints, and perforators or drills. 
The second series comprises forms derived mainly from quartz peb-
bles; naturally they are smaller than the quartzite forms. They are 
drawn in solid lines, being of native derivation. Numbers I, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, aud 7 are shop rejects (turtlebacks) aud are not implements. 
Number 8 is a profile showing an ordinary "peak" or hump of the 
reject. umbers 9, 10, and 11 are successful blades, which rnay have 
been employed as knives or scrapers, though such forms were usually 
intended for specialization iuto arrowpoints, spearheads, perforators, 
etc, a indicated in 1mm ber8 12 to 20. 
The third erie , consisting of objects of rbyolite, is drawn partly in 
solid li11e and partly in dotted outlines. Those in solid lines cornpri~e 
tran portecl and Hpecialized objects, which were collected in t11e tide-
water country. 'rlio "e ill dotted lines, a, b, c, d, e, and./~ are the rejects 
of manufacture which are not found in th~ tidewater country, being -
obtained only on the quarry-tibop ·ites in Adams county, Pemrnylvania. 
The :ucce. ful blade , illnstrated in g, h, and i, were carried away from 
the quarry to be n, eel a they are or for pecialization into the fmcceed-
jng forms, j to q, when needed. The tidewater province is abundantly 
upplied with all th form from g to q. 
The fi urth eri H, ·ompo ' ed of articles of jasper, repeats very closely 
th <·011ditio11 of the third or rhyolite serie . The size average 
mall r 011 ac ·ouut of the inferior massivenes and minuter cleavage of 
h ro ·k. Th r j ct. of m,tnufacture, indicated in dotted lines, are 
htain<>d mainly from h r c ntly di ·covered qua.rrie in eastern Penn-
·lv:rnic. th r quarri · nearer at band mny yet be found, and some 
f nr riv r. furni ·ho· a:i nal biti::i and pebbles of thi. material. The 
·a ·h and Jini b •d obj ct. g to q, are widely scattered over the ti<le-
w t r r ion. Thr r fonr other material , of equal iutere:.:;t with those 
ad<l d, bu th le on would not b made clearer tbau a 
iJ1 taking up tl1e tone implements of 
al l e back to it, ource, o that 
f 1 b f th full life hh;tory of the 
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and use. Each form or class of implement will thus be found to have 
left in its wake a trail of "wasters" or rejects peculiar to itself. Until 
these are understood, selected, and set apart, there is necessarily much 
confusion. 
It is seen by a study of plate er, in conjunction with the representa-
tions of actual specimens in preceding plates, that a half or more of the 
range of native flaked forms are actually not implements. The sepa-
ration is approximately indicated by the upper brackets marked "not 
implements" and "implements.'' It will be observed that this division 
separates the cache forms or blanks of the middle column iuto two 
parts. Portions of this class of objects were mere quarry shapes, 
distributed to be elaborated when needed, but some of them were 
probably utilized in their blank shape as knives, etc, and some show a 
slight degree of specialization (as in number 9 of the first series), and 
thus properly take their place with implements. Nearly all of the 
specimens shown in this column are actual cache finds, some being 
depicted on reduced scale in order to get the entire series within the 
limits of a plate. 
The distribution of cut, battered, ground, and polished stone imple-
ments, and of the refuse of their manufacture, is governed by laws 
similar to those governing the distribution of flaked stone. 
15 E'.l'H--10 
RESUME 
Geologic history of the province-The Potomac-Chesapeake tidewater 
proviuce lies outside or east of what is kno,wn as the "fall line"-tbe 
base of the highland proper-and is a broad, much broken plateau, 
nowhere more than a few hundred feet in height. The geologic forma-
tions consist in the main of loosely bedded bowlder-gravels and Rands 
derived from the highland at periods when the sea covered the entire 
area, washing the highland along the fall line. Subsequent elevations 
of a few hundred feet drove the sea outward beyond its present limit, 
and erosion carved the exposed land into hills and valleys. 
At a later period the land was depressed a hundred feet or more, 
aud the valley were filled with water from the sea, forming a thousand 
arm and inlet whose tortuous margins now meander the old bill slopes 
of the province mid way in their bei gh t. 
Ili ·toric peoples-When first visited by the English this district was 
o cupied by numerous Indian tribes, who subsisted largely by hunting 
and fl bing, but engaged to ome extent in the cultivation of maize. 
Tbey were a vigorous, valiant race, but had made but little progress 
in any of the art save thos of mere subsistence. Today they have 
entir ly di app are<l, and students iuterested in their history gather 
tb cattere<l remain of their art, seeking thus to supplement the 
meag r 1· cord of colonial day . 
Art remain ·-The art remain preserved to our time indicate the 
pr valen · of xtr mely , imple conditions of life throughout the past, 
and xhibit no f ature at variance with those characterizing the his-
t ri · oc upaucy. Whil their tudy throws much Jight on numerous 
pi:od : f h hi tory of the aboriginal tribe , the story they tell of 
th 'lll · lv : and f th indu trial truggles of primitive peoples in gen-
r, l i: of profonrn1 int r :t. 
i 't(lfus of art- . in<li at d by the remains, art in stone-which is 
th l adi11 rr ar r pr : ut d-wa till almost wholly within the imple-
m nt-makincr pha: f 11 tone a e, mythology and the esthetic forces 
n t t having 1 nt th ir in piration to the hand of the sculptor. 
niti:rction r~l .·tone- ton in it a,riou forms wa much valued and 
n. 1 b h , p op] , 11d wa , ou ht b th in the lowland and in the 
hi hlall(l b<'Y u l. Iu h lowl nd it o curred a. bowlder. and pebbles 
hr no-ht l wn b ' b w t r and in the highland a· orio-inal ma. ses 
an<l a: , nrfa<· fr, gm nt. di. 1 dg d by natural force . It wa gathered 
fl m h urfa £ r vari u: u . an<l, hen the upply wa insufficient 
11 . 
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it was duo· from the ground; and thereby the quarrying iudustry 
b I 
developed. 
Shaping processes-The implements made were of many forms aud 
served a multitude of purposes. Their history divides itself naturally 
into two sections the period of manufacture being sharply separated 
from the period' of utilization. The first stage, the full analysis of 
whieh is of the utmost importance, is studied to best advantage 
t,hrough the shaping processes employed in manufacture. These pro-
cesses were adapted to the kind of material utilized and the nature of 
the results desired and are grouped under four heads, as follows: (1) 
Fracturiug- processes, (2) battering processes, (3) incising processes, and 
(4) abrading processes. 
Fracture processes-Of the implements made and used iu this prov-
ince perhap 00 per cent were shaped by fracture 1,rocesses. These 
deal with all brittle stone, and the i,haping is attended by constant 
breakag and failure, so that for each completed form several abortive 
form s are produced more or less closely resembling some of the simpler 
varieties of :finished implements. This work was carried on all over 
the large area furnishing the raw material, and the articles made and 
used were everywhere intimately intermingled with the rejectage of 
manufacture. So confusing were the conditions that no definite line 
could be drawn between the two classes of objects. The discovery of 
quarries in the hills, entirely isolated from sites and phenomena of 
specialization and use, made the separation easy, and led to a correct 
understanding of what may well be called the morphology of flaked 
implements. 
Lowland qitarries-The great quarries of the lowland were located 
iu the bluffs about the head of tidewater on t.he Potomac and yielded 
quartzite bowlders in vast numbers. These were obtained aud par-
tia11y elaborated on the local shop sites. The bowlders were cast out 
of the pits and a few flakes removed to test the material; the best 
stoue was selected and the desired implements roughed-out by free-
hand fracture. .Tlle form almost universally sought was a, leaf-sha.pe 
bla<le suitable for further elaboration into any of the specialized forms 
having their genesis through this general form. The blades ma<le-
with perhaps unshaped flakes and fragments-were carried away, and 
the soil soon closed over the pits and the vast bodies of shop refuse; 
and these latter, now for the first time systematically examined, tell the 
story of operations and results with absolute certainty and complete 
uniformity. 
Story of rejectage and refuse-The debris of the quarry-shops consists. 
of (1) te ted and shattered bowlders, (2) flakes, and (3) broken and 
abortive incipient implements, the last necessarily illustrating all t.be 
steps of implement development from inception to the end of the quarry 
work. ThinHess was an essential feature of the blades made, and 
failure resulted in a maJority of cases from the development of too 
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great thickness along the middle of the form. It is these thick forms, 
flaked on one or both sides and exhibiting types of conformation neces-
sarily oft repeatell, and scattered over the country wherever shaping 
from bowlders was attempted, that have puzzled and confused archeolo-
gist . It was not the practice here or elsewhere to finish the imple-
ments on the quarry site. The form was developed just far enough to 
make transportation easy and the subsequent work of specialization 
simple and safe. _ 
Destiny of the quarry product-From the quarry-shops the blades 
were carried away to be specialized, finished, and used. Some are 
found in hoards or caches, suggesting transportation from the quarries 
or from place to place in numbers; some are found on village-sites and 
scattered over the fields, and many examples still retain the crude 
edges and points just as they came from the roughing-out shops; others 
are neatly trimmed, probably for use as knives, scrapers, etc, while 
tl.Je vast majority are sharpened and stemmed, or notched for hafting 
a projectile points. In these objects we have not only the quarry-
hop product but the product of all other shops of the province as well. 
Rude flaked implmnents--N umerous heavy flaked implements of the 
region, found on village-sites, in shell banks, and elsewhere, were shaped 
from bowlder by triking off a few flakes, giving rude edges and points. 
Th y are not of quarry origin as the inferior grades of material, found 
v ry generally di 'tributed, were utilized. As scattered about they are 
n t a ily di tingui hed from the ordinary rejectage of blade making. 
Highland quarries-Quarries beyond the limits of the tidewater region 
w r xt 11 iv ly worked by implement makers. The stone was in the 
ma:,, but the proce,· e employed in shaping it and the results reached 
·l Iy lupli ate corre ponding features in the lowland quarries. The 
blade mad were transported to all parts of the lowland and worked 
up int implement duplicating the local varieties. No rejects of this 
work ar found in the lowland, and rude implements of the materials 
inv lv d ar xtr mely rare outside of the highland. 
Battering and abracling processes-Implements to be shaped by theRe 
pr . e - lt ax , and the like-were very often reduced to approxi-
mat , hap by fl.akin . Ton h, heavy, hard stones were preferred, and 
di ,_. minat d water-worn piece were often cho en. The fracturing 
\J\,C)~.,,, .,, ... mpl y d wer th ame as tho e concerned iu ordinary 
, b 1t, in the object· to b mad were of different classes the 
pr nt. di. tiu t typ · f form. The c lt, the most numerous 
f p -1~ d-c brad d t 1 J1a a wid dge and a roundish body 
he p in d ab v . Flal cl implem nt. of 1 af-b]ade origin have 
c 1 int in, cl f • n 1 whil th bo<li ar flat and the upper end 
i.1 hr d. w r n c . arily fore. hadowed in the 
p ·im n , fi nnd intermingl d on ite of 
i h b nd ncie , iu th on typ , to 
h r by t udencie t d fmi-
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tion of a pointed end. The celt forms roughl~d-out by flaking were 
specialized by pecking processes and completed by grinding and pol-
ishing, the rejectage being unimi,ortant, as the processes were not so 
violent as to lead to frequent breakage. 
Incision processes-Softer varieties of stone were shaped by cut-
ting. The rock, chiefly soapstone, was extensively qut1rried from mas-
f-ive deposits in the highland and worked into vessels, pipes, and a few 
less important varieties of objects. As with the other groups, the 
articles made were only roughed-out in the quarries, specializing and 
finishing being conducted mainly on sites of use. The implements 
employed in this work form a distiuct class. Many of the quarry 
forms are rude sledg•es and picks, while the cutting tool prope:i; is a 
chisel or pick-according to tlrn manner of hafting-made of bard, 
tough stone and shaped usually by flaking~ pecking, and grinding. 
Sites of manufacture for these tools have not been observed, and are 
probably scattered and unimportant. 
Distribution of implements-Distribution is found to present a num-
ber of points of interest, most of which pertain to the relation of the 
implemen-ts as found to the sources of the raw material. Rejectage of 
manufacture is little subject to transportation, though raw material in 
convenient form may have traveled a long way. The smaller imple-
ments found their way to very distant parts, while the larger and · 
especially the ruder forms remained on or near the sites of original 
use. Distribution from ,the great quarries was doubtless in large num-
bers, and trade as well as use may have assisted in the dissemination. 
The general distribution over the country was brought about by many 
minor agencies connected with use. Each province, each district, and 
site, here and elsewhere, is supplied with art remains brought together 
by the various agencies of environment-topographic, geologic, biologic, 
and ethnic-and the action of these agencies is to a large extent sus-
ceptible of analysis, and this analysis, properly conducted, constitutes 
a very large part of the science of prehistoric archeology. 
SGPPLEME TARYNOTES 
The quarry group prese11teil in the frontispiece and again in another 
setting in plate en was prepared as an exposition exhibit rather than 
a a ueces ary feature of the studies recorded in the present paper. It 
may be further stated that it is intended to exemplify a great art of tlH~ 
ra ·e-tbe haping of stone by flaking processes-rather than to illus-
trate a ati factorily established. episode in the history of a particular 
people. After the return of the group from the World's Columbian 
Expo ition at Chicago, where it formed part of a set of exhibits illus-
trati11g the various great quarry-shops of the United States, I con-
·eivecl tl1e notion that the figures could be taken to Piny branch aud 
p1ace<l in t.he actual quarries, thus more graphically portraying the 
anci ,nt op ration . A site was selected for the purpose on the margin 
of a gulch near Fourteenth treet, where some great oaks grow on the 
bed. of a11cient refuse; but before the project could be carried out I 
wa, call ,<l_ away from the work permanently. I happened, however, 
to m ntion my plan to Messr, Cushing and Dinwi<ldie~ of the Bureau 
of EtLnol gy, and the e gentlemen very generou~ly took up the work, 
aml the re ult is indicated in the accompanying view, plate en, which 
n it re eipt ,va a reat surpri e to me: as much more had been done 
than ha<l contemplated. It eem · that Mr Cushing found traces of 
<l w lliu nth ~ ite el ct <l, and re olved to re tore tue scenes of the 
J)a. t in an po.· ibl detail without d viating from the theoretic his-
toric m '1 1 . Ile e tabli he<l. a camp, built the lodge of matting, 
•, rri <l nt an antiqu wood n mortar and other appropriate utensili:;, 
laid a 11 arth f bowl<l.er , au<l. c011 ' tructe<l. the framework of pole · for 
lr in fi h an<l g m . The c ne i altogetb r complete and realistic 
tl1 ugh th pi ture i · om wl1at la king in contra t of light and shade. 
It r m, in' nly t ·a in hi, onnection that I de ire nothing more 
tha11 tha h gr up ,.h ul<l. b taken for what it i worth as an illus-
tra i n of a m :t imr ortant in<l.u try carri d on in nearly every part 
f th c· trntr ·. It wilJ ]1 w v r I am , ure, a i tin conveying a defi-
11it impr ion of h w rk pro e ut cl o xten. ively in the Di trict of 
Columbia and a i a: ic t with th quarrie the only people tlrnt 
ba\' a11' ·lai m what: rt th upancy of th r gion and the ' ite, 
tl, a 1 in f, v r of th pra ·tical correctue of the 
I. 
h f reuret tbat 
f th work-
gh it i true 
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a, Turt leback with convexity so pronounced .is to lead to rejection. b, Blade approximating desired form, but so thick as to lead to rejection. c, Blade successfu I, save for slightly too great thickness 
near the wider end. d, Point slightly specialized by use of flaking tool impelled by pressure from shoulder 
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that this would be putting together portions of the work not usually 
associated in the great quarries here aud elsewhere. General condi-
tions would have warranted the association, however, for, as bas been 
shown elsewhere, where sites of dwelling or use were closely combined 
with sites producing the raw material the roughing-out operations were 
doubtless often followed by the :finishing processes in a continuous 
series. 
Copies of the group, as illustrated in the frontispiece, are now set 
up in the National Museum at Washington and in the Field Colum-
bian Museum at Chicago. · 
II 
While engaged in the work of excavation on the Piny branch quarry 
site, I took up the matter of the shaping processes employed by the 
quarrymen, and assuming that bowlders , were used for hammerstones, 
attempted to accomplish by free-hand flaking what bad been done by 
the ancient artisans._ For some time I labored at great disadvantage, 
as I was experimenting as a rule with material already rejected as 
unfit for use. When the quarry face was reached and the superiority 
of the bowlders fresh from the bed realized, I took up the work with 
renewed hope, but an accident to my left arm, resulting from attempts 
to flake a very large stone held in the left band, caused ·the practical 
discontinuance of the experiments. Although not absolutely sure that 
I was working as the quarrymen had worked, there can be no doubt 
that I was not far wrong, for no other known process could take the 
p1a.ce of free-band percussion in fracturing and flaking the firm, smooth, 
round bowlders. The hammer, even if of other material, would have 
to be operated in an identical manner. 
In taking up the work of flaking stone I fully realized the difficulty 
of the task. The art is not to be learned in a day any more than are 
any of the ordinary mechanic arts such as carpentry or the working of 
metal, yet if savages learned it others can learn it, and no doubt of 
ultimate success need be felt by any student willing to give liberally of 
time and labor. 
The difficulty of flaking the stone was not great, for a considerable 
percentage of the bowlders fracture with comparative ease; but the 
great difficulty was in causing the :flakes to carry far enough across the 
face of the stone to give the necessary low convexity to the surface, 
and when this result was reached approximately on one side it was 
extremely uncertain whether it could be repeated on the other side, the 
requisite form, as indicated in this and all other quarry-shops of the 
same class, being a thin blade of lens-like profile. The sections shown 
in :figure 20a illustrate phases of successful and unsuccessful flaking. 
In the first illustration the left side shows the removal of four flakes 
and reduction of the surface to nearly the necessary degree of convex-
ity. The work on the other side failed utterly, the flakes did not carry, 
and a high peak resulted. This is the profile of multitudes of failures. 
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In the econd figure the :flaking progressed encouragingly on both sides, 
but neither wa reduced to the requisite :flatness. .A blade of this 
degree of convexity was usually rejected. .A satisfactory profile was 
a 
C d 
F10. 20a- Cro a a ctions illustrating su ce sive re-
moval of fl ak a from bowld rs. The dotted space 
1 the a tioa of form produced, a and b being fail-
ur s and c and d uc eases. 
produced in the third case illus-
trated, and as indicated in the 
fourth figure a lucky splitting of 
the bowlder made it possible to 
produce two successful blades. 
I found that very often before 
I had obtained the desired pro-
file some unfortunate blow shat-
tered the stone, but I got very 
near the desired result in nu-
merous cases, duplicating the 
best of the rejected forms, but 
falling a little short of the blade 
as perfected bytheancientwork-
men and carried away for use 
and elaboration. 
Inpla.tecnrsorneof theresults 
of my efforts at blade making are 
presented. I observed that the 
rejectageof my work, where fall-
ing among the freshly uncovered 
rejectage of the site, was not to 
be distinguished from it in any 
way-not even in many cases by 
the freshness of the fracture. 
to the work of pecializing the perfected blade into keen-edged 
knive , lend r drill , and temmed and notched projectile points, it 
doe not em t compare in difficulty with the making of the thin 
blad hem elve from the bowlders. 
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THE SIOUAN INDIANS 
A PRELIMINARY SKETCH 1 
BY W J McGEE 
THE SIOUAN STOCK 
DEFINITION 
EXTEN'.l' OF THE STOCK 
Out of some sixty aboriginal stocks or families found in North Amer-
ica above the Tropjc of Cancer, about five-sixths were confined to the 
tenth of the territory bordering Pacific ocean; the remaining nine-tenths 
of the land was occupied by a few strong stocks, comprising the Algon-
quian, Atltapascan, Iroquoian, Shoshonean, Siouan, and others of more 
limited extent. 
The Indians of the Siouan stock occupied the central portion of the 
continent. They were preeminently plains Indians, ranging from Lake 
Michigan to the Rocky mountains, and from the Arkansas to the Sas-
katchewan, while an outlying body stretched to tbe shores of the 
Atlantic. They were typical American barbarians, headed by hunters 
and warriors and grouped in shifting tribes led by the chase or driven 
by battle from place to place over their vast and naturally rich domain, 
though a crude agriculture sprang up whenever a tribe tarried long in 
one spot. No native stock is more interesting than the great Siouan 
group, and none save the Algonquian and Iroquoian approach it in 
wealth of literary and historical records; for since the advent of white 
men t.he Siouan Indians have played striking roles on the stage of 
human development, and have caught the eye of every thoughtful 
observer. 
The term Siouan is the adjective denoting the "Sioux" Indians and 
cognate tribes. The word "Sioux" has been variously and vaguely 
used. Originally it was a corruption of a term expressing enmity or 
contempt, applied to a part of the plains tribes by the forest-dwelling 
Algonquian Indians. According to Trumbull, it was the popular appel-
lation of those tribes which call themselves Dakota, Lakota, or Nakota 
1 Prepa.red ·as a complem,mt and introduction to the following paper on "Siouan Sociology," by the 
late James Owen Dorsey. . 
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( Friendly,' implying confederated or allied), and was an abbreviation 
of ... adowes ioux, a Canadian-French corruption of Nadowe-ssi-wag 
("the nake-like ones" or'' enemies"), a term rooted in the Algonquian 
nadowe (" a snake'); and some writers have applied the designation to 
different portions of the stock, while others have rejected it because of 
the off'en ive implication or for other reasons. So long ago as 1836, 
however, Gallatin employed the term "Sioux" to designate collectively · 
"the na ions which peak the Sioux language," 1 and used an alterna-
tive term to designate the subordinate confederacy-i. e., he used the 
term in a y tematic way for the first time to denote an ethnic unit 
which experience bas shown to be well defined. Gallatin's terminology 
wa soon after adopted by Prichard and others, and has been followed 
by moRt careful writers on the American Indians. Accordingly the 
name mu. t be regarded as established through priority and prescrip_ 
tioo, and has been used in the original sense in various standard 
publicatious.2 
In colloquial u age and in the usage of the ephemeral press, the 
term "Sioux" was applied sometimes to one but oftener to several of 
th alli d tribe embraced in the first of the principal groups of which 
tb t ·k i. composed, L e., the group or confederacy styling them-
Ive Dakota. Sometimes the term was employed in its simple form, 
but a ~ plorer and pioneers gained an inkling of the organization of 
tb r up, it wa often compounded with the tribal name as '' Santee-
iou ," ' 3;nktonnai-Sioux," " isseton-Sioux," etc. As acquaintance 
l> twe n white men and red increa ed, the stock name was gradually 
di la · d l>y tribe name until the colloquial appellation "Sioux" 
b came but a memory or tradition throughout much of the territory 
fi rm rly dominated by the great Siouan tock. One of the reasons 
for th a,bandonment f the name was undoubtedly its inappropriateness 
a.· ad icrnatio11 for tbe onfederacy occupying the plains of the upper 
1i ouri, inc i t wa an alien and opprobrious designation for a peo-
1 b ring a uph niou appellation of their own. Moreover, colloquial 
w rad.ually influ nee 1 by the u age of scholars, who accepted 
ti nam for th Dakota ( pelled Dahcota by Gallatin) confed-
r · , a. w 11 a th t ribal nam ,' adopted by Gallatin, Prichard, and 
h r. . Thu h ill-<l fin d t rm " ioux" has dropped out of use in 
th 'Ul> tanti e form, and i · retain d, iu the adjective form only, to 
d :i at • r t, t ·1 to wlli h no h r collective name, either intern 
r ali n, lia. v r e n d fini tely and ju tly applied. 
ndi· recognized the plain 
a only recent.ly been 
w 1 g ago encountP.r d 
o r clo ly akin t o tlie 
1 " yu p i f th• In1li11n trib1• in ~~orth m rica, 11 Trana. and 'oil. Am. A.n tiq . oc., 
v ,L 11 1 ,,. t~o. 
"" Jn11ian hnsn,i•tic famllir or m ri n north of xico,". v nth A nn ual R port of th Bur au of 
E hDulo· y, tor 1 ' (1 91), pp.111-118. John on' Cyclop dia, 1 03-05 ·<lillon, m l. v u , p. 546, tc. 
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plains Indians in language, institutions, and beliefs. In 1872 Hale 
noted a resemblance between the Tutelo and Dakota languages, and this 
resemblance was discussed orally and in correspondence with several 
students of Indian languages, but tbe probability of direct connection 
seemed so remote that the affinity was not generally accepted. Even 
in 1880, after extended comparison with Dakota material (including 
that collected by the newly instituted Bureau of Ethnology), this 
distinguished investigator was able to detect only certain general simi-
larities between the Tutelo tongue and the dialects of the Dakota 
tribes.1 In 1881 Gatschet made a collection of linguistic material 
among the Catawba Indians of South Carolina, and was struck with 
the resemblance of many of the vocables to Siouan terms of like mean-
ing, and began the preparation of a .comparative Catawba-Dakota 
vocabulary. To this the Tutelo, (/Jegiha, J,Oiwe're, and Hotcafigara 
(Winnebago) were added by Dorsey, who made a critical examination 
of all Catawba material extant and compared it with several Dakota 
dialects, with which he was specially conversant. These examinations 
and comparisons demonstrated the affinity between the Dakota and 
Catawba tongues and showed them to be of common descent; and the 
establishment of this relation made easy the acceptance of the affinity 
suggested by Hale between the Dakota and Tutelo. 
Up to this time it was supposed that the eastern tribes "were merely 
offshoots of the Dakota;" but in 1883 Hale observed that "while the 
language of these eastern tribes is closely allied to that of the western 
Dakota, it bears evidence of being older in form," 2 and consequently 
that the Siouan tribes of the interior seem to-have migrated westward 
from a common fatherland with their eastern brethren bordering the 
Atlantic. Subsequently Gatschet discovered that the Biloxi Indians 
of the Gulf coast used many terms common to the Siouan tongues; and 
in 1891 Dorsey visited these Indians and procured a rich collection of 
words, phrases, and myths, whereby the Siouan affinity of these Indians 
was established. Meantime Mooney began researches among the Cher-
okee and cognate tribes of the southern Atlantic slope and found fresh 
evidence that their ancient neighbors were related in tongue and belief 
with the buffalo hunters of the plains; and he bas recently set forth 
the relations of the several Atlantic slope tribes of Siouan affinity in full 
detail.3 'rhrough the addition of these eastern tribes the great Siouan 
stock is augmented in extent and range and enhanced in interest; for 
the records of a group of cognate tribes are thereby increased so fully 
as to afford historica,l perspective and to indicate, if not clearly to dis-
play, the course of tribal differentiation. 
According to Dorsey, whose acquaintance with the Siouan Indians 
was especially close, the main portion of the Siouan stock, occupying 
the continental interior, comprised seven principal divisions (including 
1 Correspondence with the Bureau of Ethnology. 
2" The Tutelo tribe and lang uage, " Proc. Am. Pbilos. Soc. , v ol. xx1
1 
]883, p.1. 
3 Siouan Tribes of the East; bulletin of the Bureau of Ethnology , ]89!. 
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th Biloxi and not di tingui hing the Asiuiboin), each composed of 
on or mor tribe or confederacie", all defined and classified by lin-
gui ti , o ial, and m thologic relations; and he and Mooney recognize 
everal additional groups, defined by linguistic affinity or historical evi-
denc of intimate relations, in the eastern part of the country. So far 
a made out brough the latest researches, the grand divisions, confed-
era i . , and tribe of the stock,1 with their present condition, are as 
follow : 
1: Dakota-Asiniboin 
Dakota ( Friendly ') or Ot'-ce-ti ca-ko-win (" Seven council-fires") con-
t tleracy, compri ing-
(A) antee, including Mde-wa-kan'.ton.wan (''Spirit Lake vil-
lage") and Wa-qpe'-ku-te (" Shoot among deciduous trees"), 
mo tly located in Knox county, Nebraska, on the former 
Santee reservation, with some on Fort Peck reservation, 
Montana. 
(R) ton or i-si'-ton.wa11 ' ("Fish-scale village"), mostly on 
i ton re ervation, outh Dakota, partly on Devils Lake 
re ervation, orth Dakota. 
( ) ahp ton or Wa'-qpe'-ton-wan (" Dwellers among deciduous 
tr "), mo tly on Devils Lake reservation, North Dakota. 
(D) ankton or I -hank'-ton-wan ("End village"), in Yankton 
village, outh Dakota. 
(R) anktonai or -hank'-to 0 -wan.na (" Little End village"), 
mpr n -
(a) pper anktonai, on Standing Rock reservation, 
orth Dakota, with the Pa'-ba-kse (" Cut bead") gens 
· ake re ervation, North Dakota. 
(b) tonai, or Huukpatina ("Campers at the 
of the camping circle]"), mostly on Crow 
· n, South Dakota, with some on Stand-
ation, orth Dakota, and others on 
ation, Montana. 
( Ji' ) T ton rairie dwell er "), comprising-
( a) r '- u (" Burut thigh "), including Upper 
µ on Ro ebud re~ervation, South Dakota, 
a nl 1, on Lower Brule re ervation, in the 
· h ome of both on Standing Rock 
h Dakota, and others on Fort Peck 
(b) ithout bows") largely on 
akota, with others on 
rth Dakota. 
( ·) la k-fe t ') mo tly on 
Dal ota, with some on 
rth Dakota. 
1 1 ht ubdivi fon ;ir •t forth in th fo llow in tr ti on • 'iounn : iology ." 
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Minneconjou or Mi'-ni-ko'-o-ju (" Plant beside the 
stream"), mostly on Cheyenne reservation, South 
Dakota, partly on Rosebud reservation, South Dakota, 
with some on Standing Rock reservation, North 
Dakota. 
(e) Two Kettles or O-o'-he non'-pa ("Two boilings"), on 
Cheyenne reservation, South Dakota. 
(/) Ogalala or O-gla'-la (" She poured out her own"), 
mostly on Pine Ridge reservation, South Dakota, with 
some on Standing Rock reservation, North Dakota, 
including the Wa-ja'-ja ("Fringed") gens on Pine 
Ridge reservation, South Dakota, and Loafers or 
Wa-glu'-xe ("In-breeders"), mostly on Pine Ridge 
reservation, with some on Rosebud reservation, South 
Dakota. 
(g) Huiikpapa (" At the entrance"), on Standing Rock 
reservation, North Dakota. 
Asiniboin (''Cook-with-stones people" in Algonquian), commonly called 
Nakota among themselves, and called Rohe ("Rebels") by the 
Dakota; an offshoot from the Yanktonnai; not studied in detail dur-
. ing recent years; partly on Fort Peck reservation, Montana, mostly 
in Canada; comprising in 1833 ( according to Prince -Maximilian )1-
( A) Itscheabine ("Les gens des filles"=Girl people?). 
(B) Jatonabine (" Les gens des roches"=Stone people); appar-
ently the leading band. 
(0) Otopachgnato ("Les gens du large"=Roamers?). 
(D) Otaopabine ('' Les gens des canots"=Oanoe people¥). 
(E) Tschantoga (''Les gens des bois"=Forest people). 
(F) Wat6pacbnato ("Les gens de l'age"=Ancient people¥). 
(G) Tanintauei ("Les gens des osayes"=Bone people). 
(H) Cbabin (" Les gens des montagnes"=Mountain people). 
2. (/Jegiha (" People dwelling here") 2 
(A) Omaha or U-man-han (" Upstream people"), located on 
Omaha reservation, Nebraska, comprising in 1819 (accord-
ing to James )3-
( a) Honga-sha-no tribe, including-
(1) Wase-ish-ta band. 
(2) Enk-ka-sa-ba band. 
1 Travels in the Interior of North America; Translated by H. Evans Lloyd; London, 1843, p.194. 
In this and other lists of names taken from early writers the original orthography and interpretation 
are preserved. 
2Defined in" The <tegiha Language," by J. Owen Dorsey, Cont. N. A.. Eth., vol. v1, 1890, p. xv. Miss 
Fletcher, who is intimately acquainted with the Omaha, questions w.bether the relations between the 
tribes are so close as to warrant the maintenance of this division; yet as an expression of linguistic 
affinity, at least, the division seems to be useful and desirable. 
3 Account of an Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, performed in the Years 1819-
1820. . . undertheCommandofMajorS. H. Long, by Edwin James; London, 1823,vol. n, p. 47 et seq. 
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(3) Wa-sa-ba-eta-je ("Those who do not touch 
bears") band. 
(4) Ka-e-ta-je ("Those who do not touch turtles") 
band. 
(5) Wa-jinga-e-ta-je band. 
(6) Hun-gull band. 
(7) Kon-za band. 
(8) Ta-pa-taj-je band. 
(b) I h-ta-sun-da (" Gray eyes") tribe, including-
(1) 'ra-pa-eta-je band. 
(2) Mon-eka-goh-ha ('' Earth makers") band. 
(3) Ta-sin-<la (" Bison tail") band. 
( 4) Iug-gera-je-da ('' Red dung") band. 
(5) Wash-a-tung band. 
(B ) Ponka (" Medicine" ') , mostly on Ponca reservation, Indian 
Territory, partly at Santee agency, Nebraska. 
(0) Kwapa, Quapaw, or U-)la'-qpa ("Downstream people," a 
orrelative of U-ma11 '-han), t-he "Arkansa" of early writers, 
mo ·tly on Osage re ervation, Oklahoma, partly on Quapaw 
re rvation, Indian Territory. 
(D) 0 ag or Wa-ca'-ce (''People"), comprising-
(a) Big Osage or Pa-he'-tsi (" Uampers on t.be mountain"), 
on O age reservation, Indian Territory. 
(b) Little O age or U-~seq' -ta (" Campers on the low-
land,' ) ou O age reservation, Indian Territory. 
(c) San-~ u'-11ii111 (" Campers in the highland grove") or 
' rkan a band," chiefly on Osage reservation, Indian 
Territory. 
(E) an a or Ka0 '-ze (refers to winds, though precise signifi-
·an e i unknown; frequently called Kaw), on Kansas reser-
vation, Indian Territory. 
3. xoiu 're ( 'People of this place") 
Iowa or P{1-qo-tce (' Du ty-heads"), chiefly on Great Nemaha 
rvation, an, a and ebraska, partly on Sac and Fox 
r rvation, Indian T rritory. 
( B) Ot r W a-to' -ta (" phrodisian "), on Otoe reservation, 
Iii<liau Territor . 
( ) Ii i-u'-ta-tci (exact meaning uncertain; said to 
f people in a stream; possibly a corrup-
, m ky wat r ," the name of Missouri 
rvati n In ian Territory . 
. Winn bago 
n ui n de, ign tion, meaning "Turbid water 
r ll -t aii-g -ra (' P ple f th par nt peech"), 
h or r " in ·orly d ye; c f. ,Jam • ibid., vol. 111, p . 10 . 
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mostly on Winnebago reservation in Nebraska, some in Wis-
consin, and a few in Michigan; composition never definitely 
ascertained; comprised in 1850 (according to Schoolcraftl) 
twenty-one bands, all west of the Mississippi, viz.: 
(a) Little Mills' band. 
(b) Little Dekonie's band. 
( c) Maw-kuh-soonch-kaw's band. 
(d) Ho-pee-kaw's band. 
(e) Waw-kon-haw-kaw's band. 
(/) Baptiste's band. 
(g) Wee-noo-shik's band. 
(h) Con-a-ha-ta-kaw's band. 
(i) Paw.-sed-ech-kaw's band. 
(j) Taw-nu-nuk's band. 
(k) A.h-hoo-zeeb-kaw's band. 
(l) Is-chaw-go-baw-kaw's band. 
(m) Watch-ha-ta-kaw's band. 
(n) Waw-maw-noo-kaw-kaw's band. 
(o) Waw-kon-chaw-zu-kaw's band. 
(p) Good Thunder's band. 
(q) Koog-ay-ray-kaw's ban(!. 
(r) Black Hawk's band. 
( s) Little Thunder's band. 
(t) Naw-key-ku-kaw's band. 
(u) 0-chin-chin-nu-kaw's band. 
5. Mandan 
Mandan (their own name is questionable; Catlin says they 
called themselves See-pohs-kah-nu-mah-kah-k.ee, "People 
of the pheasants;" 2 Prince Maximilian says they called 
themselves Numangkake, "Men," adding usually the name 
of their village, and that another name is Mahna-Narra, 
"The Sulky [Ones]," applied because they separated from 
the rest of their nation; 3 of the latter name their common 
appellation seems to be a corruption); on Fort Berthold 
reservation, North Dakota, comprising in 1804 ( according 
to Lewis and Clark 4) three villages-
(a) Matootonha. 
( b) Rooptahee. 
(c) ---- (Eapanopa's village). 
1 Information Respecting the History, Condition, and Prospects of the Indian Tribes of the United 
States, part I, Philadelphia, 1853, p. 498. 
2 Let1.ers and Notes on the Manners, Customs, arid Condition of the North .American Indians, 4th 
edition; London, 1844, vol. I, p. 80. , 
3Travels, op. cit., p. 335. 
4 History of the Expedition under the Command of Lewis and Clark, by Elliott Coues, 1893, vol. r, 
pp.182-4. The other two v illages enumerated appear to belong rather to the Hidatsa. Prince Maxi-
milian found bui; two v illages in 1833, Mih-Tutta-Hang-Kush and Ruhptare, evidently corresponding 
to the first two mentioned by the earlier explorers (op. cit., p. 335) . 
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G. Hidatsa 
(A ) Ilidatsa (their own name, the meaning of which is uncertain, 
but appears to refer to a, traditional buffalo paunch con-
nected with the division of the group, though supposed. by 
ome to refer to" willows"); formerly called Minitari (" Cross 
the water," or, objectionally, Gros Veutres); on Fort Berth-
old reservation, orth Dakota, comprising in 1796 ( ac<'ording 
to information gained by Matthews 1) three villages-
( a) Hidat a. 
(b) Amatllia ('' Earth-lodge [village l "')· 
( c) Amaliami (" Mountain-country [people]",). 
(B) Crow or Ab-sa'-ru-ke, on the Crow res~rvation, Montana. 
7. Biloxi 
(A) iloxi ("Trifling" or "Worthless" in Choctaw) or Ta-neks' 
Han.ya-di' (''Original people" in their own language); partly 
in Rapides pari h, Louisjana; partly in Indian Territory, with 
the Choctaw and Cad.do. 
(B) Paskagula ("Bread people" in Choctaw), probably extinct. 
( ) , Moctobi (meaning unknown), extinct. 
(D) Ohozetta (meaning unknown), extinct. 
8. Jl!Ionakan 
M nakan confederacy. 
( ) nakan (" Country [people on]"),, extinct. 
(1 ) Meip nt ky (meaning unknown), extinct. 
( ) 1 ahoc (m aning unknown), extinct. 
( ) Tuntaneuck or untaly (meaning unknown), extinct. 
( 1 ) M hetan (''People of the earth"i), extinct. 
~l.ut 1 . 
(.il) Tut lo or e- a11 ' (meaning unknown), probably extinct. 
( ') ap ni (meaning unknown), probably extinct. (According 
t :Mo n y, the Tutelo and Saponi tribes were intimately con-
n t l or identi al, and the names were used interchange-
abl , th former becomiug more prominent after the removal 
of th tribal r mnant from the Carolinas to New York,2) 
( ) anicbi (meaning unknown), probably extinct. 
n h ac n£ d ra · , extin t. 
( ) 1a aboac (meaning unknown). 
(B) • t arak (m a11ing unknown). 
( ) ha kakoni (m ning unkuown). 
( ) au ·itani (rn anin unknown). 
1 Ethn rnpby nd Pbilolo y of th Iliclatsa Indians; Mi11 
un· y, 187i, p. 38. 
'. innnn Tril or th En t, p. 37. Lo al nnm s d riv d from the aponi dialect were recognized and 
Int rpr ted by K pa wb ,n rir noun ·d by Dor y. 
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(E) Ontponi (meaning unknown). 
(F) Tegniati (meaning unknown). 
( G) Whonkenti (meaning unknown). 
(H) Ilasinninga (meaning unknown). 
0. Catawba or Ni-ya ("People") 
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(A) Catawba (meaning unknown; they called themselves Ni-ya, 
"Men" in the comprehensive sense), nearly extinct. 
(B) Woccon (meaning unknown), extinct. 
( 0) , Sissipabaw (meaning unknown), extinct. 
(D) ~ Cape Fear (proper name unknown), extinct. 
(E) l Warrennuneock (meaning unknown), extinct. 
(F) ~ .A.dshusheer (meaning unknown), extinct. 
( G) ~ Eno (meaning unknown), extinct. 
(H) ~ Shocco (meaning unknown), extinct. 
(I) ~ Waxhaw (meaning unknown), extinct. 
(J) ~ Sugeri (meaning unknown), extinct. 
(K) Santee (meaning unknown); 
(L) Wateree (derived from the Catawba word wateran, "to 
float in the water"). 
(M) Sewee (meaning unknown). 
(N) Congaree (meaning unknown). 
10. Sara (extinct) 
(A) Sara ("Tall grass"). 
(B) Keyauwi (meaning unknown). 
11. ? Pedee ( extinct) 
(A) Pedee (meaning unknown). 
(B) Waccamaw (meaning unknown). 
(0) Winyaw (meaning unknown). 
(D) "Hooks" and "Backhooks" ( ' )-
The definition of the first six of these divisions is based on extended 
researches among the tribes and in the literature representing the• 
work of earlier observers, and may be regarded as satisfactory. In some 
cases, notably the Dakota confederacy, the constitution of the divi-
sions is also satisfactory, though in others, including the .A.siniboin, 
Mandan, and Winnebago, the tabulation represents little more than 
superficial enumeration of villages and bands, generally by observers 
possessing little knowledge of Indian sociology or language. So far 
as the survivors of the Biloxi are concerned the classification is satis-
factory; but there is doubt concerning the former limits of the 
division, and also concerning the relations of the extinct tribes referred 
to on slender, yet the best available, evidence. The classification of 
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the extinct and nearly extinct Siouan Indians of the east is much less 
ati factory. In everal case languages are utterly lost, and in others 
a£ w doubtful terms alone remain. In these cases affinity is inferred 
in part from geographic relation, but chiefly from the recorded feder-
ation of tribe, and union of remnants as the aboriginal population 
faded under the light of brighter intelligence; and in all such instances 
it bas been a umed that federation and union grew out of that con-
formity in mode of thought which is characteristic of people_s speaking 
identical or clo ely relat d tongues. Accordingly, while the grouping 
of ea tern tribes re ts in part on meager testimony and is open to 
que tion at many point , it is perhaps the best that can be devised, 
and uffices for convenience of statement if not as a final classification. 
o far a practicable the names adopted for the tribes, confederacies, 
and other group are tho e in common use, the aboriginal designations, 
when di tinct, being added in those cases in which they are known. 
The present population of tbe Siouan stock is probably between 
40,000 and 45,000, including 2,000 or more (mainly Asiniboin) in 
Canada. 
TRIIlAL NOMENCLA.'1.'URE 
In tb Siouan tock, a among the American Indians generally, the 
a epted appellatious for tribes and other groups are variously derived. 
fany · an tribal names were, like tbe name of the stock, 
giv n pl · luding white men, though most are founded 
on t or r de ignations used in the groups to which 
they fir nc , the names seem to be loosely applied 
and ely ed, and thi laxity in application and defini-
tion p t rat,ber increases, with closer examination. 
Th al n for the indefiniteness of Indian nomen-
ig' cVer at the time of di covery, and indeed 
· , in the prescriptorial stage of culture, i. e., 
re cry tallized, not by means of arbitrary 
itrary a ociations,1 and in this stage 
ptive, rather than denotive as in the 
ong the Indian , a among all oth r 
is paramount, and all things are 
than among cultured peoples, with 
p 'tion which he occupies-Self 
d u , are th fundamental ele-
cription, and these elements 
r n xpre d, in thought and 
n bl pa y in names, espe-
Indian tribe bile the de crip. 
group by n boring tribes are 
n h nnual R port of th Bureau of Etb, 
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The principles controlling nomenclature in its inchoate stages are 
illustrated among the Siouan peoples. So far as their own tongues were 
concerned, the stock was nameless, and could not be designated save 
through integral parts. Even the great Dakota confederacy, one of the 
most extensive and powerful aboriginal organizations, bore no better 
designation than a term probably applied origmally to associated tribes 
in a descriptive way and perhaps used as a greetmg or countersign, 
although there was an alternative proper descriptive term-" Seven 
Council-fires"-apparently of considerable antiquity, since it seems to 
have been originally applied before the separation of the Asiniboin.1 
In like manner the </Jegiha, J,Diwe're, and Hotcaiigara groups, and per-
haps the Niya, were without denotive designations for themselves,merely 
styling themselves" Local People,"" Men," "Inhabitants," or, still more 
ambitiously," People of the Parent Speech," in terms which are variously 
rendered by different interpreters; they were lords in their own domain, 
and felt no need for special title. Different Dakota tribes went so far 
as to claim that their respective habitats marked the middle of the 
world, so that each insisted on precedence as the leading tribe, 2 and 
it was the boast of the Mandan tha·t they were the original people of 
the earth.3 In the more carefully studied confederacies the constituent 
groups generally bore designations apparently used for convenient dis-
tmction in the confederation; sometimes they were pure]y descriptive, 
as m the case of the Sisseton, Wahpeton, Sans Arcs, Blackfeet, Oto, and 
several others; again they referred to the federate organization (prob-
ab]y, possibly to relative position of habitat), as in tho Yankton, Yank-
tonai, and Hunkpapa; more frequently they referred to geographic or 
topographic position, e.g., Teton, Omaha, Pahe'tsi; Kwapa, etc; while 
some appear to have had a figurative or symbolic connotation, as Brule, 
Ogalala, and Ponka. Usually the designations employed by alien peo-
ples were more definite than those used in the group designated, as 
illustrated by the stock name, Asi1_1iboin, and Iowa.Commonly the 
alien appellations were terms of reproach; thus Sioux, Biloxi, and 
Rohe (the 1:)akota designation for the Asiniboin) are clearly opprobri-
ous, while Paskagula might easily be opprobrious among hunters and 
warriors, and Iowa and Oto appear to be derogatory or contemptuous 
expressions. The names applied by the whites were sometimes taken 
from geographic positions, as in the case of Upper Y anktonai and 
Cape Fear-the geographic names themselves being frequently of 
Indian origin. Some of the current names represent translations of 
the aboriginal terms either into English (" Blackfeet," "Two Kettles," 
"Crow,") or into French (" Sans Arcs," "Brule," "Gros Ventres "); 
yet most of the n_ames, at least of the prairie tribes, are simply cor-
ruptions of the aboriginal terms, though frequently the modification is . 
so complete as to render identification and interpretation difficult-it 
1 Cf. Schoolcraft, ' ' Information, " etc, op. cit., pt. II, 1852, p. 169. Dorsey was inclined to consider 
the number a s made up without the A siniboin. 
2 Riggs-Dorsey : "Dakota Grammar, Texts, and Ethnography," Cont. N. A. Eth., vol. IX, 1893, p.164 
3 Catlin : "Letters and Notes," op. cit., p. 80. 
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i n t a y to find Waca' e in "Osage" (so spelled by t.he French, whose 
or hography wa adopt ,d and mispronounced by English-speaking 
pi ne r ), or Pa'qotce in" Iowa." 
The meaning of mo t of the eastern names are lost; yet so far as 
th y are pre erved they are of a kind with those of the interior. So, 
too, are the ubtribal names enumerated by Dorsey. 
PRINCIP .A.L CH.A.R.A.CTERS 
PHONETIC AND GRAPHIC ARTS 
The Siouan stock is defined by linguistic characters. The several 
tribe aod larger and maller groups speak dialects so closely related 
a to imply occa ional or habitual association, and hence to indieate 
co:nmunity in intere ts and affinity in development; and while the arts 
(refle ting a they did. the varying environment of a wide territorial 
rauge) were diver i:fied, tbe similarity in language was, as is usual, 
accompanied. by similarity in institutions and beliefs. Nearly all of 
the known diale t are eminently vocalic, and the tongues of the plains, 
whi h have been most extensively studied, are notably melodious; thus 
the leadin language of the group display moderately high phonetic 
d velopm nt. In gramma,tic structure the better-known dialects are 
not ow ll dev loped; the structure is complex, chiefly through the large 
u e of infle tion, though agglutination sometimes occurs. In some cases 
the erm f organization is found in fairly definite juxtaposition or 
plac m nt. The vo ·abulary is moderately rich, and of course represents 
h daily ne d f a primitive people, their surroundings, their avoca-
tion and tbeir thought , while expressing little of the richer ideation 
f ultured o mopolite . On the whole, the speech of the Siouan stock 
may be aid to have been fairly developed, and may, with the Algon-
quian r quoian, and ho honean, be regarded as typical for the por-
ion of orth meri a lying n rth of Mexico. Fortunately it bas been 
e ten i vely tudi d by Rigg , Hale, Dorsey, and several others, includ-
ing di in ui h d repre entatives of ome of the tribes, and is thus 
·i l t tud nt . Th high phonetic development of the Siouan 
.r fl ct th need and records the history of the hunter and 
rib who pbon tic symbol were necessarily so dift'eren-
b int lligibl in whi per, oratory, and war cry, as well as 
nv r, e, whil the complex tructure is in harmony with 
, ial rganizc tion and ritual of the Siouan people. 
i uan Indian were adept in the sign language; 
f conveying iut Uigence attained perhap its high-
m ng ome f th tribe of tlii stock, who, with 
l el ped antomime and g . . ture into a surpris-
·pre ion adapt d to the need of hunt men and 
r fairly rofi ient in picto raphy; totemic and 
cribed on bark and wood, painted on kins, 
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wrought into domestic wares, and sometimes carved on rocks. Jona-
than Carver gives an example of picture-writing on a tree, in charcoal 
mixed with bear's grease, designed to conveJ information from the 
"0hipe1ways" (Algonquian) to the'' Naudowessies," 1 and other instances 
of intertribal communication by means of pictography are on record. 
Personal decoration was common, and was largely symbolic; the face 
aud body were painted in distinctive ways when going on the warpath, 
iu organizing the bunt, in mourning tl.te dead, in celebrating the vic-
tory, and in performing various ceremonials. Scarification and maim-
ing were practiced by some of the tribes, always in a symbolic way. 
Among the Mandan and Hidatsa scars were produced in Gruel ceremo-
nials originally connected with war and hunting, and served as endur-
ing witnesses of courage and fortitude. Symbolic tattooing was fairly 
common among the westernmost tribes. Eagle and other feathers were 
worn as insignia of rank and for other symbolic purposes, while bear 
claws and the scalps of enemies were worn as symbols of the chai::;e 
and battle. Some of the tribes recorded current history by means of 
"winter counts" or calendaric inscriptions, though their arithmetic 
was meager and crude, and their calendar proper was limited to recog-
. nition of the year, lunation, and day-or, as among so many primitive 
people, the "snow,"" dead moon," and "night/7-with no definite sys-
tem of fitting lunations to the annual seasons. Most of the graphic 
records were perishable, and have long ago disappeared; but during 
recent decades several untutored tribesmen have executed vigorous 
drawings representing hunting scenes and conflicts with white soldiery, 
which have been preserved or reproduced. These crude essays in 
graphic art were the germ of writing, and indicate that, at the time of 
discovery, several Siouan tribes were near the gateway opening into 
the broader field of scriptorial culture. So far as it extends, the crude 
graphic symbolism betokens warlike habit and militant organization, 
which were doubtless measurably inimical to further progress. 
It would appear that, in connection with their proficiency in gesture 
speech and their meager graphic art, the Siouan Indians had become 
maisters in a vaguely understood system of dramaturgy or symbolized 
conduct. Among them the use of the peace-pipe was general; among 
several and perhaps all of the tribes the definite use of insignia was com-
mon; among them the customary hierarchic organization of the abo-
rigines was remarkably developed and was maintained by an elaborate 
and strict code of etiquette whose observance was exacted and yielded 
by every tribesman. Thus the warriors, habituated to expressing and 
recognizing tribal affiliation and status in address and deportment, were 
notably observant of social minuth.e, and this habit extended into every 
activity of their lives. They were ceremonious among themselves and 
1T ravels Throu gh t h e Interior P arts of North America in the Year s 1766, 1767, and 1768 ; London, 
1778, p . 418. 
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nemi tactful diplomatists as well as brave soldiers, 
trat o-i t a well a fierce fighters; ever they were skillful 
f human nahrre, even when ruthless takers of Luman life. 
mono- ome of th trib s every movement and gesture and expres-
i n of tb male adult se m to have been affected or controlled with 
th view f impres ing spectators and auditors, and through constant 
cho liu the warrior became most consummate actors. To the casual 
ob rv r, th y were stoic or stupids according to the conditions of 
b rvati n; to many ob ervers, they were cheats or charlatans; to 
-= cientific tud nt , their eccentrically developed volition and the thau-
maturgy by which it wa normally accompanied suggests early stages 
in hat curiou development which, in the Orient, culminates in necro-
mancy and occulti m. Unfortunately this phase of the Indian char-
a ter (which was hared by various tribes) waR little appreciated by 
th early travelers, and little record of it remains; yet there is enough 
to indi ate the importance of con tantly studied ceremony, or symbolic 
oudu t, among them. The development of affectation and self-control 
am ng th i uan tribe men wa undoubtedly shaped by warlike dis-
p ition, and their toici m was displayed largely in war-as wheu the 
captur d, arrior went exultingly to the torture, taunting and tempting 
hi captor t multiply their atrocities even until his tongue was torn 
fr m it r t ', in order that hi fortitude might be proved; but the 
h bit wa firmly fix d and found constant expression in commonplace 
in more dramatic action . 
I D TRIAL A..~D E TIJETIC ARTS 
art of primitiv p ople reflect environmental conditions 
fol lity, an l rn · th Siouan Indians were distributed over 
t rrit 1·y varying in 1imate, hydrography, geology, fauna, and 
h ir indu rial and thetic art' can hardly be regarded as dis-
and w r ind d hared by other tribe of all neighboring 
· 1du trie were hunting and warfare, though all 
· art on fruit , nut , berries, tubers, grains, 
, largely wild, though sometimes planted 
· The outh western tribes, and to 
bably the ea tern rem-
a he , unflowers, and 
·u to have been ubordi-
g to have had no domes-
hi 1 in()' to ., rv of the first 
ir1 f fie b, which 
an<l a ccording to 
r embl a wolf about th h a<l. Th y are 
and will atta ·k the fin t of th gam tb y 
•mar fld lity to th 1r ma terij, but b mg 111 fed by 
oubl but 
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Lewis and Clark (1804-1806), they were used for burden and draft;1 
according to the naturalists accompanying Long's expedition (1819-20), 
for flesh (eaten ceremonially and on ordinary •occasions), draft, bur-
den, and the chase,2 and according to Prince Maximilian, for food and 
draft, 3 all these functions indicating long familiarity with the canines. 
Catlin, too, found '' dog's meat the most honorable food that 
can be presented to a stranger;" it was eaten ceremonially and on 
important occasious.4 Moreover, the terms used for the dog and his 
harness are ancient and even archaic, and. some of the most important 
ceremonials were connected with this animal,5 implying long-continued 
association. Casual references indicate that some of the tribes lived 
in mutual tolerance with several birds6 and mammals not yet domes-
ticated (indeed the buffalo may be said to have been in this condition), 
so that the people were at the threshold of zooculture. 
The chief implements and weapons were of stone, wood, bone, horn, 
and antler. AcQording to Carver, the" Nadowessie" were skillful bow-
men, using also the "casse-tete" 7 or warclub, and a flint scalping-
knife. Cat,lin was impressed with the shortness of the bows used 
by the prairie tribes, though among the southwestern tribes they were 
longer. Many of the Siouan Indians used the lance, javelin, or spear. 
The domestic utensils were scant and simple, as became wanderers 
and fighters, wood being the common material, though crude pottery 
1 Coues, "History of the Expedition," op. cit., vol. r, p. 140. A note adds, "The dogs are not large, 
much resemble a wolf, and will haul about 70 pounds each." 
2N arrativo of an Expedition to the Source of St. Peter's River . . . under the Command of Stephen 
H. Long, U. S. T. E., by ·wmiam H. Keating; London, 1825, vol. I, p. 451; vol. n, p. 44, et al. Account 
of an Expeclitionfrom Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains . . . under the Command of Major S. H. 
Long, U.S. T. E., by Edwin James; London, 1823, vol. I, pp.155, 182, et al. 
Say remarks (James, loc. cit., p. 155) of the coyote ( 1), "This animal . . . is probably the origi-
nal of the domestic dog, so common in the villages of the Indians of this region [about Council Bluffs 
and Omaha], some of the varieties of which still retain much of the habit and manners of this 
species." James says (Joe. cit., vol. II, p. 13), "The dogs of the Konzas are generally of a mixed breed, 
between our dogs with pendent ears and the native dogs, whose ears are universally erect. The 
Indians of this nation seek every opportunity to cross the breed. These mongrel dogs are less com-
mon with the Omawhaws, while the dogs of the Pawnees generally have preserved their original 
fonn." 
1Travels in the Interior of North America; London, 1843. The Prince adds, "In shape they differ 
very little from the wolf, and arc equally large and strong. Some are of the real wolf color; others 
are black, white, or spotted with black and white, and differing only by the tail being rather more 
turned up. Their voice is not a proper barking, but a howl like that of the wolf, and they partly 
descend from wolves, which approach the Indian huts, even in the daytime, and mix with the dogs" 
(cf. p. 203 et al.). Writing at the Mandan village, he says, "The Mandansand Manitaries have not, by 
any means, so many dogs as the .A.ssiniboin, Crows, and Blackfeet. They are rarely of true wolf 
color, but generally black or white, or else resemble the wolf, but here they are more like the prairie 
wolf ( Ganis la trans). We likewise found among these animals a brown race, d&scended from European 
pointers; hence the genuine bark of the dog is more frequently heard here, whereas among the western 
nations they only howl. The Indian dogs are worked very hard, have hard blows and hard fare; in 
fact, they are treated just as this fine animal is treated among the Esquirnaux" (p. 345). 
4"Letters anu Notes," etc, Yol. I, p. 14; cf. p. 230 et al. He speaks (p. 201) of the Minitari canines 
as "semiloup dogs and whelps. " 
6Keating's "Narrative," op. cit., vol. n, p. 452; James ' "Account," op. cit., vol. r, p.127 et al. 
6 .A.ccording to Prince Maximilian, both the Mandan and Minitari kept owls in their lodges and 
regarded them as soothsayers ("Travels," op. cit., pp. 383,403), and the eagle was apparently tolerated 
for the sake of his feathers. 
'"Cassa Tate, the antient tomahawk" on the plate illustrating the objects(" Travels," op. cit., pl. 
4,p. 298). 
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an<l ba ketry were manufactured, together with bags and bottles of 
kil1. or animal inte tines. Ceremonial objects were common, the 
mo t c 11 pi uou being the calumet, carved out of the sacred pipe-
t n or catlinite quarried for many generations in the midst of tlrn 
iouan t rritory. Frequently the pipes were fashioned in the form of 
tomahawk , when they carried a double symbolic significance, stand-
ing alike for peace and war, and tlms expressing well the dominant 
idea of the iouan mind. Tobacco and kinnikinic (a mixture of tobacco 
with hr dded bark, 1 ave , etc1) were smoked. 
b riginal1y tl.\e iouan apparel was scanty, commonly comprising 
bre ch 'lout, mocca in , legging , and robe, and consisted chiefly of 
dre <l kin , though everal of the tribes made simple fabrics of bast, 
ru h , and other vegetal sub tances. Fur robes and rush mats com-
monly erved for bedding, some of the tribes using rude bedsteads. 
Th lmffalo-lmnting prairie tribes depended largely for apparel, bed-
ding, and habitation , a well a for food, on the grea"4 beast to whose 
corn in (T and going their movements were adjusted. Like other 
Indian , th i uan hunter and their consorts quickly availed them-
Iv, of th white man' tu:ffi , a well as his metal implements, and 
miti <lre w oon modified. 
oodfand habitation, were chiefly tent-shape structures of sap-
. ark, ru h mat , kins, or bushes; the prairie babi-
arth lodge for winter and buffalo-skin tipis for 
tribe these domiciles, simple as they 
ance with an elaborate plan controlled 
· an, the framework of the aboriginal 
pole ; 2 and Dorsey de cribes the syste-
longing to different gentes and tribes. 
in most of the tribe , menstrual lodges 
more sedentary tribes bad council 
. The iouan domiciles were thus 
the daily habits and environ-
e time they reflected the com-
their prescriptorial 'tatus and 
nd children were fine swimmers, 
ith neighb ring tribes a makers 
akota women made coracles of 
ed th m Iv and their hon e-
m, to have been regarded 
Other tribe were better 
d land rav 1 to 
n le.· by wbi ·h his 
E. p •1lition unllrr tlw Commnn,l of' Lewi" nnll 'lnrk," 1893, 
mc•rican bori •iu , " 'out. X. . J.;Lh .. vol. 1v. 1 1, p.114. 
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ever-varying movements in pursuit of game or in waylaying and evad-
ing enemies would have been limited and handicapped. 
There are many indications and some suggestive evidences that the 
chief arts and certain institutions and beliefs, as well as the geographic 
distribution, of the principal Siouan tribes were determined by a single 
conspicuous feature in their environment-the buffalo. As Riggs, 
Hale, and Dorsey have demonstrated, the original home of the Siouan 
stock lay on the eastern slope of the Appalachian mountains, stretch-
ing down over the Piedmont and Coastplain provinces to the shores of 
the Atlantic between the Potomac and the Savanuab. As shown by 
Allen, the buffalo, " prior to the year 1800," spread eastward across the 
Appalachians 1 and into the priscan territory of the Siouan tribes. As 
suggested by Shaler, the presence of this ponderous and peaceful 
animal materially affected the vocations of the Indians, tending to dis-
courage agriculture and encourage the chase; and it can hardly be 
doubted that the bison was the bridge that carried the ancestors of the 
western tribes from the crest of the Alleghenies to the Coteau des 
Prairies and enabled them to disperse so widely over the plains beyond. 
Certainly the toothsome flesh and useful skins must have attracted 
the valiant huntsmen among the Appalachians; certainly the feral 
herds must have become constantly larger and more numerous west-
ward, thus tempting the pursuers down the waterways toward the 
great river; certainly the vast herds beyond the Mississippi gave 
stronger incentives and richer rewards than the hunters of big game 
found elsewhere; and certainly when the prairie tribes were discovered, 
the men an<l animals lived in constant interaction, and many of the 
bunters acted and thought only as they were moved by their easy prey. 
As the Spanish horse spread northward over the Llano Estacado and 
overflowed across the mountains from the plains of the Cayuse, the 
Dakota and other tribes found a new means of conquest over the 
herds, and entered on a career so facile that they increased and multi-
plied despite strife and imported disease. 
The horse was acquired by the prairie tribes toward the end of the 
last century. . Carver (1766-1768) describes the methods of hunting 
among the'' Naudowessie" without referring to the horse,2 though he 
gives their name for the animal in his vocabulary,3 and describes their 
mode of warfare with "Indians that inhabit still farther to the west-
ward a country which extends to the South Sea," having" great plenty 
of borses." 4 Lewis and Clark (1804-1806) mention that the "Sioux of 
the Teton tribe . . frequently make excursions to steal horses" 
from the Mandan,5 and make other references indicating that the horse 
1 " The A..merican Bisons, Living and Extinct,·, by J . .A.. Allen; Memoirs of the Geol. Survey of Ken• 
tucky, vol. r, pt. ii, 1876, map; also pp. 55, 72-101, et al. 
10p. cit., p. 283 et seq. 
3lbitl., p. 435. 
4Ibid., p. 294. 
6 " History of the Expedition unrler the Command of L ewis and Clark," etc, by Elliott Coues, 1893 
vol. I , p. ]75. It is noted that in winter the Mandan kept their horses in their lodges at night, and, 
fed them on cot,tonwood branches. Ibid. , pp. 220, 233, ·et al. 
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wa in fairly c mmon u e among some of the Siouan tribes, though the 
animal wa ' nfin d principally to the nations inhabiting the great 
plain of h lum bia, 11 and dogs were still used for burden and 
<lraft.2 riuu 11 learned from au aged Indian that horses came into 
th band of th neighboring Piegan (Algonquian) about 1804-1806.3 
L no· naturali ts found the horse, ass, and mule in use among the 
a1/ a and other tribe I and described the mode of capture of wild 
bor e ' by the O age; 5 yet when, two-thirds of a ce~tury after Carver, 
atlin (1 2-1 39) and Prince Maximilian (1833-34) visited the Siouan 
territor they found the bor e e tablished and in common u se in the 
•ha e and in war.6 It i significant that the Dakota word for horse 
(~uk-ta1J'-ka or ~u]J-ka'-wa-kaJJ) is composed of the word for dog 
(Am)'-ka), with an affix indicating greatness, sacredness, or mystery, 
-:i hat the bor e i literally' ' great mysterious dog," or "ancient sacred 
d g " and that everal term for harness and other appurtenances cor-
r 1 11d with tho e used for the gear of the dog when used as a draft 
auirnal.7 Thi terminology corroborates the direct evidence that the 
do wa. dome ticate<l by the Siouan aborigines long before the advent 
of th bor . 
uan tribe , as among other Indians, amusements 
rable part of the time and energy of the old and 
. rnong the young, the gambols, races, and 
efly or wholly diversional, and commouly mim-
f th adult . The girls "played at the building 
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exuberance. Certain diversious were 
tive, a when the idle warrior occupied 
ntation of hi, garment or tipi, or 
ic modification of his weapon or cere-
po ele a tivity, which engendereu 
in ipieut graphic art of the tribes 
orta,nt and characteri tic 'ports were 
· l organization and belief so as 
e c remonial, in which dancing, 
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were largely :fiducial. To many 
1 ('0111• , Expedition of L wl and 'lark, vol. m , p. 839. 
, Ibid., ,·ol. ,, p. UO. 
t•• TI th lndl n,"l 5, p.237. 
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•Ihi,1., H1l. Ill, p. 107. 
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of the early observei;-s the observances were nothing more than mean-
ingless mummeries; to some they were sacrilegious, to others sortile-
gious; to the more careful students, like Carver, whose notes are of 
especial value by reason of the author's clear insight into the Indian 
character, they were invocations, expiations, propitiations, expressing 
profound and overpowering devotion. Carver says of the "Naudo-
wessie," "They usually dance either before or after every meal; and 
by this cheerfulness, probably, render the Great Spirit, to whom they 
consider themselves as indebted for every good, a more acceptable 
sacrifice than a formal and unanimated thanksgiving;" 1 and he pro-
ceeds to describe the informal · dances as well as the more formal cere-
monials preparatory to joining in the chase or setting out on the 
warpath. The ceremonial observances of the Siouan tribes were not 
different in kind from those of neighboring contemporaries, yet some 
of them were developed in remarkable degree-for example, the bloody 
rites by which youths were raised to the rank of warriors in some of 
the prairie tribes were without parallel in severity among the aborig-
ines of America, or even among the known primitive peoples of the 
world. So the sports of the Siouan Indians were both diversional and 
divinatory, and the latter were highly organized in a manner reflecting 
the environment of the tribes, their culture-status, their belief, and 
especially their disposition toward bloodshed; for their most charac-
teristic ceremonials were connected, genetica11y if not immediately, 
with warfare and the chase. 
Among many of the Siouan tribes, games of chance were played 
habitually and with great avidity, both men and women becoming so 
absorbed as to forget avocations and food, mothers even neglecting 
their children; for, as among other primitive peoples, the charm of 
hazard was greater than among the enlightened. The games were not 
specialJy distinctive, and were less widely differentiated than in certain 
other Indian stocks. The sport or game of chungke stood high in favor 
among the young men in many of the tribes, and was played as a game 
partly of chance, partly of skill; but dice games (played with plum 
stones among the southwestern prairie tribes) were generally preferred, 
especially by the women, children, and older men. The games were 
partly, sometimes wholly, diversional, but generally they were in large 
part divinatory, and thus reflected the hazardous occupations and low 
culture-status of the people. One of the evils resulting from the advent 
of the whites was the introduction of new games of chance which tended 
further to pervert the simple Siouan mind; but in time the evil brought 
its own remedy, for association with white gamblers taught the ingenu-
ous sortilegers that there is nothing divine or sacred about the gaming 
table or the conduct of its votaries. 
The primiti°ve Siouan music was limited to the chant and rather 
simple vocal melody, accompanied by rattle, drum, and flute, the drum 
among the northwestern tribes being a skin bottle or bag of water. 
1 On. cit. , p. 265. 
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Tb mu i of the Omaha and some other tribes has been most appre-
iatiY ly tu<li d by l\Ii Fletche!, and her memoir ranks among the 
Indian •la ic .1 In general the Siouan music was typical for the 
aboriginal tock of the northern interior. Its dominant feature was 
rhythm, l>y which tlie dance was controlled, though melody was i1;1.choate, 
while harmony was not yet developed. 
Tb g rm of painting was revealed in the calendars and the seed of 
ulpture in th carving of the Siouan Indians. The pictographic 
painting •ompri ed not only recognizable but even vigorous represen-
tati ns of m n and animal , depicted in form and color though without 
p r pectiv , while the calumet of catlinite was sometimes chiseled into 
triking veri.: imilitude of human and animal forms in miniature. To 
the coll ctor the e repre entations suggest fairly developed art, though 
to tlle Indian they were mainly, if not wholly, symbolic; for everything 
indicate that the primitive artisan had not yet broken the shackles of 
feti hi tic ymboli m, and had little conception of artistic portrayal for 
it own ,ak . 
I TIT UTIO:N'S 
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.i, Prahody um, vol. 5, 1 93, pp. i-vi ~ 7-la2 ( 231-3 2). 
tC)rdl •m1 I lw 1, 1·11mp 11 1' gimt'nt tion .. d flnNl by Powell, y tr lateR 
f1tdnlly 111 thi, nwth111l of r ck from th tantly r • ·0~11iz ti but •ver varying staudpoint of 
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devices for fixing and perpetuating institutions or for expressing the 
laws embodied therein. Some of these are connected with tbaumaturgy 
and shamanism, some are connected with the powers of nature, and 
the several devices overlap and interlace in puzzling fashion. 
Among the Siouan Indians the devices of taboo, kin-names, and ordi-
nation are found in such relation as to throw some light on·the growth 
of primitive institutions. While they blend and are measurably 
involved with tbaumaturgic devices, there are indications that in a 
general way the three devices stand for stages in the development of 
law. Among- the best-known tribes the taboo pertained to the clan, 
and was used (in a much more limited way than among some other 
peoples) to commemorate and perpetuate the clan organization; kin-
names, which were partly natural and thus normal to the clan organiza-
tion, and at the same time partly artificial and thus characteristic of 
gentile organization, served to commemorate and perpetuate not only 
the family relations but the relations of the constituent elements of 
the tribe; while tl.te ordination expressed in the camping circle, in the 
phratries, in the ceremonials, and in many other ways, served to com-
memorate intertribal as well as intergentile relations, and thus to pro-
mote peace and harmonious action. It is significant that the taboo 
was less potent among the Sionan Indians than among some other 
stocks, and that among some tribes it bas not been found; and it is 
especially significant that in some instances the taboo was apparently 
inversely related to kin-naming and ordination, as among the Biloxi, 
where the taboo is exceptionally weak and kin.naming exceptionally 
strong, and among the Dakota, where the system of ordination attained 
perhaps its highest American development in domiciliary arrangement, 
while the taboo was limited in function; for the relations indicate that 
the taboo was archaic or even vestigial. It is noteworthy also that 
among most of the Siouan tribes the kin-name system was less elaborate 
than in many other stocks, while the system of ordination is so elabo-
rate as to constitute one of the leading characteristics of the stock. 
At the time of the discovery, most of the Siouan tribes bad apparently 
passed into gentile organization, though vestiges of clan organization 
were found-e. g., among the best-known tribes the man was the bead 
of the family, though the tipi usually belonged to the woman. Thus, as 
defined by institutions, the stock was just above savagery and just 
within the lower stages of barbarism. Accordingly the governmental 
functions were hereditary in the male line, yet the law of heredity was 
subject to modip.cation.or suspension at the will of the group, commonly 
at the instance of rebels or usurpers of marked prowess or shrewdness. 
Tile property regulations were definite and strictly observed; as among 
other barbarous peoples, the land was common to the tribe or other group 
occupying it, yet was defended against alien invasion; the ownership 
of movable property was a combination of communalism and individu-
alism delicately adjusted to the needs and habits of the several tribes-
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in g n ral evane cent property, uch as food and fuel, was shared in 
c mmon (,:ul>j ·t to ·arefully regulated individual claims), while perma-
nent pr p rty u •h a tipi., dogs, appar<'l, weapons, etc, was held by 
inc1i idual. . among other tribes, the more strictly personal property 
wa u ually <l, troye<l on the death of tlle owner, though the real reason 
for tlie u ' tom-the prevention of dispute-was shrouded in a mantle 
of my ti ·i m. 
lthough of primary importance in shaping the career of the Siouan 
trio , the marital in titutions of the toek were not specially distinctive. 
Marnao· wa, u ually effected by negotiation through parents or elders; 
among ome of the tribes the bride was purchased, while among others 
tber wa an interchange of pre ·ents. Polygyny was common; in sev-
eral of the tribe the bride's sister became subordinate wives of the 
bu band. The ulations concerning divorce and the punishment of 
infid lity were ewhat variable among the different tribes, some of 
whom fu · mporary wive to distinguished visitors. Generally 
th •r wt· for mar1fa 0 ·e by elopement or individual choice. In 
•very tr a . known, gentile exogamy prevailed-i. e., marriage 
in th g 'orl>i<lden, u11der pain of ostraeism or still lieavier pen-
alty, wl 11te int rmarried among one another; in some cases 
i1 · twe n ertain tril>e wa regarded with special favor. 
to have l>een no ystem of marriage by capture, though 
· n ally e pou eel by the uccessful tribesmen, and 
, 1 lucted. In general it would appear that inter-
.-toek. 
it , narriage wa practiced and sanctioned by the 
1at i d toward llarmony and federation, and thus 
uch th increa e and diffusion of the great Siouan 
etail by Dor 'ey, the ordination of the ::Siouan 
b hi rar ·hie organization into families, snb-
onfed racies; there were a18o phratrie , 
ng >d in pair ; there were societies 
1 or fi<lucial base ~; there was a gen-
of ach group on a military l>a is, 
1rnr.rn1 
cla e of 11oncom hatants, etc. 
· ividual l>rotllerhood of the 
' characteri tically devel-
intenvoven and super-
at found in the national, 
·ivilization; yet th ordi-
·ir the kin hip sy tern, 
borate b li rn wa a1Jpar-
a11d rnmental demand. 
Tu . I>1c:n;LOP)IP.. ·-r Of· :\IYTIIOLOOY 
· o · · t may be riated in 
h in th L · taO'e extra-
i r hj c·t. b th animate 
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and inanimate. The second stage is zootheism; within it the powers 
of animate forms are exaggerated and amplified into the realm of the 
supernal, and certain ammals are deified. The third stage is that of 
pbysitheism, in which the agencies of nature are persomfied and 
exalted unto omnipotence. The fourth stage is that of psychotheism, 
which includes the domain of spiritual concept. In general the devel-
opment of belief coincides with the growth of abstraction; yet it is to 
be remembered that this growth represents increase in definiteness of 
the abstract concepts rather than augmentation in numbers a.nd kinds 
of subjective impressions, i. e., tbe advance is in quality rather than 
in quantity; indeed, it would almost appear that the vague an<l. indefi-
mte abstraction of hecastotheism is more pervasive and prevalent than 
the clearer abstraction of higher stages. Appreciation of the funda-
mental characteristics of belief is essential to even the most general 
understandmg of the Indian mythology an<l philosophy, and even after 
careful study it is difficult for thinkers trained in the higher methods 
of thought to understand the crude and confused ideation of the 
primitive thinker. 
In hecastotheism the believer finds mysterious properties and poten-
cies everywhere. To his mind every object is endued with occult 
power, moved by a vague volition, actuated by shadowy motive rang-
ing capriciously from malevolence to benevolence; in his lax estima-
tion some objects are more potent or more mysterious than others, .the 
strong, the sharp, the hard, and the swift-moving rising superior to 
the feeble, the dull, the soft, and the slow. Commonly he singles out 
some special object as his personal, family, or tribal mystery-symbol 
or feticb, the object usually representing that which is most feared or 
worst hated among his surroundings. Vaguely realizing- from the 
memory of accidents or unforeseen events that he is dependent on bis 
surroundings, he invests every feature of his environment with a 
capricious humor reflecting bis own disposition, and gives to each and 
all a subtlety and inscrutability corresponding to his exalted estima-
tion of his own craft in the chase and war; and, conceiving himself to 
live and move only at the mercy of his multitudinous associates, he 
becomes a fatalist-kismet is his watchword, and be meets defeat and 
death with resignation, just as he gobs to victory with complacence; 
for so it was ordained. 
Zootheism is the offspring of hecastotheism. As the primitive 
believer assigns special potency or mystery to the strong and the swift, 
he gradually comes to give exceptional rank to self-moving animals; 
as bis experience of the strength, alertness, swiftness, and courage of 
bis animate enemy or prey inc·reases, these animals are invested with 
successively higher and higher attributes, each reflecting the mental 
operations of the mystical huntsman, and in ti.me the animals with 
which the primitive believers are most intimately associated come to be 
regarded as tutelary daimons of supernatural power and intelligence. 
At first the animals, like the undifferentiated things of hecastotheism, 
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ar r garded in fear or awe by reason of their strength and feromty, 
an<l thi r gard grow into an incipient worship in the form of sacrifice 
or oth r cer monial; meanwhile, inanimate things, and in due season 
rare and unimportant animal , are neglected, and a half dozen, a dozen, 
or a core of the well-known animals are exalted into a hierarchy of 
petty ·od , headed by the trongest like the bear, the swiftest like the 
d er, th mo t maje tic like the eagle, the most cunning hke the fox 
or oyot or the mo t deadly like the rattlesnake. Commonly the 
art and the kill of the my tical huntsman improve from youth to 
aclole c n e and from g neratiou to generation, so that the later ani-
mal app ar to be easier snared or slaiu than the earlier; moreover, the 
ac ouut , of conflict b tween men and animals grow by repetition 
and ar gilded by imagination as memory grows dim; and for these 
and oth r reasons the notion grows up that the ancient animals were 
tronger, wifter, lier, statelier, deadlier than their modern representa-
tiv , an<l. th hierarchy of petty gods is exalted into an omnipotent 
thearchy. Eventually, in the most highly developed zootheistic sys-
t rn , th l ading bea t-god is regarded as the cnator of the lesser 
<leiti f th earth, uu, an l ky, of the mythic under-world and its 
r al count rpart the Tound or mid-world, as well as the visionary 
upp r-world of men, and of the ig·noble animals; sometimes the most ex-
alt d l> a t-g di wor biped e pecially by the great man or leading class 
and in il ntally by all, while other men and groups choose the lesser 
b a. t- d ccording to their rank, for special worship. In becasto-
th i ·m th p tenci r ver d or wor biped are polymorphic, while their 
ttribut r fl t them ntal peration of the believers; in zootbeism 
th d i i · wor hip d ar zoomorpbic, and their attributes continue to 
r n c· tli human mind. 
n · pring from zootheism. Through c011tem-
a of tren O'th ari es, and a means is found 
nal gy with thunder, with the sun, or with 
·n; through contemplatiou of the wifttbe 
ered, and compari on of the deer with 
de a~ y; through contemplation of the 
e notion of death-dealing pow r 
be nake bite and the lightnin g 
ca e it i inevitably perceived 
deadlier than the animal. At 
· ·ated from the parent 
· animal a among many 
n O' • ·erent wood-
ent eagle a 
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the rumbling of quoits pitched by the shades of old-time giants, as 
among different .American tribes. Eventually all the leading agencies 
of nature are personified in anthropic form, and retain the human attri-
butes of caprice, love, and hate which are found in tbe minds of the 
believers. 
Psychotheism is born of physitheism as the anthropomorphic element 
in the concept of natural agency gradually fades; but since none of 
the aborigines of the United States had passed into the higher stage, 
the mode of transition does not require consideration. 
It is to be borne in mind that throughout the course of development 
of belief, from the beginning of hecastotheism into the borderland of 
psychotheism, the dominant characteristic is the vague notion of mys-
tery. At first the mystery pervades all things and extends in all direc-
tions, representing an indefinite i<leal world, which is the counterpart 
of the real world with the addition of human qualities. Gradually the 
mystery segregates, deepening with respect to animals and disappearing 
with respect to inanimate things; and at length the slowly changing 
mysteries shape themselves into semiabstractions having a strong 
anthropic cast, while the remainder of the earth and the things thereof 
gradually become real, though they remain under the spell and domin-
ion of the mysterious. , Thus at every stage the primitive believer is a 
mystic-a fatalist in one stage, a beast worshiper in another, a thau-
maturgist in a third, yet ever and first of all a mystic. It is also to be 
borne in mind (and the more firmly because of a widespread misappre-
hension) that the primitive believer, up to the highest stage attained 
by the North .American Indian, is not a psychotheist, much less a mon-
otheist. His '' Great Spirit" is simply a great mystery, perhaps vaguely 
anthropomorphic, oftener zoomorphic, yet not a spirit, which he is 
unable to conceive save by reflection of the white man's concept and 
iuquiry; and his departed spirit is but a shade, much like that of the 
ancient Greeks, the associate and often the inferior of animal shades. 
While the four stages in development of belief are fundamentally 
distinct, they nevertheless (?Verlap in such manner as apparently, and 
in a measure really, to coexist and blend. Culture progress is slow. 
In biotic development the effect of beneficial modification is felt imme-
diately, and the modified organs or organisms are stimulated and 
strengthened cumulatively, while the unmodified are enfeebled and 
paralyzed cumulatively through inactivity and quickly pas~, toward 
atrophy and extinction. Conversely in demotic development, which 
is characterized by the persistence of the organisms and by the elimi-
uation of the bad and the preservation of the good among qualities 
only, there is a co-astant tendency toward retardation of progress; for 
in savagery and barbarism as in civilization, age commonly produces 
conservatism, and at the same time brings responsibility for the con-
duct of old and young, so that modification, howsoever beneficial, is 
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m a urably b ld in che k and , o that the progre s of each generation 
bud iu the 1 ringtime of youth yet is not permitted to fruit until the 
wint r of old age approa he~. .Accordingly the mean of demotic prog-
re t ud to lag far behind it foremost advances, and modes of 
action and <.· pecially of thought change slowly. This is especially true 
of b 1i t , wllich, during each generation, are largely vestigial. So the 
stag in th evolutio11 of mytliologic philosophy overlap widely; there 
i probably no tribe now living among whom zootheism bas not yet 
tak n ro t though heca ' totheism bas been found dominant among 
difl' rent tribe·· there i probably no people in the zootbeistic stage 
who ar completely dive ted of hecastotheistic vestiges; and one of the 
curiou f, ature of even the most advanced psycbotheism is the occa-
ional utcropping of feature inherited from all of the earlier stag·es. 
et it i none the le s important to discriminate the stages. 
TIIE IOUAN MYTHOLOGY 
It wa partly through pioneer tudy of the Siouan Indians that the 
1> pular fallacy •on erning the aboriginal "Great Spirit" gained cur-
r ll it wa partly through the work of Dorsey among the </Jegiha 
aud tribe , fir t as a missionary and afterward as a linguist, 
tliat ly error was orrected. .Amoug these tribes the creation 
a11d l f the world and the things thereof are ascribed to 
"wa-ka11-da' (tlie. t rm varying omewhat fror:.1 tribe to tribe), just as 
ug uian tribe omnipotence wa assigned to "rna-ni-do'' 
( an ighty" of '' Iliawatba"); yet inquiry shows that 
a 0 variou fi rm , and is rather a quality than a definite 
ong many of the tribes the un is waka0 da-not the 
.vaka0 da, but imply waka11 da; and among the same 
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· ct and decoratiorn, were waka11da 
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r , among the prairie tribe , was 
uy natural object and places of 
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and wa d ( with or with-
ly · e and adjec-
b Manife tly a 
1 mor highly 
i o, the idea 
n nd red into 
r 
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stand bow the superficial illquirer, dominated by definite spiritual 
concept, liandicapped by unfamiliarity with the fodian tongue, misled by · 
ignorance of the vagne preseriptorial ideation, and perhaps deceived 
by crafty native informauts or mischievous interpreters, came to adopt 
and perpetuate the erroneous interpretation. The term may be trans-
lated into "mystery" 11erhaps more satisfactorily than into any other 
single English word, yet this rendering is at the same time much too 
limited and much too definite. As used by the Siouan Indian, waka0 da 
vaguely connotes also '' power," "sacred/' "ancient," "grandeur," 
"animate," "immortal," and other words, yet does not express with 
any degree o~ fullness and clearness the ideas conveyed by these terms 
singly or collectively-indeed, no English sentence of reasonable length 
can do justice to the aboriginal idea expressed by the term waka0 da. 
While the beliefs of many of the Siouan tribes are lost through the 
extiuct10n of the tribesmen or transformed through acculturation, it is 
fortunate that a large body of information concerning the myths and 
ceremonials of' several prairie tribes bas been collected. The records 
of Carver, Lewis and Clark, Say, Catlin, and Prince .Maximilian are of 
great value when interpreted in the light of modern knowledge. More 
receut researches by Miss Fletcher 1 and by Dorsey 2 are of espec~al 
value, not only as direct eources of information but as a means of 
interpreting the earlier writings. From these records it appears that, 
in so far as they grasped the theistic concept, the Siouan Indians were 
polytheists; that their mysteries or deities varied in rank and power; 
that some were good but more were bad, while others combined bad 
and good attributes; that they assumed various forms, actual and 
imagiuary; and that their dispositions and motives resembled th9se 
found among man kind. 
The organization of the vague Siouan thearchy appears to have 
varied from group to group. Among all of the tribes whose beliefs 
are known, the sun was an important wakanda, perhaps the leading one 
potentially, though usually of less immediate consideration than cer-
tain others, such as thunder, lightning, and tlle cedar tree; among 
the Osage the sun was invoked. as'' grandfather,'' and among various 
tribes there were sun ceremonials, some of which are still maintained; 
among the Omaha and Ponka, according to Miss Fletcher, the mythic 
thunder-bird plays a prominent, perhaps dominant role, and the cedar 
tree or pole is deified as its tangible representative. The moon was 
wakanda among the Osage and the stars among the Omaha and Ponka, 
yet tLey seem to have occupied subordinate positions; the winds and 
tbe four quarters were apparently given higher rank; and, in individual 
case-= , the mythic water-monsters or earth-deities seem to have occu-
pied. leading positions. On the whole, it may be s:1.fe to consider the 
1 cvcral of th ese a re summarized in "The emulemat.ic u se of th o tree in tbe Dakota group," 
Sci n r , n . s., vol. 1v, 1896, pp. 475-487. ' 
2 .! otably " .A. tnd y of Siouau Cnlts, " Seventh Annual Report of th e Bureau of Ethnology for 
18 9-!>0 (1894) , pp. 351- 544. 
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nu c. th Siouan arch-my tery, with the mythic thunder-bird or 
famil · f thund r-bird a a ort of mediate link between the mysteries 
and m u po e ing J power but displaying more acl,ivity _in human 
affair than th remot ,r waka0 da of the heavens. Under these control-
ling waka0 da , ther member of the series were vaguely and variably 
arrang cl. omewhere iu the lower ranks, sacred animals-especially 
p rt uch a the white buffalo cow-were placed, and still lower 
ame tot m and haman , which, according to Dorsey, were reverenced 
rL tber thain wor hip d. It i noteworthy that this thearchic arrange-
men c rre ponded in many re pects with the hierarchic social organi-
zation f tb tock. 
ouan tbearcby was invoked and adored by means ·of forms 
an ni , a well a through orisons. The set observances were 
b1 borate; they compri ed dancing and chanting, feasting and 
fa nd in ome case acrifice and torture, the shocking atrocities 
of andan and Minitari rites being especially impressive. From 
th at collective d votion the ceremonials graded down through 
war-danc an<l hunting-~ ast to the terpsichorean grace extolled by 
o jndividual feticb worship. In general the adoration 
of vii rather than love of the good-but this can 
ed di 'tinctive feature, much less a peculiar one. 
s were especially distinctive and note-
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same time well-marked zootheistic features are found in the mythic 
thunder-birds and in the more or less complete deification of various 
animals, in the exaltation of the horse into the rank of the mythic dog 
father, and in the animal forms of the water-monsters and eartp.-beings; 
and the living application of zootheism is found in the animal fetiches 
and totems. On the whole, it seems just to assign the Siouan mythol-
ogy to the upper strata of zootheism, just verging on physitheism, with 
vestigial traces of hecastotheism. 
SOMATOLOGY 
The vigorous avocations of the chase and war were reflected in fine 
stature, broad and deep chests, strong and clean limbs, and sound con-
stitution among the Siouan tribesmen and their consorts. The skin 
was of the usual coppery cast characteristic of the native American; 
the teeth were strong, indicating and befitting a largely carnivorous 
diet, little worn by sandy foods, and seldom mutilated; the hands and 
feet were commonly large and sinewy. The Siouan Indians were 
among those who impressed white pioneers by the parallel placing of 
the feet; for, as among other walkers and runners, who rest sitting and 
lying, the feet assumed the pedestrian attitude of approximate paral-
lelism rather than the standing attitude of divergence forward. The 
hair was luxuriant~ stiff, straight, and more uniformly jet black than 
that of the southerly stocks; it was worn long by the women and most 
of the men, though partly clipped or shaved in some tribes by the war-
riors as well as the worthless dandies, who, according to Catlin, spent 
more time over their toilets than ever did the grande dame of Paris. 
The women were beardless and the men more or less nearly so; com-
monly the men plucked out by the roots the scanty hair springing on 
their faces, as did both sexes that on other parts of the body. The 
crania were seldom deformed artificially save through cradle accident, 
and while varying considerably in capacity and in the ratio of length to 
width were usually mesocephalic. The facial features were strong, yet 
in no way distinctly m1like those found among neighboring peoples. 
Since the advent of white men the characteristics of the Siouan 
Indians, like those of other tribes, have been somewhat modified, partly 
through infusion of Caucasian blood but chiefly through acculturation. 
With the abandonment of hunting and war and the tardy adoption of 
a slothful, semidependent agriculture, the frame has lost something 
of its stalwart vigor; with the adaptation of the white man's costume 
and the incomplete assimilation of his hygiene, various weaknesses and 
disorders have been developed; and through imitation the erstwhile 
luxuriant hair is cropped, and the beard, made scanty through genera-
t ions of extirpation, is commonly cultivated. Although the accul-
tural condition of the Siouan survivors ranges from the essentially 
primitive status of the Asiniboin to the practical civilization of the 
representatives of several tribes, it is fair to consider the stock in a 
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f tran ition from 1:)arbari m to civilization; and many of the 
trib men are lo ino- th ·haracteristics of activity and somatic devel-
01nn nt normal to primitive lif , wllile they have not yet assimilated 
th a tiviti and acquired the somatic characteristics normal to peace-
ful tl ntary liD . 
Bri fly c rte: in omatic features of the Siouan Indians, past and 
. ' pr . ent may be traced to their causes in custom and exercise of func-
tion; y t by far the greater number of the features are common to the 
merican people or to all mankind, and are of ill-understood signifi-
can . Tb few feature of known cause indicate that special somatic 
cbara t ri tic are determined largely or wholly by industrial and otber 
art , which are primarily shaped by environment. 
H ABITAT 
iniboin, who are chiefly in Canada, nearly all of 
um ia re HOW gathered on the reservations indicated on 
o of the e re ervations lying within the aboriginal 
tock. 
of white men, the Siouan territory was vaguely defined, 
a1 ere found to vary somewhat from exploration to explo-
agueu nd variability of habitat grew out of the char 
h . tr men . Of all the great stocks south of the 
uan w rhap lea ·t given to agriculture, most influ-
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l ce ive hunting or by fires set to 
t ·uterest of the chase; at the same 
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ya ·c01r1pli,• hed, and 
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•hief I art f th iouau area ·0111-
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': ,·eu b .Annual H••port. uf 1111 nur •au of Ethnolo '), for 1885-- 6 {18!11), pp. 1-1 42, nncl map. 
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stretcbing from tlle Rocky mountains to the Mississippi and from the 
Arkansas-Red river divide nearly to the Saskatchewan, with an arm 
crossing the Mississippi and exten<ling to Lake Michigan. In addition 
there were a few outlying bodies, the largest and easternmost bordering 
the Atlantic from Santee river nearly to Capes Lookout and Hatteras, 
and skirting the Appalachian range northward to the Potomac; the 
next considerable area lay on the Gulf coast about Pascagoula river 
and bay, stretching nearly from the Pearl to the Mobile; and there were 
one or two unimportant areas on Ohio river, which were temporarily 
occupied by small groups of Siouan Indians during recent times. 
There is little probability that the Siouan habitat, as thus outlined, 
ran far into the prehistoric age. As already noted, the Siouan Indians 
of the plains were undoubtedly descended from the Siouan tribes of the 
east (indeed the Mandan had a tradition to that effect); and reason has 
been given for supposing that the ancestors of the prairie hunters fol-
lowed the straggling buffalo through the cis-Mississippi forests into 
his normal trans-Mississippi habitat and spread over his domain save 
as they were held in check by alien huntsmen, chiefly of the warlike 
Caddoan and Kiowan tribes; and the buffalo itself was a geologically 
recent-indeed essentially post-glacial-animal. Little 1f any definite 
trace of Siouan occupancy has heen found in the more ancient prehis-
toric works of the Mississippi valley. On the whole it appears probable 
that the prehistoric development of the Siouan stock and habitat was 
exceptionally rapid, that the Siouan Indians were a vigorous and virile 
people that arose quickly under the stimulus of strong vitality (the 
acquisition of which need uot here be considered), coupled with excep-
tionally favorable opportunity, to a power and glory culminating about 
the time of discovery. 
ORGANIZATION 
The demotic organization of the Siouan peoples, so far as known, is 
set forth in considerable detail in Mr Dorsey's treatises 1 and in the 
foregoing enumeration of tribes, confederacies, and other linguistic 
groups. 
Like the other aborigines north of Mexico, the Siouan Indians were 
organized on the basis of kinship, and were thus in the stage of tribal 
society. All oft.he best-known tribes had reached that plane in organ-
ization characterized by descent in the male line, though many vestiges 
and some relatively unimportant examples of descent in the female line 
have been discovered. Thus the clan system was obsolescent a.nd the 
gentile system fairly developed; i. e., the people were practically out 
of the sta.ge of savagery and well advanced in the stage of barbarism. 
1 Chiefly "Omaha Sociology," Third Ann. Rep. B nr. Eth., for 1881- 82 (1884), pp. 205-370; "A. study of 
Siouan cults," Eleventh Ann. Rep. Bur. Eth., for 1889-90 (1894) , pp. 351-544, and that printed on the 
following pages. 
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onfederation for defen e and offense was fairly defined and was 
treugth n d by intermarriage between tribes and gentes and the prohi-
bition of marriage within the gens; yet the organization was such as to 
maintain tribal autonomy in considerable degree; i.e., the social struc-
ture wa such as to facilitate union in time of war and division into 
mall group adapted to hunting in times of peace. No indication of 
feudali m ha been fonnd in the stock. 
The government was autocratic, largely by military leaders sometimes 
(parti ularlyi11 peace) ndvi ed by the elders and priests; the leadership 
wa determined primarily by ability-prowess in war and the chase and 
wi dom in the council,-and was thus hereditary only a little further 
than cbaracteri tics were inherited; indeed, excepting slight recogni-
tion of the divinity that doth hedge about a king, the leaders were 
practically -:elf.cho en, arising gradually to the level determined by 
their abilitie . The germ of theocracy was fairly developed, and appar-
ently burg oned vigorously during each period of peace, only to be 
cltecke 1 and withered during the ensuing war when the shamans and 
tbeir craft were forced into the background. 
Durin g recent year , ince tlie tribes began to yield to the domina-
tion of the peace-loving whites, the government and election are deter-
mined chiefly by kin hip, a. appears from Dorsey's researches; yet 
definite trace of the militant organization appear, and any man can 
win mun and rank in his gens, tribe, or confederacy by bravery or 
g 'nero ity. 
· · uti nal conn ction between the Siouan tribes of the plains 
an th Atlantic slope and the Gulf coast is completely lost, 
an whether the veral branches have ever been united 
in ration (or "nation," in the language of the pioneers), 
· · ·on in tile Appalachian region perhaps five or 
thi divi ion the tribes have separated widely, 
t war of the region in the historic period have 
ibe ; the mo t extensive union possessing the 
1 organization was the great Dakota confed-
\vn into in tability and partial disruption; and 
1v and oalitions were of temporary character. 
s becau e of this character), the 
ble; with every shock of conflict, 
ats were displaced or slain; 
tl , epidemic, emigration, or 
formed. The undoubtedly 
y aft r th pa age of the 
d a· imilation a well a 
and perbap other 
for his reason in 
tion and dichotomy 
t ory i ague to 
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Perhaps the best example is found in the ¢egiha, which divided into two 
great branches, the stronger of which threw off minor branches in the 
Osage and Kansa, and afterward separated into the Omaha and Ponka, 
while the feebler branch also ramified widely; and only less notahle is 
the example of the Winnebago trunk, with its three great branches in 
the Iowa, Oto, and Missouri. This strong divergent tendency in itself 
suggests rapid, perhaps abnormally rapid, growth in the stock; for it 
outran and partially concealed the tendency toward convergence and 
ultimate coalescence which characterizes demotic phenomena. 
The half-dozen eastern stocks occupying by far the greater part of 
North America contrast strongly wHh the half-hundred local stocks 
covering the Pacific coast; and none of the strong Atlantic stocks is 
more characteristic, more sharply contrasted with the limited groups of 
the western coast, or better understood as regards organization and 
development, than the great Siouan stock of the northern interior. 
There is promise that, as the demology of aboriginal America is pushed 
forward, the records relating to the Siouan Indians and especially to 
their structure and institutions will aid in explaining why some stocks 
are limited and others extensive, why large stocks in general charac-
terize the interior and small stocks the coasts, and ~hy the dominant 
peoples of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were successful in dis-
placing the preexistent and probably more primitive peoples of the 
Mississippi valley. While the time is not yet ripe for making final 
answer to these inquiries, it is not premature to suggest a relation 
between a peculiar development of the aboriginal stocks and a peculiar 
geographic conformation: In general the coastward stocks are small, 
indicating a provincial shoreland habit, yet their population and area 
commonly increase toward those shores indented by deep bays, along 
which maritime and inland industries naturally blend; so ( confining 
attention to eastern United States) the extensive Muskhogean stock 
stretches inland from the deep-bayed eastern Gulf coast; and so, too, 
three of the largest stocks on the continent (Algonquian, Iroquoian, 
Siouan) stretch far into the interior from the still more deeply indented 
Atlantic coast. In two of these cases (Iroquoian and Siouan) history 
, and tradition indicate expansion and migration from the land of bays 
between Cape Lookout and Cape May, while in the third there are 
similar (though perhaps less definite) indications of an inland drift 




The Dakota are mentioned in the Jesuit !{elations as early as 1639-40; 
the tradition is noted that the Ojibwa, on arriving at the Great Lakes in 
an early migration from the Atlantic coast, encountered representatives 
1 T ak en chi efly from notes and manuscripts prepared hy Mr Dorsey. 
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of h great onfederacy of the plains. In 1641 the French voyageurs 
met th otawatomi Indians flying from a nation called Nadawessi 
( n mi ) ; and the Frenchmen adopted the alien name for the warlike 
prairi tribe . By 1658 the Jesuits had learned of the existence of 
thirty Dakota vil1ages west-northwest from the Potawatomi mission St 
Michel; and in 1689 they recorded the presence of tribes apparently 
repr nting the Dakota confederacy on the upper Missisi::dppi, near 
the mouth of the St Croix. According to Croghan's History of Western 
P nn. ylvania, the " ue" fodians occupied the country southwest of 
Lak up rior about 1759; and Dr T. S. Williamson," the father of the 
Dakota rni :ion," states that the Dakota must have resided about the 
conflu nc of the Mi is ippi and the Minnesota or St Peters for at 
1 a, t two hundred years prior to 1860. 
• ·ordi11g to tradition collected by Dorsey, the Teton took posses-
ion of th Black Hills region, which had previously been occupied by 
th 'row Indian , long before white men came; and the Yankton 
and r~rnktonnai, whi ·lt w re found on the Missouri by Lewis and Ulark, 
w re 11 t lon°·r moved from the region about Minnesota river. In 1862 
the ant an 1 oth r Dakota tribes united in a formidable outbreak 
in 1,000 white were massacred or slain in battle. 
a11d the consequent governmental action toward 
he tribes, much was learned concerning 
)le, and various Indian leaders became 
d, razy Horse, Sitting Bull, American 
ared (commonly mi called Man-afraid-of-
u Dakota chiefs and warriors, nota-
ra e, whose names are prominent in 
. r outbreaks occurred, the last of note 
·antasy in 1890-91, whlch fortunately 
· slight interruptions, the Dakota 
teadily gathered on reservations. 
rairie north of the international 
l>0dy of the confederacy, numbering nearly 
' rvation (already noted) in Minnesota, 
kota, and outh Dakota. 
· oin from the Wazi-kute gens of the 
b for the middle of the seventeenth 
ou f 165 di tinguishes between tbe 
dly the Dakota proper) and the A siui-
. Tb iniboin are undoubtedly the 
· w ext to the Makatapi 
· -L nape or Delaware. 
i t of the I ati (I -
l ta); and the J ·t 
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in 1689-90, when the Essanape were sixty leagues above; and Perrot's 
Memoire refers to the Asiniboin as a Sioux tribe whic.:h, in the sev-
enteenth century, seceded from their nation and took refuge among the 
rocks of Lake-of-the-Woods. Chauvignerie located some of the tribe 
south of Ounipigan (Winnipeg) lake in 1736, and they were near Lake-
of-the-Woods as late as 17G6, when they were said fo have 1,500 war-
riors. It is well known that in 1829 they occupied a considerable 
territory west of the Dakota and north of Missouri river, with a popu-
lation estimated at 8,000; and Drake estimated their number at 10,000 
before the smallpox epidemic of 1838, which is said to have carried off 
4,000. From this blow the tribe seems never to have fully recovered, 
and now numbers probably no more than 3,000, mostly in Canada, 
where they continue to roam the plains t~ey have occupied for half a 
century. 
</;EGIH.A. 
According to tribal traditions 'collected by Dorsey, the ancestors of 
the Omaba, Ponka, Kwapa, Osage, and Kansa were originally one 
people dwelling on Ohio and Wabash rivers, but gradually working 
westward. The first separation took place at the mouth of the Ohio, 
when those who went down the Mississippi became tlrn Kwapa or Down-
stream People, while those who ascended the great river became the 
Omaha or Up-stream People. This separation must have occurred at 
least as early as 1500, since it preceded De Soto's discovery of the 
Mississippi. 
The Omaha group (from whom the Osage, Kansa, and Ponka were 
not yet separated) ascended the Mississippi to the mouth of the Mis-
souri, where they remained for some time, though war and hunting 
parties explored the country northwestward, and the body of the tribe 
gradually followed these pioneers, though the Osage and Kansa were 
successively left behind. Some of the pioneer parties discovered the 
pipestone quarry, and many traditions cling about this landmark. Sub-
sequently they were driven across the Big Sioux by the Yankton Indians, 
who then lived toward the confluence of the Minnesota and Mississippi. 
The group gradually differentiated and finaUy divided through the sep-
aration of the Ponka, probably about the middle of the seventeenth 
century. The Omaha gathered south of the Missouri, between the 
mouths of the Platte and Niobrara, while the Ponka pushed into the 
Black Hills country. 
The Omaha tribe remained within the great bend of the Missouri, 
opposite the mouth of the Big Sioux , until white men came. Their 
hunting ground extended westward and southwestward, chiefly north 
of the Platte and along the Elkhorn, to the territory of the Ponka and 
the Pawnee (Oaddoan); and in 1766 Carver met their hunting parties 
on Minnesota river. Toward the end of the eighteenth century they 
were nearly destroyed by smallpox, their number having been reduced 
from about 3,500 to but little over 300 when they were visited by Lewis 
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aud lark their famou chief Blackbird being one of those carried off 
by th pid mic. Sub equently they increased in numbers; in 1890 
their p pulation wa about 1,200. They are now on reservations, mostly 
owning land in , ev ralty, and are citizens of the United States and of 
the tate of .i: ebra ka. 
lthough the name Ponka did not appear in history before 1700 it 
mu t hav b en u ed for many generations earlier, since it is an archaic 
· ation connected with the social organization of several tribes and 
cret ocietie of the Osage and Ka.nsa, as well as the Ponka. In 
he ronka were indicated on De l'Isle's map, though they were 
not th n gregated territorially from the Omaha. They, too, suffered 
terribly from the smallpox epidemic, and when met by Lewis a,nd Clark 
in 1 04 numbered only about. 200. They increased rapidly, reachiug 
ab ut 600 in 1 ~9 and some 800 in 1842; in 1871, when they were first 
vi'ited by Dorsey, they numbered 747. Upto this time the Ponka and 
Dakota wer amicable; but a di pute grew out of the cession of lands, 
and th T ton made annual raids on the Ponka until the enforced 
r mo al of the tribe to Indian Territory took place in 1877. Through 
· · ore than a quarter of the Ponka lost their lives. The 
thi tribe from lands owned by them in fee simple 
· n, and H, commission was appointed by President 
ire into the matter; the commission, consisting 
M' nd Messrs William Stickney and Walter 
ka lements in Indian Territory and on the 
a factory arrangement of the affairs of the 
e greater portion (some 600) remained in Indian 
2 I pt their reservation in Nebraska. 
· the mouth of the Ohio, the ancestors 
npanieJ.l the main Omaha body up the 
age river. There the Osage separated 
river which bears their name. They 
ette in 1673 as the '' Ouchage" and 
in 1719 a the "Iluzzau," "Ous," and 
han, they were, iu 1759, on "White 
i," with the" Grand Tue;" but" White 
l<l de ignat10n for Osage river, and 
ey, a corruption of" Gran des Eaux," 
· no ufficient reason for sup-
i. Toward the clo e of the 
ncountered the Comanche 
cl their cour e wa turned 
wn, the Great Osage and 
rkan iver , in four vil-
ntry ginning 25 miles 
1e fe ·ne of that date, 
mb r ording to 
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Schoolcraft, they numbered 3,758 in April, 1853, but this was after the 
removal of an important branch known as Black Dog's band to a new 
locality farther down Verdigris river. In 1850 the Osage occupied at 
least seven large villages, besides numerous small ones, on Neosho and 
Verdigris rivers. In 1873, when visited by Dorsey, they were gathered 
on their reservations in what is now Oklahoma. In 1890 they num-
bered 158. 
The Kansa remained with the Up- stream People in their gradual 
ascent of the Missouri to the mouth of the Kaw or Kansas, when they 
diverged westward; but they soon came in contact with inimical 
peoples, and, like the Osage, were driven southward. The date of this 
divergence is not fixed, but it must have been after 1723, when Bourg-
mont mentioned a large village of "Quans" located on a small river 
flowiug northward thirty leagues above Kaw river, near the Missouri. 
After the cession of Louisiana to the United States, a treaty was made 
with the Kansa Indians, who were then on Kaw river, at the mouth of 
the Saline, having been forced back from the Missouri by the Dakota; 
they then numbered about 1,500 and occupied about thirty earth lodges. 
In 1825 they ceded their lands on the Missouri to the Government, 
retaining a reservation on the Kaw, where they were constantly sub-
jected to attacks from the Pawnee and other tribes, through which large 
nurn bers of their warriors were slain. In 1846 they again ceded their 
lands aud received a new reservation on Neosho river in Kansas. This 
was soon overrun by settlers, when another reservation was assigned 
to them in Indian Territory, near the Osage country. By 1890 their 
population was reduced to 214. 
The Kwapa were found by De Soto in 1541 on the Mississippi above 
the mouth of the St Francis, and, according to Marquette's map, they 
were partly east of the Mississippi in 1673. In 1681 La Salle found 
them in three villages distributed along the Mississippi, and soon after-
ward Tonty mentioned four villages, one (Kappa= U :llaqpaqti, '' Real 
Kwapa") on the Mississippi and three (Toyengan=Tanwan-jb1a, "Small 
Village"; Toriman=Ti-uad¢iman, and Osotonoy=Uzutiuwe) inland; 
this observation was verified by Dorsey in 1883 by the discovery that 
these names are still in use. In early days the K wapa were known as 
'•Akansa," or Arkansa, first noted by La Metairie in 1682. It is prob-
able that this name was an Algonquian designation given because of 
confusion with, or recognition of affinity to, the Kansa or Kanze, the 
pre.fix "a" being a common one in Algonquian appellations. In 1687 
Joutel located two of the villages of the tribe on the Arkansas and 
two on the Mississippi, one of the latter being on the eastern side. 
According to St Cosme, the greater part of the tribe died of smallpox 
in October, 1699. In 1700 De l'Isle placed the principal "Acansa" 
village on the southern side of Arkansas river; and, according to 
Gravier, there were in 1701 five villages, tbe largest, Imaha (Omaha), 
being highest on the Arkansas. In 1805 Sibley placed the "Arkensa'·' 
15 ETH--13 
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in three village' on the southern side of Arkansas river, about 12 miles 
above rkan a po t. They claimed to be the original proprietors of 
th country bordering the Arkansas for 300 miles, or up to the con:flu-
en e of the Cadwa, above which lay the territory of the Osage. Sub-
sequently the K wapa affiliated with the Caddo Indians, though of 
another tock; according to Porter they were in the Caddo country in 
1 29. re ervation were established, the Kwapa were re-segregated, 
and in 1877 were on their reservation in northwestern Indian Terri-
tory; but mo t of them afterward scattered, chiefly to the Osage 
country, where in 1890 they were found to number 232 . 
.LOIWE'RE 
The ancestry and prehistoric movements of the tribes constituting 
thi group are involved in considerable obscurity, though it is known 
from tradition as well as linguistic affinity that they sprung from the 
Winn bao-o. 
in · the days of farquette (1673) the Iowa have ranged over the 
country b tween the Mis issippi and Missouri, up to the latitude of 
On ota (formerly upper Iowa) river, and even across the Missouri 
a t the mouth of the Platte. Chauvignerie located them in 1736 
w t of the Mis i ippi and (probably through error in identification of 
t waterway) south of the Mi souri; and in 1761 Jefferys placed them 
i ouri river and the headwaters of Des Moines river, above 
bt•low the Maha (Omaha). In 1805, according to Drake, 
De Moin s river, forty leagues above its mouth, and 
. In 1811 Pike found them in two villages on Des Moines 
er . In 1 15 they were decimated by smallpox, and 
throuO'h war against the tribes of the Dakota con.fed-
orter plac d them on the Little Platte, some 15 miles 
,· · nd about 1853 Schoolcraft located them on 
ipal village being near the mouth of the 
they uffered another epidemic of smallpox, 
ide women and children, were carried off. 
owa, like the other Indians of the stock, 
whi h they still occupy in Kansa and 
last census their population was 273. 
· y Tonty about 1670; they were located 
ette' map (1673) under the name of 
ion of their name by the Illinois 
quian prefix. The name Missouri 
In 1723 Bourgmont located their 
Kaw river and 60 league below 
ing to roghan, they were 
· oi ountry in 1759. 
firnte, it seem certain 
i ab ut the mouth of 
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the Missouri, and that th{'y gradually ascended the latter stream, 
remaining for a time between Grand and Chariton rivers and establish-
ing a town 011 the left bank of the Missouri near the mouth of the 
Grand. There they were found by French traders, who built a fort on 
an island quite near their village about the beginning of the eighteenth 
century. 8oon afterward they were conquered and dispersed by a 
combinatiou of Sac·, Fox, and other Indians; they also suffered from 
smallpox. On the division, five or six lodges joined the Osage, two or 
three took refuge with the Kansa, and most of the remainder amalga-
mated with the Oto. In 1805 Lewis and Clark found a part of the 
tribe, numbering about 300, south of Platte river. The only known 
survivors in 1829 were with the Oto, when they numbered no more 
than 80. In 1842 their village stood on the southern bank of Platte 
river near the Oto settlement, and they followed the latter tribe to 
Indian ~erritory in 1882. 
According to Winnebago tradition, the ilioiwe're tribes separated from 
that "People of the parent speech" long ago, the Iowa being the first 
and the Oto the last to leave. In 1673 the Oto were located by Mar-
quette west of Missouri river, betwee.n the fortieth and fortyfirst 
parallels; in 1680 they were 130 leagues from the Illinois, almost oppo-
site the mouth of_ the Miskoncing (Wisconsin), and in 1687 they were 
on Osage river. According to La Hontan they were, in 1690, on Oton-· 
tas (Osage) river; and in 1698 Hennepin placed them ten days' journey 
from Fort Creve Creur. Iberville, in 1700, located the Iowa and Oto 
with the Omaha, between Wisconsin and Missouri rivers, about 100 
leagues from the Illinois tribe; and Charlevoix, in 1721, fixed the Oto 
habitat as below that of the lowa and above that of the Kansa on the 
western side of the Missouri. Dupratz mentions the Oto as a small 
nation on Missouri river in 1758, and Jefferys (1761) described them 
as occupying the southern bank of the Panis (Platte) between its mouth 
and the Pawnee territory; according to Porter, they occupied the same 
position in 1829. The Oto claimed the land bordering the Platte from 
thefr village to the mouth of the river, and also that on both sides of the 
Missouri as far as the Big Nemaha. In 1833 Catlin found the Oto and 
Missouri together in the Pawnee country; about 1841 they were gath-
ered in four villages ou the southern side of the Platte, from 5 to 18 
miles above its mouth. In 1880 a part of the tribe removed to the Sac· 
and Fox reservation in Indian Territory, where -they still remain; iu 
1882 the rest of the tribe, with the remnant of the Missouri, emigrated 
to the Pbnka, Pawnee, and Oto reservation in the present Oklahoma, 
where, in 1890 they were found to number 400. 
WINNEBAGO 
Lingufatically the Winnebago Indians are closely related to the 
ilioiwe're on the one side and to the Mandan on the other. They were 
first mentioned in the Jesuit Relation of 1636, though the earliest 
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known u of the name Winnebago occurs in the Relation of 1640; 
i 11 t f, und them on Gr en bay in 1639. According to Shea, the 
inn bago were almo t annihilated by the Illinois (Algonquian) tribe in 
arly day , and the historical group was made up of the survivors of 
tb arly battles. Cbauvignerie placed the Winnebago on Lake Supe-
rior ju 1736, and Jeffery referred to them and the Sac as living near 
the head f reen bay iu 1761; Carver mentions a Winnebago village 
on a mall i land near the ea tern end of Winnebago lake in 1778. 
Pike numerat d even Winnebago villages existing in 1811; and in 
1 2.:.1 th por ula ion of the tribe was estimated at 5,800 (including 900 
warrior ) in th country about Winnebago lake and extending thence 
outhwt' tward to the Mis 'i sippi. By treaties in 1825 and 1832 they 
c d d th ir land south of Wisconsin and Fox rivers for a reservation 
on th i si ippi above the Oneota; one of their villages in 1832 was 
at Prairi la Oro e. Th y suffered several visitations of smallpox; 
the third, which occurred. in 1 36, carried off more than a quarter of 
tbe trib . part of the people long remained widely distributed over 
th ir old ountry ea t of the Missis ippi and along that river in Iowa 
and linne ota; in 1 40 mo t of the tribe removed to the neutral ground 
in tb h 11 t rritory of Iowa; in 1846 they surrendered their reserva-
tion for a.noth r above the Minnesota, and in 1856 tl;ley were removed 
to Blue ◄ artb, Minn sota. H re they were mastering agriculture, when 
th iou war br l e out and the settlers demanded their removal. 
wh had tak n up farm', thereby abandoning tribal rights, were 
all w tl t r main but the other were tran ferred to Crow creek, on 
Mi ouri riv r, whenc they o n e caped. Their privations and suffer-
w r t rribl · ut of 2,000 taken to Crow creek only 1,200 reached 
me ha r rvati n, whither mo t of them fled. They were assigned 
a ue, r r ation on the Omalrn lands, where they now remain, occupy-
in land all t d in veral y. In 1890 there were 1,215 Winnebago 
n h r r ti n, but nearly an equal number were scattered over 
Mimi t I wa i on in and Michigan, where they now live chiefly 
by a ri ·ul ur with a trong redilection for hunting. 
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migrated up the Missouri to a point 1,430 miles above its mouth (as 
subsequently determined by Lewis and Clark); the seven villages were 
soon reduced to five, and these people also ascended the river and 
formed two villages in the Arikara country, near the Mandan of the 
eastern side, where they remained until about 1766, when they also 
consolidated. Thus the once powerful and populous tribe was reduced 
to two villages which, in 1804, were found by Lewis and Clark on 
opposite banks of the Missouri, about 4 miles below Knife river. Here 
for a time the tribe waxed and p1~omised to regain the early prestige, 
reaching a population of 1,600 in 1837; but in that year they were again 
attacked by·smallpox and almost annihilated, the survivors numbering 
only 31 according to one account, or 125 to 145 according to others. 
After this visitation they united in one village. When the Hidatsa 
removed from Knife river in 1845, some of the Mandan accompanied 
them, and others followed at intervals as late as 1858, when only a few 
still remained at their old home. In 1872 a reservation was set apart 
for the Hidatsa and Arikara and the survivors of the Mandan on Mis-
souri and Yellowstone rivers in Dakota and Montana, but in 1886 the 
reservation was reduced. According to the census returns, the Mandan 
numbered 252 in 1890. 
HIDATS.A. 
There has been much confusion concerning the definition and desig-
nation of the Hidatsa Indians. They were formerly known as Minitari 
or Gros Ventres of the Missouri, in distinction from the Gros Ventres 
of the plains, who belong to another stock. The origin of the term 
Gros Ventres is somewhat obscure, and various observers have pointed 
out its inapplicability, especially to the well-formed Hidatsa tribesmen. 
According to Dorsey, the French pioneers probably translated a native 
term referring to a traditional buffalo paunch, which occupies a promi-
nent place in the Hidatsa mythology and which, in early times, led to 
a dispute and the separation of the Crow from the main group some 
time in the eighteenth century. 
The earlier legends of the Hidatsa are vague, but there is a definite 
tradition of a migration northward, about 1765, from the neighborhood 
of Heart river, where they were associated with the Mandan, to Knife 
rjver. At least as early as 1796, according to Matthews, there were 
three villages belonging to this tribe on Knife river-one at the mouth, 
another half a .mile above, and the third and largest 3 miles from the 
mouth. Here the people were found by Lewis and Clark in 1804, and 
here they remained until 1837, when the scourge of smallpox fell and 
many of the people perished, the survivors uniting in a single village. 
About 1845 the Hidatsa and a part of the Mandan again migrated up 
the Missouri, and established a village 30 miles by land and 60 miles 
by water above their old home, within what is now Fort Berthold·res-
ervation. Their population bas apparently varied greatly, partly by 
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f th ill definition of the tribe by different enumerators, partly 
by r ~ n f the inroad of smailpox. In 1890 they numbered 522. 
Th row people ar known by the Hidatsa as Kiliatsa (They-refused-
th -paun h): accordiug to Matthews;· and Dorsey points out that their 
own name, b aruk , does not mean" crow," but refers to a variety of 
hawk. L wi aud Clark found the tribe in four bands. In 1817 Brown 
lo •at d them on Yellow tone river. In 1829 they were described by 
P rt r a ranging along Yellow tone river on the eastern side of the 
R cky mountain , and nmnl>ered at .4,000; while in 1834, according to 
Drak , they occupied the outhern branch of the Yellowstone, about 
the forty ixth parallel and one hundred and :fifth meridian, with a 
population of 4,500. In 1 42 their number was estimated at 4,000, and 
they w r de cribed as inhabiting the headwaters of the Yellowstone. 
Th y have ince been duly gathered on the Crow reservation in Mon-
tana and are lowly adopting civilization. In 1890 they numbered 
2,-" 7. 
THE EA. TERN .A.ND SOUTHERN '.l.'RIBES 
The hi tory of the l\Ionakan, Catawba, Sara, Pedee, and Santee, and 
incid ntally that f the Biloxi, bas been carefully reviewed in a recent 
publicati n by Mooney,1 and does not require repetition. 
ENERAL MOVEMENTS 
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plains 500 or 800 miles away. .All ·of the movements were consistent 
and, despite intertribal friction and strife, measurably harmonious. The 
lines of movement, so far as they can be restored, are in full accord 
with the lines of linguistic evolution traced by Hale and Dorsey and 
Gatscbet, and indicate that some five hundred or possibly one thousand 
years ago the tribesmen pushed over the Appalachians to the Ohio and 
followed that stream and its tributaries to the Mississippi (though there 
are faint indications that some of the early emigrants ascended the 
northern tributaries to the region of the Great Lakes); and that the 
human flood gained vob1me as it advanced and expanded to cover 
the entire region of the plains. The records concerning the movement 
of this great human 8tream .find support in the manifest reason for the 
movement; the reason was the food quest by which all primitive men 
are led, and its end was the abundant fauna of the prairieland, with the 
buffalo at its bead. 
While the early population of the Siomm stock, when first the hunts-
men crossed the Appalachians, may not be known, the lines of migra-
tion indicate that the people increased and multiplied amain during 
their long journey, and that their numbers culminated, despite external 
conflict and internal strife, about the beginning of written history, 
when the Siouan population may have been 100,000 or more. Then 
came war against the whites and the still more deadly smallpox, 
whereby the vigorous stock was checked and crippled and the popula-
tion gradually reduced; but since the first shock, which occurn~d at 
different dates in diff~rent parts of the great region, the Siouan people 
have fairly held their own, and some branches are perhaps gaining in 
strength. 
SOME FEATURES OF INDIAN SOCIOLOGY 
t As shown by Powell, there are two fundamentally distinct classes or 
stages in human society-(1) tribal society and (2) national society. 
National society characterizes civilization; primarily it is orgamzed on 
a territorial basis, but as enlightenment grows the bases are multi-
plied. Tribal society is characteristic of savagery and barbarism; so 
far as known, all tribal societies are organized on the basis of kinship. 
The transfer from tribal society to national society is often, perhaps 
always, through feudalism, in which the territorial motive takes root 
and in which the kinship motive withers. 
All of the .American aborigines north of Mexico and most of those 
farther southward were in the stage of tribal society when the conti-
nents were discovered, though feudalism was apparently budding in 
South America, Central America, and parts of Mexico. The partly 
developed transitional stage may, for the present, be neglecterl, and 
American Indian sociology may be considered as representing tribal 
society or kinship organization. 
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The fundamental principles of tribal organization through kinship 
have been formulated by Powell; they are as follows :1 
I. A body of kindred constituting a distinct body politic 1s divided into groups, 
tho males jnto groups of brothers aml the females into groups of sisters, on distinc-
tion of generations, regardless of degrees of consanguinity; and the kinship terms 
u d xpress relative age. In civilized society kinships are classified on distinctions 
of sex, di tinctions of generations, and distinctions arising from degrees of consan. 
guinity. 
II. When de ent is in the female line, the brother-group consists of natal brothers, 
together with all the materterate male cousms of whatever degree. Thus mother's 
sister ' son and mother's mother's sisters' daughters' sons, etc, are included in a 
group with natal brothers. In like manner the sister-group is composed of natal 
sisters, together with all materterate female cousins of whatever degree. 
III. When de ent is in the male line, the brother-group is composed of natal 
brother , together with all patruate male cousins of whatever degree, and the sister-
group is composed of natal sisters, together with all patruate female cousins ·of 
whatever d gree. 
I . Tho on of a member of a brother-group calls each one of the group, father; 
the father of a member of a brother-group calls each one of the group, son. Thus a 
father-group is coextensive with tho brother-group to which the father belongs. A 
brother-crroup may also constitute a father-group and grandfather-group, a son-
group and a "randson-group. It may also be a patruate-group and an avunculate-
group. It may also be a patruate cousin-group and an avunculate cousin-group; 
and in general, every member of a brother-group has the same consanguineal relation 
t p r on ut id of the group as that of every other member. 
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inimical to, all other groups. The testimony of the observed institu-
tions is corroborated by the testimony of language, which, as clearly 
shown by Powell/ represents progressive combination rather than con-
tinued differentiation, a process of involution rather than evolution. 
It would appear that the original definitely organized groups occasion-
ally met and coalesced, whereby changes in organization were required; 
that these compound groups occasionally coalesced with other groups, 
both simple and compoun<l, whereby they were elaborated in structure, 
always with some loss in definiteness and permanence; and that grad-
ually the groups enlarged by incorporation, while the composite organ-
ization grew complex and variable to meet the ever-changing condi-
tions. It would also appear that in some cases the corporeal growth 
outran the structural or institutional growth, when the bodies-clans, 
geutes, tribes, or confederacies-split into two or more fragments which 
continued to grow independently; yet that in gen-eral the progress of 
institutional development went forward through incorporation of peoples 
and differentiation of institutions. The same process was followed as 
tribal society passed into national society; and it is the same process 
which is today exalting national society into world society, and trans-
forming simple civilization into enlightenment. Thus the evolution of 
social organization is from the simple and definite toward the complex 
and variable; or from the involuntary to the voluntary; or from the 
environment-shaped to the environment-shaping; or from the biotic to 
the demotic. 
The second postulate, which may be regarded as a corollary of the 
first, is that the primary conjugal condition: was one of pro~niscuity, 
out of which different forms ot marriage were successively segregated. 
Now the wide range in institutional development exemplified by the 
American Indians affords unprecedented opportunities for testing this 
postulate also. The simplest demotic unit found among the aborigines 
is the clan or mother-descent grnup, in which the normal conjugal rela-
tion is essentially monogamous,2 in which marriage is· more or less 
strictly regulated by a system of prohibitions, and in which the chief 
conjugal regulation is commonly that of exogamy with respect to the 
clan; in higher groups, more deeply affected by contact with neighbor-
ing peoples, the simple elan organization is sometimes found to be 
modified, (1) by · the adoption and subsequent conjugation of captive 
men and boys, and, doubtless more profoundly, (2) by the adoption 
and polygamous marriage of female captives; and in still more highly 
organized groups the mother-descent is lost and polygamy is r~gular 
and limited only by the capacity of the husband as a provider. The 
second and third stages are commonly characterized, like the first, 
1N otably in "Relation of primitive p eoples to environment, illustrated by American examples," 
Smithsonian Report fur 1896, pp. 025-638, especially p. 635. 
2 Neither space nor present occasion warrants discussion of tbe curious aphrodisian cults founcl 
among many p eoples, usually in the barbaric stage of deYelopment; it may be noted merely that this 
is an aberrant branch from the main stem of institutional growth. The subject is touched briefly in 
"The fiegin11ing of marriage, " American Anthropologist, voi. IX, pp. 371-383, Nov., 1896. 
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produced a new monogamic family; and that sometimes in the first case 
(and possibly in the second) the new group retained a more or less 
definite connection with tlie parent group-this connection constituting 
the germ of the clan. In passing, it may be noted merely that this 
inferential origin of the lines of institutional development is in accord 
with the habits of certain higher and incipiently organized animals. 
From this hypothetic beginning, primitive marriage may be traced 
through the various observed stages of monogamy and polygamy and 
concubinage and wife-subordination, through savagery and barbarism 
and into civilization, with its curi0us combination of exoteric monog-
amy and esoteric promiscuity. Fortunately the burden of the proof 
of this evolution does not now rest wholly on the evidence obtained 
among the American aborigines; for W estermarck has recently re-
viewed the records of observation among the primitive peoples of many 
lands, and has found traces of the same sequence in all.1 Thus the 
evolution of marriage, like that of other human institutions, is from 
the simple and definite to the complex and variable; i.e., from approx-
imate or complete monogamy through polygamy to a mixed status of 
undetermined signification; or from the mechanical to the spontaneous; 
or from the involuntary to the voluntary; or from the provincial to the 
. cosmopolitan . 
.As implied in several foregoing paragraphs, and as clearly set forth 
in various publications by Powell, tribal society falls into two classes 
or stages-(1) clan organization and (2) gentile organization, these 
stages corresponding respectively to savagery and barbarism, strictly 
defined . 
.At the time of discovery, most of the American Indians were in the 
upper stages of savagery and the lower stages of barbarism, as defined 
by organization; among some tribes descent was reckoned in the fernal1' 
line, though definite matriarchies have not been discovered; among 
several tribes descent was and still is reckoned in the male line, and 
among all of the tribes thus far investigated the patriarchal system is 
found. 
In tribal society, both clan and gentile, the entire social structure is 
based on real or assumed kinship, and a large part of the demotic 
devices are designed to establish, perpetuate, and advertise kinship 
relations. As already indicated, the conspicuous devices in order of 
development are the taboo with the prohibitions growing out of it, 
kinship nomenclature and regulations, and a system of ordination by 
which incongruous things are brought into association. 
Among the American Indians the taboo and derivative prohibitions 
are used chiefly in connection with marriage and clan or gentile organ-
ization. Marriage in the clan or gens is prohibited; among many tribes 
a vestige of the inferential primitive condition is found in the curious 
1 The History of Human Marriage (London, 1891), especially chapter s iv-vi, xiii-xv, xx-xxii. 
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prohibition of communication between children-in-law and parents-in-
}, w • th chm taboo are omm.ouly connected with the tutelar beast-
g d, perhap r pre ented by a totem. 
Th e ential feature of the kinship terminology is the reckoning 
from · go, whereby each individual remembers his own relation to every 
oth r member of the clan or tribe; and commonly the kinship terms 
are la ific rather than de criptive (i. e., a single term expresses the 
r lation which in Engli h i expressed by the phrase "My elder 
broth r cond on' wife '). The ystem. is curiously complex and 
elaborate. It wa not di covered by the earlier and more superficial 
ob erver of the Indian , and wa brought out chiefly by Morgan, who 
d t cted numerou triking examples among different tribes; but it 
would , pp ar that the system is not equally complete among all of the 
tribe , probably because of immature development in some cases and 
b cau e of deca<lence in other . 
Th y, t m of ordination, like that of kinship, is characterized by 
r ·k ning from the ego and by adventitious a sociations. It may have 
b n dev lop d from the kin hip y tern through the need for recogni-
tion and a ignment of adopted captive , collective property, and other 
thing p rtaining to the group; yet it bears traces of influence by the 
tabo t m. It ramifi. ation are wide: In ome cases it emphasizes 
kin hip by as igning member of the family group to fixed positions 
about th camp-fire r in the hou, e; this function develops into the 
pl m nt f family group in fixed order, as exemplified in the Iro-
quoian long-hou e and th iouan camping circle; or it develops into a 
curiou ly xao-gerat d dir ction-conc pt culminating in the cult of the 
F ur uart r and the JI re, and thi prepare the way for a quinary, 
d imal and vi e imal num ration; this last branch sends off another 
in whi ·h th ult of tbe ix Quarter and the Here arises to prepare 
h way for th my ti al numbers 7, 13, and 7 x 7, whose vestiges come 
down t iviliz, ti n; b th the four-quarter and the six-quarter associa-
ti n ar om time b nnd up with color ; and there are numberless 
oth r r mifi. ation . m tim the function and development of these 
uri u. n pt , which n titute perhap tbe mo t striking charac-
t ri ti of pr ript rial ultur , are ob ure at first glance, and hardly 
b di v r d veu brough prolonged re arch; yet, so far as they 
n t ·t d and int rpreted, they are e pecially adapted to fix-
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In 1871, at the age of 23, James Owen Dorsey, previously a student 
of divinity with a predilection for science, was ordained a deacon of. 
the Protestant Episcopal church by the bishop of Virginia; and in May 
of that year he was sent to Dakota Territory as a missionary among 
the Ponka Indians. Characterized by an amiability that quickly won 
the confidence of the Indians, possessed of unbounded enthusiasm, 
and gifted with remarkable aptitude in discriminating and imitating 
vocal sounds, he at once took up the study of the native language, 
and, during t,he ~nsuing two years, familiarized himself with the 
Ponka and cognate dialects; at the same time he obtained a rich 
fund of information concerning the arts, institutions, traditions, and 
beliefs of the Indians with whom he was brought into daily contact. 
In August, 187a, his field. work was interrupted by illness, and he 
returned to his home in Maryland and assumed parish work, meantime 
continuing his linguistic studies. In July, 1878, he · was induced by 
Major Powell to resume field researches among the aborigines, and 
repaired to the Omaha reservation, in Nebraska, under the auspices of 
the Smithsonian Institution, where he greatly increased his stock of 
linguistic and other material. When the Bureau of Ethnology was 
instituted m 1879, his services were at once enlisted, and the remainder 
of bis life was devoted to the collection and publication of etbnologic 
material, chiefly linguistic. Although most of his energies were devoted 
to the Siouan stock, lie studied also the Athapascan, Kusan, Takilmau, 
and Y akonan stocks; and while his researches were primarily linguistic, 
his collections relating to other subjects, especially institutions and 
beliefs, were r~markably rich. His publications were many, yet the 
greater part of the material amassed during his years of labor remains 
for elaboration by others. ~he memoir on "Siouan Sociology," which 
was substantially ready for the press, is the only one of his many manu-
scripts left in condition for publication. He died in Washington, 




a, a. infat11er. 
'a, an initially exploded a. 
a, as in what, or a o in 11ot. 
'li, an initially exploded a. 
a, a in hat. 
c, as sh in she. ee s. 
o, a medial sh, a sonant-surd. 
6 (Dakota 1 tter), as ch in church. 
9, as th in thin. 
~, am dial 9, sonant-surd. 
¢, a th in the. 
e, a in they. 
'e, an initially xploded e. 
e, a in get. 
,--:, an initially explod d ". 
, a in go. 
· (in Dak ta), gh. ee x. 
tt (in . ag ), an h aftor a pure or nasal-
iz d vowel, xp lled through the mouth 
witl1 th lip wide apart. 
li (in akota) , kh, tc. 1 ee q. 
i, as in rnachine. 
'i, au initially e plocled i. 
!, as in pin. 
j, a z in azur , r a j in the French 
Jacqu B. 
){, am dial k, n. onant-surd. 
k', an xpl d (l J • e n xt letter. 
~ (iu akota), an expl decl k. 
m ( in I ans ), am dialm, a ound b tw n 
man b. 
IJ ( in Dakota), after a vowel bas the sound 
of n in the French bon. Seen. 
n, as ng in sing. 
hn, its initial sound is expelled from the 
nostrils and is scarcely heard. 
o, as in no. 
'o, :1n initially exploded o. 
d, a medial b or p, a sonant-surd. 
p', an exploded p. 
q, as German ch in ach. See Ji. 
s, a medial z ors, a sonant-surd. 
s (in Dakota), as sh in she. See c. 
q., a medial d or t, a sonant-surd. 
t', an exploded t. 
u, as oo in tool. 
'u, an initially exploded u. 
u, as oo inf oot. 
11, a sound between o and u. 
ii, a in German kiihl, siiss. 
x, gh, or nearly the Arabic ghain. See g. 
z (in Dakota), as z in azure. See j. 
dj, asj in judge. 
tc, as ch in chu1·ch. See 6. 
tc', an exploded tc. 
q.o, a medial tc, a sonant-surd. 
ts', an exploded ts. 
q.s, a medial ts, a sonant-surd. 
ai, as in aisle. 
au, as ow in how. 
yu, as u in tune, or ew inf ew. 
inary English sounds: b, d, h, k, 1, m, n, 
ri r n (0 ) after a vowel (compare the Da-
rench n in bon, vin, etc. A plus sign ( +) 
their modifications are styled initially 
etter appellation, there being in each 
n. e v w 1 are approximately or partially 
in uan lan uage and al. o in ome of the 
0 and iu he language of the Ilawaiian 
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SIOUAN SOCIOLOGY · 
BY J .A.MES OWEN DORSEY 
GENERAL FEATURES OF ORGANIZATION 
In the study of the organization of societies, nn~ts of different orders 
are discovered. Among the tribes of the Siouan family the primary 
unit is the clan or gens, which. is composed of a number of consan-
guinei, claiming descent from a common ancestor and having common 
taboos; the term cl3:n implying descent in the female line, while gens 
implies descent in the male line. Among the Dakota, as among the 
¢egiha and other groups, the man is the head of the family. 
Several of the Siouan tribes are divided iuto two, and one (the 
Osage) is divided into three subtribes. Other tribes are composed of 
phratries, and each subtribe or phratry comprises a . number of gentes. 
In some tribes each gens is made up of subgentes, and these in turn 
of a lower order of groups, which are provisionally termed sections for 
want of a better designation. The existence of these minor groups 
among the Omaha has been disputed by some, though other members 
of the tribe claim that they are real units of the lowest order. Among 
the Teton many groups which were originally sections have become 
gentes, for the marriage laws do not affect the original- phratries, 
gentes, and subgentes. 
The state, as existing among the Siouan tribes, may be termed a 
kinship state, in that the governmental functions are performed by 
men whose offices are determined by kinship, and in that the rules 
relating to kinship and reproduction constitute the main body of the 
recognized law. By this law marriage and the mutual rights and 
duties of the several members of each body of kindred are regulated. 
Individuals are held responsible chiefly to their kindred; and certain 
groups of kindred are in some cases held responsible to other groups 
of kindred. When other conduct, such as the distribution of game 
taken in the forest or fish from the waters, is regulated, the rules or 
laws pertaining thereto involve, to a certain extent, the considerations 
of kinship. 
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Tb 1 gi lative executive, and judicative functions have not been 
diff r ntia.t d in Indian ociety as found among the Siouan groups. 
Two tend ncie or proce e · of or posite character have been observed 
amono· the tribe , viz, con olidation and segregation. The effects of 
con olidation are con picuou among the Omaha, Kansa, Osage, and 
Ot , while gregation has affected the social organization among the 
K, n a, Ponka, and Teton. There have been instances of emigration 
from on tribe to another of the same linguistic family; au<l. among the 
Dakota u w gente have been formed by the adoption rnto the tribe of 
for ilYller , i. e., those of a different stock. 
Two cla es of organization are found in the constitution of the 
tate viz, (1) major organizations, which relate directly to government, 
and ("") min r organizations, which relate only indirectly to govern-
ment. Tbe former embraces the state functionaries, the latter com-
pri corporations. 
lthou ·h the tate functionarie are not clearly differentiated, three 
· f u h men have been recognized: chiefs, policemen or sol-
dier , and young men or '' the common people." The chiefs are the 
civil an l religious leader of the mas es; the policemen are the serv-
ant of the hiefr; the youn°· men are such as have not distinguished 
them elve · in war or in any other way. These last have llO voice in 
tb a, embly, which i composed of the chiefs alone. Among the 
Omaha th r i. no military cla s, yet there is a war element which is 
r ulat <l. by the Elk gen . The (/)ixida gens and part of the Nika-
u of the ouka trib are con idered to be the warriors of tbe 
tb ugh m rob 1· of other gente. have participated in war. In 
, n ·a rib two g nte. , the Large HafiO'a and the Small Hafiga, 
h phratr c nn cted with war, though warriors did not neces-
b 1 n rr to tho e gent alone. In the Osage camping circle all 
n the right id are war gente , but the :first and second, 
nin fr m th v, n, ar tbe . oldiers or policemen; while all the 
11tt- ·~ mping nth 1 ft ar a o iated with peace, though their :first 
a 111l ,' nd nte , r ck ning from th van, are policemen or soluier . 
rnaba b th ffi r .' and. warriors mu t be taken from the 
·hi fr are afraid to act a 1 aclers in war; 
and the Ponka the cbiefr, b ing the civil 
11 r li ion ' 1 •ad r p opl •, an not Herve as captain , or even 
• ,' rn ml r: f an r<li11ary war party thou h th y may fight when 
h ' wh I trib • n rra : in war. m ng th Dakota, how ver, chief: 
h:w , l ,l in im of war. 
' · tiou indi-
tute a part 
, th family, 
ud oth r 
and. the 
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Social classes are undifferentiated. Any man can win a name and 
rank in the section, gens, phratry, tribe, or nation l>y bravery in war or 
by generosity in the bestowal of presents and the frequent giving of 
feasts. While there are no slaves among the Siouan tribes, there are 
several kinds of servants in civil, military, and religions affairs. 
THE DAKOTA TRIBES 
DESIGNATION .A.ND MODE OF CAMPING 
The Dakota call themselves Otceti cakowi11 (06eti sa.kowirJ1), The 
Seven Fireplact~S or Council-fires. This designation refers to their 
•original gentes, the Mdewaka11tonwau (MdewakaIJ-tOIJWaIJ), Waqpe-
kute (Walipe-kute), Waqpe-to 0 wa11 (WalipetOIJWaTJ), Sisitonwa0 (SisitOIJ-
WaIJ), Ihaiik-to0 wa11 (IhaI)ktOlJWaIJ), Ihaiik-to11 wa. 11na (Iha1JktOI)WaIJna), 
and Tito11 wa11 (TitOIJWaIJ). They camped in two sets of concentric cir-
cles, one of four circles, consisting probably of the Mdewaka11to11wa11 , 
Waqpe-kute, Waqpe-tonwa11 and Sisito11 wau; and the other of three cir-
cles, including the Ihaiikto0 wa11 , Ihafiktonwanna, and Titonwa11 , a~ shown 
by the dialectal reseml>lances and variations as well as by the relative 
positions of their former babitats. 
THE MDEW.A.K.A.N'l'ONW.A_N 
The Mdewakantonwa11 were so called from their former habitat, Mde-
wakau, or l\lysterious lake, commonly called Spirit lake, oue of the 
Mille Lacs in Minnesota. The whole name means Mysterious Lake 
village, and the term was used by De l'Isle as early as 1703. The 
Mdewaka11tonwan were the original Sautee, but the white people, fol-
lowing the usage of the Ihailkto11 wa1i, Ihankto11 wa0 na, and Tito0 wan, 
now extend that name to the Waqpekute, Waqpeto11 wan, and Sisitonwa11. 
The gentes of the M<l.ewaka11to11 wan are as follows: :t 
1. Kiyuksa, Breakers ( of the law or custom); so called because mem-
bers of this gens disregarded the marriage law by taking wives within 
the gens. 
2. Qe-rnini-tean (He-mini-6a1J) or Qem11itca (Bernnica), literally, 
''Mountain-water-wood;" so called from a bill covered. with timber that 
appears to rise out of the water. This was the gens of Red Wing, 
wbose village was a short distance from Lake Pepin, Minuesota. 
3. Kap'oja (Kanoza), Not encumbered-with-much-baggage; "Light 
Infantry." '' Kaposia, or Little Crow's village," iu Minnesota, in 1852. 
4. Maxa-yute-cni (Maga-yute-sni ), E ats-no-geese. 
5. Qeyata-otonwe (Heyata-otoIJwe) , of-its-chief-Hake-wacte (Hake 
waste); Qeyata-to 11 wan (Heyata-toIJWalJ ) of Reverend A. L. Riggs, Vil-
lage-back-from-the-river. 
1W herever iu t his paper t here is a double n otation of a Dakot,a name the former is expresAed in the 
alphabet of the Bureau of E th nology and t he latter in that of Dr S. R . Riggs , author of the memoirs 
in Contributions t o North A merican E thnology, Yols. VII and I X . 
• 
2 S. R. ·R iggs, in Smit hsonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. IV, p. x vi, 1852, and in Contribut ions 
to North American Ethnolo~y, vol. I X . 
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6. Oyate-citca (Oyate ··ica), Bad nation. 
7. Tiuta-oto11 we (Ti1Jta-otoIJwe) , of Hake-wacte, or Tinta to11wa0 (TiIJta-
toJJwalJ) of .A. L. Riggs, Village on-the-prairie (ti1Jta). 
Th e eveu gente still exist, or did exist as late as 1880. 
THE W .A.QPE-K UTE 
The name waqpe-kute i derived from waqpe (walipe), leaf, and kute, 
to shoot at, and ignifie Shooters-among-the-leaves, i. e., among the 
deciduou trees, as distinguished from Wazi-kute, Sbooters-at-or-among-
tbe-pine . The gentes exist, but their names have not been recorded. 
THE W .A.QPE-'.l.'ONW .A. N OR W .A.HPETON 
The name of this people signifies Village-among-the-leaves (of decid-
uou tr , ) th gen b ing· known to the whites as Leaf Village ()f 
v ahp ton. 'fbe g ntes of this p~ople, as given in 1884 by Reverend 







13. I 11ya11 -tceyaka -ato11 wa11 (lI)ya1J-ee-
yaka-ato1JwaJJ), Village-at-the -dam or-
rapids. 
14. Takapsin-to0 wa11na (Takapsin-t01J-
14 waJJna), Village-at-the-shinny-ground. 
IS 15. Wiyaka-otina, Dwellers-on-the-sand 
(wiyaka). 
16. Oteqi-atonwa11 (Otelii-ato1Jwa1J ), Vil-
lacre-in-the-thicket (otelii). 
17. Wita-otina, Dwellers-on-the-island 
(wita). 
f ' 1 . :io-. "i ton 1rnrl Wnhp<•ton cnmping 18. Wakpa-ato11 wa,0 (Wakpa-atOJJWal) ), 
<"ircl . i11ag - n-the-river. 
0 -kaxtL· ti11a ( \ u-kaga-otiua), Dwellers-in-log (-huts i). 
h nnml r pr fix cl t the uames of the e gentes denote their 
r ·p ·ti" vla , in th · mpiug ·ir ·l of tlle i eton and Wahpeton, 
b wn iu fl rur 0. 
'.l'IIE 'I IT N\J .A_N R , 'I' 'ET 
w r f rmerly in even clivi ions, the 
ihe b ing couuted as one; the Bas-
er; the i-ato 0 wa0 , Maniti, and 
a fifth. When only 
amped in the follow-
r tent, between the 
b and at, 
j betw en 
(figure 31): 
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2. Ohdihe (from ohdihan, to fall into an object endwise). This gens 
is an offshoot of the Wita-waziyata-otina. 
3. Basdetce-cni (Basdece-sni), Do-not-split (the body of a buffalo)-
with-a-knife (but cut it up as they please). 
4:- Itokaq-tina (ltokali-tina), Dwellers-at-the-south (itokag·a). These 
are an offshoot of the BaHdetce-cni. 
5. Kaqmi-ato 0 wan (Kalimi-ato1Jwar,:i), Village-at-the-bend (kalimin). 
6. Mani-ti, Those-who-camp (ti)-away-from-the-village. An offshoot 
of the Kaqmi-ato11 wa0 • 
7. Keze, Barbed-like-a-fishhook. An offshoot of the Kaqmi-ato0 wan, 
8. Tcan-kute (Oar,:i kute), Shoot-in-the-woods (among the deciduous 
trees); a name of derision. These people, accordmg to Ashley, resem-
ble the Keze, whom he styles a "cross clan." 
9. Ti-zapta0 (Ti-zaptar,:i), Five-lodges_. 
10. Okopeya, In-danger. An offshoot of the Ti-zaptan. 
11. Kap'oja (KaP.oia), Those-who-travel-with-1ight-burdens. (See 
number 3 of the Mdewakantonwa11.) 
12. Amdo-wapuskiyapi, Those-who-lay-
meat-on-their-shoulders (amdo )-to-dry-it 
(wapusk1ya)-during-tbe-hunt. 
THE IH.A.NKTONW .A. N OR Y .A.NKTON 
The Yankton and Yanktonai speak the 
Yankton dialect, which has many words 
in common with the Teton. 
Jn 1878 Walking Elk wrote the names 
of the Yankton gentes in the following 
order: 1, Tcall-kute (OaIJ kute), Shoot-in-






Fm. 31-Sisseton camping circle. 
lungs; 3, Wakmuha-oin (WakmuhaoiIJ),Pumpkin-rind-earring; 4, Iha-
isdaye, Mouth-greasers; 5, W atceu npa (W aceuIJpa ), Roasters; 6, 1km u n 
(lkmuIJ), An animal of the oat kind (lynx, panther, or wildcat); 7, 
Oyate-citca (Oyate-sica), Bad-nation; 8, Wacitcun-tci0 tca (WasicuIJ-
6i1Jca) (a modern addition), Sons-of-white-men, the'' Half-blood band." 
But in 1891 Reverend Joseph W. Cook, who has been missionary to 
the Yankton since 1870, obtained from several men the following order 
of gentes (ignoring the half-bloods): On the right side of the circle 
were, 1, Iha isdaye; 2, Wakmuha-oin; 3, Ikmun. On the left side of 
the circle were, 4, Watceu 0 pa; 5, Tca0 -kute; 6, Oyate-citca; and, 7, 
Tcaxu. 
THE IH.A.NKToNw.A.NN.A. OR YANKTON.A.I 
The Yanktonai are divided into the Upper and Lower Yanktonai, 
the latter being known as the Huiikpatina, Those-camping-at-one-end 
( or "horn ")-of-the-tribal-circle. 
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The pper Yanktonai gentes are as follows: 1, Tca11-ona (Ca1J ona), 
h ot-at-tree or Wazi-kute, Shooters-among-the-pines; from these the 
Ilo-he or iniboin have sprung. 2, Takini, Improved-in-condition 
(a a lean animal or a poor man). 3, Cikcitcena (Siksicena), Bad-ones-of-
different- ort . 4, Bakiho11 (BakihoI)), Gash-themselves-with-knives. 
5, Kiyuk a, Breakers ( of the law or custom); see Mdewakanto11wan 
g u number 1. 6, Pa-baksa, Cut-beads; some of these are on Devils 
Lake re ervation, orth Dakota. 7, Name forgotten. 
The following are the gente of t,he Lower Yanktonai, or Hui'ikpatina: 
1, Pute-tcmini, Sweat-lips; the gens of Maxa-bomdu or Drifting Goose . 
.a1, Cun-iktceka ( ;UIJ ikceka), Common dogs. 3, Taquha-yuta (Taliuha-
yuta), Eat-the- crapings-of-hi<les. 4, Sa11-ona (SaI)-ona), Sbot-at-some-
wbite-obj ct; tbi name originated from killing an albino buffalo; a 
Ilufikpapa chief aid that refugees or strangers from another tribe 
w res called. 5, Iha-ca (Iha- ·a), Red-lips. 6, Ite-xu (Ite-gu), Burned-
face. 7, Pte-yute-cni (Pte-yute-sni), Eat-no-buffalo-cows. 
THE TIToNw AN OR TETON 
'l'Riil.A.L DIVISIO~S 
Teton are divided iuto even tribes, which were formerly gentes. 
are th it ·a11 ., u ( i ·an,ru), Itaziptco (Itazipeo), Siha-sapa, Mini-
k 0u (Minik ozu), 0 be-nonpa (Oohe-no1Jpa), Oglala, and Huiikpapa. 
TIIE SIT CA' XU 
'it 11.·u, oi 1:3ru1e · or Burned Thighs, are divided locally into 
(1 ' wi6a~a), People-away-from-the-river, the 
(2) the Kud (Kuta or Kunta) -witcaca, 
The itcanxu are divided socially into 
increa ed in recent years. The fol-
ere given to the author in 1880 by 
'alo-bull: 1, Iyak'oza (Iyal~oza), Lump 
oka-towela (Uoka-towela), Blue-spot-in-
-ta1Jka), Large grou e or prairie ebi~ken. 
iyo- ubu]a ( · iyo- ubula), Sharp-tail 
). Raven keepers. 7, Pi piza-witcaca 
, Walexa-un-woha11 (Waleg·a UI) 
lega). D, Watceu11pa (Wace-
wnee; the de ·endant of a 
hafikt 11wa11 (Iha1Jkt01JWal) ), 
nkton w men; not an origi-
pa) Tak -d wn (th ~ir) -leg-
wa11-tafika ( p wa1J ta1Jka), 
1th r th a , y-
in " · u g · n-
in r 11 : 
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proper. 2, Kak'exa(Kal~ega), Making-a-grating-sound. 3a, Hinha0 -cun-
wapa (HiIJha1j-sun-wapa), Toward-the-owl-feather. 3b, Ci1:iikaha-nap:i0 
(SuIJkaha nanitJ), Wears-a-dogskin-around-the-neck. 4, Hi-ha kanha 0 -
han wi 0 (Hi-ha kal)haI)haI) wiJJ), Woman (wiJJ) -the-skiu (ha) -of-whose-
teeth (bi) -dangles (ka1Jhal)haIJ ). 5, Hunku-wanitca (HuIJku-waniea), 
Without-a-mother. 6, Miniskuya-kitc'un (Miniskuya ki¢mJ ), Wears 
salt. 7a, Kiyuksa, Breaks-or-cuts-in-two-his-own (custom, etc; proba-
bly referring to the marriage law; see Mdewaka0 tonwan gens number 
1). 7b, Ti-glabu, Drums-in-his-own-lodge. 8, Watceunpa (WaceuIJpa), 
Roasters. 9, Wagluqe (Waglulie), Followers, commonly called loaf-
ers; A. L. Riggs thinks the word means "in-breeders." 10, Isanyati 
(Isal)yati), Santee (probably derived from the Mdewakantonwa11). 11, 
Wagmeza-yuha, Has corn. 12a, Walexa-0°-wohan (Walega~OlJ -wohaJJ), 
Boil~-with-the-paunch-skin. 12b, Waqna (Walina), Snorts. 13, Oglala-
itc'itcaxa (Oglala-i¢icaga), Makes-himself-an-Oglala. 14, Tiyotcesli 
(Tiyocesli), Dungs-in-the-lodge. 15, Wajaja (Wazaia), Osage ( 1 ). 16, 
Ieska-tcintca (leska-eiI)ca), Interpre-
ter'ssons; "half-bloods." 17, Ohe-110°pa 
(Ohe-noIJpa), Two boilings or kettles. 












Fm. 32-Sitc:1.nxu camping- circle. 
The Itaziptco (Itazipco), in full, Ita- 13 
zipa-tcoclan ( ltazipa-coda1J ), Without-
bows or Sans Arcs, bad seven gentes, 
according to Waanatan or Charger, in 
1880 and 1884: 1, Itaziptco-qtca (Ita-
zipco-lica), Real Itaziptco, also called 
Mini-cala (Mini-sala), Red water. 2, 
Cina-luta-oi 0 (Sina-luta-ohJ ), Scarlet-cloth-earring. 3, Woluta-yuta, 
Eat-dri d-venison (or buffalo meat) -from-the-hind-quarter. 4, Maz-peg-
naka, Wear (pieces-of) -metal-in-the-hair. 5, Tataiika-tcesli (Tata1)ka-
cesli), Dung-of-a-buffalo-bull. 6, Cikcitcela (Siksicela), Bad-ones-of-
different-kinds. · 7, Tiyopa-otca0 nu11pa (Tiyopa-ocaIJnU1Jpa), Smokes-at-
the-entrance-to-the-lodge. 
THE SIH.A.-SAP.A. OR BLACKFEET 
The following are the gentes of the Siha-sapa or Blackfeet as given 
by Peji or John Grass, in 1880: 1, Siha-sapa-qtca, Real Blackfeet. 2, 
Ka11 xi-cu 0 -pegnaka (KaI)gi-SUJJ-pegnaka), Wears-raven-feathers-in-the-
hair. 3, Glagla-hetca (Glagla-heca), Untidy, slovenly ( "Too lazy to tie 
their moccasins"). 4, Wajaje (Wazaze; ~ill Eagle's band; named after 
Kill Eagle's father, who was a ·w~jaje of the Oglala tribe). 5, Rohe, 
Asinjboin._ 6, Wamnuxa-oin (Wamnuga-oiIJ), Shell-ear-pendant. In 
1884 Reverend H. Swift obtained the tallowing from Waanatan or 
Charger as the true list of Siha-sapa gentes: 1, Ti-zapta11 fTi-zaptal) ), 
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Fi e lodge . .,_,, iha- apa-qt a, Real Blackfeet. 3, Rohe, Asiniboin. 
4 Kanxi- i'i_u.p gnaka (a above). 5, Wajaje (as above). 6, Wamnuxa-
oiu (a abov ). Mr wift stated that there was no Siha-sapa division 
called Glagla-hetca. 
THE MINIKOOJU 
In 1 O Tatai1ka-wanbli, or Buffalo-bull Eagle, gave the author the 
nam , f number 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the following list of the 
Miniko 0u (Minikoozu), Minikanye-woju (MinikarJye-woiu), or Minne-
conjou O' nt u The e were given in 1884, with number!' 4 and 9, 
to R ver nd H. wift by ... o Heart (CaJJte-wanica): 1, Ufiktce-yuta 
( 1Jk ·e-yuta), Eat-dung. 2, Glagla-hetca (Glagla-heca), Slovenly. 3, 
uiika-yut -cni ( 'mJka yute- ··ni), Eat-no-dogs. 4, Nixe-tanka (Nige-
taT)ka), Big-belly. 5, Wakpokinya11 (Wakpokil)yaJJ), Flies-along-tbe-
creek (wakpa). 6, I11yan-ba-oi11 (l1Jyal)-b-oi1J ), Musselshell-earring. 7, 
ik ·itc la ( \k i '·ela), Bad-ones-of.different-sorts. 8, Wagleza-oi 11 , 
ater nake- arring. O, Wan-nawe a (Wa1J-nawega), Broken-arrows. 
The Wa0 nawexa ar nearly extinct. 
TIIE OIIE-NO'P.A. OR TWO KETTLES 
ohe-n npa (Oohe-nonpa), Two Boilings or Two Kettles, Uhar-
g r kn w the name of only two gentes, which be gave to Reverend II. 
, ift in 1 4, a follow : 1, Oohe-nonva, Two-boilings. 2, Ma-waqota 
(Ma-waliota), kin- m ar d-with-whiti h-earth. 
TIIE GL.A.L.A. 
obtained in 1879 from Reveren d 
and ·onfi. din 1 by a member of the tribe. The::;e 
low ' : 1, abya bed-a ide. 2, Tapicletca (Tapi.:.-
. 3, Kiyuk a, Breaks-bis-own (marriage 
. e the Siha-sapa li t of gentes). 5, 
r Oglala-qtca (Oglala-lica), Real Oe;lala. 
with Oiyuqpe of the next list. 7, Wag-
r Loafers. The e were probably the 
but by 1884 considerable segregation 
wn by the following list furnished by 
, a (Ite- "ica), Bad-face, under 
' oud '). 2, Payabyeya, Puslied-
ar- ven-hi -hor ; wrongly ren-
uqpe (Oyulipe), Thrown down 
imal). 5, Pe-cla (Pe-·,1a), 
tJ), Kettl -with-leg . 7, 
-ptc tcela (Pe- ··la-pt '•ela), 
G pher. 10, I -wayu ota, 
." 11, Waka 0 (Wa-
la), R move-
It ta0 ha11 
. . z ta-
- ,, . , a , ( a · -
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ol)pa), Roasters. 16, Watcape (Wacape), Stabber. 17, Tiyotcesli 
(Tiyocesli), Dungs-in-the-lodge. 18 and 19, Wagluqe, Followers or 
Loafers. 20, Oglala, Scattered-her-own. 21, Ieska-tcintca (Ieska-
cinca), Interpreter's sons, "Half-bloods." 
According to Mr Cleveland the whole Oglala tribe had two other 
names, Oyuqpe, Thrown-down or unloaded, and Kiyaksa, Bit-it-in-two. 
THE HUNKPAPA 
The name Huiikpapa ,sometimes corrupted into Uncpapa, Oncpapa, 
etc), should be compared. with the Yanktonai name Hunkpatina; both 
refer to the hunkpa or ends of a tribal circle. A Huilkpapa man in 
1880 gave the following as the names of the gentes: 1, Tcailka-oqan 
(UaIJka-oliaIJ) Sore-backs (of horses), not the original name. 2, Tce-
oqba (Ue-oliba), in which tee (ee) has either a vulgar meaning or is a 
contraction of tceya (ceya), to weep, and oqba (oliba), sleepy. 3, 
Tinazipe-citca (Tinazipe-sica), Bad-
bows. 4, Talo-nap'in (Talo-naniIJ ), 
Fresh-meat-necklace. 5, Kiglacka 
(Kiglaska), Ties-his-own. 6, Tceg-
nake-okisela (Uegnake-okisela), Half-a-
breechcloth. 7, Cikcitcela (Siksicela), '
7 
Bad-ones-of-different-sorts. 8, Waka11 16 
(WakalJ), Mysterious. 9, Hunska-tcan_ 
tojuha (Hul)ska-cal)toiuha), Legging-
to bacco-pouch. 
The real foundation for the toi,emic 
system exists among the Dakota, as 
well as amoug the other Siouan tribes 
N 
I 6 7 
II 
~'IG. 33-0glala camping circle. 
an<l. the Iroquois, in the names of men often being taken from mythical 
animals, but, in the opinion of Dr S. R. Riggs, the ~ystem was never 
carried to perfection. 
DAKOTA SOCIAL CUSTOMS 
Among the eastern Dakota the phratry was never a permanent or-
ganization, but it was resorted to on special occasions and for various 
purposes, such as war or the buffalo hunt. The exponent of the phra-
try was tbe tiyotipi or '' soldiers' lodge," which has been described at 
length by Dr Riggs.1 
While no political organization has been known to exist within the 
historic period over the whole Dakota nation, the traditional alliance of 
tbe "Seven Council-fires" is perpetuated in the common name Dakota, 
signifying allied, friendly. 
Among the Dakota it is customary for the rank and title ·of chief to 
descend from father to son, unless some other near relative is ambitious 
and influential enough to obta,in the place. The same is claimed also in 
regard to the rank of brave or soldier, but this position iR more dependent 
1 Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol., IX, pp. 195-202. 
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on per nal bravery. While among the Omaba and Ponka a chief 
an uot 1 ,Hl in ,var there is a different custom among the Dakota. 
The 1i eton chi f Standing Buffalo told Little Crow, the leader of the 
ho til ante in the Minne ota outbreak of 1862, that, having com-
men d ho tiliti with the whites, he must fight it out without help 
from him, and that, failing to ma.ke himself master of the situation, he 
hould not fl through the country of the Sisseton. 
Regarding chieftain hip among the Dakota, Philander Prescott 1 says: 
The ·hieftain hip is of modern date, there being no chiefs before the whites came. 
The chiefi h, v little power. The chief's band is almost always a kin totem which 
b lp to u tain him. The ·hiefs have no votes in council; there the majority rules 
and th voice of the chief is not decisive till then. 
n the d ath of a chief, the nearest kinsman in the right line is eligible. If there 
are no kin, th council of the bancl can make a chief. Civil chiefs scarcely ever 
make a war party. 
The Dakota woman own the tipi. If a man has more wives than 
ne, they bav parate tipi , or they arrange to occupy different sides 
f on . m time the young man goes to live with his wife's kindre<l, 
but in uch matter th re i no fixed rule. To purchase a wife was 
r g rd d the mo t honorable form of marriage, though elopement was 
ometime r s rted to. 
THE ASINIBOIN 
· ·nally part of the Wazi-kute gens of the 
a · ota. According to the report of E. T. 
'the iniboin call themselves Dakota, 
kota tyle them Rohe, "rebels," but 
'fi h eater ,'' and that they may have 
they sub i ted principally on fish while 
of thi pe ple have been recorded by Denig, l\fax-
en but in the opinion of the present writer they 
Dtlli{l 
-np-p -nall, ;o 
, noel r L Y u 
Asinibofn fl ntes 
faximilian II ayden 
It cb a.bin ·,Le r nsdes I \ i-ic-ap-i-nali, Girls' 
fill . band. 
, Le gens cl, 
on Indiac. of 
. Call thew-
I '-an-to'-an. (Either ! 11 -
ya.11 to"wa11 , tone villag , 
or Ihankto11 wa11 , End vil-
la re or Yankton. J.O.D.) 
\ a.li-to'-pap-i-nan. 
vol. 11 , l 2, Ph1lnd1•lphin. 1 52. 




Old Gauche's gens, i. e ., 
Those who row in canoes; 
100 lodges, under Trem-
bling Hand. 
Wah-ze-ah we-chas-ta, 
Northern People ( so called 
because they came from the 
north in 1839); 60 lodges, 





gens de l'age. 
0-see-gah ( of Lewis and 




Wali-to '-pali- an - da-to, 
Gens du Gauche or Left 
Hand. 
Wali-zi-ah, or To-kum-
pi, Gens du Nord . . 
The following gentes have not been collated: Of Maximilian's list, 
Otopachgnato, les gens du large, possibly a duplication, by mistake, of 
Watopachnato, les gens de l'age; Tscbantoga, les gens des bois; Tanin-
tauei, les gens des osayes; Cha,bin, les gens des montagnes. Of Hay-
den's list, Min'-i-shi-nak'-a-to, gens du lac. 
The correct form in the Yankton dialect of the first name is Witcin-
yanpina (Wiciqyaqpina), girls; of the second, probably l 0 ya0 to0 wan 
(IIJyaI) tOIJWarJ); the third and fourth gentes derive their names from 
the verb watopa, to paddle a canoe; the fifth is W aziya witcacta 
(Waziya wicasta). Tschan in Tschantoga is the German notation of 
the Dakota tcan (ca1J), tree, wood. Cha in Chabin is the German nota-
tion of the Dakota word lie, a high ridge of hills, a mountain. 
In his report to Governor Stevens, from which the following infor-
mation respecting the Asiniboin is condensed, Denig used the term 
''band" to denote a gens of the tribe, and "clans" instead of corpora-
tions, under which latter term are included the feasting and dancing 
societies and the orders of doctors, shamans, or tbeurgists. 
These bands are distinct and occupy different parts of the country, 
although they readily combine when required by circumstances, such as 
scarcity of game or an attack by a large body of the enemy. 
The roving tribes call no general council with other nations; indeed, 
they are suspicious even of those with whom they have been at peace 
for many years, so that they seldom act together in a large body. With 
the exception of the Hidatsa, Mandan, and Arikara, who are station-
ary and live in a manner together, the neighboring tribes are quite 
ignorant of one another's government, rarely knowing even the names 
of the principal chiefs and warriors. 
In all these tribes there is no such thing as hereditary rank. If a 
son of a chief is wanting in bravery, generosity, or other desirable 
qualities, he is regarded merely as an ordinary individual; at the same 
time it is true that one qualification for the position of chief consists 
in having a large number of kindred in the tribe or gens. Should 
there be two or more candidates, equally capable and socially well con-
nected, the question would be decided on the day of the first removal 
of the camp, or else in council by the principal men. In the former 
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ch man would follow the leader whom be liked best, and the 
ody of Indian would oon adhere to the majority. 
n are never acknowledged a. chiefs, nor have they anything 
to ay in the council. would be deposed for any conduct caus-
ing di <ru t o faction, such as incest (marrying within 
bi g l k of g . Though crime in the abstract would 
no c ate di tion with a chief, yet if be murdered, 
with c nt ca n whose kindred were numerous, a fight 
b w n tbe two bodie of kindred would result and an immediate 
paration of hi form r adherents would ensue; but should the mur-
b without fri nd , there would be no attempt to avenge 
nd the peopl would fear the chief only the more. To pre-
pularity a chi f must give away all his property, and he is 
alway the p t man in tbe band; but be takes care 
t hi po e ion hi own kindred or to the rich, from 
draw in tim need. 
ading chief are to study the welfare of his people, 
b aLher, and whom lie arldresses as his 
here the camp should be placed and 
ar parties are advisable and of w horn 
m radically different from that of tbe 
matters of like character. Power is 
hief, to be held o long as he governs 
w r, to the ad vice of tlte soldiers. 
'al e t, or incapacity to act, ad vise, 
to ign in favor of a younger man. 
'Y, any chief, ,•oldier, or brave warrior 
l adin()' a war party, provided he can 
;varrior and civil chief may be united 
1 Omaha and Ponka custom. The 
d the whole band to war; in fact, 
expedition. 
ard~ (p licemen ), form au impor-
the other iouan 
d on account of 
y, re olute, and 
h camp and 
body is 




t trib l 
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seen there. All the choicest parts of meat and the tongues of animals 
killed in bunting are reserved for the soldiers' lodge, and are furnished 
by the young men from time to time. A tax is levied on the camp for 
the tobacco smoked there, which is no small quantity, and the women 
are obliged to furnish wood and water dai1y. This lodge corresponds in 
some degree to the two sacred ]odges of the Hanga gens of the Omaha. 
Judging from the meager information which we possess concerning 
the Asiniboin kinship system, the latter closely resembles that of the 
Dakota tribes, descent being in the male line. After the smallpox 
epidemic of 1838, only 400 thinly populated lodges out of 1,000 
remained, relationship was nearly annihilated, property lost, and but 
few, the very young and very olcl, were left to mourn the loss. Rem-
nants of bands had to be collected and property acquired, and several 
years elapsed ere the young people were old enough to marry. 
The names of the wife's parents are never pronounced by the husband; 
to do so would excite the ridicule of the whole camp. The husband 
and the father-in-law never look on each other if they can avoid it, nor 
do they enter the same lodge. In like manner the wife never addresses 
her father-in-law. 
A plurality of wives is required by a good hunter, since in the labors 
of the chase women are of great service to their husbands. An Indian 
with one wife can not amass property, as she is constantly occupied in 
household labors, and bas no time for preparing skins for trading. The 
first wife and the last are generally tbe favorites, all others being 
regarded as servants. The right of divorce lies altogether with the 
husband; if he has children by his wife, he seldom puts her away. 
Should they separate, all the larger children-those who require no 
further ~are-remain with the father, the smaller ones departing with 
the mother. When the women have no children they are divorced 
without scruple. 
After one gets acquainted with Indians the very opposite of tacitur-
nity exists. The evenings are devoted to jests and amusing stories 
aud the days to gambling. The soldiers' lodge, when the soldiers are not 
in session, is a very theater of amusement; all sorts of jokes are made 
and obscene stories are told, scarcely a woman in the camp escapiug 
the ribaldry; but when business is in order decorum must preva~l. 
The personal property of these tribes consists chiefly of horses. 
Possession of an article of small value is a right seldom disputed, if the 
article has been honestly obtained; but the possession of horses being 
almost the principal object in life of an Indian of the plains, the reten-
tron of them is a matter of great uncertainty, if he bas not the large force 
necessary to defend them. Rights to property are based on the metho<l 
of acquirement, as (1) articles found; (2) those made by themselves 
(the sole and und.isputed property of the m;:tkers); (3) those stolen from 
euernie , and (4) those given or bought. Nothing is given except with 
15 ETH--l5 
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a view to a gift in return. Property obtained by gambling is held by 
a very ind fl.nit tenure. 
Murd r i, generally avenged by the kindred of the deceased, as 
among the Omaha and Ponka. Goods, horses, etc, may be offered to 
expiate the crime, when the murderer's friends are rich in these things, 
and ometirue they are accepted; but sooner or later the kindred of 
the murdered man will try to avenge him. Everything except loss of 
life or personal cha tisement can be compensated among these Indians. 
Rape is nearly unknown, not that the crime is considered morally wrong, 
but the puni hment would be death, as the price of the woman would 
be tlepreciated and the chances of marriage lessened. Besides, it would 
b an iu ult to her kindred, as implying contempt of their feelings and 
th ir power of protection. Marriage within the gens is regarded as 
ince t and i a eriou offense. 
THE OMAHA 
The gente keeping the sacred pipes and those having the sacred 
t ut are de ignated among the Omaha by appropriate designs. The 
ICTA- I HANGA 
.SANDA CENU 
B ~ HALF- HALF· 
TRIBE . I TRIBE 
6 c; 
Fxo. 34- maha camping rlrol . 
acred tent of the Wejincte was the 
tent of war, those of the Hailga were 
the tents associated with the buffalo 
hunt a,nd the cultivation of the soil. 
The diameter of the circle (figure 34) 
repre ents the road traveled by the 
tribe when going on the buffalo hunt, 
numbers 1 and 10 being the gentes 
which were always in the_ van. The 
trib was divided into half tribes, each 
half tribe consisting of five gentes. 
The sacred tents of the Omaha and all 
the objects that were kept in them 
· u eum of rchreology and Ethnology at 
i.ng the half tribes or phratries, some-
ction.·, are as follows: 
. 2, Iiike-sabe, Black shoulder, 
eal pipe of peace. 3, Hailga or 
or of all the so-called pipe of 
4, qJatada, meaning un •ertain; 
h-not-the- kin-of-a-black-
ird p ople; o, ilie-(Ja it'~fr, 
'in, arry-a-turtle-on-the-
mak r, t and 
w 1 ·, lf p opl ilia-da, 
d a Buff f g n . 
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10, Icta-sanda, meaning uncertain (" gray eyes"¥), said to refer to the 
effect of lightning on the eyes. This last gens consists of Thunder and 
Reptile people. 
The Ii'ike-sabe formerly consisted of four subgentes. When the 
gens met as a whole, the order of sitting was that shown in figure 35. 
In the tribal circle the Wa¢igije camped next to the Hai'iga gens, and 
the other Inke-sabe people came next to the Wejincte; but in the gen-
tile '' couucil fire" the first became last and the last first. 
The Ieki¢e or Criers. 
The Naq¢eit'a-baj1, Those-who-touch-no-charcoal. 
The three subgentes here named sat on the same side of fireplace. 
The Haiiga formerly bad four subgeutes, but two of them, the Wa¢itan 
or Workers, and the Ha-".}.u-it'aj1, Touches-no-green(-corn)-husks, are 
extinct, the few survivors having joined the other subgentes. The 
remaining subgentes are each called by several names: I, J;esanha-
la¢ican, pertaining to the sacred skin of an albino buffalo cow, or 
Wacabe, Dark buffalo; or Hauga-qti, real 
Haiiga, or J;e-¢eze-¢ataj'f, Do-not-eat-buf-
falo-tongues. 2, J anha-".J-a¢ican, pertaining 
to the sacred (cottonwood) b·ark; or 
Waq¢exe-a¢i11, Keeps-the-" spotted-object" 
(the sacred pole); or Ja 11 -waqube-a4~iu, 
Keeps - the - sacred - or -mysterious - wood 
(pole); or .1a-waqube-¢ataj1, Does-not-eat-
the-sacred (mysterious)-buffalo -sides; or 
Min_xa-san-¢ataj1-k1 aetan-¢ataj1, Eat-no-
gee e-or-swans-or-cranes. 
In the tribal circle the Wacabe camped 
next to the Iiike-sabe, and the Waq¢exe-
a¢iu were next to the Wasabe-bit'aj1 sub-
gens of the </Jatada; but in the Haiiga 




Fm. 35-Iiike-sabe gentilfl assembly. A, 
The Wa¢igije, Maze or ·whorl, or 
Waqube-gaxe-aka, H e-who-acts-mys-
teriously. B, The Wata0 zi-jide-¢ataji, 
Those-who-eat-no-red-corn. 
versed, the Wacabe sitting on the right side of the fire and the 
Waq¢exe-a¢in on the left. 
The Wasabe-hit'aj1 subgens of the </Jatada was divided into four sec-
tions: Black-bear, Raccoon, Grizzly-bear, and Porcupine. The only 
survivors are the Black-bear and .Raccoon (Singers). 
The Wajifiga ¢ataj1 subgens was divided into four sections: I, Hawk 
people, under the chief Standing Hawk (now dead). 2, Blackbird peo-
ple, under the chief Wajiua-gabiga. 3, Starling or Thunder people. 4, 
Owl and Magpie people. 
The )Ianze gens was divided into at least two subgentes, the Keepers 
of the pipe and the ·wind people. Liou, of the Deer-head gens, said 
that there were four subgentes, but this was denied in 1882 by Two 
Crows of the Hailga gens. 
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The Ma0¢inka-gaxe subgentes, as given by Lion, were: l, Mbt_asi, 
"'oyote and Wolf people. 2, l 0'e-waqube-a¢in, Keepers-of-the-mysteri-
ous- tone . 3, Niniba-t'an, Keepers-of-the-pipe. 4, Mi0xa-san-wet'aj1~ 
Touch(e )-not-swans. Uafige- ka, White Horse, chief of the Man¢ift-ka-
gaxe (in 1878-1880) named three subgentes, thus: 1, Qube, Mysterious 
per on, a modern name (probably including tlte iVli11:asi and l 0 'e-waqu be-
a¢i0, and certainly con isting of the descendants of the chief Wa-jiiiga-
sabe or Blackbird). 2, Niniba-t'an. 3, Mi0 xa-san.wet'ajL 
The ilia-da were divided into four parts: 1, Niniba-t'a0 , Keepers-of-
tbe-pipe, under Lion. 2, Naq¢e-Waj1, Touches-no-charcoal, under Boy 
bi f. 3, Thunder-people, under Pawnee Chief. 4, Deer-people, under 
inde-xa"xan (Deer's• )tail-shows-red-at-intervals (-as-it-bounds-away). 
The Ictasanda gens al o was in four parts: 1, Niniba-t'a11, Keepers-
of.the-pipe. 2, Real Icta anda people. (Numbers 1 aud 2 were con-
olidated prior to 18 0.) .1, Wacetan or Reptile people, sometimes called 








TRIBE . ~ 
F10. 36-Ponka camping circl . 
w ho-do-not-touch-a-clam shell, or Keepers-
of-the-clamshell-and-the-tooth-of-a-black-
bear. 
The social organization of the Omaha 
ha been treated at length by the author 
in his paper on Omaha Sociology .1 
THE PONKA 
The Ponka tribal circle was divided 
equally between the Tcinju and Wajaje 
half-tribe . To the former belonged two 
phratries of two gentes each, i. e., num-
ber 1 to 4, inclusive, and to the latter 
t · · · · · g ge11tes 5 to 8. 
or ire phratry: Gens 1, Ilisada, Legs-
iadruped); Thunder people. Gens 
. Wind-makers or War phratry: 
t : 1, Sinde-ag¢e, Wears-tails, 
t-touch-charcoal; and Wase:iu-
i-it'ajl, Doe -not-touch-bloo<l). 
; " Elk people (in at least three 
ou h-a-buffalo-tail; 2, ilie q· ze 
aqti k'i'. 11 pan ¢atajl, Does- not-
1 Third ouual R('Jl<Jr of th Dur •1ui of Ethnolos;.r, 18 1- 2. 
icine a lmf-
alo-taiL· (in 
p ; 2, Gray 
: 1 Ji - lud , 
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Buffalo tail, or J;e-¢eze ¢ataj1, Does-not-eat-buffalo-tongues, or J;e-jifiga 
¢ataj'i'., Does-not-eat-a-very-young-buffalo-calf; 2, J;e-da it'aj'i'., Does-not-
touch-a-buffalo-head or skull). Water pbratry ( 1): Gens 7, Wajaje, 
Osage (in two subgentes at present: 1, Dark Osage, Keepers-of-a-
sacred-pipe, or Wase'.J_u-it'aj1, Does-not-touch-verdigris, or Naq¢e-it'aj1, 
Does-not-touch-charcoal; 2, Gray Osage, or Wes'a wet'aj'i'., Does-not-
touch-serpents; 3~ N ecta, an Ow 1 subgens, now extinct). Gens 8, N uqe, 
Reddish-yellow buffalo (miscalled Nuxe, Ice). Subgentes uncertain, but 
there are four taboo names: Does-not-touch-a-buffalo-bead (or skull), 
Does-not- touch-a-buffalo-calf, Do~s-not-toucb-the-yellow-hide-of-a-buffa-
lo-calf, and Does-not-eat-buffalo-tongues. 
THE QUAPAW OR KWAPA 
When the Kwapa were discovered by the French they dwelt in five 
villages, described by the early chroniclers -as the Imaha (lmabam, 
Imahao), Capaba, Toriman, Tonginga (Doginga, Topinga), and Southois 
(Atotchas1, Ossouteouez). Three of these village names are known 
to all the tribe: 1, U1fa'qpa-qti, Real Kwapa; 2, Ti'-u-a'-d¢i-man 
(Toriman), Ti'-u-a-d¢i' man (of Mrs Stafford); 3, U-zu'-ti-u'-we (Southois, 
etc). The fourth was Tan'wan ji'}{a, Small village. Judging from an·al-
ogy and the fact that the fifth village, Imaha, was the farthest up 
Arkansas river, that village name must have meant, as did the term 
Omaha, the upstream people. 
Tbe following Names of Kwapa gentes were obtained chiefly from 
Alphonsus V~tlliere, a full-blood Kwapa, who assisted the author at 
Washington, from December, 1890, to March, 189i: 
Nan'panta, a Deer gens; Onphun enikaci}{a, the Elk gens; Qid¢ 
e'nikachra, the Eagle gens; Wajiii'1fa enikaci'1fa, the Small-bird gens; 
Han'11a e'nikaci'ia, the Hail'1fa or Ancestral gens; Wasa' e'nikaci'}{a, 
the Black-bear gens; Mantu' e'nikaci'11:a, the Grizzly-bear ( 1) gens; Te 
e'nikaci'lla, the Buffalo gens (the ordinary buffalo); Tuqe'-nikach1a, 
the Reddish-yellow Buffalo gens (answering _to Nuqe of the Ponka, 
Yuqe of the Kansa, </Juqe of the Osage); Jawe' nikaci'11:a, the Beaver 
gens; Hu i'nikaci'}{a, the Fish gens; Mika'q'e ni'kaci'}{a, the Star gens; 
Pe'tan e'nikaci'lla, tbe Crane gens; Can}{e'-nikaci'}{a, the Dog (or 
Wolf , ) gens; Wakan''.J-a e'nikaci'}{a, tbe Thunder-being gens; Tand¢an' 
e'nikaci'lla or Tan'd¢an taii'}{a e'nikaci'Jia, the Panther or Mountain-
lion gens; Ke-ni'kaci'Jia, the Turtle gens; Wes'a e'nikaci'}{a, the Ser-
pent gens; Mi e'nikaci'JI:a, the Sun gens. Valliere was unable to say 
on which side of the tribal circle each gens camped, but he gave the 
personal names of some members of most of the gentes. 
On visiting the K wapa, in the northeastern corner of Indian Territory, 
in January, 1894, the author recorded the following, with the assistance 
of Mrs Stafford, a full-blood Kwapa of about 90 years of age: Among 
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the H;_ fikc gente ar th Haii'Jta taih1a, Large BafiJia or )fancka' 
e'nikaci':~1a rawfi h people; Wajii1Jta e'nikaci'Jta,, Small-bird people; 
Jiii'Jta 'nika i'Jta, mall-bird people; Te ni'kach1a, Buffalo people, or 
Ilafi.'11:a ji'Jta, mall IIafiJia; A 11 'pan e'nikaci'Jta, Elk people; Qi<1¢a' 
e'nikaci'11:a, Eagle people; Tuqe'-nikach1a, Reddish-yellow Buffalo 
people; and Cafi11:e'-nikaci'11a, Dog (or Wolf') people. Mrs Stafford 
knew that :fi.v geute w re not on the HaiiJia side, three of them, Hu 
i'nika i'11a, Fish people, Xi'kia'ta (meaning uuknown), and Ke-ni'ka-
ci'1la Turtle people, being ou the same side; 1VIa11 tu' e'nikaci'JI.a, Lion 
peopl ; and Ti'ju (an wering to the Osage Tsfou, the Kansa Tciju, and 
th Ponka Tci0ju), meanincr not obtained, which last is extinct. Mrs 
taffor 1 c uld not tell on wbicb 8ide camped any of the following 
g nte given byValli'>re: Maqo, Wes'a1 Wasa, Jawe, lVIikaq'e, Mi, etc. 
The nly per on capable of giving the needed information are among 
tho. J wapa who reside on O age reservation. According to George 
17. 
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acrle and Buffalo Ualf, two full-blood Quap;:tw, the Maqe-nika-
YATA I ICTUNGA 
HALF- HALF-
TRIBE I TR I BE. 
ci'Jta, Upper World people, were ideu-
tical with the Wakan1a e'nikaci'11:a, 
Thunder-being people, of Valli e re. 
The e two men said, also, that there 
was no single gens k11own as the Hafb1a, 
that name belonging to a major division, 
4 probably a half-tribe. 
s THE KA:l'f ZE OR KANSA 
mo11g the Omaha the Yata people 
are tbo. e who camp on the yata or left 
16 8 ide of the tribal circle; the Ictunga 






or rigl1t 1:1i<le. The tribe i divided into 
th I an a tyle eacll, wayu0 mi 0 da0 , (i. e., those 
t 11 W , : 
, uhge11les 
)1a11 yinka taii a, Large earth. b, 
)fa0 yifika jiiiga, mall arth. 
b, Ta yat ajr, 
· Ta t · y~, Kill -
iitc t, , ey\ KilJ -















3. Paiika,, Ponka ..... . 
4. Kauze, Kansa, or Tei 
hacin, Lodge -in -
the-rear; Last-
lodge. 
5. W asabe, Black bear. 
6. Wanaxe, Ghost._ ... 
7. Ke k'i 11, Carries- a -
turtle-on -his-back. 
8. Mi11 k'i11 , Carries-the-
sun-on-his-back. 
9. 1Jpa11 , Elk .......... 
10. Qtiya, White eagle .. 
11. Ha11, Night ........ . 
12. Ibatc'e, Holds-the. 
firebrand -to - s a-
cred -p i p e s , or 
Hanga jinga, 
small Hafiga. 
13. Hanga tanga, Large 
Haiiga; Hang a 
utanandji, Ha ii-
ga-apart-fr om -




a, Paiik unikacinga, Ponka people. b, 
Qundj-alau, Wear - r ed-c ed ar 
( -fronds )-on -their-heads. 
a, Tadje unikaci 0 ga, Wind people, or 
Ak'a unikaci 0 ga, South-wind peo-
ple, or Tei haci0 qtci, Real Tei 
haci0 , Camp-behind-all. b, Tadje 
jifiga, Small-wind, or Ma0 na11hind-
je, Makes-a-breeze - near - the-
ground. 
a, Wasabeqtci, Real Black-bear, or 
Saku.0 wayatce, Eats-raw (-food) • . 





a, 1Jpa0 -qtci, Real elk, or Ma0 sa11ha, 
referring to the color of the fur. 
b, Sa0 ha11ge, meaning unknown. 
a, Hiisada, Legs-stretched-out-stiff; 
Qtiyunikaci 0 ga, White-eagle peo-
ple. b, Wabi 0 ijupye, Wade-in-
blood; Wabi11 unikaci0 ga, Blood 
people. 
a, Ha0 nikacinga, Night veople. b, 
Dakan ma0 yi0 , Walks-shining 
(Star people 1). 
a, Qiiyegujii'iga, Hawk-that-has-a-tail-
like-a-'' king-eagle;" "Little-one-
like-an-eagle." b, Mika unikaci11 -
ga, Raccoon people, or Mika q la 
jinga, Small lean raccoon. 
A black eagle with spots. Subgentes 
not reco~ded. 
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Phra- Gentes Subgentes 
_tries 1 ___________ 
1 
_ ________ ______ _ 
II 14. Tceduiiga, Buffalo 
(bull), or Si tariga,, 
Big· feet. 
15. Tei ju wactage, Tei-
ju peacemaker~ 





a, Tceduiiga, Buffalo with dark hair. 
b, Yuqe, Reddish-yellow buffalo. 
(See Pouka Nuqe, Osage ¢uqe, 
Kwapa Tuqe.) 
(Red-hawk pcople1). Subgentes not 
recorded. 
Subgentes not recorded. 
Gr at change have occurred among the Kansa since they have come 
in onta t with the whit race; but when Say visited them ju the early 
part of the present century they still observed their aboriginal mar-
riage law . o Kan a ould take a wife from a gens on his side of the 
trib · could he marry any kinswoman, however remote the 
r 1 ht There are certain gentes that exchange per-
n ki au), as among the Osage. Civil and military 
di b on bravery and generosity. Say informs us 
d u at peace with the Osage since 1806; that they 
with them, o that "in stature, features, and 
and more closely approaclling that people." 
h ad chief of the Kansa was Gahi0 ge Waday-
. h he renders ~'Fool Chief"), and that the ten 
id n t eem to have the respect of the people. 
· the field , served their parents, car-
hen the eldest daughter married 
nd all th i 'ters; the latter were 
.re ent were exchanged when a 
ah of the bu barnl the widow 
· clay, aud became carel 
e t brother of the dee a ·ed 
ing h r childr n a hi own. 
tial) the widow was 
in ca e of Damon 
through life. 
1, the wadji'pauyill 
In 1 ~, 
a, having 
im of an 
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issue ( about 188'.3) Sansile's son-in-law died, so she, being a mourner, 
could not act as crier; hence her office devolved on K'axe of the Taqtci 
subgens. In that year one of the Ta yatcaji subgens (of the Taqtci 
or Deer gens) was iekiye number 1. Iekiye number 2 belonged to the 
Tadje or Kallze (Wind) gens. 
THE OSAGE 
In the Osage nation there are three primary divisions, which are 
tribes in the original acceptation of that term. These are known as 
the Tsfou U'.J.se pe¢unda, the Seven Tsfou fireplaces, Han.JI.a u:ise pe¢ullda, 
the Seven HafiJI_a fireplaces, and Wa;:>aoe u:ise pe¢unda, the Seven Osage 
fireplaces. Each "fireplace" is a gens, so that there are twenty-one 
gentes in the Osage nation. The Seven HailJI_a fireplaces were the 
last to join the nation, according to the tradition of the Tsfou wactaJI_e 
people. When· this occurred, the seven BaiiJI_a gentes were reckoned 
as five, and the seven Osage gentes as two, in order to have not more 
than seven gentes on the rigllt side of the tribal circle . 
.At first the HaiiJI_a uta¢anise gens had seven pipes, and the Wagaoe 
had as many. The Wagage gave their 
seventh pipe to the Tsh>U, with the right · 
to make seven pipes from it, so now the 
Wa;:>age people have but six pipes, though 
they retain the ceremonies pertaining to 
the seventh. 
When there is sickness among the chil-
dren on the Waoage or right (war) side of 
the circle, their parents apply to the Tsigu 
(Tsfou wactaJ[e 1) for food for them. In 






or Tsfou side are ill, their parents apply to FIG. 38-0sage camping circle. 
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the Pa0 qka (wacta11_e1), on the other side, in order tog.et food for them. 
The Seven Tsfou fireplaces occupy the left or peace side of the 
circle. '.1:heir names are : 
1. Tsfou Sin'.J.saJ£¢e, Tsfou-wearing-a-tail (of hair)-on-tbe-bead; · also 
called Tsiou Wanu.0 ', Elder Tsbu; in two subgentes, Sinisa11¢e, Sun 
and Comet people, and Cti.rilJ.e i'niqk'lfoin'a, Wolf people. · 
2. Tse W'Jta in'.J.se', Buffalo-bull face; in two subgentes, of which the 
second is Tse' ¢aiika' or Mi11 'paha', Hide-with-the-hair-on. The police-
men or soldiers on the left side belong to these two gentes. 
3. Mi11 k'i 01 , Sun carriers, i. e., Carry-the-sun (or Buffalo hides)-on-
their-backs. These have two subgentes, ct, Mi 0 i'niqk'acin'a, Sun people; 
b, Minxa' ska i'niqk'aci 0 'a, Swan people. 
4. T i'ou wacta':lle, Tsiou peacemaker, or Tan'wanJ[a'xe, Village-
maker, or, Ni'wa¢e, Giver of life. These have two subgentes, a, Wapin, 
it'a'oi, 'rouches-no-blood, or Qii¢a' oii'ise, Red-eagle (really a hawk); 
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b, ii. ·.a/ pa an', Bald-eagle, or oansa11'u'niqk'aci11 'a, Sycamore people, 
the leading gen on the left side of the circle. 
5. IIa11 i'niqk aci11 'a, Night people, or Tsi'-;:rn we'haJii¢e, the Tsfou-at-
the-end, or T e'¢ailka' . Their two subgentes are: a, Night people 
proper; b, Wasa'de, Black-bear people. 
6. T e '.J12'Jta, Buffalo bull. In two subgentes, a, Tse w'11a, Buffalo 
bull· b, ¢u'qe, Recldi 'h-yellow buffalo (corresponding to the Nuqe of 
the Ponka, Tuqe of the Quapaw, and Yuqe of the Kansa). 
'i. )I¢un, Thunder-being, or Tsi'bacin, Camp-last, or Ma'xe, Upper-
world people, or Niq'ka wakan''.JaJ[i, Mysterious-male-being. Subgentes 
not recorded. 
Ou the right (HailJ[a or Waoaoe) side of the circle are the following: 
. Waoa'oe Wanu.n', Elder Osage, composed of six of the seven 
Osa,g~ :fireplaces, as fol1ows: a, WaJa'0e ska', White Osage; b, Ke 
k'i 11 ', Turtl -carriers; c, vVake'¢e ste''.Jse, Tall-flags ( ' ), Ehnan' min''lse 
tt't0 ', They-alone-have-bow , or Mi0 ke'¢e ste''lse, Tall-flags; d, Ta ¢a'xii, 
D er-light , or Ta i'niqk'aci11 'a, Deer people; e, Hu i'niqk1acin'a, Fish 
p ople; f .i..Ta 11 'panta, a deer gen , called by some Ke 11.a'tsii, Turtle-
with-a- rrated-cre t-along-the- bell (probably a water monster, as there 
i 11 u ·h p cie of turtl ). 
0. Hai:VJ[a uta'¢an'l,•i, Hafi.11a-apart-from-tbe-rest, or Qii¢a'qtsi i'niq-
k'a ·i 11 'a, Real eagle pe pl -the War eagle gens, and one of the original 
Ilafbpt fir place . The oldier or policemen from the right side are 
cbo n fr m th eighth an 1 ninth gentes. 
10. Th 1 ading g n on the right side of the circle, and one of the 
ori it1al en O a :fireplace . Panq'ka wacta'Jte, Ponka peace-
r<liug t a T bu man; in two subgentes, a, Tse'wa¢e, Pond-
aca'd , rk-buffalo; but according to Panq'kaw¾a'yin11a, 
f the g n , hi people have three subgentes, a, Wake'4:e, 
Flag,· · b a/ t t i, meaning, perbap ·, Has-come hither (tsi)-after-
t u ·liing- h -fi (wat ) · c, Qi"'mi ', Reel cedar. 
1. Jiail' l a'hii tu. 11 ' , Ilaii~1a-having-wing ' , or Hii's¾a, Limbs-
r t ·11 d- .- tiff r ii· i 'oiqk'aci11 'a, White-eagle people, in two sul>-
whi ·lt w r tw f th original Haih[a :fireplaces: a, HU'saia. 
nu"' Eld r Hii. a; b Hii.' ~a, tho e wearing four locks of hair 
worn by the ond di i ion of the Wasape tu '1. 
tu 11 , IL ving-bla ·k-bear . In two parts, which were 
w f tb IlaiiJta fir place : , In'.Jsa11¢e, Wearing-a-
k)- f-h ir- 11 - h -h ad· iu two subgente , (a) Wasade, Black 
r il'Jta , ' kc wa' (m aning not learned); (b) IiiJI¢u.ii '11a 
m 11 Wa · 'd n. 0 Wearing-four-lock -of.hair, in two 
u " n ( t) fin· '· ka w n · (b) T 'wa¢~ qe' lla, Dried pond-lily. 
_ ' pq O f th e n Hafilla fir place . 
. J "' t \ lcl - -fir brand-to-the- acred-pipes-
'k i ' niq k'a i0 ' a, ou b-wind people, or 
' i'niqk f i"' in I 1 l , r i 'niqk a i 11 'a, ire peovle. 
n E , ii '1l fir 1 1 · ·. 
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The following social divisions can not be identified·: oa'de i'niqk'a-
cin'a, Beaver people, said to be a subgens of the Waoaoe, no gens 
specified; Pe'tqan i'niqk'ifoi11 'a, Crane people, said to be a subgens of 
the Hafo1a ( i) s'i'.n'.J.sa11q:e; Wapuii'Jia i'niqk'aci0 'a, Owl people; Manyifi'ka 
i'niqk'acin'a, Earth people; daqpii' i'niqk'aci 0 'a, meaning not recorded. 
There i:::; some uncertainty respecting the true positions of a few 
subgentes in the camping circle. For instance, Alvin Wood said that 
the Tsewa¢e qe~a formed the fourth subgens of the Tse '.J.'!J.'11a in:1se; 
but this was denied by }IahiJie wwiayiii11a, of the Tsi'ou wacta'11e, 
who s::i,id that it belonged to the Pa11qka wacta11e prior to the extrnc-
tion of the subgens. Tsepa 1[axe of the W asape gens said that it 
formed the fourth subgens of his own people. Some make the Tsfou 
wacta11e the third gens on the left, instead of the fourth. According 
to :xahi11e wa'.J.ayifi11a, '' All the Waoaoe gentes claim to have come from 
the water, so they have ceremonies referring to beavers, because those 
animals swim. in the water." The same authority said in 1883 that 
there were seven men who acted as wacta11e, as follows: 1, Kaqi11e 
wactaJie, of the Tsfou wacta1Ie subgens, who had acted for eight years; 
2, Pahii-ska, of the Bald-eagle or Qii¢a pa sa11 subgens; 3, 2I¢ema0 , 
Clermont, of the ---; 4, Ta11wa0 '.J,si hi, of the ---; 5, Niqka 
kidaua0 of the Tsfou wehaki¢e or Night gens; 6, Pa0 qka wa'.J..ayii'iJil},, 
Saucy Ponka, of the Wa'tsetsi or Ponka gens; 7, Niqka waoin ta 0 a, of 
the same gens. 
On the death of the head chief among the Osage the leading men 
call a council. At this council four men are named as candidates for 
the office, and it is asked, "Which one shall be appointed i" At this 
council a cuka of the Watsetsi (Ponka gens, or else from some other 
gens on the right) carries his pipe around the circle of councilors from 
right to left, while a Tsiou cuka ( one of the Tsfou wacta11e gens, or else 
one from some other gens on the left) carries the other pipe around 
from left to right. The ceremonies resemble the Ponka ceremonies for 
making chiefs. When the chiefs assemble in council a member of the 
Kanse or L.Iats'e gens ( one on the right) lights the pipes. The criers 
are chosen from the Kanse, lJpqan, and Min k'i11 gentes. The Tsfou 
Sfo'.J..sa11¢e and Tse rn~a in'.J.se gentes furnish the soldiers or policemen 
for the Tsfou wacta11e, A similar functiou is performed for the Pa11 qka 
wacta11e by the Waoaoe wanu 11 and HaiiJia U'.J..a¢an'.J.si gentes. The 
Sfo'.J.sa11¢e and HaiiJia U'.J.a¢an'.J,si are "aki'.J,a watafi11a," chiefs of the 
soldiers; the Tse'.J.!!Jia in:ise and Waoaoe Wanu.. 11 being ordinary soldiers, 
i. e., subordinate to the others. The W aoaoe Ke k'i 11 are the moccasin 
makers for the tribe. It is said that in the olden days the members 
of this gens used turtle she11s instead of moccasins, with leeches for 
tring . The makers of the war-standards and war-pipes must belong 
to the Waoaoe ska. 
Saucy Chief is the authority for the following: " Should all the Osage 
wi h to dwell very near another tribe, or in case two or three families 
of us wish to remove to another part of the reservation, we let the 
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other know our de ire to Jive near them. We make up prizes for 
tbem-a pony, a blanket, strouding, etc-and we ask them to race for 
them. The fa test horse takes tue first prize, and so on. We take 
along a pipe and ome sticks-one stick for each member of the party 
tliat i removing. The other people meet us and race with us back to 
their home. They make us sit in a row; tben one of their men or 
children brings a pipe to one of our party to whom he intends giving 
a hor e. The pipe is handed to the rest of the party. The newcomers 
are invited to fea ts, all of which they are obliged to attend." When 
the Osage go on the bunt the Tsfou wactaJJ:e ( chief) tells the Sin+saJJ:¢e 
and T e +DJJ:a in+ e where the people must camp. The following even-
ing the Pa11q ka wacta11.e ( chief) tells the soldiers on his side (the W a;:>a;:>e 
and Hafbt:a ula¢an+si) where the camp must be on the following <lay. 
The members of the four gentes of soldiers or policemen meet in coun-
cil and decide on the time for departure. They consult the Tsi;:>u 
wacta11.e and Haii.11.a (Panqka wacta11.e1) who attend the council. The 
cri r i genera11y a man of either the 'Qpqan or Ka0 se gens, but some-
times a Mi0 k'i11 ma11 acts. The four leaders of the soldier gentes call 
on the crier to proclaim the next camping place, etc. which be does 
thus: 
"Ila+! ha11 'da JT_asi 11 1~a11 awahe';,un tatsi' 
Halloo ! day tomor- on you make op shall 
row in packs 
tci ' i'be¢a,'~ e ta' tsi a 1cli 11 tau+ ! " 
tent yo u 11lac shall th y r ally 
(/) in a in•(7l say. 
a'pi11iau+ ! Ha+! (Nfoii'ise rnasi 11 ' ta) 
they really Halloo ! Missouri on the other 
say river side 
ay, "Halloo ! tomorrow morning you shall pack your 
d ( trik camp). Ilalloo ! you hall lay them down after reaching 
(tb th r ide of Mi ouri river)!" 
Th n h four 1 ad ·r of the oldier gentes choose a'ki+a (policemen) 
wh lta a ~u an'haiht:a or captain, who then acts as crier in giving 
thu · : 
"Ila+! ni'k awa a' ! Ira+! )Iahi ' Jie waia'yiflJia ni'kawasa'e ! a 'ifaki'ia tatsi' 
lJ, lloo ! 0 warrior! Ilalloo, Ch i f Saucy! O warrior! you guard shall 
adi 0 ta.u' ni'kawa n.' ! ' 
they say watTior ! 
m ~1Jy 
· ilallo warrior! Halloo, 0 warrior, Saucy Chief! 
ha you ~ball act as policeman or guard, 0 
ni ·h an who violate the law of the 
four leader of th 
in m n wa'paJJ:¢a'oi ut i11 ', 
o fail to d their duty. 
cri r would ay: 
"Ha+. ni kawa a.' ! Ha+ i !i11 k ' i11 ' wa1a'y iii)la n ' ika.waRa' . Ha+! wa'daJ[fa'oi 
u ·a ' t i11 tat i ' a.'di• tan , ni ka.w a.',,!' 
'llalJo . nrri r. Hall o 
r lly aid ha J u . ball 
y ,' no 'arri r! Ualloo, it has been 
tb ou b itation wnrri r ! " 
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The four hea<l.meu direct a captain to order a Hafl1f_a uia¢anis~ man 
to lead the scouts, and subsequently to ca.11 on a Sinisa11¢e man for 
that purpose, alternating between the two sides of the camping circle. 
There are thus three grades of men engaged in the hunt-the ordinary 
members of the soldier gentes, the- akiia, and the wapa1£¢aoi utsi 11 • 
Should the o~age be warring against the Kansai or any other tribe, 
and one of the foe slip into the Osage camp and beg for protection of 
the Tsfou wacta1le ( chief), the latter is obliged to help the suppliant. 
He must send for the Sfoisa11¢e and Tse l1J1f_a inise (leaders), whom ke 
would thus address: "I have a man whom I wish to live. I desire 
you to act as my soldiers." At the same time the Tsfou wacta}f_e would 
send word to the Pa0 qka wactaJ[e, who would sum111on a Waoaoe and 
a Ha5.1f_a uta¢anisi to act as his soldiers or policemen. Meantime the 
kettle of the Tsfou wacta11_e was hung over tbe fire as soon as possible 
and food was cooked and given to the fugitive. When he had eaten 
(a mouthful) he was safe. He could then go through the camp with 
impunity. This condition of affairs lasted as long as he remained with 
the tribe, but it terminated when he returned to his home. After food 
had been given to the fugitive by the Tsbu wacta11_e any prominent 
man of the tribe could invite the fugitive to a feast. 
The privilege of taking care of the children was given to the Tsfou 
wacta)"[e and the Pa11qka wacta1f_e, accor<l.ing to Saucy Chief. When a 
child (on the Tsiou side) is named, a certain old man is required to 
sing songs outside of the camp, dropping some tobacco from his pipe 
down on the toes of his left foot as be sings each song. On the first 
day the old man of the Tsfou (wacta11e') takes four grains of corn, one 
grain beiug black, another red, a, third blue, and a fourth white, 
answering to the four kinds of corn dropped by the four buffalo, as 
mentioned in the tradition of the Osage. After chewing the four 
grains and mixing them with his saliva, he passes them between the 
lips of the chil<l. to be named. Four stones are put into a fire, one stone 
toward each of the four quarters. The Tsiou old man orders some 
cedar and a few blades of a, certain kind of grass that does not die in 
winter, to be put aside for his use on the second day. On the second 
day, before sunrise, the 'l'sfou old man speaks of the cedar tree and its 
branches, saying, "It shall be for the children." Then be mentions 
the river; the deep holes in it, and its branches, which he deelares shall 
be medicine in future for the children. He takes the four heated stones, 
places them in a pile, on which he puts the grass and cedar. Over 
thb he pours water, making steam, over which tlte child is held. Then 
four names are given by the headman of the gens to the father, who 
selects one of them as the name for the child. Meantime men of dif-
ferent geutes bring cedar, stones, etc, and perform their respeetive cer-
emonies. The headman (Tsfou wacta11:e ') takes some of the water 
(into which he puts some cedar), giving four sips to the child. Then he 
dips bis own left hand into the water and rubs the child down the left 
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ide, from the top of the head to the feet; next he rubs it in front, 
then down the rigllt ide, and finally down the back. He invites all 
the women of hi gen who wish to be blessed to come forward, and 
he treat. them a he did the infant. At the same time the women of 
the other gente are ble sed in like manner by the headmen of their 
re pecti ve gente . 
THE IOWA 
The Iowa camping circle was divided into two half-circles, occupied 
by two phratrie of four gentes each. The :first pbratry regulated the 
hunt and other tribal affairs duriug the autumn and winter; the second 
pbratry took the lead during the spring and summer. The author is 
indebted to the late Reverend William Hamilton for a list of the Iowa 
gente , obtained in 1880 during a visit to the tribe. Since then the 
auth r ha' r corded the following list of gentes and subgentes, with 
the aid of a delegation of the Iowa who visited Washington: 
First phratry_ 
(;e11te11 Subgentes 
1. Tu' -na 11 -p'i 11 , Black bear. 1. Ta'-po-9ka, a large black bear with a 
'Iohi 11 c nd (}i}lre wona,fie I ~bite spot on the chest. 
hi [i; of thi, g·en 2. Pu.0 '-xa <;ka, a black bear with a red 
in 1 . Tol1i 0 k pt the no e; literally, ose White. 
a r d pip . I 3. Mu.11-tci'-nye, Young black bear, a 
hort black bear. 
4. Ki'-ro-ko'-qo-tce, a small reddish black 
l> ar, motherless; it has little hair 
and mns swiftly. 
2. Mi-t i'-ra-t , W lf. ....... 1. u. 11 '-ta0 9ka, White-wolf . 
... la' hi 11 wa 'a lli fofthi 2. un'-ta11 9e-we, Black-wolf. 
g IL ' . 3. ll 0 '-ta11 qo'•'.lJe, Gray-wolf. 
4. Ma-nyi'-ka-q9i', Coyote. 
· '· xi- a gl c n d J. a' tci-tce', i. e. 1 Qra'-qtci, Real or 




.. Qra' hu.IT'-e, A nee tral or Gray eagle. 
( ra' }]_re'-ye, potted-eagle. 
4. ra' pa 9a0 , Bald-eagle. 
'· tc. lk. n X· 1. ~ 0 '-pe-xa qa0 '-ye, Big-elk. 
tiu · I~lk ~- 0 '-p -xayiu'- ouno--elk ( ). 
e 0 '-p •Xc 5re'•'.lne yifi'-e, Elk- some-
wbat-lono-. 
J. oung elk ( ). The 
e 11 - 0 pexa au cl 
11. Th form r' may 
1am for 'elk." 




5. Pa'-q<;a,Beaver. Probably 
the archaic name, as 
beaver is now r a• we. 
The survivors of this 
gens have joined the 
Pa-<;a or Beaver gens of 
the Oto tribe. 
Subgentes 
1. Ra-we' qan' ye, Big-beaver. 
2. Ra-6ro'•+~e, meaning unknown. 
3. Ra-we' yiii'-e, Young-beaver. 
4. Ni'wa11-ci'-ke, Water-person. 
Second phratry 
6. Ru'-tce, Pigeon........... 1. Min-ke' qa01-ye, Big-raccoon. 
2. Mjn.ke' yifi'-e, Young-raccoon. 
3. Ru'-tce yiii'-e, Young-pigeon. 
4. Oo'-ke, Prairie-chicken, grouse. 
7. A'-ru-qwa, Buffalo ........ 1. Tce-+o' qan'-ye, Big-buffalo-bull. 
8. Wa-ka11 ', Snake. 
tinct gens. 
An ex-
2. Tce-+o' yiii'-o, Young-buffalo-bull. 
3. Tee p'o'-cke yin'-e, Young- buffalo-
bull-that-is-distended ( ,). 
4. Tee yiil'-ye, B'uffalo-calf. 
1. Wa-kan1 5i, Yellow-snake, i. e., Rat-
tlesnake. 
2. Wa-ka0 '-qtci, Real-snake (named after 
a species shorter than the rattle-
snake). 
3. Ce'-ke yiii'-e, Small or young ceke, 
th~ copperhead snake ( ,). 
4. Wa-ka11 ' qo'•+Je, Gray-snake (a long 
snake, which the Omaha call swift 
blue snake). 
9. Maii'-ko-ke,Owl. Extinct. The names of the subgentes have been 
forgotten. 
An account of the mythical origin of each Iowa gens, first recorded 
by the Reverend William Hamilton, has been published in the Journal 
of American Folk-lore.1 
The visiting and marriage customs of the Iowa did not differ from 
those of the cognate tribes, nor did their management of the children 
differ from that of the Dakota, the Omaha, and others. 
Murder was often punished with death, by the nearest of kin or by 
1 Vol. IV, No. 15, pp. 338-340, 1891. 
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, ome friend of the murdered person. Sometimes, however, the mur-
derer made presents to the avengers of blood, an~ was permitted to live. 
T H E OTO 
The author bas not yet learued the exact camping order of the Oto 
and Missouri tribes, though be has recorded liRts of their gentes {sub-
ject to future revision), with the aid of Ke-11re6e, an Oto, Ckapinye, a 
Missouri, and Battiste Deroin, the interpreter for the two tribes. These 
gente are as follows: 1, Pa-ga', Beaver; 2, Tunau'-p'in, Black .bear, or 
Mu_n.tci'-ra-tce, Wolf; 3, A-ru'-qwa, Buffalo; 4, Ru'-qtca, Pigeon; 5, 
Ma-ka' -tce, Owl; 6, Tce'-xi-ta, Eagle, Thunderbird, etc; 7, Wa-ka0 ', 
11ake. 
THE NI-U '-T'A -TCI OR M ISSO URI 
Thi tribe, which for many years has been consolidated with the Oto, 
ha at lea, t three gentes. It may have bad more, but their names have 
noty t been recorded. 1, Tu-nan'-p'in,Black bear; 2, Tce-xi'-ta, Eagle, 
Thunderbird, etc, in four subgentes: (a) Wa-kan'-ta, Thunderbird; 
(b) Qrn, Eao-le; (c) J{re'-tan, Hawk; (d) Mo'-mi, A-people-who eat-no-
mall-bird -which-have-beeu-killed-by-larger-ones (a recent addition to 
th1 · gen , proba,bly from auotber tribe); 3, Ho-ma' or Ro-ta'-tci, Elk, 
THE HOTCANGARA OR WI N NEBAGO 
ebago call them elve Ho-tcai'i'-ga-ra, '' First or parent 
p llile the,v have ,geotes, they have no camping circle, as 
th n lutbitat wa in a forest region. The following names were 
obtai from J Alexander, a full-blood of the Wolf gens, and 
from r m m of the tribe: 
1. Wolf g n mmou uame, Cunk i-ki'-ka-ra'-tca-da, or Cunk-
t afik'i-ki'- - a, Tho -calling-themselves-after-the-clog-or-wolf; 
r ·haic na 1i-na, meaning not recorded. 
ommon name, Bonte' i-ki' -ka-ra' -tca-da, They-
h -black-bear; archaic name, Tco'-na-ke-ra, mean-
n u-wa11 '-i-ki' -ka-ra'-tca-da, They-call-
lk; am not recorded. 
mon a-ka0 ' i-ki' -ka-ra'-tca-da, They-call-
k · me uot recorded. 
1 nink' i-ki' -ka-ra'-tca-da, They-call-
n t re ord d. Thi gen i com-
1 • (a) Hi-tca-qce-pa-ra, or Eagle; 
n bly Ilawk; (d) Wa-ka0 '-
. f the 11b nte were not 
-ra'- a da, Th y-call-
rd J.. 
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7. Deer gens-Common name, Tea' i-ki'-ka-ra'-tca-da, They-call-them-
sel ves-after-a-deer; archaic name not recorded. 
8. Water-monster gens-Common name, Wa-ktce'-qii-ki'-ka-ra'-tca-da, 
They-call-themselves-after-a-water-monster; archaic name not recorded. 
Some of the Winnebago say that there is an Omaha gens among the 
Winnebago of Wisconsiu, but James Alexander knew nothing about 
it. It is very probable that each Winnebago gens was composed of 
four subgentes; thus, in the tradition of the Winnebago Wolf gens, 
there is an account of four kinds of wolves, as in the corresponding 
Iowa tr.adition. 
The Winnebago lodges were always built with the entrances facing 
the east. When the warriors .returned from a fight they circumambu-
lated the lodge four times, sunwise, stopping at the east just before 
entering. 
THE MANDAN 
The Mandan tribe has not been visited by the author, who must con-
tent himself with giving the list of gentes furnished by Morgan, in his 
''Ancient Society." This author's system of spelling is preserved: 
1. Wolf gens, Ho-ra-ta'-mu-make (Qa-ra-ta' nu-mafi'-ke?). 
2. Bear gens, Ma-to'-no-make (Ma-to' nu-mafi'-ke). 
3. Prairie-chicken gens, See-poosh'-ka (Si-pu'-cka nu-mafi'-ke). 
4. Good-knife gens, Ta-na-tsii'-ka (Ta-ne-tsu'-ka nu-mafi'-ke?). 
5. Eagle gens, Ki-ta'-ne-make (Qi-ta' nu-mafi'-ke?). 
6. Flat-head gens, E-sta-pa' (Hi-sta pe' nu-mafi.'-ke?). 
7. High-village gens, Me-te-ah'-ke. 
All that follows concerning the Mandan was recorded by Prince 1 
\ 
Maximilian in 1833. Polygamy was everywhere practiced, the number 
of wives differing, there being seldom more than four, and in general 
only one. The Mandan marriage customs resemble those of the Dakota 
and other cognate peoples. 
When a child is born a person is paid to give it the name chosen by 
the parents and kindred. The child is held up, then turned to all sides 
of the heavens, in the direction of the course 'of the sun, and its name 
is proclaimed. A Mandan cradle consists of a leather bag suspended 
by a strap to a crossbeam in the hut. 
There are traces of descent in the female line; for example, sisters 
have great privileges; all the horses that a young man steals or cap-
tures in war are brought by him to his sister. He can demand from his 
sister any object in her possession, even the clothing which she is wear-
ing, and he receives it immediately. The mother-in-law never speaks to 
her son-in-law, unless on his return from war he bring her the scalp and 
gun of a slain foe, in which event she is at liberty from that moment 
to converse with him. This custom is found, says Maximilian, among 
the Hidatsa, but not among the Crow and Arikara. While the Dakota, 
Omaha, and other tribes visited by the author have the custom of 
15 E'.l'H--16 
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"ba bfulne , which forbid the mother-in-law and son-in-law to speak 
to a h oth r, no allowable relaxation of the prohibition has been 
recorded. 
THE HIDATSA 
Our chief authority for the names of the Hidatsa gentes is Morgan's 
"Ancient ociety." Dr Washington Matthews could have furnished a 
corr cted li t from his own notes had they not unfortunately been 
d ro ed b fire. All that an now be done is to give Morgan's list, 
u ing hi y t m of pelling: 
1. Knife, Mit-che-ro'-ka. 
2. ater, Min -ne pa' -ta. 
3. Lodg , Ba-ho-ha' -ta. 
4. Prairie chicken, Seech-ka-be-ruh-pa/-ka (Tsi-tska' do-lipa'-ka of 
Mattb w ; T i-tska' d¢o-qpa'-ka in the Bureau alphahet). 
5. Ilill people, E-ti h- ho'-ka. 
6. nknown animal Ali-nali-ha-na'-me-te. 
7. Bonnet, E-ku'-pa-be-ka. 
Th Uidat a have b en tudied by Prince Maximilian (1833), Hayden, 
and Matthew , the work of the last writer 1 being the latest one treat-
in of th m; and from it the following is taken: 
Marriag among the Hidatsa i u ually made formal by tbe distribution 
of ·ift on the part of the man to the woman' kindred. Afterward pres-
11 t , f q u l valu are commonly returned by the wife's relations, if they 
h v th m an of doing and are atis:fi.ed with the conduct of the hus-
band. me traveler hav repr ented that the" marriage by purchase" 
amon th Indi n i a mere ale of the woman to the highest bidder, 
wh , lav 'h becom . Matthew regard thi:s a misrepresentation 
f r , it · n rn the Hidat a, the wedding gift being a, pledge to 
th par nt f r th prop r treatment of their daughter, as wen as an 
f the w Ith of the uit r and bis kindred. Matthews has 
arriage pre. en t were refused from 
value a cepted from another, simply 
1ce for the poorer lover. Marriages 
· · different terms are applied 
or Indi n ; 
blurt.on , 1 77. 
n on ent. Polygamy 
tio Th hm,band of the 
of ther a she grow 
a potential wife unle he 
arr· · ther' widow, 
han own children. 
la of people 
e; but am ng 
m n. Their ocial 
admini ter d by the 
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"sol<lier band," are only for serious offenses against the regulations of 
the camp. He who simply violates social customs in the tribe often 
subje~ts himself to no worse punishment than an occasional sneer or 
taunting remark; but for grave transgressions he may lose the regard 
of his friends. With the Hidatsa, as with other western tribes, it is 
improper for a man to hold a direct conversation with his mother-in-law; 
but this custom seems to be falling into disuse. 
The kinship system of the Hidatsa does not differ materially from 
that of auy of the cognate tribes. When they wish to distinguish 
between the actual father and a father's real or potential brothers, or 
between the actual mother and the mother's real or potential sisters, 
they use the adjective ka'ti (ka-qtci), real, true, after the kinship term 
when the actual parent is meant. 
THE CROW OR ABSAROKA 
As this tribe belongs to the Hidatsa linguistic substock, it is very 
probable that the social laws and customs of the one people are iden-
tical with those of the other, as there has been nothing to cause exten-
sive differentiation. 
It is not known whether the Hidatsa and Crow trjbes ever camped 
in a circle. Morgan's list of the Crow gentes is given, with his peculiar 
notation, as follows: 
I. Prairie Dog gens, A-che-pa-be'-cha. 
2. Bad Leggings, E-sach'-ka-buk. 
3. Skunk, Ho-ka-rut'-cba. 
4. Treacherous Lodges, Ash-bot-cbee-ah. 
5. Lost Lodges, Ah-shin' -na de' -ah (possibly in tended for Last Lodges, 
those who camped ill the rear). 
6. Bad Honors, Ese-kep-ka'-buk. 
7. Butchers, Oo-sa-bot'-see. 
8. Moving Lodges, Ah-ha-chick. 
9. Bear-paw Mountain, Ship-tet'-za. 
10. Blackfoot Lodges, Ash-kane'-na. 
11. Fish Catchers, Boo-a-da'-sha. 
12. Antelope, O-hot-du-sha. 
13. Raven, Pet-chale-ruh-pa'-ka. 
THE BILOXI 
The tribal organization of this people has disappeared. When the 
few survivors were visited by the author at Lecompte, Louisiana. in 
1892 and 1893, they gave him the names of three of the clans of the 
Biloxi, descent being reckoned in the female line. These clans are: I, 
Ita anyadi, Deer people; 2, On~i anyadi, Bear people; 3, N aqotod¢a 
anyadi, Alligator people. Most of the surviv.ors belong to the · Deer 
clan. The kinship system of the Biloxi is more complicated than that 
of any other tribe of the stock; in fact, more than that of any of the 
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tribe vi. ited by the author. The names of 53 kinship groups are still 
remembered, but there are at least a dozen others whose names have 
been forgotten. Where the ¢egiha language, for example, has but one 
term for grandchild and one grandchild group, the Biloxi has at least 
fourteen. In the ascending series the Dakota and ¢egiha do not have 
any term beyond grandfather and grandmother. But for each sex the 
Biloxi has term for at least three degrees beyond the grandparent. 
The ¢egiha has but one term for father's sister and one for mother's 
brother, father's brother being '' father," and mother's sister "mother." 
But the Biloxi ha distinct terms (and groups) for father's elder sister, 
father' younger sister, father's elder brother, father's younger brother, 
and o on for the mother's elder and younger brothers and sisters. The 
Biloxi distiuguishes between an elder sister's son and the son of a 
younger ister, and so between the daughter of an elder sister and a 
younger sister's daughter. A Biloxi man may not marry his wife's 
brother's daughter, nor his wife's father's sister, differing in this respect 
from a Dakota, an Omaha, a Ponka, etc; but he can marry his deceased 
wife's ister. A Biloxi woman may marry the brother of her deceased 
bu band. Judging from the analogy furnished by the Kansa tribe it 
wa very probably the rule before the advent of the white race that a 
Biloxi man ould not marry a woman of his own clan. 
THE TUTELO 
It i imp ible to learn whether the Tutelo ever camped in a circle 
Th author obtain d the following clan names (descent being in the 
:fi mal lin ) from John Key, an Indian, on Grand River reservation, 
On ari anada, in ptember, 1882: On ''one side of the fire" were 
th B ar and r clan , tbe Wolf and Turtle being on the other side. 
y' mother, mat rual grand.mother, and Mrs Christine Buck 
m r f the Deer ·Ian. There were no taboos. The Tutelo 
h clan h ve b n forgotten. 
THE CATAWBA 
of Ethnology, visited the Catawba 
obtained an extensive vocabulary 
t record any information respect-
I . 
e i uan tribe formerly inhabit-
Siouan Trib of the Ea t," by 
of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
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THE GROUP OF TU8-AYAN CEREMONIALS GALLED 
KATCINAS1 
By JESSE WALTER FEWKES 
INTRODUCTION 
In their use of the word Katcina 2 the Hopi or Moki apply the term 
to supernatural beings impersonated by men wearing masks or by 
statuettes in imitation of the same: The dances in which the former 
appear are likewise ,called by the same name which with the orthogra-
phy ''Cachena" is used in descriptions of these dances in the valley of 
the upper Rio Grande. The present use of the term among the Tusayan 
Indians leads me to consider it as almost a synonym of a supernatural 
being of surbordinate rank to the great deities. Ancestral worship 
pl~s a not inconspicuous part in the Hopi conception of a Katcina. 
When we endeavor to classify the ceremonials which form the ritual 
practiced by the Tusayan villagers, the subject is found. to be so com-
plex that it can be adequately treated only by the help of observations 
extending through many years. The plan which I have :followed in my 
work, as will be seen in previous publications, has been to gather and 
record data in regard to the details of individual observances as a basis 
for generalization. 
My former publications on this subject have therefore been simply 
records of observations. 3 For various reasons it has seemed well to 
anticipate a final and general account and interpretation, with ten-
tative efforts at a classification to serve as a stepping-stone to a more 
exhaustive and complete discussion of the relationship of these observ-
ances, which would naturally appear in an elaborate memoir necessi-
tating a broader method of treatment than any yet adopted. 
1Tbese studies wero made while the author was connected with the Hemenway Expedition from 
1890 to 1894, and the memoir, which was prepared in 1894, includes the results of the observations of 
the late A. M. Stephen as well as of those of the author. 
~ The letters used in spelling Indian words in this article have the following sounds: a, as in far; a, 
as in what; ai, as i in pine; e, as a in fate; i, as iu pique; i, as in pin; u, as in rule; u, as in but; 
ii, as in the French tu; p, b, v, similar in sound; t and d, like the same in tare and dare, almost indis-
tinguishable; tc, as ch in chink: c, as sh in shall; :ii, as n in syncope; s, sibilant; r, obscure rolling 
sound; I, m, n, k, h, y, z, as in English. 
3Tbese observations are contined to three villages on the East mesa, which has been the field more 
thoroughly cultivated by the members of the Hemenway Expedition. 
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At the pre nt tage of my researches it would be too early to write 
u h an ac ·oun of the ceremonial calendar of the Tusayan villagers, but 
it ha been d eme<l. well to put on record, with many new observations, 
thi preliminary outline of what may be a portion of a general system, 
to aid other invc tigators in kindred fields of study. When I began my 
work, four years ago, the task of bringing order out of what appeared 
to be a hopel , confusion eemed well-nigh impossible, but as one cere-
mony after another was studied it was found that the exactness of 
the ritual a exemplified-in ceremonial presentations pertained even to 
detail , and that there was a logical connection running throughout 
all the religious observances of the Tusayan Indians, the presentations 
of which w re practically little influenced by white races with whom 
the p ople had been urought in contact. As these ceremonials were 
tudi d more sympathetically I discovered a unity throughout them 
which, whatev r their origin may have been, placed them in marked con-
tra t to tho of the nomads by whom they were surrounded. They 
were i und t belong to a type or ceremonial area in which the other 
Pu bl ar embra ·ed, the affinities of which carry us into different 
ge 0 -rapl1ic reo-io11 of the American continent. 
But while thi type diff rs or differed in ancient times from those of 
thapa can r ho honean aborigines, it bears evidence of a composite 
natur . It h l b c me ·o by contributions from many sources, and 
bad in tum 1 ft it impre on other areas, so that as a type the Pueblo 
ultur wa tl1 only one of it kind in aboriginal America. With 
·tr ng affiniti n all ide it waR unique, having nearest kinship with 
tho, f • ic and Uentral America. 
lb e raphi · xten ion of the Pueblo type of culture was no 
<l. ubt £ rm rl much r ter than it i at the present time. What its 
ri in lb und ri w re future inve tigation will no doubt help us to 
d i l but 11 1 r bl m at present before us i the determination of its 
chara ·t ri ti a a urvival in our time . When once this is satis-
f: ril kn wn , nd n t until then, can we advance with confidence 
wid r 11 ralization a to it pa t distribution and offer theories 
it- ffiniti with her cer monial areas of the American 
ot pr gre ing beyond what can be 
at all the Pueblo peoples belong 
e that in prehi. toric and historic 
d country have settled among 
milie of the latter have 
ake perman nt homes in 
. t ea t rn people of thi 
i · · ·ogino-
n th tell 
r to ci-
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we outstrip our knowledge of facts if we ascribe to any one village or 
group of villages the implication involved in the expression, '' Father 
of the Pueblos." Part of the Pueblo culture is. autochthonal, but its 
germ may have originated elsewhere, and no one existing Pueblo peo-
ple is able sath;factorily to support the claim that it is ancestral out-
side of a very limited area. 
In the present article I have tried to present a picture of one of the 
two great natural groups of ceremonials into which the Tusayan ritual 
is divided. I have sought also .to lay a foundation for comparative 
studies of the same group as it exists in other pueblos, but have not 
found sufficient data in regard to these celebrations in other vi1lages to 
carry this comparative research very far. Notwithstanding these 
dances occur in most of the pueblos, the published data about them is 
too meager for comparative uses. No connected description of these 
ceremonies in other pueblos bas been published; of theoretical expla-
nations we have more than are profitable. It is to be hoped that the 
ever-increasing interest in the ceremonials of the Pueblos of the south-
west will lead to didactic, exoteric accounts of the rituals of all these 
peoples, for a great field for research in this direction is yet to be tilled. 
In the use, throughout this article, of the words ''gods," "deities," and 
"worship" we undoubtedly endow the subject with conceptions which 
do not exist in the Indian mind, but spring from philosophic ideas 
resulting from our higher culture. For the first two the more cumber-
some term "supernatural beings" 1 is more expressive, and the word 
"spirit" is perhaps more convenient, except from the fact that it like-
wise has come to have a definite meaning unknown to the primitive 
mind. 
Worship, as we understand it, is not a proper term to use in the de-
scription of the Indian's methods of approaching his supernal beings. 
It involves much which is unknown to him, and implies the existence 
of that which is foreign to his conceptions. Still, until some better 
nomenclature, more exactly defining his methods, is suggested, these 
terms from their convenience will still continue in common use. 
The dramatic element which is ascribed to the Katcina 2 ritual is 
more prominent in the elaborate than in the abbreviated presentations, 
as would naturally be the case, but even there it is believed to be less 
striking than in the second group or those in which the performers are 
without masks. 
There exists in Hopi mythology many stories of the old times which 
form an accompanying body of tradition explaining much of the sym-
bolism and some of the ritual, but nowhere have I found the sequence 
of the ceremonials to closely correspond with the episodes of the myth. 
In the Snake or the Flute dramatizations this coincidence of myth and 
ritual is more striking, but in them it bas not gone so far !ls to be 
1 "Souls " in t be broadest conception of the believer s in T ylor· s animisti c t heory. 
2 The d istinction between elaborate and abbreviated Katcinas w ill be sp oken of later. 
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comparable with religious dramatizations of more cultured peoples. 
m ng th Katcina , however, it is more obscure or even very limited. 
While an abbreviated Katcina may be regarded as a reproduction 
of the celebrations recounted in legends of times when real super-
natural beings vi ited the pueblos, and thus dramatizes semimythic 
storie , I fail to see aught else in them of the dramatic element. 
The characteri tic symbolism is prescribed and strictly conforms 
to the leg nd . Explanations of why each Katcina is marked this 
or that way can be gathered from .legends, but the continuous carry-
ing out of the equence of events in the life of any Katcina, or any 
tory of creation or migration, did not appear in any abbreviated 1 
Kat ina which wa studied. In this subdivision a dramatic element is 
pre ent, but only in the crudest form. In the elaborate Katcinas, how-
e er, we :find an advance in the amount of dramatization, or an attempt 
to Tepre ent a story or parts of the same. Thus we can in Soyalui'ia 
f, llow a dramatic presentation of the legend of the conflict of the sun 
with ho tiled itie or powers, in which both are personified. 
I mu t plead io-norance of the esoteric aspect of the Tusayan concep-
tion.· of the atcinas when such exists. This want of knowledge is 
immaterial, for the object of this article is simply to record what has 
b en n and goe no further. I will not say that a complete account 
of ll J atcina an be given by such a treatment, and do not know 
r how little of their esoterism bas eluded me, but these 
ob rvati n ar wholly e 'oteric records of events rather than esoteric 
plan ti n of cu It i thought that such a treatment of the 
ubj twill b an important contribution to the appreciation of expla-
n, ti n, which it na urally pre edes. 
ltb u hit em probable that the ritual of primitive man contains 
f a m r or le perfect dramatization of his mythology, I 
th pini n that the ritual is the least variable and from it 
r wn h 1 O' nd a we now know it. The question, Which came 
th r ritual i ut id the cope of thi article. 
w h tu lied the ceremonial system of the Tusayan 
n tic d the predominance of great ceremonials in 
1 rom barv t tim t planting there is a succession of cele-
mpli "t d and varied nature, but from planting to 
rit much curtailed. The simple t explana-
and probably i , nece sity. There is 
twe n abbreviated and elaborate 
plicai d pr sentations in which the 
th y formerly more complicai d, or 
f 1 ft alone would finally make them 
inas are remnants, and th ir reduc-
na may b translat d "soul" or•· deified 
th uphold r of the animistic theory. 
·h ar not animistic. .As Mogk bas well 
t god nr original, so among the Ilopi 
, nor i t.h r vid nc that their worship 
sand verywhore mixed up with reugion; 
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not time enough to <levote to great and elaborate ceremonials when the 
corn must be cared for. Time is then too precious, but when the corn 
1s high and the crop is in sight, or during the long winter when the 
agriculturist is at home unemployed, then the superstitious mind has 
freedom to carry on elaborate rites and observances, and then naturally 
he takes part in the complex ceremonies. Hence the spring and early 
summer religious observances are abbreviated. Although the Pueblo 
farmer may thoroughly believe in his ceremonial system as efficacious, 
his human nature is too practical to consume the precious planting 
time with elaborate ceremonials. But when he sees that the crop is 
coming and harvest is at hand, then he begins the series of, to him, 
magnificent pageants which extend from the latter part of August until 
March of the following year. 
It has been proven by repeated observations of the same ceremonials 
that there is great constancy iu the way successive presentations of 
the ritual are carried out year after year. The inevitable modifications 
resulting from the death of old priests undoubtedly in course of time 
affect individual observances, but their ritual is never voluntarily 
changed. The ceremonials which I have here and elsewhere described 
were not invented by them to show to me, nor will any religious society 
of the Hopi at the present day get up a ceremony to please the wl1ite 
man. Each observance is traditional and prescribed for a certain time 
of the year. 
TABULAR VIEW OF THE SEQUENCE OF TUSAYAN CELEBRA-
TIONS1 
The following tabular view of the sequence of ceremonials may aid 
in the study of the Hopi calendar, and indicate the ceremonials pre-
sented to us for classification: 
{ 
Katcina's return . 
.A2 Powamu. 
Paliiliikoiiti. 
The abbreviated Katcinas commonly come in the interval, and vary 
somewhat from year to year. 
Niman (Katcina's departure). 
Snake or Flute (alternating). 
B Lalakoiiti. 
Mamzrauti. 
Wiiwiitcimti3 (sometimes Naacnaiya\. 
Soyalufia. 
1 By Gregorian months, which of course the Hopi do not r ecognize by these names or limits . Their 
own "moons" have been given elsewhere. 
2 The months t o which the :first division roughly corresponds are January to July. '.rhe second 
divfoion includes, roughly speaking, August and December (inclusive). More accurately defined, 
t~e. s~lar year is_ about equally divided into two :part.a by the Niman, which is probably the exact 
d1V1drng celebration of the ceremonial year. 
3 There is a slight r sound in the :first two syllables ofWiiwiitcimti. 
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Maslcecl or Katcina Ceremonials 
December Jann- F ebruary March Llpril-June ary 
,_ 




Unmasked or Nine Days' Ceremonials 
August September October November 




The atcina chief, !ntiwa, erects his altar every year in the 
M6ilkiva, but different kivas by rotation or otherwise celebrate the 
dan e of the iman by their appropriate presentation, thus: The men 
of th ikwaliobikiva celebrated the dance in 1891; those of Nacab-
kiva in 1 92; tho e of the ; lkiva in 1893, and probably in 1894 the 
m n of th Tcivatokiva will personate the last Katcina of the sum-
m r. It thu will appear that the special supernatural personage 
r pre nted vari fr m year to year within certain limits, and the 
v riati n mean nothing more than that the members of the different 
kiva participat in rotation. 
NAMES OF MONTHS AND CORRESPONDING CEREMONIALS 
an n m . of the mon h are a follow 
[ 







@ .il iikofiti. 
onlcl · ·rn tha t our ant •llite <let rmin tbe 
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Month.s Cerernonials ~ 
- -1--- I 
G. Kyamii'iyawu .. ...... . 
7. Pamii'iyawu ......... . 
8. Powa'mii'iyawu ...... -
D. Hiiiikmii'iyawfa. 
10. U'ciimii'iyawu _ ... . - - -
11. Kelemii'iyaw-C1 . _ . . _. - _ . 
19. K .. ,. ~ j ~~- ~ yamu 1yawu .. ... - - .. 









The second part of the October (U'cii) is said to be called Tii'hoe. 
If this is recognized as a lunar period we would have 14 divisions to 
the ceremonial year. In the Pamii'iyaw11, the Snake ceremony, and the 
Katcina's return, the same Niiitiwa (struggle of maids for bowls, etc) 
occurs. 
It will be noticed that the five summer moons have the same names 
as those of the winter; by that I do not mean to discard the divisions 
"named" and "nameless," elsewhere used on good authority. The 
questions regarding the nomenclature of the different moons and their 
number are very perplexing and not yet satisfactorily answered. 
The determination of the number of moons recognized in the year 
or the interval between the successive reappearance of the sun in his 
house (Tawaki) at the summer solstitial rising is a most important 
question, for a satisfactory answer to which my researches thus far are 
insufficient. Several of the priests have told me that there were 13, 
as given above; but others say there are 12, and still others, 14. 'l1he 
comparative ethnologist, familiar with Mexican calendars, would be 
glad to accept the report that there were 13, in which case there would 
be introduced a remarkable harmony between peoples akin in many 
way . .Although, however, there is good evidence that 13 is recognized 
by some priests, the negative evidence must be mentioned, especially 
as it is derived from men whose knowledge of Hopi lore I have come 
to respect. I have, however, provisionally followed the opinion of 
· those who hold that the Hopi recognize 13 ceremonial months in their 
calendar. 
If the second part of the U'cii moon be called Tii'hoe, we would have 
14 moons, which would give 6 between 2 P6wa, or 2 Pa, K ele, Kya, 
and divide the ceremonial year iuto two parts of 7 moons each. The 
Katcina's return (Ukine), or the beginning of the Katcinas, then 
occurs in the Pa moon; they end in Kya at the Niman (last, farewell). 
The group of unmasked ceremonials (nine days) likewise begins at 
the Pa moon in the Snake or Flute, and ends at the winter, Kya, or 
Soyaluiia. 
15 ETH--17 
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In endeavoring to find some re·ason for the similarity of names in the 
two group of months which compo e the ceremonial year I have this 
inter , tin hint, dropped by one of the priests: '' When we of the 
upper world," he said, '' are celebrating the winter Pa moon the people 
of the under world are engaged in the observance of the Snake or 
Flut , and vice versa." The ceremonials in the two worlds are syn-
cbronou . "That is the reason," said my informant, "that we make 
the nak or Flute pahos duriug the winter season, although the dance 
i not celebrated until the corresponding month of the following 
ummer." 1 
MEANS OF DETERMINING THE TIME FOR CEREMONIALS 
Among the Hopi Indian there are priests (tawawympkiyas) skilled 
in the lor of the sun, who determine, by observations of the points ou 
th horizon, where the un ri es or sets, the time of the year proper for 
religion eremonials. Two of the e points are called sun houses, one 
at Mtyi.ika,2 which i called the sun house (tawaki) par excellence, 
anoth r "t kwiniwi, which also is called tawaki, or sun house. 
Th point on the horizon u ed in the determination of ceremonial 
v n t are a follow : 
1. Tawaki (biitca, opening). The horizon point properly called 
avw(Lw mark the cardinal point tatyi.i.ka or place of sunrise at the 
wint r ol tice. The winter cer mony Soyaluiia is determined not by 
unri , but by un et, although, a a general thing, the time of summer 
c rem nial i d termined by ob ervations of sunrise . 
. Ma namiizrii (ma i, drab or gray; namiizrii, wooded ridge). This 
p inti , b rid or ere t of the mesa, ea t of Piip'ce. 
aviifi't mo (paviiii.', youuo- corn; tc6mo, mound). A point on 
l<l , gon tr il to ◄ rt Defiance, a little beyond the head of Keams 
tion ob cure; h6iiwi, erect). 
; t 6mo, mound). When the sun reache 
Honani or Badger people plant corn; 
on , qua b and gourds. 
d, hump; h o, 9b cure; taka, man; 
. llen tb un reacbe here the P{itki 
· th uncl r world I am l(•d to heli v that th Hopi consider it a cou.nter-
' nh• senti · . In this under world the seasons 
an is s he abo · is winter in the world 
oo 'd t rm d t as here, and fr queut 
It i th rc•moui m what resemble ach 
ltu ead orld i r garded as th abode 
ho bro, pu, often 8))0ken of as a lak<•. I 
thi to two r gions, th abod of th bl ssed and that 
r tyiika i tb un hou •. Tb r i no 11un bou a.I b6poko nor at t •vyufia. The 
1r huriu,o rdioal point ar •, kwiniwi, n rtbw t; t vyil'fia, southwest; tatyuka, 
opokyiika C yncopal d b6poko), nortbeaat. 
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or Water people plant corn. When the sun returns here the Snake-
Antelope fraternities assemble for the Snake dance. 
7. Kwitcala.1 When the sun rises at this point on his northward 
journey general planting begins, which continues until the summer 
solstice. When the sun returns to this point on his southerly journey 
the Nirnankatcina is celebrated. 
8. Tafovi ( f). 
9. Owatcoki (owa, rock; tc6ki, mound house). 
10. Wii'nacakabi (wii'na, pole; caka, ladder). 
11. W akacva, cattle spring, 12 miles north of Keams canyon. 
12. Pavaukyaki, swallow house. 
13. Tii.yiika, summer solstice. 
We are justified in accepting the theory that sun and moon 2 worship 
is usual among primitive men, Whether that of the sun or of our sat-
ellite was the earlier it is not in the province of this article to discuss, 
but it is doubtless true that sun worship is a very ancient cult among 
most primitive peoples. The Pueblos are not exceptions, and while we 
can not say that their adoration is limited to the sun, it forms an essen-
tia,1 element of their ritual, while their anhydrous environment has led 
them into a rain-cloud worship and other complexities. I think we can 
safely say, however, that the germ of their astronomy sprang from 
observations of the sun, and while yet in a most primitive condition they 
noticed the fact that this celestial body did not always rise or set at 
the same points on the horizon. The connection between these facts 
and the seasons of the year must have been noted early in their history, 
and have led to orientation, which plays such an important part in all 
their rituals. Thus the approach of the snn to a more vertical position 
in the sky in summer and its recession in winter led to the association 
of time when the earth yielded them their crops with its approach, 
and the time when the earth was barren with its recession. These 
epochs were noticed, however, not by the position of the sun at mid-
day, but at risings and settings, or the horizon points. The two 
great epochs, summer and winter, were, it is believed, connected with 
INote the similarity in sound to the Nahuatl month, Quecholli, in which the Atamalqnaliztli was 
celebrated. See "A Central American ceremony which suggests the Snake dance of the Tusayan 
villagers," American Anthropologist, Washington, vol. vr, No. 3. Quecholli, however, according to 
both Sahagun and Serna, was in November. The Snake dance at Walpi is thus celebrated about six 
months from Ataroalqualiztli, or not far from the time when the people of the under world celebrate 
their Snake-Antelope solemnities. In this connection attention may be called to the fact that the 
Snake-Antelope priests in Walpi have a simple gathering in the winter Pa moon (January), when 
their sacerdotal kindred of the under world are supposed by them to be performing their unabbre-
viated snake rites. This is at most only about a month from the time Atamalqualiztli was celebrated. 
Teotlico, the Nahuatl return of the war god, occurred in November; Soyaluiia, the wa,rriors' return, 
in December. There are important comparative data bearing on the likeness of Hopi and Nahuatl 
ceremonies hidden in the resemblance between Kwetcala and Quecholli (Kwetcoli), 
~Mtiyiiiwuh, the goddess of germs, is preeminently the divinity of the under world, and has some 
remarkable similarities to the Nahuatl Mictlantecutli or his female companion Mictlancihuatl. The 
name is very similar to that for moon. This was the ruler of the world of shades visited by Tiyo, the 
snake hero. (See the legend of the Snake Youth in Journal of American Ethnology and Archaiology, 
vol. IV, Boston, 1894.) 
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ol titial amplitude , and tbe equinoctial, horizontal points, uncon-
ne •t d with important time. to agriculturists, were not considered as 
of much worth. Ther i. every evidence, however, that the time of 
day wa early indicate 1 by the altitude of the sun, although the con-
ne tion of th altitude at midday with the time of year was subordi-
pat d to oh ervations ou the horizon. 
CLASSIFICATION OF CEREMONIALS 
In attempting to make out the annual cycle of ceremonial observ-
au • ·, a determined by ob ervations made during the 1ast three years, 
Ir ognize two groups, the differences between which may be more or 
le arbi rar . The e group are called-
I. The Katcina . 
I. The ine day ' ceremonials. 
Tbe form r of the e group , which is the subject of this article, begins 
with th Katciua ' return, 1 and end with their departure (Nim{t.11 ). 
I i.- not my purpo e here to do more than refer to the latter group, as 
a : ll rt r fer n e to them may be of value for a proper understanding 
of h I at i11a . 
r1 h r are ignificant likenes es between different members of tbe 
f nin day ' remonial , and they may be grouped in several 
of whi ·h th following may be mentioned: 
I. nak or ◄ lut .2 
II. Lalak uti and famzrauti. 
IL P ,; amft and Pali.UUl outi. 
Iv . ii.tcimti and aacnaiya. 
· ·1t n the imilarity of the rites practiced in 
pair. The Hopi priests recognize another 
appear in the nature of the ceremonies as 
part . Thu alakoiiti a11d Paliiliikoiiti, 
r brother i, ter c remonials, accord-
is kin hip id to account for certain 
nd friend! ling manif ted between 
ob curity nvelop ' thi whole subject of 
'orm t1rn ecret ob "ervan e 
t1y ing, the ceremo-
th rvance and from 
r lnrn, whid1 namo i!I not ina curate. It i!I, strictly 
lw ri·turn f th leader of th Katcioas, as in T otleco. 
tion. 
· alization. of tlw. 'nake-Antelop ancl 
i 
that tlwy an• r lat 11. Evi1l ntly 
not akm to the• r •lation l1ips wbi •h 
r. i not r • •11rd cl ll'I a 1·1•r1•moni:LI ,lav. o Jour-
• y, vol 1v, p.13, 1 04. • 
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this date to the final public exhibition there are sixteen days, a multi-
ple of the omnipresent number four. 
Some of the Katcinas have nine days of ceremonials, counting the 
assembly and the fiual purification. 
The inception of the ceremony is called tc6tco.il yi.iiiya, smokiug 
assembly, in which the chiefs (moil'mowitfa) meet together in the even-
ing at a prescribed house. The meeting places are as follows: 
Tci.itci.ib (Snake-Antelope fraternity) ..... Snake chief's mother's house. 
Mamzrau .......... _ ................... Salako's. 
Lalakoii ............................ _ . K6tcni.imsi's. 
Soyaluiia .............................. V ensi's. 
Wi.iwi.itcim ............................ Tciwi.igti's. 
Lenya (Flute) ......................... Talasvensi's. 
Nim an ............................. . .. K wi.imaletci's. 
On the day following this smoke the speaker chief (tcaakmoiiwi) 
at early sunrise announces to the public that the ceremony is to begin, 
and to the six direction deities (nananivo ,mon'mowitu) that the priests 
are about to assemble to pray for rain. Eight days after the announce-
ment the chiefs gather in the kiva, and tltat day is caJled yi.iiiya, assem-
blage, but is not counted in the sequence of ceremonial days. The first 
ceremonial day is Ci.ictala, after which follow the remaining days as 
already explained in my account of the Snake ceremonials. Counting 
the days from the commencement, the Suake, Flute, Niman, Lalakoilti, 
and Mamzrauti are al ways celebrated in extenso sjxteen days, or nine 
days of active ceremonies, as shown in articles elsewhere. When 
Naacnaiya is not celebrated, Wi.iwi.itcimti, Powamu, Soyalufia, and 
Paliiltikoiiti are abbreviated to four days of active ceremonials. 
Thafollowing diagnosis may be made of these great nine da.ys' cere-
monials: Duration of the ceremony, nine consecutive days and nights; 
no masked dancers in secret or public exhibitions; no Katcinas; no 
Tcukuwympkiyas.1 Altars and sand mosaics generally present. Indi-
vidual ceremonials either annual or biennial, hut iu either case at 
approximately the same time of the year; sequence constant. TiponF 
generally brought out in the public dance. Many pabos, 3 ordinarily of 
diflerellt length (Snake, Flute, Lalakofiti, Mamzra-C1ti), to deposit in 
sbriues at varying distances from tlte town. Ceremonial racing, gen-
erally iu the morning of tlte eighth and ninth days. 
IC!owns, called likewise" mudheads " ancl "gluttons. " . 
2:fhe tlponi is supposeu to be the mother or the palladium, the sacred badge of office of the society. 
It is one of the wioii or sacred objects in the keeping of a chief, and is the insignium of his official 
standing. Tl1e character of this object varies with different societies, and, in a simple form, is an ear 
(lf corn surrounded by sticks and brig ht-colored feathers bonncl by a buckskin string. For the con-
tents of the more elaborate forms , see my det1cription of the Lalakoiiti tiponi (called bundles of 
p~bos). 
1Pabos or prayer-sticks are prayer-b.earers of different forms conceived to be male and female when 
double. Their common form if! fi gured in my m emoir on the Snake Ceremouials at Walpi; Jour. 
Am. Eth. and .Arch., vol. 1v, p. 27. Prescribed forms v ary with different deities. 
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wing ar he important nine days' ceremonies: 
nt lop - nak l bration, alternating biennially with the 
•lut b rvan 
L{1lakofiti. ceremony lasts nine days and as many 
niO'h , and i elebrated by women. The details of the celebration at 
W, lpi in 1 91, tog th r with the altar , fetiches, and the like have 
lr ady b n publi hed.1 It has some likenesses with the Mam-
zra{tti which follow it in equence. There are four priestesses, the 
chi f f wh m i K6tcntimsi. Three tiponi were laid on the altar in 
~ I'll 
J<'w . 39-Tabl t of th Palahlkomana mask. 
. 1 ~l hough it i r,u ·tomary for each ociety to hav 
111 b with h oth r paraph rnalia i in the keeping of 
gi with tablet on their 
l • tb e per-
e carried in 
t r · in 
l t 
am 
1·11 • l k11 HI my 11 ·riplion :m,l plat '>i of tlau pr • r11tatio11 of th Mam-
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4. The Wi.iwiitcimti. The Naacnaiya, of which this is an abbrevi-
ated observance, has been described.1 One of the most prominent 
events is the ceremonial making of the new fire; and as this is in a 
measure distinctive of these two, it is proper to designate them the 
New Fire ceremonies. 
In essentials the Naacnaiya and the Wiiwiitcimti are the same, but 
the former appears to be of less constant appearance and more compli-
cated. In it, as elsewhere described, the statuette of Talatumsi is 
brought into the pueblo, but in the abbreviated form offerings are 
made at her shrine down the trail. During the making of the new fire 
..Anawita, 2 personif)1ing Masauw-fab, is bidden behind a blanket held by 
two assistants. 
The second group, called the Katcinas, which may be divided into 
two smaller divisions, -known as the elaborate and the abbreviated, fills 
out the sequence of religious ceremonials between the Soyaluna and , 
the Nimankatcina. These celebrations are distinguished from those of 
the former group by the presence of masked personages to whom is 
given the name of Katcinas. By the use of these masks or helmets . 
the participant is supposed to be transformed into the deity repre-
sented, and women and children avoid looking· at Katcinas when 
unmasked. The main symbolism of the deity is depicted on the helmet 
or bead, and varies in different presentations, but the remaining para-
phernalia is constant, whatever personage is represented.3 
The mask (kii''i'.tti, head) is often addressed as ikwatci, "my friend or 
double." Prescriptively it must be put on and taken off with the left 
hand.4 It is of helmet shape, fitting closely to the bead and resting 
on the shoulders. These masks or helmets are repainted at each pre-
sentation with the symbolism of the personage intended to be repre-
sented. They ~re ordinarily made of leather,, portions of boot legs or 
saddles, and in one or two instances I have found on their inside the 
embossed or incised markings characteristic of Spanish saddles. Old 
felt hat are sometimes used in the manufacture of the simpler masks 
and those of the mud-beads are of coarse cloth. Few of the helmets 
now u ed give evidence of very great antiquity, although some are 
made of the skin of the bison. One can seldom purchase these helmets, 
as their manufacture is difficult, and instead of being discarded after 
uRe in one ceremony they are repainted for other presentations. 
1 The four societies who celebrate the Wiiwiitcimti are the A.alwympkiya, Wiiwiitc\mwympkiya, 
Tataiikyamfl.. and KwakwantCt. 
~ Chief of the Kwakwantu, a powerful warrior society. Among various attributes Masaiiwfl.h is 
the Fire God. 
3 The body, save for a kilt, is unco-vered. This kilt is white or green in color, with embroidered 
rain-cloud symbols . This is tied by a sash, with dependent fox-skin behind. Rattles made of a turtle 
sbellandsheep or antelope hoofs ar tied to one leg back of the knee, and moccasins are ordinarily worn. 
'pru ·e twigs are inserted in the girdle, and the Katcina carries a r attle in one hand. This rattle is 
a gourd shell with stones within and with a abort wooden handle. 
4 The left hand is always u sed to receiv~ meal offerings and nakwakwocis, and is spoken of as 
k yakyaulna, desirable. The right hand is called tiinucmahtu, food hand. 
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imilar uniformity year by year in the time of the celebra-
tended or elaborate Katcinas called Niman, Powamu, 
oy{tluna, and the Pa or Katcina's return. Their sequence 
is alway· the ame, but in the abbreviated Katcinas or masked dances 
this uniformity i not adhered to. A certain number of these are cele-
brated ea h spring and um mer, but the particular abbreviated Katcina1 
which i presented varies from year to year, and may or may not be 
reprodu ed. 
While Kat ina or masked dance. do not generally occur during 
the interval of the nine day 'ceremonials (autumn and early winter), I 
have note on one of the e which indicate that they sometimes take 
plac in thi epoch. 
On September 20, 1893, a Katcina called A.f:i.akatcina 2 was per-
formed in Hano after the iman had been celebrated in Walpi. 
Theor ticaJly it would not be expected, as the farewell Katcina is 
uuiver ally aid to be a celebration of the departure of these person-
ag t their di taut home, an event which does not occur at Hano. 
It would be trange if later observation should show that Katcinas 
are c lebrat d in other village' between the departure and return of 
th e p r onag s. 
.. : . I . 
DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS OF KATCINAS 
1 dge f the character of the Hopi Katcinas dates 
t' valuable compilation. While the existence of 
nown pr viou ly to that time, and several refer-
c other Pueblos might be quoted from 
n · ur information of the Katcina cele-
o 1852 i o fragmentary that it is 
die,. In the year named Dr P. S. G. 
publish d a de cription of what was 
< omovi. lthough hi account is so 
y say what Katdna wa,s personated, 
rtant contribution to our knowledge 
g the Ilopi Indians. It will l>e 
l e er on tion diff13red but slightly 
n Bro ck not d that the male 
ad '' larg pa teboard tower 1' 
l to acer •moninl dnn<'e and to a persona tor in the 
by the can- d wood n slatu Ues or dolls, tihus, 
rticl on "Dolls of the Tusa:van Indians" in Inter-
able sourc s of information in r gard to the sym-
bject , photographs, clay lil , lay imag s, pictures 
tion of th sam Katci na are i u tb main identical, 
I of Am ri ·an Ethnolog_y a111l Ar ·h· ,oJoj?y, vol. n, 
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(naktci ¥), and "visors 1 made of small willows, with the bark peeled off 
and dyed a deep brown.'' He recognized that the female dancers 
(Katcinamanas) were men dressed as women and that they wore yel-
low "visors" and dressed their hair in whorls as at the present time. 
He described the musfoal ( ¥) accompaniment of the dance with the 
scapula of an animal rubbed over a "ground piece of wood." He like-
wise noticed the priests who sprinkled the dancers with sacred meal, 
and speaks of two small boys painted black with white rings who 
accompanied the dance. The latter may have been personifications of 
the Little Fire Gods. 
The Hopi clowns, Tcukuwympkiyas, were likewise seen by Ten 
Broeck, who described their comical actions. From his description of 
the byplay of their "assistants," I find very little change has taken 
place since his time. In the Katcina which he observed food was dis-
tributed during the dance, as I have elsewhere described is the case 
today. Although much might be added to Ten Broeck's description, 
his observations were the most important which had been made known 
up to his time, and continued for forty years the most valuable record 
of this group 2 of dances among the Tusayan Indians. 
CLASSIFICATION OF KATCINAS 
Before considering the various ceremonials in which the Katcinas 
appear, it may be well to say something of the nature of these super-
natural beings which figure in them as made known by the testimony 
of some of the best-informed men of the tribe. The various legends 
which are told about them are numerous and can not be repeated here, 
but a few notions gathered from them may render it possible for the 
reader to better understand the character of the ceremonials in which 
they appear. 
These deities are generally regarded as animistic and subordinate to 
the greater gods. 3 They have been called intercessors between man 
1Jhave also seen visors of this kind, and an old priest of my acquaintance on secular occasions 
sometimes wore a huge eye shade or visor made of basket ware. The helmet of the Humiskatcina 
bears a willow framework which forms a kind of visor, and if, as I suspect from the "large paste-
board [skin over framework or wooden board] tower," it was a tablet or nakci, the personification 
mentioned by Ten Broeck may have been a Humiskatcina. In May, 1891, I observed a Humis, but 
there is no reason from the theory of the time of abbreviated Katcinas to limit it to May. It might 
have been performed in April equally well. The Katcinamanas were not observed by me to wear 
such visors as Ten Broeck observed. 
2 During that time our knowledge of the Snake dance had been enlarged by Stephen, Bourke, and 
others. 
1Tbe Katcinas, somAtimes spelt.Cachinas, are believed to be the same as the Zuiii K6kos and pos-
sibly the Nahuatl teotls. '.!.'be derivation is obscure; possibly itis from katci, spread out, horizontal, 
the surface of the earth, na.a, father, abbreviated na, surface of land, father. The Tusayan Indians 
say that their Katcinas are the same as the Zuni K6ko, pronouncing the word as here spelled. Cush-
ing insists, however, that the proper name of the organization is Kil/kit. I find Mrs Stevenson, in her 
valuable article on the Religious Life of a Zuni Child, has used the spelling Kok'ko, which introduces 
the o sound which tbe Tusayan people distinctly use in speaking of the Katcinas of their nearest 
Pueblo neighbors. This variation in spelling of one of the more common words by conscientious 
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and th high t uperuatural beings. There are misty legends that 
long ago the Katciua , like men, came from the under world and 
brought with them various charms or nahii with which the Hopi are 
familiar. By ome it i ail that a Honani (Badger) chief came up 
from the ~ tkyaa, or under world, in the center of a square whose four 
id w re formed of lines of Katcinas, and that he bore in his left 
hand a buzzard wing feather and a bundle of medicine hats on his back. 
The Katcina recognized him as their chief, and became Katcina 
Honfoi, Badger Katcinas. 
Tb 1 gend run. that in ancient time Hahaiwiiqti I emerged from 
the under world followed by four ons, who were Katcinal:j, each bear-
ing in hi arm a pet called palilliikoiiuh, plumed serpent. Following 
the e four cam other Katcinas with pets (p6komatii), of whom the 
following are mentioned: 
On bearing I akwa, frog (water-eagle). 
One l> aring pat ro, wat r-bird. 
n b aring pawikya, duck. 
On b aring pavakiyuta, water on the backs bearers, aquatic 
animal . 
On aring yiiii.'ocona, turtle. 
On b aring zr{ma, bullfrog. 
n b aring pavatiya, young water bearer (tadpole). 
r h th r with kwahii (eagle), parrot, crow, cooper's hawk, swallow, 
and ni ht hawk. 
Th umaik li p t for th ix direction are: 
~' wiiilwCt, d r .... ....................... Kwiniwi. 
an'wCl, mountain h p ......... . .. ...... Tevyiiiia. 
T •ii'bi , ut lope ........... .............. Tatyuka. 
fzri .· : lk . ................ .. ......... . H6poka. 
wi, har . . . . . . . . ................... . .. Omyuka. 
T{t t nt, il rabbit .................... Atkyantuka. 
tartling yet foreign resemblance to 
p6komatii i difficult to translate, 
. It u age i similar to that of cer-
oman peaks of a favorite child as 
·u11 , and the shaman de ignates his 
0
; a Ilopi call hi dog p6ko. The 
tar a I ewhere mentioned in my 
11 Ka ina at Walpi.3 
iffi ulti wh h bo attempt etymologic dissec-
• Zulli word II uIB r strange modifl ations, so 
i d t-0 flu be n the Jlopi dial ct of the East 
ow m u f II ation no one an tell, but the 
find t a 
v bee a11. • ' h also was th moth r of th 
·horn b hoya , and his twin broth r h1 a con-
tc,r . 
J>ai th nnual R por of tb Bur au of Ethnology. 
ool olgy, vol. 11 , 'o. 1. 
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In the Hopi conception of the All Katcina there seems to be an idea 
that they dwell in four terrestrial places or world-quarters.1 This may 
be looked on as an application of a general idea of world-quarter 
deities so common among them. 
Northwest, kwiniwi .. __ ........... _ .................... . Kicyuba. 
Southwest, tevyii.ria . .. __ ... Niivatikyaubi, San Francisco mountains. 
Southeast, taty(1ka . __ . __ .. . . __ .. _ ... _ ....... .. ........... W enima. 
Northeast, h6poko . ___ ... __ .... Niivatikyaubi, San Mateo mountains. 
If there is any one feature which distinguishes a Katcina it is the 
use, by some or all of the participants, of a mask or ceremonial helmet. 
The Katcinas are divided into two groups, the complete and the abbre-
viated; the former is constant year by year, the latter varying. Altars 
are present in the complete, absent in abbreviated presentations. A 
cloud-charm altar or invocation to the six world-quarter deities is 
sometimes made. Public announcements are not prescribed. The 
Tcukuwympkiya or clowns are generally present. Abbreviated Katci-
1;1.as consist mainly of public dances in which Katcinas, Katcinamanas, 
• and clowns take part. The pahos or prayer offerings are few in num-
ber. Ceremony ends with a feast; generally no altars. Tiponi2 is not 
brought out in public. It is possible .that the fox-skin so universally 
worn by the animistic personifications called Katcinas hanging from 
the belt behind, is a survival comparable with the skin of the animal in 
which formerly, as in Nahuatl ceremonials, the whole hody was clothed. 
In the case of N atacka, for instance, a skin is still worn over the 
shoulders. Conservatism in dress is tenaciously adhered to in religious 
paraphernalia among all peoples. 
Roughly speaking we may say that the Katcina celebrations are 
characterized by the presence of the Tcukuwympkiyas (Tatciikti, Tciic-
kiitfl, Paikyamu or clowns), which do not appear in the unmasked or 
nine days' ceremonials. The epoch in which they remain among the 
Hopi is therefore approximately that from the winter to the summer 
lThe Hopi report that the Zuni believe that the dead are changed into Katcinas and go to a Sipapfl., 
which they descend and tell the" chiefs·• to send the rain. The Hopi believe that the dead become 
divinized (Katcinas in a loose meaning) and intercede for rain. (See discussion of Mrs Stevenson's 
statement that the dea<l. send rain.} It seems to me that students of primitive myth and ritual have 
hardly begun to realize the important part which orientation plays in early religions. .As research 
progresses it will be found to be of primary importance. The idea of world-quarter deities sprang 
from astronomical conceptions and was derived from a 1>rimitive sun worship in which the lesser 
deities niiturally came to b e associated with the four horizon points of solstitial sunrise and sunset. 
l have elsewhere pointe<l. out that the tiponi is called the mother, and this usage seems to hold 
among the other Pueblos. .As a badge of chieftaincy it is carried by the chiefs on certain occasions 
of initiation and public exhibitions, as can be seen by consulting my memoir of the Snake Ceremo• 
nials at Walpi. Cimo, the old Flute chief (obit 1893), once made the following remark about his 
tiponi : " This is my mother; the outer wrapping is her garment; the string of shells is her neck-
lace; the feathers typify the birds, and within it are all the desirablfl seeds. When I go to sleep she 
watches over roe, and when I die one of the feathers will be placed upon my heart, and I hope the 
tiponi will take care of me." From these words we learn how much the tiponi is venerated, and itis 
not remarkable, considering the benefits which are thought to come from it, that it is designated "the 
mother.'' 
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in which they are ab ent, from the summer to tbe winter 
ol tic 
I la ify the Katcina celebrations into two large groups, which may 
be all d th elaborat and the abbreviated, and have consi<lered them 
in th foll wing pages. 
EL.A.BORATE K.A.TCIN.A.S 
head of elaborate Katcinas 2 may be included: 
aluua. 




The lebration iu the De ember moon ba not as yet been described,4 
but a large body of material relating thereto is in my hands. In order 
to gi a · neralidea of it· haracter a brief outline of a characteristic 
porti n fit i in rted in thi place. Soyaluuais distinctly a warriors' 
b ervan · , and ha be n call d the Return Katcina. In one sense it 
may b d ignat d, but more trictly it i the return of the War god, 
r gard d a 1 ader of the god , and in that recalls the Nahuatl 
Teotl c , a 1 ewh r pointed out. The singing of the night songs of 
th w. rri r i on of th mo t effective archaic episodes of the ceremo-
nial f th wint r ol tice. 
a de cription of a few events in the celebra-
hat y ar most of the men of the villages 
n l of which they tied feathers and 
way during the day to different 
w dozen, which they tied in their 
hered tring pre ented one to a 
rr w all the Katcina to you grant 
tically and moving it with a hori-
llowin r Band lier's studi s among thn Rio Grande Pueblc,s, we have 
om •thin r lli art•, whi h app ar to correspond with a gr oup of tho Tcukuwympkiya, 
tllll Paink,ya ,y l1im 1111 th summ r and autumn m n, while the Cuirana are th 
JJrln' mm. c, um 1 autumn the Tcukuwympkiyri take no part in the ceremo-
nial n tlw u n)·n Tcuk11wympkiyas app ar in the Snak , Flut , Lalakoiiti, 
mirn(1li, Wiiwiitdmti, or fa <·n or f •ativnls. Tb y app ur lo be almost uni versal accom-
pa . rvno 
r al t Jin of growth, and its hara l ristics ar treated in 
artic to th e subj eta. In 11011 of the abbr vialed Katcinas 
· · rformanc •, bnt nth oth r haud, in the laborate-
. 'ioculako, d scrib cl in this article, affords an 
at d 
tbi 1 02, but hi fatal illness prP.. 
r. It that n. ontinu • d study of tbi 
tb1, ndar (·an h at mpt <l. 
fon' luti , Kwatcakwa, 'akw1stiwa 
•la . 
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zontal motion. .At nightfall each man procured a willow wand from 3 
to 4 feet long and looped upon it all the strings which he had i::eceived. 
He then carried his stick to the M6nkiva and placed it in the rafters, 
thus imparting to the ceiling the appearance of a bower of feathers and 
piuon needles. ' 
.All the kivas were meeting places of the participants, but the 
Tataukyamfl met at the M6ilkiva, where the principal festivities took 
place. Their chief wore a head-dress decorated with symbols of rain-
clouds (plate cvnr), and carried a shield upon which was depicted the 
sun (plate crv). The chief of a second society carried a shield upon 
which was drawn a star (plate crv), and a third chief bore a shield 
with an antelope drawn upon it. The head-dress of the chief of the 
.Aawympkiya was adorned with glistening triplex horns, and on his 
shield was represented an unknown Katcina (plate crv). The :fifth 
society was Kwakwantfl, or warrior, whose chief carried in his hand 
au effigy of the great snake (Paliilii.koiiflh) which was carved from 
tlie woody stalk of the agave (kwan), from which the society was 
named. He came from the Tcivato-kiva and on his shield was depicted 
a K wakwantii in full costume. The sixth society was the Tatciik'ti or 
,~ knobbed heads;" their shield-bearer wore a head-dress like a coro-
net, while on his shield was drawn a black figure with lozenge-shape 
eyes. The shield of the chief of the seventh society was adorned with 
a picture of the Tawamonwi or sun chief. 
After the societies had entered the kiva an invocation to the car-
dinal points was chanted, and the shield-bearers, in turn, standing 
over the sfpapu, stamped on it. .At a signal the society arranged 
itself into two irregular groups, one on the north, the other on the 
south side of the main floor. .All then vehemently burst forth into a 
song, the shield-bearer making eccentric dashes among his associates, 
:first to one side and then to the other. 
While the song lasted the shield-bearer continued these short, swift 
rushes, and the assembled groups crouched down and met his dashes 
by rising and driving him back to the sipapfl. He madly oscillated 
from right to left, that is, from the north to the south side of the room, 
and swung his shield in rhythm, while those near him beat tlieir feet 
in time. The shield was dashed from face to face, and the groups 
made many motions as if .to seize it, but no one did more than to touch 
it with outstretched hands. The movements on both sides were highly 
suggestive of attack and defense. 
At 8 p. m. about one dozen men were collected iu the Mofikiva, 
among whom was Lesma playing a flageolet. The hatchway was 
guarded by a tyler, and for a natci there was placed there a wicker 
skullcap ornamented with a pair of imitation mountain-sheep horns 
(plate ex). Two hours later the room was densely packed with naked 
men, their bodies undecorated, wearing small eagle plumes attached 
to the crown of the head. Two women were present. .Anawita, chief 
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of he K wakwantu at alone on the southern side of the main floor 
wbi h . r in, the middle, and twelve chiefs, among them Cimo, 
(1p la ub ' ma, at opp site him. 
T n n from the other kivas entered gorgeously arrayed in 
white k' lliant crowns of feathers, white body decorations, bear-
iug an imitation squa, h blos om, with spruce sprigs in their left hands 
and orn in their right hand . A the chiefs took their places Lesma 
prinkl cl the floor of the room near the la.elder with moist valley sand, 
about an inch deep. The novices stepped from the ladder upon this 
and and pa , eel up in front of the chiefs, then squatted before them 
fa ·i110' the ·outh, their kilts having been lifted so that they sat on the 
cold floor. 
nawita then cro sed over to the south side of the room and seated 
· at the ea t e11d of the line of chiefs. 
we t wall of the kiva a strange altar had been erected. 
piled again t th ledge of this part of the kiva a stack of 
or ear of which had been contributed by the maternal 
family in the pueblo. At either side and in front of the 
hrubb ry had been placed. In the space between the 
ile and the roof wands were placed, and to these wands 
d many artificial flowers, 4 or 5 inches in diameter, set 
in no regular lines. There were over 200 of these 
lor , dark-red and white predominating. Nearly 
rtiflcial hrubbery there was a large gourd shell 
urned toward the audience and having an aper-
diameter in its center. Through this opening 
ead f an ffigy 1 of Paliiliikofiuh, the plumed-
la ·k, with a tongue-like appendage protruding 
all th as 'embled priest were seated a moment 
· h Supela arose, cast a handful of 
nd said a short prayer in a rever-
e, which was manipulated by an 
b erve l tori e lowly to the cen-
nding roar like a blast through a 
utb, while the whole head was 
wa of hort duration, repea,ted 
· on the lower rim of tlle 
d a a scapula drawn 
n ucces. ion cast 
t 1 the great snake 
. The p ctator 
ract r occurred. 
f each declaimed 
clo e of a tanza. 
hi ffl~y in my acconn o! tb m rican Folk-lor , ct.-
·oll · ' b \· a pruy r to tb d lty ymboliz d by lb m 'Y aurl uot an invocation to the 
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First, he drew back to the :fireplace, and then with a shuffling gait 
approached the symbolic opening in the floor called the sipapu. 
Anawita then shouted at the top of his voice, and the shuffler sprang 
in the air and vaulted over the sipapu. Then everybody in the room 
shouted loudly and a song in concert followed. A moment later the 
visiting societies dashed down the ladder, each bearing a splendid 
shield ornamented with the :figure of the sun and a, rim of radiating 
eagle feathers. Each society had its distinctive sun shield, which on 
entering was handed to the chief. As he received it he stamped on 
the sipapu and a :fierce song was sung. Meanwhile two members of 
the society stood apart from their fellows against the southern wall 
facing each other, each holding a squash flower emblem in a bouquet 
of spruce twigs and an ear of corn in his left hand. 
Suddenly the :fifteen or twenty members of the society drew back 
from their chief, who then sprang upon the sipapu plank, and quickly 
turning faced them as all burst forth in an ecstatic shouting, with wild 
flinging of their arms as they approached the shield-bearers. They 
naturally formed two clusters, and as the shield-bearer dashed his 
shield. in their faces they surged back, to leap again toward him. 
This seeming assault, wild though it appeared, was maintained in time 
with the song. The two chieftains joined their men, all in ecstatic 
frenzy, and one of them, shaking his shield, sprang from right to left, 
drawing back his assistants in rhythm with the beating of the feet of 
all on the floor. After a few moments of most exhaustive movements 
some of the weaker staggered up the ladder, and shortly after one of 
the chiefs fell fainting to the floor, overcome by exhaustion and the 
intense heat of the room. One splendid athlete danced with vigor for 
fully :five minutes, and then swept toward the ladder where the assist 
ant was standing in readiness to receive his shield. AnJther stride 
and be reached the foot of the ladder and suddenly became as rigid as 
a corpse. The ip.en who belonged to the M6iikiva took no part in this 
exhaustive dance but stood in readiness to carry those who fainted up 
the ladder to the cool air outside. 
It has been suggested that this assault of the men on the bearer of 
the sun-shield dramatizes the attack of hostile powers on the sun, and 
that the object is to offset malign influences or to draw back the sun 
from a diaappearance suggested by its southern declination.1 In this 
possible interpretation it is well to consider that immediately preced-
ing it the archaic offerings and prayers to the great snake were made, 
as described, in the presence of spectators. The idea . of hostility of 
the great snake to tp.e sun is an aboriginal American conception. In 
the Maya Codex Cortesianus (33b) the plumed snake is represented 2 
1 Tho dance with the sun-shield remotely resembles certain so-called "sun dances," which have 
been descr\bed among the nomads, in which physical exhaustion and suffering are common features. 
This dance, it must be borne in mind, took placA when the sun was at the winter solstice, and the 
dramatization of attack and defense may ha,e some meaning in connection with this fact. 
2 0n the authority of Cyrus Thomas, "Are the Maya hieroglyphs phonetic 1" American Anthropolo· 
gist, Washington, July, 1893, p. 266. His reasoning that the scribe of the codex intended to repre-
seut this astronomical e~ent is plausible but not conclusiv11. 
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a wall wing the un a in an eclipse. If Soyaluna is a propitiatory 
cer mony to prevent the de truction or disappearance of the s·~n in 
wint r or to off et the attacks of hostile malevolent deities upon him, 
we an ee a po ible explanation of the attacks and defenses of the 
sun a here drarnatized. 1 The evil influences of the great snake are 
met by the prayer to bis effigy; the attacks of other less powerful 
d itie are <lramatized in the manner indicatecl. · 
The fi llowing contain a few suggestions in regard to the charac-
ter of the dramatization in the December celebration. In the prayers 
to the Plumed Snake hi hostility was quieted, and the chiefs did what 
t hey could to propitiate that powerful deity, who was the great cause 
f their appreh n ·ion that the beneficent sun (Tawa) would be over-
come. T followed the dramatization of the conflict of opposing 
p p ibly representing other deities hostile to our beneficent 
fa . Although the struggle involved, so far as the partici-
p, rued, their highest powers of endurance and bodily 
- bi Id or ymbol of Tawa had the good fortune to 
ault made upon it. 
n of dramatization as an explanation of the warrior 
e retie, therefore not insisted upon, and is at least 
tter interpretation is suggested. It has in its sup-
wn from a comparative study of ceremonials. In 
y the return and departure of the Katcina has a 
nay be regarded a a modified sun myth. At the 
and hi attendant deities have reached their most 
n d to come back to the pueblos. In the mid-
approached th m; he was near them, and in 
t, wbi h m a ble ings, the poor Hopi m::J,de 
nake dan , a king tbe snake to bring the 
onger h ile or at enmity with the sun. 
god (Farewell Katcina ) could not be 
he un each day drew farther from them. 
d · the bright, beneficent summer gave 
lit wa replaced by death. In this most 
the mo. t potent human powers of the 
mouy to bring back the beneficent god 
· led a imilar ceremony" Teotlec;o," 
rn ,' ay Duran. The gods 
y , all a blage ; derived 
h huatl t prinkled meal 
win t eal th footprin t 
ving wb1-r th tmn clisnpprar'3 at thewintrr solstice or 
lnb rit <l this rit from p opl who once lived far to 
ma.y b xplain d as follows: Tho snn b gins 
nr,,, nnd tb l'rowing intluenc of this <livinity is 
from th fields and in trust •d with th prayers 
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of the War god, the leader of the divinities, he announced the fact. 
The Hopi priest still continues to sprinkle sand on the kiva floor 
during the ceremony. 
JCATCINA'S RETURN 
The .first celebration of the Katcinas in the spring, several months 
after their depa~ture,1 took place in that division of the year called the 
Pamiiyawu, and is known as Mohti Katcinumyiiiiya, or "First Katcina 
assembly." I have called it the Return Katcina. It follows directly 
after the winter paho making of the Snake-Antelope or Flute societies, 
which varies in character according to whether the Snake or the Flute 
society gives the presentation that year. In 1893 it followed the Snake 
paho making, and in 1894 that. of the Flute. It may be called a com-
posite,. abbreviated assembly of Katcinas. 
During the day Katcina masks were renovated in the kivas of tlie 
mesa, and there were visitations at all the kivas by the personators in 
the coming celebration. Women and children crowded the spectators' 
quarters of these rooms, and the performances lasted from 10 oclock in 
the evening until 2 oclock of the following . morning. Previously to 
the exhibition in the kivas, men personating different Katcinas visited 
the following points to make h6moya or meal offerings and to say 
appropriate prayers: 
Katcina Points jrorii which 
Prayers directed~ 
Kiva or meal thrown prayers are made toward-
Mon .... _____ . Kiitca anak2 • __ •••• S. W. WalpL .. Niivatikyaubi. 
Wikwaliobi .. Coy6him momoyamu. . -- .do ......... do. 
Nacab _. - ..... Tcatca kwaina ... __ . - - .do ....... __ do. 
Al .. ---·-····· Popkotu ........... N. E. Walpi .. . Kicyuba. 
Tcivato ....... Miicaizru . .. ....... ----do ......... 
Puviintcomo .. Hiiiki. 
Hehea. 
K winyaptcomo. Avatchoya mana ... N. E. Sitcomovi. do. 
M6nete .... ... Tacab .. . . - - .... - .. - N.E. Hano .... do . 
Pendite ....... Humis. 
On the 24th of this month (Pa), as after the Snake ceremonia.Js,3 
the Niiitiwa, or struggles of the maids with the men for bowls, etc, 
took place, except that in this instance it was a struggle with a Katcina 
and not, as in the Snake observance, between girls and young men. 
1 .A.t the Niman in the preceding July. 
2 With Tatcii'kti (Mud-beads). 
3 J ournal of American Ethnology and .A.rchreology, vol. rv. 
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From t he foregoin o· table we learn that in the Return Katcina for 
189 th fo1lowi11 o· 1 were per onified: 
1. Ktitca (white) au.a. 
2. 'oy6him. 
3. Tcakwaiua. 




8. A vatchoya. 
9. Tacab. 
10. Humis. 
The accompanying clowns were the Tatcii'kti or knob-head priests. 
It i, an in tere ting fact that in the celebration of the departure of the 
Katcina the clowns took no part, but these priests were important 
addition to the Siocalako. 
The celebration of the Return Katcina, which occurs in the winter 
Pa moon, i accompanied by elaborate rites performed by either the 
nake- nt lope or the Flute fraternity, the society observing it being 
th t which wm give it · celebration in the summer Pa moon of the 
am year. de cription of the e rites naturally falls in an account 
of th group of unma ked dances. They extend over several days 
and app ar to be wholly di tinct from the celebration of the Return 
atcina. While th e are b ing performed in the "upper world," 
the compl mental -i lut or Snake observances are supposed to be 
takin pla in the ' ' under world," where the summer Pa moon then 
r ign . Pr ci ely the ame relationship is thought to exist between 




· the mo t elaborate in which the Katcmas 
tter name may be designated a renovation2 
the year 1893 it took place near the 
fi r nine day , aud in a previous 3 arti-
ed the mos t striking personages, the 
ar i it presentation (plates cv, ovr, 
in other per onages new to students 
r · trodu nd I have therefore 
ntation tenso. 
93 wer llow :4 
·ug Hon · t to all the kivas and 
gin. There was 
made known in 
l Katcina . T he sym-
ormation is as yet very 
panitzll. Th p ints f imilarity b tw n the two ar the 
I l th r monial r novation ,,f th acred gath ring places. 
ton , January, 180-1. 
th owrunu w r mad by tb 1at A . . 'teph u i11 his 
WO 
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this way, and the Katciuas must not be spoken of in public. !ntiwa 
and Pauwatiwa began making pahos· in the M6i'ikiva without prelimi-
nary ceremony at about 9 a. m., and :fifteen other priests removed 
the masks and redecorated them, after having scraped off the old paint 
remaining from -other ceremonials. 
All the masks were :finished about 7 p. m., after which Sui'ioitiwa 
and the other elders brought fox-skins and other paraphernalia into 
the kiva, where Kwatcakwa, K6peli, Tcabi, Kakapti, and four or 
five other men began to decorate their bodies with pigment, using a 
pale-red iron oxide (cu.ta) on their legs, knees, and waists. They 
daubed the whole upper leg above the knee with a white pigment, and 
drew two lines across the shins, the fore and upper arms, and on each 
side of the chest and abdomen. The entrance into the katcinaki, or 
paraphernalia closet, was open while this took place. 
The masks were all ornameuted with large clusters of feathers. 
They were tied to the head with a loose loop across the top which 
slipped over the crown where the plumage rested, and there were 
strings at the sides of the mask by which they were attached. The 
body was ornamented with ribbons, red flannel, and other articles of 
white man's make, which are innovations. 
Kwatcakwa, who later personated a Tcu.kuwympkiya, drew a broad 
band of white clay across his shins, thighs, arms, and body. A great 
wisp of coruhusks was tied in his hair, which was all brought forward 
and coiled over the forehead. The others donned their kilts, necklaces, 
turquoise eardrops, and moccasins. Each one wore a fox-skin hanging 
tail downward at the loins, and on the left leg below the knee a string 
of bells, while the majority had garters of blue yarn. Their hair, which 
was first bound in long cues, wrapped high with strings, was later 
loosened, banging in a fine fluffy mass. 
Sakwfstiwa, who was the puciiciitoi or drummer, wore pantaloons 
held up by a belt of silver disks, and a grotesque mask. All left the 
kiva immediately after their disguises were completed and assembled in 
the M6i'ikiva court. 
!ntiwa hurriedly but thoroughly swept the floor of the chamber, 
during which time a number of women and children came down the 
ladder, :filling the spectators' part of the room. The assembled group 
of Katcinas prayed and then went out, but about :fifteen minutes latei; 
returned to the kiva entrance and shook their rattles at the hatchway. 
"Yui'iya ai," "come, assemble," 8aid the old men, and the women invited . 
them to come down, which they did. Kwatcakwa, who personated the 
Niivakkatcina, entered, followed by ten others. They assembled in a 
semicircle, each with a rattle in the right hand and a spruce bough in 
tho left. !ntiwa sprinkled with meal all who came, after which they 
performed a dance, in which, however, their leader did not join. 
Before they :finished a band of ten men, disguised as Paiutes, carrying 
bows and arrows, rabbits, and small game which they wished to trade, 
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cam th hatchway. They had a drummer with a Paiute drum, made 
of a bundl of kin wrapped in ·au oblong package, on which he beat 
with ick held in both hand·. The persons performed a dance, which 
they- mpanied with a ong. They likewise talked, cracked jokes, 
and p ent d the rabbit to the assembled women. 
ft r them there came others from the Nacabkiva, each with a crook 
in the left hand and a rattle in the right. These wore grotesque masks, 
one repre enting an old woman with a long crooked staff in her hand. 
Their b dies were whitened and they wore saddle-mat kilts around their 
loin and tortoi e rattle on the right leg. They sang a very spirited 
ong, baking their rattles as they advanced. These were six in num-
ber and were called the Powamukatcinas. Directly after them there 
cam a band of Tatcii'kti, who sang and danced on the roof of the 
kiva. The old men within repeatedly invited them to enter the room, 
and a dialogue of ome length en ued Their leader carried a large 
ba k t tray in which were four cones made of wood and each mud-bead 
had in hi hand a wood n rod and an eagle feather. The leader placed 
tb in the middl of the floor in a pile, one above the other, near 
t ·e. The oth r danced around the pile, roaring a song with 
mu h dramatic action, and h aped up ears of corn in the tray. 
They then brought a young married woman from those assembled to 
th · he floor, where he knelt and tried without success to 
lift high a the taff which the leader held beside them. 
o er women tried in turn, and all failed. The mud-
h one into two piles and one of the women 
r · ' · 11 the Tatcii'kti 1 then fell down on 
the air, while certain of them stood 
. The woman who was succe sful in 
nts of the tray. The Tatciik'ti then 
urned and unmasked, indicating 
ver. 
ere wer eremonials which were 
wa aid the Ahii'lkatcina made 
kiva and upon the ceiling 
r monial . ba in with 
the full of the Pamiiiya 
a foot high, was brought 
· The beans, which 
· into a epa-






, and other seeds, which 
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upon which was a large cluster of feathers. A. white kilt was worn as 
a cape and. the skin of a gray fox hung from the girdle at his loins. 
A.t daylight A.hli'lktacina and fotiwa returned, passing the gap 
(Wala) and halting at the pah6ki (shrine 1) to deposit certain nakwa-
kwocis and pahos. Just as the sun rose the two visited a kiva in 
Hano. Stooping down in front of it, .Ahli'l drew a vertical mark with 
meal on the inside of the front of the hatchway, on the side of the 
entrance opposite the ladder. He turned to the sun and made six 
silent inclinations, after which, standing erect, be bent his head back-
ward and began a low rumbling growl, and as he bent his bead for-
ward, raised his voice to a high falsetto. The sound he emitted was 
one long expiration, and continued as long as he had breath. This act 
he repeated four times and, turning toward the hatchway, made four 
silent inclinations, emitting the same four characteristic expiratory 
calls. The first two of these calls began with a low growl, the other 
two were in the same high falsetto from beginning to end. 
The kiva chief and two or three other principal members, each car-
rying a handful of meal, then advanced, bearing short nakwakwoci 
hotomni, which they placed in his left hand while they muttered low, 
reverent prayers. They received in return a few stems of the corn 
and bean plants which A.hli'l carried . 
.Ahii'l and !ntiwa next proceeded to the house of Tetapobi,2 who is 
the only representative of the Bear clan in Hano. He_re at the right-
hand side of the door .Ahli'l pressed his hand full of meal against the 
wall at about the height of his chest and moved bis hand upward.3 
He then, as at the kiva, turned around and faced the sun, holding his 
staff verti~ally at arm's length with one end on the ground, and made 
six silent inclinations and four calls. Turning then to the doorway he 
made four inclinations and four calls. ~e then went to the house of 
Nampiyo's mother, where the same ceremony was performed, and so on 
to the houses of each man or woman of the pueblo who owns a tiponi 
or other principal wimi (fetich ). 
He repeated the same ceremony in houses in Sitcomovi and in Walpi, 
where !ntiwa left him. A.hii'l entered this pueblo by the north street 
and passed through the passageway to the M6fikiva. He proceeded to 
the houses of Kwumawumsi, Nasy6.fiwewe, Samiwiki, and to all the 
kivas and the houses of all the leading chiefs . 
.After visiting all the kivas and appropriate houses mentioned above, 
A.hii'l went to Kowawainovi (the ledge under Talati•yuku) and depos-
1 With the coiled stone, which r esembles the cast of some large fossil shell. I venture to suggest 
that the r eason we find petrified wood in some shrines can be explained in the following manner: In 
times long past trees were believed by the Hopi to have souls and these breath bodiE1s were powerful 
agents in obtaining blessings or answering prayers. The fossilized logs now put in shrines date back 
to the times of which I speak, consequently they are efficacious in the prayers of the present people. 
This is but the expression of an animistic belief in the souls of trees. 
2 She bas the Bear tiponi and other fetiches. 
3 The name given for this marking b y .A.hii'l is 6mowfth moiiwitftpeadta. It is an appeal to all the 
gods of t he six r g ions to bless these kivas an.d houses. 
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it din th pah ki all tbe offerings that he had received, after which he 
return d to the 16nkiva, dive ted himself of his ceremonial disguises, 
and w nt home. 
t 2 p. m. the tivak (snow) Katcinas came from the Nacabki, led 
by oy6ko. They were nine in number and were accompanied by a 
drummer. 11 wore bright plumage on their beads and their masks were 
paint l gr en and white, but that of the drummer was pink. They 
w r adorned with many necklace , and wore white kilts and gray fox-
kin . Y llow stripes were painted on the should~rs, the forearm, 
on ea ·h urea t and the abdomen, and the bodies of all were stained red. 
fter singing aud dancing for about five minutes, nine clowns (Ta-
tcii'kti) cam from the Alkiva and danced madly around the court, at 
fir t iudepe11d ntly, but finally keeping step with the Katcinas. They 
joined in line one behind the other, each grasping the uplifted leg of the 
man in front of him, and then tumbled pell-mell over one another, 
bouting and laughing a they did so.1 
t .,.,,20 a per onification of 'l'cavaiyo, arrayed in a conical black mask 
wi h lobular eyes and great teeth, entered the kiva. He carried a bow 
and arr w in hi left band and a saw in his right. His forearms and 
le wer painted black with white spots. This monster dispersed the 
lowu , durin which many Zufii word were uttered. 
t 2. the Kat ina again returned and repeated their former dance 
me way a de cribed. The antics of the Tatcii'kti continued, 
Katcina appeared again at 4.20 p. m.; then later at 5, when 
11 d parted, not to return. When the Katcinas retired to Wik-
y{1tiw ' h u at 4 ocl k the lown went down into the Alkiva and 
d in their chara teri tic proce ion, the drummer in front, the 
i b t in two lin f four per ons. Each carried on his back a 
undle c mp d f a fin blanket, cotton cloth, yarn, and all 
kiu f t xtile arti l of value. On al o bad the four cones which 
th y bad u th night b fore and a tray of shelled corn of all colors, 
mi d with ari u kind of eeds. They laid the tray in the center of 
th pr d a blank t be ide it, on which they 1 Iaced all their 
f their number th n piled the cones, one on top of 
11 h r and whil h wa d ing hi the drummer rapidly beat his 
whil h th r b k th ir rattle and ung vigorously. When 
ba n up one of the m n sought out a girl and brought 
h m nd told b r if h would take bold of the lowest cone with 
th h n r i h pil an et it ba kin place without letting any 
f 11 ·h . h ul l have all thew alth piled on the ulanket. 
· jc r tum 1 • th d wn and ach one of the half dozen 
irl t h m h ma b ame offer fail d in turn. Then 
1 h . · t tr ed, but none were able 
·goedly, wa left in the 
Ian ket full of hoyiani 
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and placed the cones in two piles, but even then none of the girls suc-
ceeded in carrying it. No one was allowed a second trial. Finally 
one youth, Macakwaptiwa, carried them around safely and won the 
prize. He was closely followed around the pillar by the Tatcii'kti shak-
ing their rattles, singing and crying, "Don't fall, don't fall," and when 
he laid them safely down in their original place all the Tatcii'kti fell 
down as if dead. Intiwa then ran and obtained ashes from a cooking 
pit and placed them on a private part of their bodies. Then all the 
clowns got up and danced around with their usual pranks. 
A tray full of corn and other seeds which was set beside the cones 
was obtained by the Tatcii'kti from N akwaiyumsi, the chief priestess of 
tbe Katcina clan. At the close of the ceremony !ntiwa distributed 
these seeds in small handfuls to all the women spectators, to be planted 
the coming season. It was not learned that these seeds were conse-
crated by the priestess, but they were part of those planted in the 
kivas on the night of the 21st. 
January 22-The younger men brought sand from a mound 1 and 
threw it down in a pile at the east of the kiva, and each man, as he 
came into the room with his basin, box, or other receptacle, filled it 
· with this sand. He then thickly sprinkled the surface of . the sand 
with seeds of every kind. Some had several vessels which they thus 
planted, and the old wife of Soy6ko gave her grandson a bag of large 
white beans to plant for her.2 The basins were well watered, a hot fire 
was kept in the kiva, and the hatch or entrance was entirely covered 
with a straw mat to retain the heat in the chamber, making it a verita-
ble hothouse. 
January 24-No ceremonies occurred today, but constant fires were 
maintained in the kivas, from the heat of which the beans soon sprouted. 
It was understood that children must not Le told that beans were grow-
ing in the kivas nor be allowed to look into the room. 
January 25-The Tatcii'kti went out from the AJkiva this morning 
for wood, making their way northward, past Wala and along the mesa 
to the cedar grove. They returned at evening, but left the wood they 
had gathered at the gap. 3 There was no singing nor dancing in the 
kivas during the night. 
January 26-During the morning the Tatcii'kti went to Wala to 
bring in the wood they ha<l. collected yesterday. Before their depar-
ture they covered tlieir bodies with pinkish clay, put on an old kilt 
(kwaca),4 blue. leggings, and masks with knobs. Each carried an eagle-
tail feather in the left and a small gourd in the right hand. They 
1 The mound from which it was obtained is close to the base of the foothills eastward from Walpi, 
and all the sand for all the kivas was obtained from this particular mound. 
~ During the festival the women clip the hair of their children. The hair is cut over the entire 
cranium of the little boys, but in the ca.-:ie of the girls a fringe is left around the base of the head, 
especially on each side, for the characteristic whorls worn by maidens. 
11 The gap in the East mesa, known as Wala, whence the name of the pueblo of vValpi at the western 
end of the same height. 
4 Woman's blanket without decoration. 
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the trail, marching in single file, with the loads of wood 
u th ir back tamping their feet a they came. They likewise hook 
their rattl and occa ionally turned and walked backward. 
Th y fir t a. embled around each of the kiva hatchways in Hano, 
inging and chaffing one another, and were sprinkled with meal by the 
ki a chi fr. Proceeding onward to Sitcomovi, they went to the en-
tran of th kiva of thi pueblo and were there sprinkled with meal 
by th chi f1 a tbey ang their curious songs, accompanying them 
ith a tamping of the feet and a rotating movement of the body. It 
wa after 1 o lock when they arrived at Walpi, for they halted a short 
time at th 11 ck of the m a to arrange their loads. As they entered 
the pueblo th y advan ·ed along the outh street singing as they went. 
t tlle ntran e to Tcivatokiva they stopped and told Pauwa,tiwa a 
f cetiou tory of their wood-gathering. He sprinkled them with 
m al, an l th y then went on to the dance court and set down their 
bundl , all tll time making a droll byplay. They then separated into 
parti of tw or three member and visited the houses of several 
women with whom the left one or more bundles of wood. These 
wom 11 ba<l pr viou,J y prepared nakwakwocis, which they gave to the 
lowu wi 11 a handful f m al. 
had b u di tributed, with much rollicking fun, 
food, and the small parties of Tatcii'kti 
·h d through the dance court, where they 
wa a drummer, who sat in the middle of 
ced about him in a circle, singing a Zuni 
c6 'ra and Soy6ko prinkled them with 
invited the women who had been given 
di inkling the individual Tatcii'ktis 
t hly removed and thrust into a 
d d to the house of Wikyatiwa. 
· h iv d wa carried down into the 
>l ce of the Tatci.i.'kti in this cere-
out and w r now called hazrii 
a e form ed by the cotyledons 
ow om what higher they were 
n thi day. 
nial day of the Powa-
11 d th ir mask in the 
iwiiqti, the moth r of 
· ip r bough. 
· ulder ju t 
ood at the 
to v ic , in 
un ed that 
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she was ready to visit the children. Hahawe shouted his replies to 
her in a voice audible through the pueblo that the children were all 
asleep and that she bad better put off her visit to them until the morn-
ing. A dialogue, the real object of which was to announce to the 
children that the Natackas had arrived, was maintained for five min-
utes, and Hahawe then went down the ladder; the Natackas and 
Hahaiwiiqti took off their masks and all laid down to sleep. 
About 4.20 p. m. the Tewa personification of Hahaiwiiqti, accom-
panied by one Natacka, came to Walpi and went to K6kyanwii'qti's 
and Kele's houses, giving to the little girls a few seeds and a snare of 
yucca shred. They dressed the Wal pi Hahai wiiqti, N atackas, and 
Soy6kmana in the Alkiva at 4.25 p. m. Hahaiwiiqti carried, besides a 
whitened gourd ladle, a basket, (p6ota) containing two ears of corn, 
and two boiled hoyiani, some squash seeds, and a small bundle of 
sticks, of which she gave one to each little girl, who will later redeem 
it bypresenting Hahaiwiiqti with some h6fomni. She gave each little 
boy, who will also redeem it with some kinds of game, a :--hred of yucca 
looped to a stick at the butt end (a rude snare). Natacka and Naamu 
wore cloth shirts, trousers and buckskin leggings, and two buckskins 
bung as looi-;e mantles over their shoulders. The former carried a 
tortoise-shell rattle on his right leg, and ·bad a bow and arrows in bis 
left hand and an arrow in the right. Soy6kmana had the hair smeared 
with white clay. She wore a loose mantle and whistled as Natacka 
booted. Habaiwiiqti wore a fox-skin around the neck. The hands of 
all were whitened. Soy6kmana wore a hideous black ma:--k and was 
dressed in dilapidated clothing. She had a large knife in her left hand 
and a crook iri. her right (plates cv and cvr). 
The Natacka helmets bad turkey-tail feathers1 closely radiating ver-
tically at the crown, and they wore a cloth shirt and trousers, with belt 
with silver disks. Each had buckskin leggings and wore a fox-skin 
around the base of the mask; two large buckskins hung as mantles 
over the right shoulder. He carried a bow an<l arrows2 in the left hand 
and with his right hand he received the food and placed it in the 
tozruki3 slung over his right shoulder. Soy6kmana was personified 
by a lad of 12 years, wearing a woman's blanket (kwaca) and a buck-
skin mantle. He had a nakwakwoci, stained red, tied to the scalp lock. 
A similar group, all costumed identically, was prepared in each of 
the three villages. The group of Tewa personifications went to every 
house in that pueblo and then to the houses in other villages where 
men from Hano have married. The groups of . the other towns go first 
to the houses of their own pueblo and then to the houses in the other 
villages where men have transferred themselves by marriage. 
When the Walpi group bad finished their exercises at Hano and Si-
tcomovi they went back to Wal pi and proceeded along the front side of 
1 At the tip of the lowest ' tail feather on each side a nakwakwoci stained with cu.ta was bung. 
2 N atacka carried a handsaw in the left hand. 
3 Bandoleer. 
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h ir eir own kiva, where they disrobed about dark. The 
obj •t ibiti n wa t frighten children who exhibited fear of 
th n n G year of age or thereabout were somewhat farnil-
. d whil it wa evident they held the monsters in con-
ey tried to a ume a bold front when receiving the 
I 
an per onifyillg Tiimackatcina ran through Walpi from 
toward Wala, emitting boots as he went. A full half 
bout 9 o lock, a group of masked but uncostumed men 
lanket w nt to the kiva hatches and uttered most fero-
an for four or five minute . Thi was done in an informal 
ut w aid to be prescribed ceremonially. 
January 30 tween 7 and 8 oclock Wikokuitkatcina emerged from 
around Walpi to the east end of the pueblo, and 
ugh the north lane, past !ntiwa's house, under the pas-
to th Alkiva. His body was painted white and be wore 
· girdle (wukokwena), a fox-skin dangling at his 
· din r lation to thi event. 
un ostumed group of Tatcii'kti went to the 
laid them elves prone upon the hatch, their 
dge . Several oft.hem uttered their charac-
d d to snarl at and worry one another, pos-
imal or monster . One of them carried on 
th kiva. 
two Tuilwupkatcina (masked but uncos-
he pu blo , emitting peculiar hoots. Between 
zr zrokatcina and Wupamokatcina appeared 
a litary tour of the village. They were not 
blank that their masks were not visible. 
atacka group came to Walpi 
the alpi group, which has been 
nging in all the kivas. 
e ma k of Hililikatcina and Soy6k-
a ma ked man (Katcina not known) 
bor ly after Tiimac and her two sons 
throu h the pueblo hooting. .A.bout 
· rum and rattles, made the 
· the kiva chief. 
o th M6iikiva from 
ut their bodie and 
. Tb y wor fillets 
and n cklace in pro-
·va·, danc-
midnight. 
or tbn• rungs 
. ,'h th n ~ave 
in hig!J fals tt-0. 
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February 1-Several tihus (dolls) were carved in the kivas, to be 
distributed to the children as in the Nimankatcina. Tumac and her 
sons went around the pueblo about half past 7 oclock, as on former 
evenings. 
In the Tcivatokiva 14 men and a boy about 10 years of age, with 
Pauwatfwa as chief, whitened their faces, bound a fillet around their 
foreheads, and made curious crescentic marks on their cheeks. They 
afterward danced and sang. Sitcomovi priests, beginning at the M6fi-
kiva, made formal visits to each kiva in Walpi. There were 12 of these 
men and they were decorated like those of the Tcivatokiva. They sang 
Sfoht1miskatcina songs, but wore no masks. They later visited the 
Sitcomovi kivas. The Tcivatokiva people then put on their kilts, tied 
on their turtle-shell rattles, took their juniper staffs and gourd rattles, 
and, led by Pauwatf wa, went to the Alkiva, and later to all the other 
kivas, where they danced and sang Pawik (duck) Katcina songs. Pau-
watiwa sprinkled meal on the Katcinas from Sitcomovi before they 
began, and the chiefs of the other kivas did the same to those who 
visited them before they opened their dance. 
February 2-Tbis afternoon 8 girls, assisted by the men, washed the 
walls of the M6nktva with a thin mud made of valley sand. The fol-
lowing girls took part in this work: Kaiy6nsi, Humisi, Humita, Lenho 
(a woman), Leunaisi, Tuvewaisi, Hokwati, and H6nka. The girls also 
made mud designs, lightning symbols, and band-prints on the rafters 
of the room. 
Tuiiwupkatcina1 (personified by Takala) arrayed himself as follows: 
He donned trousers made of cotton cloth and wrapped himself in a 
blanket, under which he concealed aH his paraphernalia. He received 
two bunches of yucca with about twelve or fifteen leaves in each bunch, 
and concealing them under his blanket hastened off to the northeastern 
end of the village. There he arrayed himself, and at 5 p. m. he returned, 
running back and hooting as he came, until he halted at the court, where 
he kept trotting up and down, marking time. He wore a mud-head 
helmet with a black band across the eyes, and parrakeet feathers on the 
top of the head. Turkey-tail feathers were arranged radiating hori-
zontally from the crown to the back of the head. He wore also a 
cotton shirt and a kilt girded with a white belt (wuk6kwena). He had 
yellow clay on his legs and a tortoise-shell rattle below each knee. His 
moccasins were painted black. .A whip or bunch of yucca with the 
butts in front was held in each hand. 
The children who were flogged were brought to Tunwup in the fol-
lowing way: The mother, sometimes accompanied by the father, led the 
child to the court, and if it were a boy the godfather took him in charge. 
He gave the lad an ear of corn, his tc6tcuunwa, and a handful of prayer 
meal, and led the frightened child close up to Tunwup. The godfather 
1A. figure of Tunwupkachina wi th hi11 pet (p6kema) appears on the r eredos of the altar of the 
Nimankatcina. (See J ournal of American Ethnology and .A.rchreology , vol. u , No. 1.) The sprig 
w hich he is depicted as bearing in t he hand was supposed to represent a cornstalk, but from the 
new observations of the p er sonific11tiou of Tunwup there is no doubt tha t a yu cca whip was intended. 
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pr cl th boy who ca t hi handful of meal on or toward Tuiiwup. 
TJ fath r, 1 ca t m al on the same per onage and then divested 
th of all hi clothing and pre ented the lad with his back toward 
Tuf o an thi time had maintained bis trotting motion but with-
u g. Tuilwup then plied one of his yucca wands vigorously, 
giv y five or ix forcible lashes on the back. After this was 
ov r witbdr w the creaming boy and tied a nakwakwoci 
t . The mother was tanding by and hurriedly covered 
ned with hi puni hment, and led him home, but the 
fol to ee that he carried his tc6tcnunwa in his hand. 
ere a girl, her godmother led her up to Tunwup, but 
10t taken off; only the mantle was removed for the 
tanding thi , however, the b lows were delivered 
au e considerable pain, but her crying probably 
r rom fright a from physical suffering. The god-
Ji girl back to her home, after having cast meal on 
Tuf a ry areful that the child carried her tc6tcnunwa. 
hildr n of age varying from about eight to ten 
flagellated. After each boy was flogged the god-
fa Tuilwup and then held out his own bared 
ly, which Tuiiwup lashed four or five times 
w0men were submitted to this :flagellation. 
ailment also went up to Tuiiwup, and cast-
la h on their bare arms and legs. 
Tun xerci ed con 'iderable discretion 
of a littl girl who showed more 
i yucca whip over her bead wjth-
r away; but on the arms and legs 
raint. When all had been 
kiva and gave Tuiiwup a 
en trotted off, going outside 
Ju ion among the children that 
the p bl from afar. 
ag 11 d ·hild wa taken to a 
the d po ited a nakwakwoci 
. During thi time the child 
fourth day a little 
might henceforth 
itb ut harm. 
to b that until 
eight or ten year 
appearing at each 
rmitted to ee an 
>U gh or have uffi-
al 1 atcina have 
n t h m k of a Katcln Is b Ueved to b" for tho 
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long since ceased their visits to mankind and are merely impersonated 
by men; but they acquire that knowledge at the expense of a sound 
flogging, such as I have just described. 
At 10 oclock six Tcli'tcklitli (clowns), accompanied by Piptuku, who 
was dressed as an old woman and wore an old mask, passed about the 
pueblo from one kiva to another. These six persons entered the M6n-
kiva, and Piptuku, after some urging, followed them. One of the 
Tcli'tckiitti was sent out, and the other five in succession took a pinch 
of ashes in the left hand from the fireplace, and poising it as if taking 
aim at something through the hatch struck off the ashes with the right 
hand. 
A few minutes later four Wuwiyomokatcinas wearing characteristic 
masks appeared at the kiva hatch with turkey feathers radiating ver-
tically around the upper part. They carried rn6:iikohu.s1 and an 
undressed skin pouch. Their leader, Silanktiwa, was without costume, 
and 0alako, K watcakwa, and seven other unmasked persons followed. 
Their faces and bodies were whitened, the hair hanging loose, and limbs 
bare. They wore plumes of gaudy feathers on their heads, were arrayed 
in white kilts, and held crooks in their bands. A. personage called 
E6toto 2 preceded them, · and Hahaiwiiqti, continually talking, fol-
lowed. The procession was closed by a warrior (Kalektaka),3 who car-
ried a bundle of arrows in one hand and a bow and arrows in the other, 
aud frequently hooted. The uncostumed chorus, composed of about 
twelve persons, accompanied by a drummer, followed in a cluster . 
. When the leadiug Wuwiyomo came to the M6nkiva h4t threw down 
the hatch way a ball of moist meal, which struck the middle of th~ 
floor. After this announcement he was clamorously invited by those 
within the chamber to enter, which he did, followed by the others. 
Each Wuwiyomo bore a bundle of deer scapuhe, which he clanked as 
a rattle, and all were sprinkled with meal by intiwa as they entered 
the kiva. They afterward filed to the western side of the room where 
the plants were growing; they sang for about five minutes, all standing. 
When E6toto entered the chamber he made on the floor with meal 
four symbols of the rain-cloud, one in advance of the other, aud each 
of the 0alakos squatted on one of these symbols. The chorus, remain-
ing outside, continued their song for a few minutes, while the Wuwi-
yomos were singing. Those who had last entered the kiva then 
passed out in the same order, and as they did so were sprinkled 
with meal, and each of the four Wuwiyomos was banded a nakwa-
kwoci. They then visited the other Walpi kivas, where no observations 
1Mon, chief; kobu, wood-a chieftain's badge. 
2E6toto ("Aiw6toto ") bas been described in my account of the daybreak ceremonials of the Fare-
well Katcina (Journal of American Ethnology and Arcbreology, vol. II, No. 1). Habaiwiiqti bas been 
figured ancl described in my article on Certain Personages who Appear in a Tusayan Ceremony (Amer-
ican Anthropologist, .January, 1894). 
8A society comparable with the "Priesthood of the Bow" at Zuni. This society is a priesthood 
apparently with much less power than that of the neighboring Cibolan pueblo, but its chief Pau-
watiwa is powerful, and, it may be said, en passant, a most genial and highly valuable friend to have 
in ethnologic work at Walpi. 
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were made, but the ame ceremonials were probably repeated. .After 
tb1 they went off to perform the same ceremonies in the kivas of other 
villag on th me a. 
t 11 oclock a group of 12 men and a boy from Hano, costumed but 
accompanied by an uncostumed fiddler, 1 visited all the kivas in succes-
ion. Their bodies were painted white and they bad plumes in their 
hair, but were unmastrnd. Each wore a fox-skin depending from the 
loin , wa barefoot, and carried a gourd rattle in the right baud and a . 
prig of pruce in the left hand. Their visits were expecte<l, but they 
p r onated no e pecial Katcina, and after their departure the men in 
tbe M ' iikiva rebearsed a song. 
February 3- o ceremonial took place throughout the day. The 
wall of the k.ivas were renovated by the girls with a wash of mud, and 
every kiva on the me a was replastered in this way during the festival. 
February 4-This day the manufacture of tihus (dolls) went on in 
all tue kiva , and there wa a continuation of the replastering and 
d c ration of the walJs of these chambers. 
At 9 Io k a, dialogue im1lar to that above recorded on the 29th of 
January to k place between Hahaiwiiqti and the kiva chief. The 
f rm r wi b d t go among the children, but was told that it was very 
dark and the children were a leep. She was finally prevailed on to 
wait until the morrow. 
t 10 p. m _o unma k <l person ,2 men and women with flowing hair, 
fr r it movi vi it d all the Walpi kivas. Each of the male person-
at r •arri <l a narrow gr n tabl ,t ( pavaiyikac1 ),3 fringed with long red 
b ir and d orated with yml>ol of the unpainted in colors. Each 
urd rattl , an 1 a tick about 2 feet long, to the end of which 
wa. tt b db If a g urd paint d to repre ent a squash blossom, was 
b Id in th ri ht band. Th 10 m n per ouating women were not cos-
tum l. 'rh I ad r arri d a large Oraibi basket tray with a broad, 
ri b ly ol r d handle. In thi wa an effigy of a bird . 
.B. , t bi , tr, y n th flo r n ar the fireplace, and after the chief of 
b 1 i , b l prinkl d th vi. itor with meal a male and a female per-
n r , d van d fr m th w tern nd f the kiva to the fireplace. 
Th m~ n pi k d up tlJ ba k t n the butt end of bis stick and pre-
; nt it t th rn u, wb h Id it in both band and danced a few 
11 h the1\' ng. he then laid t.he tray down and 
n r b •rn i f the chamber, the man retiring to the 
th r ouple had performed the same cere-
nator from Hano entered. 
, the latter per onat d hy 
th l tter to the north rn 
pula . 
l or K ere'il\n 1J to ·k 
pwmber , 1892 
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side of the kiva. Each of the male personages wore a yucca fillet on 
his bead aud bis legs were decorated with ciay streaks; be wore white 
kilts and girdles, with dependent fox-skins. They also had tortoise 
rattles on the legs and carried a gour~ rattle in the right hand. Their 
costume was as follows: They were without masks; the hair was loose 
and an imitation of a squash blossom was tied therein. The face was 
not colored, but on the right shoulder curving to the breast was daubed 
a mass of blue and green pigment. On the left shoulder and over 
the breast they were painted with yellow, and bright red streaks were 
drawn from the neck down the center of the breast and middle of the 
back. The upper part of the right arm was colored yellow, the left 
forearm green, the upper part of the left arm green. These colors 
were reversed on the right arm. The right leg also was yellow and 
the left leg was green with two contrasting bands below the knee. 
The hands, waist, and upper portion of the thighs were whitened. 
They likewise wore white kilts tied with girdles (wukokwena and 
nanelk wena). A gray fox-skin depended from the .loins. Each bad a 
tortoise-slJell rattle 011 the right leg and on the left leg generally a gar-
ter to which small sleigh-bells were attached. Their moccasins were 
blue or green. In his right hand each carried a blue or green painted 
rattle, and in the left a sprig or small branch of spruce. Those per-
sonating females neither wore fox-skins nor held anything in the left 
hand. The female personators carried in the left hand a bundle of 
straw held well up before the face. After they had been sprinkled 
with meal they began to sing, and the couple in the center on the west 
side joined bands, holding them above the head-the female with the 
palm turned up, the male with the palm down and fingers imbricated. 
They advanced close to the fireplace and then returned to their respec-
tive places. The personators executed this figure four times in sequence 
and then went out. 
Immediately after this presentation the delegation from the M6i'ikiva, 
Jed by a masked person, entered. The bodily decorations of these 
were not uniform; one had a figure of a gourd drawn on his breast, 
another zigzag Imes, and still another parallel bars. The males carried 
a gourd rattle in tbe right hand; they wore no fillets on the head but 
allowed the hair to hang loosely. The female personators held a bunch 
of straw 1 and a sprig of spruce m the left band, carryiug it high up 
before the face. They sang the same song and executed the same 
figJ].re as that already ment10ned in the account of the presentation by 
the men from the village of Hano. The groups finished their visits at 
about midday. 
1Tbe signification of the bundle of straw may be that here we have the symbolic broom of the puri-
fication ceremony, if I am right in my interpretation that the Powamfl is a lustral ceremony. In 
Nahuatl ceremonial. Ocbpanitzli , the mother, Toci, carries the broom: which is her symbol in this cel-
ebration, as shown in Seler's interpretation of tbe Humboldt manuscripts. In this connection the 
reader iR referred to the facts mentioned elsewhere in this article that all the kivas are replastered in 
the course of the Powamft . 
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February 5-At earlie t dawn (5 a. m.) either the chief or one of bis 
eld r rou ed all the sleeper 11t the kiva, and each spread his blanket 
b ·ide 1.ii ba in of growing plants. He then carefully plucked the 
planta, one by one, o a not to bruise either stalk or roots. He laid 
th m on the blanket in an orderly pile, the leaves together. The sand 
wllicb remaiued in tbe basin was carried to some place where children 
would not ee it, and tbe vessels were dried before tbe kiva fire and 
bi lden aw, y in the houses out of sight of the prying eyes of the 
young oues. I 
· arly all tbe plants were tied with a yucca shred and a sprig of 
pru e ( ymbol of a Katcina), in neat bundles, leaving loose bights 
of the yucca by which to hold them. Each priest also tied up the dolls 
which be had made. All traces of the soil in which the corn bad been 
forced to sprout bad di appeared long before dawn. . 
Th pr ent (do ll ) which were made in the Tcivatoki were then dis-
tributed by a mau per 011ifying Pawikkatcina, under the instruction 
i tho e w llo had fa hionect them. The distributing Katcinas of the 
a ·abki w re tw tivakt inas, 1 and the same did this duty with the 
cl 11 • in tb Dkiva. For the Alkiva two Tcosbii.htiwflh performed 
tlli duty. Th e Katcina and two persons called Kawaika (Keres) 
from 1t rn vi bu tled about tlle pueblo on their errands and the dis-
triuuti o wa fini bed about sunri e. The men did not speak when 
tb y approa •bed a bou e with their gifts, but hooted after the cus-
t m ry manu r f atciua . 
lrn t half an hour b for sunri e the Soy6kmana passed around 
th kiva h ]ding a dialogue at the hatchways with the chiefs inside. 
h w r , bla ·k c ni ·al ma k with red mouth and white teeth, aud 
·tum l a: an old woman. Iu the right hand she bore a crook 
t 1 n at tb ml f which were tied many shells. In the left hand 
ri 1 a, knife m ar d with rabbit blood. Hti'hiiwClh also held 
u with h ki va chi 6 and made gifts of watermelons and 
t v riou 
haiwiiqti, and the atackas (plate cv1) 
Th y were followed by two Beheaka-
f food recently received, and after them 
·te .r G tacka . These five went together 
· eating time with their feet. 
lemanding food, and when 
tackas uttered a hoot like 
hi tl d. They refu d to 
n th m, and if a child who 
v ith the mother it eyes 
he pr ented food to the 
mmon. 
merican Etbnolorry 
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Between 12 and 1 oclock 1ntiwa, assisted by Hoii.yi and Letaiyo, 
:finished making twelve sets of cakwa (blue) pahos, most of which 
were composed of two sticks of uniform diameter, and only one set 
showed the flat face characteristic of the female. They likewise made 
twelve nakwakwoci hotomni, consisting of a twig about 2 feet long 
from which four nakwakwocis depended at intervals, and twelve simple 
feathered strings. When these were finished fotiwa placed them in a 
tray of meal beside the sfpapu and brought from the paraphernalia 
closet of the kiva six ears of corn of different colors, his tfponi, two 
nakwipis and as many aspergills, two or more rattles, and other bundles 
conta.ining the remaining paraphernalia of the cloud-charm altar. 
At 1.30 p. m. be placed a small hillock of sand back of the sfpap11 
and deposited bis tfponi upright upon it; he then made the cloud-
charm altar,1 arranging the corn at the ends of six radial lines of meal 
in a sinistral circuit, placing two crystals upon each ear of corn except 
that corresponding to the nadir. The aspergills (makwampis) also 
were laid down beside each ear of corn except that which was symbolic 
of the nadir. The sequence of ceremonials which then took place about 
this altar was as follows: 
1. Ceremonial smoke. 
2. Prayers. 
3. Liquid poured into the crenelated vessel or nakwipi. 
4:. Songs. 
Synopsis of ceremonial events during the songs: 
(a) Meal shaken from the six aspergills into the liquid. 
(b) Whistling into the liquid through a turkey bone, and 
asperging to the cardrnal points with the same, six 
times in all. 
(c) Meal cast into liquid, on tray of pahos and over the tfponi 
in ceremonial circuit. 
(d) Pollen cast on the same objects in sequence. 
5. Prayers. 
6. Ceremonial smoke into the liquid with two pipes. 
At the close of this observance Hahafwiiqti and the Natackas came 
to the kiva hatch and a comic dialogue ensued. She demanded meat 
and other food, _and the elders went up the ladder and refused to grant 
her wishes. .r atacka hooted and Soy6kmana whistled back, and then 
the Heheakatciu as threw down the end of their lariat, and those in 
the kiva below hung a piece of sheepskin and horns of goats to it. 
fntiwa then called two youths, and without anointing them 2 gave 
them instructions where to deposit the offerings which had been conse-
1See Nimankatcina altar, called nananivo poiiya, six-directions altar. The whole ceremony is an 
invocation to the six world-quarter deities. 
:rtis generally the custom to anoint the feet, hands, etc, with honey when a person is sent out with 
offerings to shrines. (See "Snake dance," J onrnal of .American Ethnology and .Archreology, vol. IV.) 
•See clond-charm altar in other ceremonials. It is r edundant in this place to repeat these accounts, 
as the variations are not important. (See Journal of .American Ethnologr and .Archreology, vol. n, 
No. l.) The Powamft altars are the same as the Niman, q. v. 
15 ETH--19 
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rat don the cloud-charm altar.3 One youth was told to deposit his at 
hrin in a cir ·uit, beginning with 'l'awapa (Sun spring), and the other 
at okyanba ( pider pring) and Tuveskyabi. Two sets of offerings 
wer left, and th e with Katcinas were placed on the southwest point 
of th me a. Thi clos d the ceremony, for fotiwa then replaced the 
plu of the ipapfl and tied up hi tiponi and other paraphernalia. 
Tb atacka group went to the Wikwaliobikiva, and there S6yoko 
gave ea h of th m and tbe Heheakatcina a handful of meal and a 
nakwfawoci. Talahoya blew puffs of smoke over them. They then 
mar lied around the houses to the acabki, along the plaza to Tciva-
toki and. then to A.lkiva, wliere they begged for meat and held comic 
dialoo-n with different chiefs. At tlrn last-meutioned place· there 
came from the 1 iva ix men arrayed and costumed as the Mamzrauti 
t atnmakaa, who, inging as they went, marcbed to the dance court and 
halt d. clo e t the edge of the cliff, facing the houses. The N atacka 
group ac ompanied them, and two men personifying HeMakatcinas 
as um d erotic paroxy ms and lay down on their backs on the ground 
lo e to the di gui ed MamzraClti personages, endeavoring to lift up 
th ir kilt and performing obscene actions. Then they rolled on the 
gr nncl in a,· um d tit . The Natackas, as usual, maintained their 
ran in t .p around them, and occasionally Soy6kmana thumped 
th rn with th butt nd of her crook. After about five minutes of this 
xhibition the Ileh a ized the Mamzrauti personators and tumbled 
th m into , n indi criminate heap, fell on top of them, and did other 
a ·t whi ·h n d not b mentioned. The atacka then retired for food, 
and unma 'kin 11 th l iva, did not again appear. 
1 ebruary G- • o d wa. arri d to all the kivas yesterday morning, 
but th r wa. n ith r danciug n r ceremonials. 
1rbr1uiry 7- r ·m ny to k pla ·eon this day, but the kiva chief 
col th h ~akatcina played a curiou game of ball called sunwu-
bi h th ball i attach d to a looped string. The player 
a k and pa.· ing th loop ov r the great toe, projected the 
r hi.' h ad. wo group of the e players were noted. 
per onated in the Powamfa of 1803: 1 
uwfyomo. 
Pawfk Duck. 
ii v{tk, now. 
n hea. 
lamzrauti tcatumakaa. 
T avai o, iant Elk 
upamo, reat Cloud. 
Ow nazrozro, tone Devourer. 
In tbi pr ntatiou, tbis summary mention of their 
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PALULU KONTI 
The screen drama of the Palliliikonti ceremonial as performed in 1893 
bas already been described. 1 
The following personifications of Katcinas appeared in the Paliilii-









differs very materially from the 
In the celebration of 1891 a wooden figure representing Calako was 
introduced with two carved marionettes, which were manipulated as if 
grinding corn, aud serpent effigies were thrust through the sun open-
ing of the screen. Tltese were likewise used in the presentation in 
1894.2 
The celebration of Paliillikofiti in 1894 was controlled by the Badger 
people, and the exhibition of the screen drama occurred March 16. A 
number of slabs with symbolic figures of Tawa (the sun), and 06tliki-
nuiiwa (the heart of all the sky), and two small effigies of Paliiliikofif:th 
(plumed snake) were introduced. The two mechanical figurines, which 
were so manipulated as to appear to be in the act of grinding corn on 
metates, represented Calakomanas, and were made by T6tci of the 
Badger people. 
This variation from year to year, it will be observed, preserves with-
out change the various deities introduced and recalls what I have · 
already written about the variations in altars of the Niman in different 
villages. In stage effects latitude is permissible, but there is no change 
in the deities represented. Something similar occurs in the Mamzrauti, 
where, in 1891, tablets with Palahikomana symbols were used, while 
in 1893 women represented that personage. 
So far as I know the essential personages 3 to be represented by 
symbolism or by men iu disguise, are: 
T{twa, Sun. 
Mii'iyawu, Moon. 
06tokinui1 wa, Heart of the Sky. 
Hahaiwliqti, Ancient Mother. 
Pallillikofiti, Plumed Snake. 
Oalako taka or mana, Corn Man or Maid. 
Various Katcinas, mentioned above, but these may vary year by year. 
Masau wuh, Fire God. 
Various Tcukuwympkiyas, Clowns. 
1Journal of American Folk-lore, October-December , 1893. 
2lt will thud be seen that the details of this ceremony vary in different years, but the variation 
depends simply on the kiva presenting it. It is commonly said that the original wimi of the 
P aliiliikoiiti (Great Plumecl Snake) were brought to Tusayan by the Water people from the far 
sootb. Other observations support that statement.. 
3To these must be added the constant accompanying priests in all ceremonials, who are unmasked 
and do not personate s upernatural beings. 
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n outline of the ceremonial attending the departure of the Katci-
na , from three of the Tusayan villages has already been given else-
wb re. 1 From new ob ervations it is found that much remains to 
complete th1 account, but tlle main events have already been described. 
lnle the dance re emble the abbreviated Katcinas, from which it 
should not be widely separated, the altar ancl k1va ceremonials place it 
in the group of elaborate Katciuas or those with complicated secret 
u a e . It i only in tllo e villages in which are preserved the wimi of 
the Kachina m6iiwi that thi celebration can occur, although, as we 
hall later see, abbreviated Katcmas are not so limited. It will prob-
ably be found that any abbreviated Katcina may be used for the 
public dance of the imfo, but no abbreviated Katcina can have 
the cret ceremonial of the iman without becoming tlle same. 
When the atcina chief, fotiwa, sets up his altar it is but natural that 
any t of Katcina may give the public dance, which, while a neces-
sary ac ·ompaniment, i far from being prescribed as to kind. 
ABBREVIATED KA1'CIN.AS 
CHARACTER! TICS 
T · includes a large number of simple ceremonials in which 
a n e in publir.. i the mo t significant part. The general 
cb the ob ervance may be seen by a consultation of my 
w m r ceremonial at the Tusayan pueblos." 2 The 
determined by the characters personified as indi-
ic marking of the masks or by other paraphernalia. 
eremonial are performed. 3 
t d pre entations have certain common features 
hem. The e characteri tic may be learned from 
he arti le on 'The ummer ceremonials," 4 but in 
more promin nt I have mentioned them in an 
2 
·ina de ignated by the symbolism 
a k, whic inted and redecorated according 
i ·h it i d to repre ent. For the special 
1 ,Touma r n Et vol. JJ, .No. 1. 
iu' ab b n describ d anrl figured: (1) Rumiskatcina, 
akat in imkatcina, All; (4) lleh •akatcina; (5) Siokatcina, 
na. T f th cl1IB rent Kat inae are b st shown in my 
th Tu im:inkat ma is lik wi e outlin <l in the J"onrnal 
I?:· an d ome of the abbreviated Kntcina are accom-
1an. 
of our e Cr kiva to pr par t · and costume for one or more 
publi done in eimph•" r •mon , a p(~hoe and nakwakwo is 
n 11'101• of ti a ·which ar incluc group have I as yet observ d 
The Y ry ,r ,iat l" liruinnt y th e complex proceedings 
1 • r of tb Knt •iua I omtuoaly .. t up in th plaza. 
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name and the accompanying symbolism a study of the dolls will give 
as good an idea as can yet be obtained from published articles.1 
The participants in the abbreviated Katcinas may be divided into 
two groups: (1) The Katcinas, male and female, with related masked 
personages, and the priests who pray to them and sprinkle meal upon 
them, and (2) the accompanying clowns and maske<l or other persons 
who participate in their antics and presentation. The details of the 
proceedings of the second or possibly subordinate group vary in 
different dances more than those of the first. 
The participants of the first group are: 
1. Masked personages (always men) called Kafjcinas. 
2. Masked men, personifying women, called Katcinamanas. 
3. One or more masked persons, who vary in symbolic characters in 
different Katci11as. These are often absent. 
4. Priests (unmasked), directors of the dance, who sprinkle the 
Katcinas with sacred meal. These priests are vehicles of prayers to the 
Katcinas and masked participants, and are generally few in number. 
The presentation is accompanied with a feast 2 (generally at noon) 
limited to Katciuas and Katcinamanas. The Katciuas dance in line, 
sing, distribute gifts, but never utter any continuous sentence or prayer. 
The Katcinamanas dance in line facing the Katcinas, or kneel in front 
of the same, accompanying their songs with a rasping noise made by 
rubbing a scapula over a notched stick. Ordinarily their mask is 
identical iu all Katcinas of the abbreviated form, and they generally 
have their hair in two whorls on the sides of the bead, and· wear white 
blankets and other feminine apparel. The second group of personifi, 
cations are the Tcuk6.wympkias (Tatcii'kti, knob-head priests; 
Tcii'ckiitu, gluttons; or Paiakafamu, horned clowns). Their represen-
tation consists of a series of antics and dramatizations, story telling, 
gluttony, obscene gestures or bawdy remarks, and flogging and other 
indignities heaped upon each other or upon accompanying masked 
persous. These representations and the personifications who carry on 
their portion of the observance vary in different reproductions of the 
same drama. · 
The Tcuk6.wympkia do not dance or sing with the Katcinas, but 
sprinkle them with meal and pray to them. While an essential fea-
ture in certain abbreviated Katcinas, they are not al ways present, 
and their exhibition has many secular or temporal characteristics or 
innovations more or less dependent on the invention of the partici-
pants. The masked persons who assist them are representatives of 
semimythologic beings, called Piptuka, U'tci (Apache), Tacab (Na-
vaho), Kese, and others. A description of the various modifications 
of their performances would mean special account of each presentation 
1 Dolls of tbe Tusayan Indians, op. cit. 
2 Tbe food is brought to each by wives, daughters, or other women of his household. This feast 
take:i place in the open air, not as at Zuiii in the kivas. 
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and would vary in detail for each exhibition, but except in a very 
g n ral way th e variation are qnite unimportant in the study of the 
charact ri , i s of the abbreviated Katcinas. The following are some 
of he epi ode introdu eel: 
1. In rdinate eating and begging, urine drinking, gluttony, and 
b nity. 
2. ; logging of one another, tripping off breech cloths, drenching 
with ~ nl wat r, ribald remark to pectators, and comical episodes 
with donkey and dog'. 
F10. 40-Tb A.fiakatcina. 
n ler ev re floo-giug· by ma ke.d 
· d, urinating upon one 
reak to unset, with 
m under an over-
ewi e they 
are limly 
1 rrace' aud 
·na ud 
f a 
ordinarily ua d. 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT. PL. CIX. 
A . HOEN & CO ., LITH . 
DOLL OF CALAKO TAKA. 
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the dancers (figure 40). The leader of the Katcinas stands midway in 
the line, and by a rapid movement of his rattle as a signal chan·ges the 
song and directs the termination. To him 1 as a representative the 
prayers are addressed. The dance is a rhythmic stamping movement 
of one foot on the grom:id, and all keep in line, elbowing their neigh-
bors, turning now to one side, then to another, as directed. The female 
Katciuas face the male and stand about midway in the line. They use 
the serrated stick and scapula as an accompaniment to the song. 
It is common for both male and femaleKatcinas to bring gifts to the plaza 
for spectators, especially 
children, as they return 
to the dance.2 These gifts 
are ordinarily corn, bread, or 
tortillas. It is customary 
for priests to sprinkle the 
Katcinas with sacred meal, 
and the TcukC1wympkiyas, 
or clowns, also perform this 
function. The tiponi or Ka-
tcina badge of office is not 
carried in every celebration, 
nor does the Katcina chief, 
fntiwa, always lead the line. 
The one garment worn by 
the male Katcinas is the cer-
emonial kilt. This is not 
confined to them, but is like-
wise worn in other ceremo-
nials, as in the Snake-Ante-
lopeobservanceand in minor 
celebrations. Every male 
Katcina, whatever his hel-
met, bas one of these about 
his loins. It is made of 
coarse cotton, on the ends 
FIG- 41-Maskette of Aiiakatcinamana. 
of which are embroidered symbolic figures of rain-clouds, falling rain, 
and lightning. Ordinarily half of the width is painted green, and the 
lower edge is black, with nine square blocks of the same color at regular 
intervals. 'rhis kilt is represented on many dolls of the Katcinas figured 
in my article on that subject.~ 
The Katcinas, irrespective of the special personage depicted, wear a 
broad cotton sash with knotted strings at the proximal end. In this 
1 To these p rayers he alon e r esponds ' A n tcai," righ t. 
2 The configuration of t h e m esa. and the fact t hat th e house w all s r ise almost continuously with the 
side of tl1e cliff prevent t he K atcinas danciJJ g on t he differen t sides of t h e pueblo, b ut in Zuiii the 
open spaces outside the v illage, in addition to the plaza in the heart of t h e pueblo, a r e u sed for dances 
as I l1ave elsrwhere described. 
8S e also Journal of Amer ican E thnology and Arch reology, vol. rv , p. 66. 
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l.> I pruce brancbe ar held. A fox- kin depends from the belt, and 
turtl -'hell rattle 011 the 1 g are invariably part of a Katcina's costume. 
Mo a in and he l band are prescribed and bodily decoration with 
pigm nt i ' ommon but none of the above are characteristic of special 
kind f Kat ina . The ma k i in general the one distinctive char-
acteri tic of a defimte per onification. · 
fOCJ\LAKO 
Th halako i one of the most important observances at Zuni, and is 
partially de cribed by Ou bing in an article on his life in Zuni.1 An 
exbau tive account, however, has never been published. The Hopi 
occa ionally celebrate a Oalako, which from its name and other reasons 
i und ubtedly an incorporated modification of this ceremonial, as the 
Tu ayan legend distinctly state.2 The following pages give an outline 
of the llopi pre eutation as a contribution to the com para ti ve study of 
ritual. A complete aocount of the Shalako at Zuni is a great 
for it is po sible to undertake close comparisons. 
· n of Oalako i not an annual event at the East mesa 
r aft r long intervals of time. The parapher-
n, lia u e in Sitcomovi and belong to the Badger clan. 
Tb h hey are depo~ited -i the property of Koikaamii, 
tl1 d iumt' e t si ·ter, now deceased, and the 
' · oh ent. 
ge1 alpi and Sitcomovi, the chief of the 
two from llano assembled in this house on 
, an a laro-e number (over two hundred) 
e cer ial to be de cribed. 
ing of the next day the ma ks and effigies of 
an l carri d to the pring called K wafiwaba 
uated on the Zuili trail south ward from the 
owneu by a itcomovi family 3 at this spring 
h op which were used to make a 
with eagle feather . 
i.6.cations were made up of 
e bead and a crino1ine-hke4 
f e . The e ma ks were made 
f e plaited together diagonally, 
a h c: painted buckskin upon 
d liu at d. The projecting 
a · ed and 
m-
I. XXV cq. 
till oth u T . Th symboli ro of 
• ·o gi w pr cl i n t he I calako. 
ul bl., n th a nys b fore. 
Ptiliilh 011 o f ican F olk-lor , Octo-
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crinoline hoops or supports of the blankets which formed the body 
were about :fifteen in uumber, the upper being about the size of the 
helmet, the lower 4~ feet in diameter. .A. tii'ihi or large white embroid-
ered mantle was draped about the upper hoops or the shoulders, and a 
gray fox-skin was hung around the neck, which was likewise profusely 
decorated with shell necklaces. 
The man who acted the part of bearer walked inside the crinoline, 
freely supporting the effigy by the staff or backbone, holding it at such 
a height as to permit the lowest hoop with its attached feathers to 
reach to his knees. Each effigy bearer was bareheaded, and although 
hidden from view, was decorated· with the white kilt of a typical 
Katcina. 
An uncostumed chief led the four giants in single file toward the 
mesa, followed by a large number of men dressed as mud-heads or 
Tatcii'kti, who were called "Koyimse," a term adapted from their 
Zuni name. t All who had sufficient knowledge of the idiom spoke 
Zuni, and the procession reached the Sun spring (Tawapa) at about 
sunset. It was there met by two priests, Talahoya and a nephew of 
Masiumtiwa, who were to act as conductors. All were welcomed and 
homoya (prayers) were recited and much sacred meal was sprinkled. 
Headed by the two conductors the procession climbed the trail_ to the 
top of the mesa, and from thence marched into the main court of Si-
tcomovi by the northeastern entrance, near which the men bearing the 
four giant effigies, together with the mud-heads, halted. The latter were 
closely huddled together in four groups, drumming with deafening 
noise on as many drums. · 
The Katcina chief, !nti wa, and a man personifying E6toto 2 then 
drew four circles with intersecting lines of meal on the ground at the 
north side of the court in the positions indicated. This was followed 
by a command of Hahaiwiiqti, who signaled with an ear of corn for 
the first (kwiniwi, north) Calako effigy to advance. He did so with a 
short, rapid step, and halted over the first circle of meal. The "bearer" 
bobbed the effigy up and down so that the feathers which bad been 
fastened to the lower hoop of the crinoline touched the ground. The 
bearer then stooped and rested the end of bis staff on the ground, 
holding it upright. The other three giant impersonators were then 
brought up, one at a time, by Hahaiwiiqti. As each settled to its 
position the bearer cried "Ho!" six times in a shrill falsetto, and rap-
idly snapped the beak of the effigy he bore by means of a string. The 
Oalakos were then sprinkled with meal by the chiefs and others, after 
which the effigies were moved one by one to circles of meal on the 
southern side of the plaza. Six times this removal was repeated, each 
time attended by ceremonials similar to those mentioned above. 
1 Koyeamasbe (see Journal of American Ethnology and .A.rchreology, vol. 1). 
2 The association of E6toto with fntiwa h as already been described in my account of the N iman-
k atcina (Journal of American Ethnolo~y and .A.rchreology, vol. n, No. 1). 
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e in the plaza the four giants were 
d, ' a, Badger, and Water gentes 
the re ·p ctive clans. The C{tlako 
k from the rafters of each room, 
6 inche the tips of the radiating 
ea u a. he last hoop of the framework of 
ou bed tbe and floor of the chamber. The same 
t place rn each hou e and there were prayers by the 
:m by the effigy bearers, and inging and drumming by 
rfr t unri e-for the exhibitions in the houses lasted 
a final pre entation in the court similar to that whiuh opened 
th erem ni took place, a:(ter which the Calakos and mud-heads went 
I JII ana V. I'osition~ . 
. l'WJ7?S4£ld pup .Af 'II 
10. 42-Po ltion of 1 bran io th court of Sitcomovi in Stoca1ako.l 
· i. There they performed 
ed the effigie . They 
d tbe paraphernalia 
inarily kept. 
· e of the ala-
rformed.2 
b, c, d, an , , the effigy bearers on 
ft ·6tolo; Ii , Dabniwuqti; ·, fntiwa; k, Koyimse; m, 
nr -d' nt t of m al, with cross lines, 
i ft oni 
IS., •(l frl b Bull tin of tb Essex Insti-
11 t n d 1'h Ra mg Kat ina p rformed at 
r 11 ption of it would be a digressjon f-rom 
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PAWIKKAT CINA 
The Pawikkatcina, which I observed at Sitcomovi in 1892, had cer-
t ain differences from any abbreviated Katcina dance which I have yet 
described , and Hlustrated the ceremonial reception of these personages 
after they had visited another pueblo. A priest of Sitcomovi suggested 
that his fellow villagers should send a delegation of young men to 
Cipaulovi to return a dance with which they had previously been 
honored by the latter pueblo. Accordingly the masks were painted and 
the preliminary ceremonials took place in one of the Sitcomovi kivas, 
FIG. 43-Mask of Pawik k at ci11a (front view). 
those who were to participate in the ceremonial beginning their work 
on the 25th of June. The visitors danced all day of the 27th at Cipaulovi, 
rested on the 28th, and continued their dance on the 29th at Sitcomovi. 
The ceremonials on their re turn at the trail approaching Sitcomovi took 
place on June 28th, an hour before sunset. 
This dance differed very little from that of other Katcinas, to which 
attention has hitherto been directed.1 There were twenty-three Katci-
1 ,Journal of American Ethnology and Arch reology, vol. n , No. 1. 
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amana 1 and the masks of both are illustrated in 
, hil one of the taffs which they bore is repre-
They ang five songs called Omowfah (cloud), 
wa (frog), Pawykia (duck), and Patzro (quail). 
re which I had never before seen in Tusayan 
wa the unma ked dance in the kiva.2 
nial in the kiva were as follows: The three 
· ou ly bathed their heads in their own houses, 
nakwakwocis. Two of these men made four 
lar to tho e described in the Wa.Ipi ceremonial, and 
single paho. These were deposited in a fl.at basket 
Fw. 4-1- Ma k of Paw1kkatcina (aide view). 
Before beginning the manu-
d em elv by a ceremonial 
a were made twenty-three 
the atcinamanas were 
ardioal 1,oint) of these, who 
o o in th Zani k:iva , where it is 
t on of th Tueayan kivas. In 
a kivae. · 
t 1 (burning orncob) brought by 
le pr ribed that the makers of 
lu this tak place in their own 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT. PL. ex. 
/Ir. HOEN & CO ., LITH , 
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At midday food was passed down into the kiv~, but before part~king 
. of it one of the priests took a pinch of each kmd o~ food ( ~unopn~) 
and went with it to a cleft in the mesa on the north s1d~ of S_1t~omov1. 
He there deposited it with a paho, a pinch of each kmd of pigment 
used in painting the paraphernalia, a little tobacco/ but no sacred 
FIG. 45-Mask of Pawikkatcinamana. 
meal. This was an offering, it was said, to the Grand 
Canyon of the Colorado sipapf1. He then went to the 
southern side of the mesa and placed in a similar cleft 
a nakwakwoci, said to be an offering to Masau wuh. 
At sunrise on the 29th two offerings were deposited, 
and each of the twenty-three Katcinas placed his nak-
wakwoci in a shrine. 
Ceremonials attending visits of people from adjacent 
or remote pueblos are simple but interesting. The fol-
lowing reception ceremony of visitors from a distant 
pueblo not of their own people was noted: In the prog-
ress of the summer dances of Walpi in 1892 I observed 
the ceremonial reception of several Zunis who came over 
to assist in the Humiskatcina. They were formally 
''received " in the Wikwaliobi kiva by !ntiwa,2 K6peli, 
H6nyi, Pauatf wa, and Lesma. fntiwa gave their head-
man a twig of spruce, to which Lesma tied four nakwa-
kwocis.3 !ntiwa sprinkled it with sacred meal and laid FIG. 46-Staff of Pa wikkatcina. 
1Th e first reference which I have found to the use of tobacco in the ceremonial smoke by the 
American Indians is by Monardes. This interesting description of tobacco and its uses, accom-
panied with a figure of the plant, is one of the most complete for its date (1590) which I have seen. 
i fntiwa is Katcina moiiwi, chief of the Katcinas; K6peli, chief of the Snakes; H6iiyi, hered-
itary Snake-.A.ntelope chief; Wiki, chief of the Snake-.A.ntelopes; Pauatiwa, chief of warriors; Lesma, 
Bear chief. 
a See Journal of .American Ethnology and .A.rchaiology, vol. II, No. 1. 
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it in front of the Zunis, and finally all° smoked together. This was 
aid to be a formal act of receptiou. 1 
The reception ceremony of the Pawikkatcinas when they returned 
from Cipaulovi was as follows: At 4 p. m. Pauatiwa's father, a very 
old man, sat on the edge of the mesa looking 
west and north toward Cipaulovi. He called 
my attention to a line of men coming along the 
trail. When the line halted on the last rise 
before the trail ascends to the top of the mesa 
we went down to welcome them. 
Each Katcina placed his helmet in one of two 
parallel lines arranged along the trail, and in 
front of the two lines he laid the spruce bough 
which be carried. In front-of this pile of spruce 
boughs an ear of corn was placed in the trail 
not far from the helmets. All the Katcinas then 
marched around the line in a sinistral circuit, 
sprinkling sacred meal upon the masks, corn, 
and spruce boughs and throwing a pinch along 
the trail in advance of the ear of corn. The 
circuit around the line of helmets was sinistral, 
s in all Hopi ceremonials. 
Nine old men then formed a circle at the left 
f the corn and smoked, sitting in a squatting 
o ture.2 o one was allowed to go up the trail 
efore this ceremony was completed, and one 
o attempted to do so was warned back. A 
dre ·s of welcome was spoken by the 
o the leader of the Katcinas, and at 
ey put on their masks and marched to 
a of k itcomovi. They first danced on 
, then 011 the. ea tern, and lastly 
rn ·ide of the plaza, omitting the 
The prie svrinkled the Ka-
meal, o rving the ini tral 
a th a ed around the 
uce tr upon whi ·h nak-
d, had been placed near the 
,,a. 
· nolher pneblo visit that in which a 
1 • is ca tomary for th ho ts to nt r-
p d, and it i11 uo uncommon thing to se 
r oa partnkin ,,ofthep!knmi (mush) 
. ann!!ual for the h adm n of one 
h acr d c1anc . and otb r efforts 
n ht,r v ·n th <li. tant Havasapai 
(J m •ri an Ethnology and b..r h ol· 
for otb Katclnu danc s (J ournnl of 
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The Katcinas and Katcinamanas then adjourned to the kiva, where 
they unmasked, placing their helmets in a row and the spruce boughs 
in the middle of the kiva. 1 The two priests seated themselves on the 
uprise, one ou each side of the ladder. 
On the following day the dance was continued from sunrise to sunset. 
In the afternoon there appeared the Tcukuwympkiya, Mufi'we (Owl 
Katcina), two Tc6sbiici, Pii'iikoflhoya (the Little War God), and a 
Navaho Katcina. 
.ANAKATCINA 
The celebration of the Ailakatcina at Hano, in the Niman of 1892, 
gave me the following additional data to that already mentioned in 
the description 2 of the Aila of 1891. These are due in part to the 
variations in ceremouial customs, and are not regarded as essentials. 
The Hopi .Ailakatcina was invited to Hano by Kalakwai, and its 
public presentation was identical with that of 1891 and that of the 
Zuni K6kokci. The antics of the gluttons were very much more com-
plicated. This I ascribe to two causes-the rarity with which Katcinas 
are celebrated in Hano, and the great need of rain at the time. 
One interesting but highly disgusting part of the show of these 
priests was the slaughter of a huge dog and the use of his entrails and 
blood in distinguishing one of their number as Masauwuh,3 the Death 
god. The details of this may be had by consultation with the author. 
About 4 oclock on the morning of the public dance of the Ana the 
participants danced in the Hano plaza, destitute of all clothing or 
helmets and accompanied by the clowns, also without masks. This 
feature I had not previously observed. After this early dance pahos 
were deposited at the shrine situated in the middle of the dance plaza. 
As no account of the ceremonial deposit of offerings to the winds 
has ever been published, the following observations are given to fill 
this gap in our knowledge. Probably the object of tlle wind offerings 
is propitiatory, for high wind, it is believed, blows away the rain, to 
produce which is the main object of the observance. Kwalakwa took 
for this purpose in a blanket the following objects: N akwakwocis, na-
tive tobacco, paper bread, pikami (pudding mush), sugar, and peaches. 
He deposited a packet containing a pinch of each of these in six 
1 One marked difference between Katcina and K6ko, or Hopi and Zuni. dancers is that in the latter 
the unmasked dance occurs in the kiva and the feast is held in the same place. .At Tusayan the 
feast 1s open, and generally there is no unmasked dance. The foast in the kiva at Zuni is possibly 
a secondary modification for effecting secrecy. 
2 Journal of American Ethnology and Archreo1ogy, vol. n, No. 1. 
3 This is the only time I have seen the Death god personified. The Paiakaiamu rushed up to me 
and demanded a knife, and when I r efused to give it, not aware of their intention, t.hey sought other 
ways to kill the poor brute. It was an exhibition of extreme savagery, but of course with no danger 
to any of the spectators. Later in their antics the gluttons themselves were lightly struck with a 
cactus branch, and the person who performed this painful act went from housetop to housetop touch-
fog the arm or neck of every spectator-man, woman, and child. During this dance these Tcuku-
wymp~iyas performed the diAgusting act of drinking human urine. Mr Cushing, in the Century 
Magazme, records the slaughter of a dog in a similar manner, except that he says that his life was 
threatened before the dog was killed, and it was by his defiant attitude t,hat he was not seized by the 
performers . 
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, i uat d at ardinal point , beginning at the east.' The Hopi 
r m nial ircuit ordinarily at the north, but the Tewa, it 
m pla th ir offering in the following order: East, north-
" t u hw , t b outh, outhwe t, southea t by east, southeast. 
In th int r al b tween two of the dance , while the Katcinas were 
nnma ke 1, an l bad halted uuder an overh:mging rock on the trail a 
fi w f t b low Hano, I ob erved a te t of endurance wllich I had never 
befi r e n. K peli, the Snake chief, took a bundle of yucca branches, 
a11cl <lift rent volunteers from the Katciuas, stepping up to him, first 
b 11 ut one arm, then the other; K6peli struck tlrn outstretched limb 
with m re or 1 · force, and at the conclusion presented his own arm 
and nak c.l body for thi trying ordeal. The Ailakatcina is illustrated 
in iigure 40. 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF KATCINA DANCES IN CIBOLA AND 
TUSAYAN 
ed as a basis of comparison 
n other village is meager and insufficient. 
o, Zuiii, which has been more studied than 
lii ·h Katcina observances closely akin to 
ed, the publi hed accounts are very lim-
em to me that the Tusayan ceremonials 
than tho e at Zuni. There is, however, 
werful war society, called the Priesthood • 
borate ceremonials in Zuui than in Walpi, 
, . It j not po sible from my limited 
ni t declare that it is less complicated 
b ve that the powerful organization men-
. h many of difference between the two. 
· garcl e differ nces and likenesses 
onial the te timony of tlre chiefs 
n r ard to modified ceremonials pri-
mmon urc , and is only hearsay, 
i (Zufii ) have no knowledge of 
ri ). The ame chief likewise 
1.ti/ Wiiwi.itcimti, and 
altf1, or Kwakwantf1. 
n thif! iostaoc it b gan at the 
of th T wa have told me that 
s th Ilopi, but fr ma elpapfl. to 
rn th middle of the earth, from 
g ographicnl opening. The idea 
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Although they may not reproduce some of these ceremonials in the 
form celebrated by the Hopi, it is not clear to me that some of those 
which they observe may not be differentiations of the same ceremony, 
as I have shown in my accounts of the women's dances.1 There is a 
marked similarity in many of the myths, which would seem to imply 
resemblances in ritualistic dramatizations of the same. 
It is possible to verify historical data and legendary history by a 
study of the same ceremony. For instance, the :five oldest Tusayan 
pueblos of which we have accounts in the earliest records are Awatobi, 
Walpi, Micofiinovi, 0ufiopavi, and Oraibi. 2 Awatobi was destroyed in 
1700, so that but four original commnuities of the time of Vargas still 
remain. It is in these four and at Oipaulovi that the Snake ceremony 
is still celebrated, and Sitcomovi and Hano are ascribed by Hopi legends 
to a much later time than the :first appearance of the Spaniards; their 
names do not appear in the early descriptions of the province. 
It is a mistaken idea, and one which has led to many misconceptions, 
to suppose that what is true of one group of pueblos is true of all. 
While in a general way the mythology and ritual of all may be said to 
have general resemblances, there is far from an identity between the 
ceremonials, for instance, of the Hopi and the Zuni, or those of the 
Rio Grande pueblos and Tusayan. , It is not a question of knowing all 
by an intimate knowledge of one; but ·each branch, even individual 
pueblos, must be investigated separately before by comparative knowl-
edge we can obtain an a(lequate conception of the character of the 
pueblo type of mythology and ritual. Moreover, there is evidence that 
this difference existed in ancient times, and while the differentiation of 
the manners and customs of different pueblos may have been less rapid 
in the past than today they were far from being identical. · It does not 
follow, except in certain limits, that the most primitive pueblos today 
show in their survivals a better picture of the character of life in an-
other pueblo than the existing state of things in the latter. To recon-
struct the probable character of the ancient culture we must trace 
similarities by comparative studies. 
In a comparative study of the ceremonials of different pueblos, 
it is important to decide which are most primitive or nearest the abo-
riginal condition and which are least affected by foreign influences. 
The purer the present aboriginal culture, the greater worth will it have 
1 Il6wina (Zuni, Owinahe), a kind of thanksgiving dance, is distinctly a Zuni dance, and is so recog-
nized by the Hopi. I have Reen photographs of the celebration at Zuni which bear such a close 
resemblance tu that called by the Hopi the H6wina that in all probability the two are identical. The 
elaborate war dances celebrated at Zufti and the observances of the Priesthood of the Bow at that 
pueblo are very much abbreviated in Tusayan (East mesa), where the organization has not the same 
power as with the Cibolans . 
2 Cipaulovi, or tho '' Place of l'eaches," would necessarily have r eceived its ~ame after those who 
brought peaches came among the Hopi. It is known that Sitcomovi was a late colony of ..A.sa people 
from the Rio Grande, united with others from Walpi, while Hano was founded about 1700. The Cipau-
lovi people, however, celebrate the Flut,ci ceremony, and the Flute people came to Tusayan shortly 
after tbe Snake. It would thus appear that we have a date to determine that the Flute people came 
to Tusayan after Vargas (1692). Morfi, in 1782, says that the people of Xipaulovi (Cipaulovi) came 
from Xongopabi (Cufiopa,i). 
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the .Afiakatcina at W alpi. There is no doubt in my mind that they are 
the same, but I can not accept the dictum that what is observed in one 
is identical with what exists in the other. There are slight modifica-
tions which exist likewise in different Hopi villages, as will be seen by 
a comparison of my descriptions of the two.' One marked difference is 
that several K6kokshi dances were performed in the summer I spent 
at Zuili, and that this identical Katcina (the Ana) is performed but once 
each summer in any one Hopi· village. 
The only other K6ko I dance which I know of from personal observa-
tion is the tablet dance, which is in many respects homologous with the 
Humiskatcina. The symbolism of the mask and tablet, however, dif-
Fro. 48-Symbolism of the helmet of Humiskatcina (tablet removed). 
fers from the Hu.mis, and while in a speculative way I regard them the 
same we must await more research to prove them identical. The sub-
ject is still more complicated by the fact that the Hopi have a tablet 
mask with still a third symbolic character, which they call the Zuni or 
Siohumiskatcina. 
I think we need have no hesitation in supposing that the so-called Sio 
(Zuni) Katcina, which_ I have elsewhere described, is a Zuni celebra-
tion derived from that pueblo. I do not know whether it is ever 
performed there in the same way as at Walpi, since it has not been 
described by any of the students of the Zuiiians. 
We have, however, as before mentioned, a partial description by 
Cushing of the Zuni Shala.ko, and from his account we can gather a 
1Coco in Spanish signifies a bogy. Ip compounds it can be detected in Cocomaricopa, where it may 
mean fool. possibly referr.ng to the mferiority of this stem. The derivation of K6ko or KMki is not 
known to me. The woru Katcina has the ad vantage of K6ko or Ka/ki as a general designation. 
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given by Mrs Stevenson afford little information on this subject, but 
in her sand picture, surrounded by tlic Plumed Snake, I find some of 
the figures of Salamobias with indication of a connecting band between 
the eyes, which recalls Pautiwa's I symbolism. There does not seem to 
be a wide difference between the profile views of tµe masks of Pautiwa 
and SaUimobia of the different world-quarters. 
The environment of the pueblos of Tusayan and of Cibola is so 
similar and the rain-cloud worship so imperative in both that, a priori, 
we should expect the rain-cloud symbol to be as frequent _in Zuni as in 
·w alpi. I am much surprised therefore in studying the description of 
Zufii ceremonials to :fi11d nothing said of the characteristic Hopi sym-
bols of the rain clouds, the semicircles and the parallel lines of falling 
rain (plate cvrn). If the rain clouds at Zuni are limited to the terraced 2 
figures found on the prayer-meal bowls and the same made in sacred 
meal we certaiuly have a significant difference between the symbolism 
of these two peoples. In Tusayan there is not one of the great religious 
festivals where the semicircular clouds and falling rain do not appear 
as symbols. Thus far students of the Zuni ceremonials have not figured 
one instance in which they are used.3 · 
The short account of the effigy of the Plumed Snake (K6lowisi) with 
attendant ceremonials at Zuiii, by Mrs Stevenson, shows the existence 
of archaic rites with the Plumed Serpent which have been observed in 
a different form (P{tlii.liikoi.iti) at Tusayan. The time of the year when 
the Zuni effigy is brought to the kivas on a rude altar is not given, nor 
js the special name of the ceremony. The conch shell is similarly used 
to imitate the voice of the Plumed Serpent at Zufli~ as at Walpi, in the 
Soyaluua and the Paliiliikouti. In neither of these ceremonials, how-
ever, have the effigies been observed to be carried ceremonially about 
the pueblos of the Tusayan mesas. The symbolism of Paliiliikofiuh and 
K6lowisi seems to differ, judging from published accounts and sym-
bolism on Zufii and Hopi pottery. I find no intimation of the horn on 
the head of Zuni pictures of the Plumed Snake, and the arrowhead 
decoration fails on the body. The two crescents which are common on 
the body of the Zufii figures have not been observed in Hopi picto-
graphs or effigies. 
It would seem both from legendary and other reasons that there has 
not been the warmest friendship between the inhabitants of Tusayan 
and Cibola. This is not to be wondered at, for only on rare occasions 
has there been good feeling between two pueblos even of the same 
1Pooatiwa is considered by Mrs Stevenson the "Sun Father." I have not gone far enough in my 
studies to accept this relationship for Pautiwa. There are some reasons for considering Pautiwa the 
Mi t Father, which speculation has led me to interpret the Salamobias as Pautiwa forms of the rain-
clouds of the six world-quarters, but such an opinion is highly theoretical. 
' The ~erraced levations are common on the Zuiii nakwipis and handled prayer-meal bowls, as can 
~e seen m a~y la~ge collection of Zufli ceramics; but the semicircular rain-cloud figures are very rare, 
mdeed wantmg, mall I have l:!een . The frog, tadpole, snake, and similar symbols appear, however 
to be ~resent in botl~. The question of the characteristic symbolism of Zuiii aud Hopi pottery is~ 
co~phcated one, which can not be considered in this article, but the two types can r eadily be distin-
guished by a student of this subject. 
1It would be a remarkable fact if accounts of this symbolism are not later described. 
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Mrs Stevenson does not make it clear who these fourteen (six) so-
called Ahshiwauni are, but calls them "rain priests." She intimates 
that they appeal directly to the Sun father, their supreme deity, and to 
the rain makers, while the "societies" address "the beast gods of their 
worship to intercede with the Sun father and rain makers." There 
is apparently no parallelism between these conditions and those at 
Tusayan, but I can readily find truth iu the statement when applied to 
the Hopi that "no society convenes without giving much time to invo-
cations for rain.n I am sure that some of the societies at Tusayan do 
not appeal to the beast gods to intercede with the Sun father and rain 
makers, but address the latter directly iu their prayers. In this par-
ticular there is certainly a marked difference between the conceptions 
back of the rites in Tusayan and those ascribed to the Cibolans.1 
The custom of the Y 6kimou.wi, or rain chief, retiring alone to a cell 
to pray for rain was practiced in Tusayan. One of these retreats is to 
be seen at the Middle mesa. Among the foothills there is a block of 
sandstone, 15 feet long, 5 feet wide, and 4 feet thick. Its flat face is 
about horizontal or slightly tilted toward the northeast. Portions of a 
rough wall are still in place under the block, confirmrng the story that 
there was here formerly a chamber of which the block was the roof. An 
aperture on the northeastern corner, about 20 inches square, is usually 
closed with loose stones, but the chamber is now filled in with sand to 
within about 2 feet of the roof or lower surface of the slab. The inte-
rior of the chamber was about 8 feet long and 4 feet wide. On the 
roof, which was painted white, are figures of yellow, green, red, and 
white rain clouds with parallel lines of falling rain and zigzag lightning 
symbols in conventional patterns. To this chamber, it is said, the Rain 
chief of the Water people retired at planting time and lived there six-
teen days, his food being brought to him by a girl during his vigils. He 
people, it is absurd to say that "what is written of one is true also of the other." Long ago their 
systems may have been identical; at present they haYe more or less differentiated one from the other. 
In Zufli, according to Mrs Stevenson, "at the winter and summer solstices synchronal meetings of 
most of these societies are h eld, and also at other times." .After having carefully studied the cere-
monials at the time of the summer solstice at Tusayan, I have not found any synchronal meetings of 
the societies which correspond with those mentioned as occurring at Zuni at that time. 
1It is desirable that the names of the priests w~o officiate in ceremonials be given in extended 
accounts of them in order that the intimate character of this sacerdotal organization may be made 
out. Until the names of the members of the different societies are complete we are more or less ham-
p ered in our studies. The Zuni eq_uivalent of wympkia appears to be kyalikwe (Tcihkyalikwe, Sn~ke 
pries ts; from tcibtola, snake, and kyalikwe, wympkia). I am unable to tell to what priests in Tusayan 
the ".Ahshiwanni" correspond. The Tawa (Sun) wympkia or Sun priests ha;,e certain points in com-
mon with them, but this is as truly an esoteric society as any in Tusayan._ I ha,e elsewhere described 
the Tewa ceremony in which tbe Sun priests make the pahos and their chief, Kalacai, appeals directly 
to the rising sun. In that same ceremony pahos are likewise made to the Rain go<ls directly. In the 
Katcina celebrations some of the same Sun priests, l10wever, appeal tot.he leader of the Katcinas to 
bring them rain, a~cl this p~rsonage r eplies that h e will. In this case, supposing, as I think we justly . 
can, that the Katcmas are mtcrces@ors between men and gods of highest rank, we have in Tusajan 
tho possible eq_nival~nt of the ".Ahshiwanni (rain priests)" in trusting their prayers to a zoomorphic 
and a_ntbropomo~ph1c _su?ernatural personage. Tbe prayer of a single chief for rain for the people, 
showmg sometbrng s1m1lar to the so-called .Ahshiwanni at Zuni, are not uncommon in Tusayan. In 
~usayan an organization of rain priests is not differentiated a t the present day from the other socie-
ties: .All holders o_f wimis are Rain priests, as well as the organization called the Sun priests, and all 
at times make special prayers to the Rain gocls. 
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goddess,1 who figures under many names. Their father's name on com-
parative grounds is supposed to be Tawa, the sun, or Tunwup, their 
elder brother. 
A study of the group of Katcina ceremonials as compared with the 
K6ko brings out in prominence the conclusion that while some of them 
may be identical, as a rule there is considerable difference in the ritual 
of the Tusayan people and their nearest neighbor, the Zuui. If varia-
tions exist bet.ween these neighbors we are justified in the suspicion, 
which observation as far as it has thus far gone supports, that there 
are even wider differences between pueblos more distant from each 
other. The ethnologist fully cognizant with the ritual in one pueblo 
has a general conception of the character of all, but changes due to 
suppression of ceremonials, survivals, dying out of societies, and many 
other causes have modified the pueblos in different ways. The char-
acter of the ancient system is adulterated in all. We can form an idea 
of this modification in no better way than by a minute study of the 
existing ritual in every pueblo. Upon such comprehensive study 
science is at the very threshold. 
The foregoing pages open many considerations of a theoretical nature 
which I have not attempted to develop. My greatest solicitude has 
been to sketch the outline of the Katcina ceremonials as performed at 
the Hopi village of Walpi in Tusayan. 
1Hahaiwiiqti. I have elsewhere shown reasons to su;pect that several personages may be the same 
"Earth goddess." K6kyanwiiqti, the Spider woman, is also an " Earth goddess." As everything, 
even man himself, came from the womb of the earth, symbolized by the spider, it is not surprising 
that an Indian should call the spider the creator. It is a very different thing, however, to interpret 
such information by our philosophic ideas . That the primitive mind should consider the earth as the 
mother of everything, its creator in one ~ense, is natural; that the Pueblo Indian should symbolize 
that mother by the Spider woman is probable, for other races have done likewise; but that be asso-
ciates with mother earth the spiritual idea which we have of the Creator is absurd. His cosmogony 
bears no evidence that he rose, in pre-Columbian times, to the belief in a Great Spirit who created 
the universe. 
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The name ha been ordinarily applied to a single house structure 
tanding near the outhwestern corner of a large area covered by 
mouu l and other debri ; but some writers have applied the term to 
the outhw t rn portion of the area, others to the whole area. 
Probably no two investigator· would assign exactly the same limits 
to thi area, a its margin merge imperceptibly into the surrounding 
country. Th ac ompanying map (plate cxn) shows the limits of the 
ruin a interpr ted by the writer. The surface covered by well-defined 
r main , a there hown, extend about 1,800 feet north and south and 
1,500 feet east and we -t, or a total area of about 65 acre . 
a a Grande rui cupie a po · ·on near the southwestern corner 
of the grou1, and i ze i. in ig ant a compared with the entire 
· , or wi h the ain of the large tructure which 
- tral part of tbe area. The contour int rval on 
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The exterior walls · rise to a height of from 20 to 25 feet above the 
groun.d. This height accommodated two stories, but the top of the 
wall is from 1 to 2 feet higher than the roof level of the second story. 
The middle room or space was built up three stories high, and the walls 
are still standing to a height of 28 to 30 feet above the ground level. 
The tops of the walls, while rough and greatly eroded, are approxi-
mately level. The exterior surface of the walls is rough, as shown in 
the illustrations, but the interior walls of the rooms are finished with a 
remarkable degree of smoothness, so much so that it has attracted the 
attentiou of everyone who bas visited the ruin. Plate c.xv shows this 
feature. At the ground level the exterior wall is from 3~ to 42 feet 
thick, and in one place over 5 feet thick. The interior walls are from 
3 to 4 feet thick. At the tops the walls are about 2 feet thick. The 
building was constructed by crude methods, thoroughly aboriginal in 
character, and there is no uniformity in its measurements. The walls, 
even in the same room, are not of even thickness; the 'floor joists were 
seldom in a straight line, and measurements made at similar places 
(for example, at the two ends of a room) seldom agree. 
Casa Grande is often referred to as an adobe structure, but this use 
of the term is misleading. Adobe construction consists of the use of 
molded brick, dried in the sun, but not baked. The walls here are 
composed of huge blocks of rammed earth, 3 to 5 feet long, 2 feet high 
and 3 to 4 feet thick. These blocks were not mo]ded and then laid in 
the wall, but were manufactured in place. 
Plate cxvr shows the character of these blocks. The material 
employed was admirably suited for the purpose, being when dry almost 
as hard as sandstone and nearly as durable. A building with walls of 
this material wou]d last indefinitely, provided a few slight repairs were 
made at the conclusion of each rainy season. When abandoned, how-
ever, i:iapping at the ground leve\ would commence and would in time 
bring down all the walls; yet in the two centuries which have elapsed 
since Padre Kino's visit to this place-and Casa Grande was · then a 
ruin-there has been but little destruction from the elements, the <lam-
age done by relic hunters during the last twenty years being, in fact, 
much greater than that due to all causes in the preceding two centuries. 
The building was well provided with doorways and other openings, 
arranged in pairs, one above the other. There were doorways from 
each room into every adjoining room, except that the rooms of the mid-
dle tier were entered only from the east. Some of the openings were 
not used, and were closed with blocks of solid masonry, built into them 
long prior to the final abarndonment of the structure. 
CONDITION OF CASA GRANDE IN 1891 
The south and east fronts of Casa Grande seem to have suffered 
particularly from the weather, and here rainstorms have probably · 
cau ed ome of the damage. The outer faces of the walls are of the 
ame material as the wall mass, all tlrn masonry being composed of 
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arth from the immediate site. In the construction of the walls this 
oil wa laid up in successive courses of varying thic~n~ss, whose 
limit. form clearly defined and approximately horizontal J?mts. The 
northea t and southeast corners of the building have entirely fallen 
away and low mounds of thefr debris still show many knobs and 
lump , I art, of the original wall mass. . . 
Th d truction of the walls was due mainly to undermmmg at the 
ground level. The character of this undermining is shown_ in many ?f 
th illu trations to this report, especially in plate cxvr, and its extent 1s 
indicated on the accompanying ground plan (plate cxvn) by dotted lines 
within the wall mass. Although the material of which the walls are 
compo ed is very hard when dry, and capable of resisting the destruc-
tive influences to which it has been subjected for a long time, yet under 
ertain onditions it becomes more yielding. The excessively dry cli-
mate of this region, which in one respect has made the preservation of 
the ruin po ible, has also ·furnished, in its periodic sandstorms, a 
mo t efficient agent of destruction. The amount of moisture in the 
soil i o small as scarcely to be detected, but what there is in the soil 
next to the walls is absorbed by the latter, rising doubtless by capil-
lary attraction to a height of a foot or more from the ground. This 
portion of t he wall being then more moist than the remainder, although 
pos~ ibly only in an infinitesimal degree, is more subject to erosion by 
flyiug and in the windstorms so frequent in this region, and gradu-
ally th ba e of the wall is eaten away until the support becomes insuffi-
ci nt and the wall falls en masse. The plan shows that in some places 
the wall baye been eaten away at the ground level to a depth of more 
than a foot. Portions of the south wall were in a dangerous condition 
and likely to fall at any time. 
i ·iting tourists have done much damage by their vandalism. They 
have torn out and carried away every lintel and every particle of visible 
wood in the building. After the removal of the lintels a comparatively 
bort time elap es before the falling in of the wall above. Apparently 
ut a mall amount of this damage can be attributed to rainstorms, 
wlli ·b, altllough rare in this region, are sometimes violent. There is 
id n · that the present height of the walls is nearly the original 
h i ht in other word , that the loss from surface erosion in several cen-
turi ba been trifling, although numerous opinions to the contrary 
bav b n. expressed by causal observers. The eastern wall has suf-
fr <l. m r from thi cause than the others; a belt o~ the northern 
half apparently ofter than the remainder of the wal1, has been eaten 
awa~ ~ ad pth of nearly a foot. The interior wall faces are in good 
11d1_t10n generally except about openings and in places near the top. 
h 1d n of the original flooring are preserved in several of the 
r m, • P ially in the north room. The flooring conformed to the 
pn bl YP in then e of a series of principal beams, about 3 inches in 
met r above which was a secondary series smaller in size and placed 
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quite close together, and above this again a layer of rushes with a coat-
ing· of clay. .All the walls show evidences of the principal series of 
beams in the line of holes formed by their ends where they were · 
embedded in the walls. In the south wall, in parts of the east wall 
high up on the level of the upper roof, and in parts of other walls a few 
Atumps of floor beams remained. These specimens of aboriginal wood-
work have survived only because they are not in sight from the ground, 
and their existence therefore was not suspected by the tourists. Evi-
dence of the other features of the floor construction can be seen on the 
walls in places where they have left an imprint, as described in the 
memoir previously cited. 
No single opening remains intact, as the lintels have been removed 
from every one of them. This is particularly unfortunate, for openings 
at their best are an element of weakness in a wall, and here each 
opening, after the lintel was removed, became; as it were, a center 
of weakness from which the destruction of the wall mass gradually 
proceeded further and further. 
PLANS FOR THE REPAIRS 
The plans for the repair of the ruin and its preservation included 
the reservation of the area covered by remains and, if possible, its 
inclosure, for within that area are exhibited all the various degrees of 
decay and disintegration which clearly link the comparatively well-
preserved Casa Grande with the numerous almost obliterated ruins 
along the Gila and the Salt, whose vestiges will become even less 
distinct as time passes and cultivation increases. 
It was deemed necessary to remove all the rubbish and debris within 
the building a·nd from an area measuring 10 feet from the outer walls 
in every direction. Plate VI shows the extent of this area, and six 
sections are shown in plates VII and VIII, three on east-and-west lines 
and three on north-and -south lines. The lines along which these 
sections were made are indicated on the plan, plate cxvn. The ground 
level was determined by excavation, and is of course only approxi-
mate. The sections show the estimated amount of debris which was 
to be removed. .Aside from other considerations, it was necessary to 
uncover tlle walls to the ground level in order to do tlle necessary 
underpinnfng. 
It was planned to underpin the walls, where erosion at tlle ground 
level had weakened them, with hard-burned brick laid in cement mor-
tar. Plate cxvn shows in a measure the extent of this erosion. The 
brick surface was to be set back an inch or two and faced with that 
thickness of cement mortar. Plate cxx shows the south front and 
plate CXXI the south and east fronts when the brickwork was com-
pleted, but before it was plastered, and will illustrate what was 
planned better than can a description. 
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This treatment, it was believed, would give a surface c~pable_ of 
e:ffi ctually re8isting atmospheric influences and th~ destructive a?t10n 
of flying sand, and at the same time would not disfigure the rum by 
making the repa,irs obtrusive. 
The broken-out lintels of openings were to be replaced, and the cav-
ities above them filled in with brick faced with mortar similar to the 
unclerpinning. 
The outlt wall, which was in a dangerous coudition, was to be sup-
ported by three internal braces, as shown in the plan, pla,te cxvn. The 
longe t brace or beam was necessarily of wood, as the wide range of 
temperature in this region, even between day and night, would pro-
duce so much expansion and contraction in an iron rod GO feet long 
that without some compensating device the wall would be rocked on 
its base and .its rapid destructiion necessarily follow. 
EXECUTION OF THE WORK 
Appended to that portion of the sundry civil appropriation act 
approved March 2, 1889,1 in which certain exp~nses of the United 
State Geological Survey are provided for, is the following item: 
Repair of the ruin of Casa Grande, Arizona: To enable the Secretary of the Inte-
rior to repair and protect the ruin of Casa Grande, situate in Pinal Connty, near 
Florence, Arizona, two thousand dollars; · and the President is authorized to reserve 
from settlement and sale the land on which said ruin is situated and so much of the 
public land adjacent thereto as in his judgment may be necessary for the protection 
of said ruin and of the ancient city of which it is a part. 
On the 12th of April, 1889, there was a conference between the Sec-
retary of the Interior and the Commissioner of the General Land Office 
looking to the execution of the law, and on the 16th of that month the 
ommi ion.er ubmitted a statement on the subject, calling attention 
to th fact that the appropriation would not be available until July 1 
fi llowing, and suggesting that a special agent should be sent out to 
e~·arniu the ruin. This suggestion was approved, and on April 27, 
1 n pecial gent Alexander L. Morrison, of the General Land 
Offi · , wa in tructed to proceed to the ruins for the purpose of investi-
gating and reporting a to what method should be adopted for their 
r pair , nd protection. Mr Morrison was further instructed to report 
"all th fact obtainable as regards •said ruins of 'Casa Grande ' in 
rel r that appropriate action may be taken by the Department fo; its 
pr rvation.' 
n May 15, 18 9, .1r Morri~on submitted a report to the Commis-
i u r d cribing his journey, the location of the ruin, the ruin itself 
au l th r ruin in the vicinity He sfated that danger to the ruin wa~ 
f hre kind -(1) by vandalism, (2) by elements, (3) by undermining. 
Il r c mm ncled the con truction of :::t, roof and an unclerpinning of 
1 25 Statutes, p. 961. 
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stone for the walls. Finally, he gave some historical notes, and closed 
with a peroration. · 
Mr Morrison's plans were found impracticable, as their execution 
would require an expenditure of many times the sum appropriated, 
and on September 23, 1889, all the papers in the case were transmitted 
by the Secretary to the Director of the Geological Survey," for appro-
priate action under the clause of the act referred to, as being within 
the province of your Bureau." It was ordered that the work be com-
menced without the least delay, and November 27, 1889, Mr Victor 
Mindeleff, of the Bureau of Ethnology, was detailed by the Director 
and ordered to proceed to the ruin and report on the best means of 
repairing it and protecting it from further destruction. He was also 
directed to make other investigations in the vicinity, which have no 
relation to the present case. 
On July I, ·1890, Mr Mindeleff submitted a report. He described the 
ruins of which Casa Grande is the type, and also Casa Grande itself. 
He also made a statement of the condition of the ruin and suggested 
that the main destruction was due to the undermining of the walls, 
and stated that much damage had been done by tourists. He recom-
mended (1) that an area about the ruin be fenced in; (2) that a man 
be located permanently on the ground to watch the ruins; (3) that the 
ruins be cleaned out; (4) that the walls be underpinned with brick 
instead of stone, ·as previously suggested; (5) that the tops of the walls, 
after removing several inches to afford a good bearing surface, be treated 
with a coping of cement. It was regarded that this plan, if carried 
into effect, would afford sufficient protection against the weathe~, but 
a plan for a roof was submitted should such a structure be deemed 
desirable and practicable. Mr Mindeleff also recommended a number 
of tie-rods and beams, the replacement of the broken-out lintels, and 
the filling of the cavities above. 
This plan was approved in its general features, but the means pro-
vided for its execution were found insufficient. A. further complica-
tion arose from the fact that a few months later Mr Mirnleleff severed 
his connection with the Bureau of Ethnology and his know ledge became 
no longer available. 
November 20, 1890, the writer was ordered to proceed to ti1e ruin 
and inaugurate the work of repair, following, so .far as practicable, the 
plans already approved. He left Washington soon afterward and 
reached the ruin late in December. It was found necessary to make a 
detailed survey of the ruin and of the group of which it forms a part, 
and to make plans and sections showing the probable amount of excava-
tion for the use of those wl10 were invited to bid on the work. Further-
more, the amount appropriated was so well known . to be inadequate 
that great difficulty was experienced in obtaining bids, and it was only 
through the efficient cooperation of the Reverend I. T. Whittemore at 
Florence and of Mr 0. A. Garlick at Phmnix that success was finally 
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achieved. Two bid were received from the former place and one from 
the latter· but thi was not accomplished until March 17, 1891, the date ' . when the la t bid was received. In the meantime the writer, havmg 
completed hi work at Ca a Grande, so far as he could, had entered, in 
January, on an arcbeologic investigation of the valley of the Rio Verde, 
in compliance with his orders to that effect. 
It was found impossible to execute all the work deemed requisite for 
the pre ervation of the ruin within the limits of the appropriation. A 
selection of items became necessary, therefore, and those which were of 
most importance were chosen. Even in this, however, it was found that 
a maximum limit on the amount of work to be done on each item must 
be et, and thi limit was con iderably below the amount of work esti-
mated to be necessary. 
The :fir, t thing to be done was, of course, the clearing out of the 
rubbi h and debris. The item next in importance was the underpin-
ning of the wall with brick wherever it was needed. The third item 
wa the re toration of the lintels and the :filling of the cavities above 
them. 'Iho fourth item was the tying in · of the south wall, or of the 
several part of it, with brace . This was the only feature of the plan 
whi h w nld appreciably di figure the ruin, but some such device was 
de rn d ntial for tbe pre ervation of tbe south wall. 
Th e four item con urned practically all of the amount appropri-
ated and th other item of the original plan were therefore omitted. 
Th bid of T. L. ,touffer and F . E. White, of Florence, Arizona, cov-
ering th fi ur item , wa a cepted, and a contract was made with them, 
un<l r dat f ay 9 1 91, for the execution of the work for.the sum 
of 1 ntra t, together with the specifications, plans, and 
otb r ira, ino- which form d part of it, accompany this report. It 
wa rau mitt d t the Director of the Geological Survey, and by him 
appr ed '- 11 £ rward d to th ecretary of the Interior June 6, 1891. 
It, a appr v d y h ting ecretary June 20, 1891. Finally, on 
ul 1 91 it wa pl ecl on :file, together "with the bids, proposals, 
< 11 h ri inal paper ." 
tim limi f w m nth wa made iu the contract, expiring August, 
t · 1J ng d t four m nth from July 1, 1891, expir-
·t r fir tb ime expired, however, Mr H . C. 
h n hi f ·l rk f th ur au of Ethnology, was ordered to 
h work done and, if ju accord 
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!!fa hi · n "' i . f h w rk , it . to 
f h 
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incon picuous as possible and should be supported e~tirely from within 
the building. The system of framing employed m1ght safely be left 
to the contractor if he were made responsible for the strength of the 
completed structure. 
RESERVATION OF THE LAND 
The final step i:u the execution of the law quoted was taken June 22, 
1892. On that date the recommendation of the writer to the Director 
of the Geological Survey, referred by him to t~e Secretary of the lute• 
rior and by the latter to the President, was :finally approved, and it 
was ordered that an area of land sufficient for the preservation of the 
ruin, and comprising in all 480 acres, be reserved under authority of 
act of Congress approved March 2, 1889. This area is shown on the 
map reproduced in pla,te cxxv, the base of which is a map accompany-
ing the report of Mr H. 0. Rizer. 
The letter of the Secretary of the Interior recommending the reserva-
tion of the Casa Grande tract, with its indorsement by the Presjdent, is 
as follows: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTRRIOR, 
Washington, June 20, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to recommend that the SW. t SW. t, SE. t SW.¾, SW. t 
E. ¾ section 9, NW.¾, NW.¾ NE. t, SW. t NE. t, NW. t SW. t, NE. t SW. t, and 
NW. t SE. t section 16, all in township 5 south, range 8 east, Gila and Salt river 
meridian, Arizona, containing 480 acres more or less, and including the Casa Grande 
ruin, be reserved in accordance with the authority vested in you by the act of March 
2, 1889 (25 tat., 9Rl), for the protection of the ruin. 
The Director of the Bureau of Ethnology requests that the reservation be made, 




[Indorsenient by the President] 
JOHN W. NOBLE, 
Secretary. 
EXECUTIVE MANSION, ,lune 22, 1892. 
Let the lands described within be reserved for the protection of the Casa Grande 
ruin as recommended by the Secretary of the Interior. 
BENJ. HARRISON. 
The limits of this reservation are laid down on the plat of the survey 
of aicl town hip in the General Land Office, and the reservation is now 
und r the control of the Secretary of the Interior. . 
SPECIMENS FOUND IN THE EXCAVATIONS 
In the cour e of the excavations a number of specimens of archeo-
logic intere t were unearthed. These were all preserved and on the 
con lu ion of the work were forwarded to the National Museum in 
. a ~ingt n, _in compliance with the terms of the contract. · Following 
1 ah t howmg the collection number and also the Museum number. 
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ational Bnr au of 
Mns um Ethnology 
namber numb r 
Article 
tone mortar, flat .......... . 
623 __ ... do .... _ ... _ . .... .. ____ . 
ton , polished._. __ .... ___ . 
tone hoes or chopping 
knives. 
Lime tone ornament ....... . 
mall stone vessel .. __ ..... . 
tone arrow bead .......... . 
Num-
ber of Remarks speci-
mens 
1 6½ by 12 inches; 2 inches 
thick. 
1 13 by 22 inches; 6 inc bes 
thick. 
1 22 inches long, 6½ inches di-
ameter; restored. 
2 
1 Carved; fragmentary. 
1 Serpent ca,.rved on the out-
side. 
2 1 of obsidian, very small, 
and 1 of flint; also a 
broken speciruen. 
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Section A-B 
Section C-D 
Section E- F 
EAST-AND-WEST GROUND SECTIONS 
I. CONTRACT FOR REPAIRING AND PRESERVING CASA GRANDE 
RUIN, ARIZONA 
This contract, mad 
hundred and nin ty- Loui , 
erick Emersou Wbi ' iz , 
.Augustine Gray Wi] 11 
of Florence, Arizona, ar 
of America, by 0 8 th 
rior, of the ec nd part: 
Witnesseth, T 
and. agree with 
consideratiou h 
risk perform a11 
and specifi. d i 







not to ex 
Item J.: rj n 
specitie< ; 0 
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of the Interior; and it is further stipulated and agreed on the part of 
th partie. of the fir t part that if the work is not completed in the 
tim pecified and according to the specifications hereto annexed they 
will pay to tbe nited States a sum not exceeding fifty dollars for each 
and every week after tbe time specified, such payments to be deducted 
from the amount due for work done: Provided, That the Secretary of 
the Interior, or uch person as he may authorize to do so, may extend 
the time for the completion of tbe work. 
And the United States of America, by the said Cosmos Mindeleff, 
acting for the Secretary of the Interior, do hereby contract and agree 
with the said parties of the first part that for the aforesaid work, 
p rform d and executed in the manner and under the conditions 
afore:aid, there shall be paid to the said parties of the first part the 
followill um · : 
F r item .Lo. 1. For clearing out the debris, as specified and as 
above limited, ixty cents ($0.60) for each cubic yard. 
i or it m o. 2. For underpinning walls, as specified and as above 
limit d ne dollar ($1) for each cubic foot. 
i or item o. 3. For filling in cavities, as specified and as above 
limit d ne dollar ( 1) for each cubic foot, including lumber. 
r item o. 4. For bracing wall , as specified, two hundred dollars 
( "' ). Pro ided, That payment for the work here contracted for 
ball b m d only after the in pection and approval of the work by 
u h r.., n a th r tary of the Interior shall designate. 
c ndition of thi contract that it shall have no force 
ubmitt d to and approved by the Secretary of the 
bi contract that no Member or Delegate 
r or a eut of the United tates, either 
· son in tru t for him, 
ff: 
EDBEY 
party to or in any 






econ(l Jucli ia,l Di trict, 
Territory of Arizona. 
DELEFF [, E L] 
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TERRITORY OF .ARIZONA, County of Pinal, 88: 
.Augustine Gray Williams and .Andrew James Doran, subscribers to 
and -sureties in the contract hereto annexed, being duly sworn, depose 
and say, each for himself, that he is worth the sum of two thousand 
dollars over and above all debts and liabilities which he owes or has 
incurred, and exclusive of property exempt by law from levy and sale 
under execution. 
(Signed). .AUGUS'l'INE GRAY WILLIAMS. lSEAL] 
.ANDREW JAMES DORAN. !SEAL] 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this ninth day of May, A. D. 1891. 
[SEAL.] (Signed) FRANK 0. KEBBEY, 
Clerk District Court, Second Judicial District, 
:Territory of Arizona. 
TERRITORY OF .ARIZONA, S Ct: 
I, Joseph H. Kebbey, associate justice of the supreme court of the 
Territory of .Arizona, certify that I am personally acquainted with 
Augustine Gray Williams and .Andrew James Doran, sureties, and 
that in my opinion they are good and sufficient to the amounts in which 
they llave bound themselves in the foregoing contract. 
Florence, Arizona Territory, 9th May, 1891. 
(Signed) JOSEPH H. KEBBEY, 
Associate Justice Suprerne Court, Arizona Territory. 
II. PLANS AND SPEC I FICA 'l'IONS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF 
THE CASA GRANDE RUIN, ARIZONA, 1891 , 
(Attached to and forming part of contract) 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
.AU the work upon-this ruin is to be carried out in such a manner as 
to interfere as little as possible with the present condition and appear-
ance of the building, and the contractors will be held responsible for 
any injury to it. 
The work is to be carried on under a supervisor, acting for the United 
States, who shall have power to reject any materials it is proposed to 
use in the work which are not in llis judgment equal to those specified, 
and he shall have power to have torn down any work done which he 
has reason to suspect is not such as required by the specifications, 
but if such work shall prove upon inspection to have been well done 
the contractor may make a charge of the amount which would liave 
been allowed for that part of the work had it passed inspection. 
When the work is completed it must pass the final inspection of the 
supervisor, or such person as the Secretary of the Interior may desig-
nate for the purpose. 
1. CLEARING OUT THE D~BRIS 
The debris now filling up the interior is to be remo\"ed down to the 
floor level, or the original ground level. The debris covering- an area 
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mea uring 10 feet from the exterior walls of the ~uilding in every direc-
tion i al 'Oto be removed. This work is to be carried on in conjunction 
with the underpinning of tbe walls, and is to be dependent upon the 
progre · of th latter, the work being done as required by the person 
holding the contract for tbe underpinning. All proper precautions 
mu...,t be ob erved during the progress of the work to prevent any injury 
to the building, the walls being properly braced and supported before 
xcavation i commeuced. The contractor will be held responsible for 
any injury to the building. Any objects found of archeologic or other 
value properly belong to the United States and must, be deposited in 
the atioual Mu eum. The material removed from the building and 
from the area about it i to be removed to a proper distance, not less 
than 100 yard from the building. Proper drainage channels must be 
provided to keep the excavated area permanently clear of water. 
2. UNDERPIN I G WALLS 
The wall where eroded at the ground level are to be underpinned 
with hard-burn d brick, laid in good cement mortar and extending to a 
depth fat lea t 12 inche b low the original ground level. This work 
mu ·t be cani d on gradually and very carefully in conjunction with the 
cl ariugoutofthed•bri. Tbeunder urfacesoftheoverhangingwaUs 
mu t b arefully trimmed to afford , olid horizontal bearings against 
the brj kw rk. The face of the brickwork i, to be set back at least 1 
in hand not m r than 2 inclrn from the face of the wall, and the brick-
w rl i · to be pl t red with a coating of cement mortar, 1 to 2 inches 
thi k, bringiuo- Hout flu h with the outer wall. 
S. FILL! G I OPE I GS 
·no- are to b replaced by wooden lin-
y 4 inche iu ize, laid side by side 
f the wall~, with not more than 1 
of the am length as the original 
b trimmed to afford olid resting· 
e t o ·cupy the ame horizontal 
penin · above the lint 1 are to be 
nderpinni11g previou ly described, 
dre <l. to afford olid horizontal 
a k 1 iu h from the wall surfaces 
nt mortar to briug it out flu h with 
4. BRA L . 
to be put fo, a hown 
ra · to be f oue 
ct d r free from 
urin by inche in 
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cross section. The iron braces are to be of 1 inch diametflr, best quality 
wrought-iron rods. The bearing plates, four to each rod, are to be not 
• less than 10 inches in diameter, of sufficient strength, and securely and 
permanently fastened to the braces . 
. 5. WIRE FENCING 
Such area as may be determined is to be fenced with the best quality 
of galvanized iron· barbed wire, strung upon posts placed 20 feet apart. 
The posts are to be of mesquite, not less than 3 inches in diameter and 
of a reasonable degree of straightness (not varying more than 5 inches 
from a straight line). The posts are to be at least 6 feet 6 inches long 
and are to be planted perpendicularly with 4 feet 6 inches clear and at 
least 2 feet below the ground surface. Three lines of double wire are 
to be stretched upon and securely fastened to the posts, the first · at a 
distance of 2 feet from the ground, the second at 3 feet, and the third 
at 4 feet from the ground. Two gateways are to be provided, at such 
points as may be directed, the side posts to be of squared timber, G by 
6 inches in cross sectio11, and the gates to be made of sawed lumber 1 
inch by 5 inches, hung upon good irou hinges, and leaving a clear space 
of not less than 12 feet when open, the whole to be executed in the best 
and most workmanlike manner. 
6. ROOF 
The building is to be crowned by a roof of corrugated iron, supported 
in the manner shown in the accompanying plan and sections. The 
upright_s are to be of selected squared lumber 1 foot square, each in a 
single piece, the lower ends planted at least 3 feet below the original 
ground level, and to be braced and tied to each other, as shown in the 
plan. The tie pieces are to be of selected squared lumber, 4 inches by 
G inches in cross section. The roof is to be framed. and. braced in the 
ordinary manner, and this framing is to extend beyond the outer wall 
6 feet. The covering is to be a good quality of corrugated iron roofing, 
securely fastened to the framework, and painted with three good coats 
of the best quality of roof paint. The whole to be constructed aud 
executed, in the best and most workmanlike manner, of good materials 
throughout, and to be of a strength sufficient to withstand the wind-
storms to which it may be subjected. 
III. PLANS AND SECTIONS-PRESERVATION OF THE CASA GRANDE 
RUIN, ARIZONA. SCALE OF ALL THE PLANS AND SECTIONS, 
0.1 INCH = 1 FOOT 
Plans and sections aecompanying specifications are as follows: 
Plan showing t ie-rods, limits of work, and lines of ground sections. 
[Plate cxvn of this report.] 
Three east-and-west sections to show estimated amount of excavation 
necessary. [Plate cxvnr of this report. J 
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Three north-aud- outh sectious to show estimated amount of excava-
tion nece ary. [Plate cxrx of this report.] 
lan bowing roof support. [ Plate oxxn of this report.] 
wo e tion bowing roof support. lPlate cxxnr and plate cxxrv of , 
thi r port.] 
IV. OATH OF DISINTERESTEDNESS 
I do olemnly swear that the copy of contract hereunto annexed is 
au xact copy of contract made by me personally with Theodore Louis 
touff rand Frederick Emerson White; that I made the same fairly, 
without any benefit or advantage to myself, or allowing any such bene-
fit r advantage corruptly to the said Theodore Louis Stouffer and 
Fr derick Erner on ·white, or to any other person or persons; and 
that tll })ap r accompanying include all those relating to the said 
ontra t aH required by the tatute in such l'.ase made and provided. 
( ign d) COSMOS MrNDELEFF. 
w rn to aud ub 'cribed before me at Washington, D. C., this 18tll 
<la.y f July 1891. 




ai h 'a ·a :rtande ruins, iu Pinal County, .Arizona, 
ru · labor aud materials according to specifications: 
1g ut d l>ri , 60 cents per cubic yard. 
· niug walls, 1 per cubic foot. 
1 per cubic foot. 
c per foot complete. 
T. L. STOUFFER. 
F. E. WHI'l'E. 
January , 1 91. 
II 
III 
rande ruin a per plau and 
1
• D. HE RY. 
: ~ urni. hing th p tH and 
~ 
0.] . HE RY. 
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VIEW FROM THE SOUTHEAST BEFORE THE COMPLETION OF THE WORK 
MINDELEFF) BID 1!' l 'fli • 
Bids for re torin an 
First. Removill 0 • d 
more or le , 1 p r 
at 60 cents per yar<l. 
Second. Eight huud 
more or Jes , at I 
Thjrd. On t 1 
:fill in cavitie , a 0 
Fourth. J rac 1 
Fifth. Five h l 




111a onry uud rr i1111i11(T 
, , of bri m ,'< lll'Y t 
1uar tirn rat cut p r 
,. J . JJ R •. 
Prr ~ l , l lZ Ji'filn· UO. 'f.1/ J 1 J, '.fJJ. 
COSMO' MI DE 
DEAR, m: I 
pla11s and. sp · 
of Arizona, bi 
Fir t. '' Cl · 
of material, 11 
Second. ' 
more or I , , l 
Third. "Fil 
re toring 
at $2.25 p 
Fourth. 
Fifth. " 'r,. 11 •ii 





( , 1 i l. It;, 1LA '1' 
Contract for th r :p 
R l ectfull f r 
iug approv 1. 
( i n d) 
VI. IN 0 M NT 
rui11 , 1 r·. 
J. • 1 ' J,; 1 i r ·<·t r. 
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DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
June 20, 1891. 
'fhe withi11 contract is hereby approved. 
(Signed) GEO. C. CHANDLER, 
Acting Secretary. 
June 30, 1891. 'fransmitted by J. W. Powell, Director, to the Secre-
tary of the Interior for file in returns office. 
July 1, 1891. Returned for oath. 
July 20, 1 91. J. W. Powell, Director, transmits amended contract. 
with bid , proposals, and all original papers attached. 
VII. REPORT OF MR H. C. RIZER 
SMITHSONl.A.N INSTITUTION, 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, 
W .A.SHINGTON, November 24, 1891. 
Honorable J. W. POWELL, 
Director of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
Sm: Complying with your order directing me to proceed to Flor-
ence, Arizona, to witness the closing up of the work under contract for 
the pre ervation of Ca a Grande ruin near that place, and to report to 
you the amount and character of the work accomplished, certifying the 
amount due the contractors under each item, I have the honor to 
ubmit the following report: 
I visited the ruin first on October 20, and found the work well 
ad va11ced. teady vrogrPss was made from said date until October 31, 
the limitation expressed in the contract for prosecuting it. 
In order to a certain the exact location of Casa Grande ruin and to 
aid me in the determination of the amount of work performed by the 
c<;mtractor , I employed Mr Albert T. Colton, a civil engineer and the 
official urve.yor of Pinal county, Arizona, within the limits of which 
the ruin tand . From actual measurements made by Mr Colton, 
ba ed upon official note. in his custody, be informed me the ruin was 
lorat din the northeaRt corner of the northwest quarter of the south-
we t quarter of ,ection 16 of township 5 south, range 8 east. A con-
!!1' ional township plat on which Mr Colton bas marked the exact 
lo ation of the ruin i filed herewith, marked Exhibit A, and made a 
par f thi r port f plate CXXV]. 
On ctober 29 Mr Colton at my instance took measurements of the 
bri kwork in underpinning and filling in cavities in the walls and of 
the xcavation don by the contractors. His estimate, based upon 
11 m a ur ment , wa ubmitted to me in writing. It is filed here-
with mark d Exhibit B, anrl i made a part of this report. 
find fr m the e mea, urements that the contractors excavated and 
r rnov d to a point 100 yard from the ruin 570 cubic yards of debris, 
2'"1 ·ubi · yard of which were removed from the interior and 299 cubic 
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yar<l.s from the exterior walls of thP- building, within an area of 10 feet 
of said walls. · 
I also find the amount of underpinning done by the contractors to 
be 919 cubic feet, alid the amount of filling in opening~ to be 1,161 
cubic. feet. The underpinning is done with hard-burned brick laid in 
good cement mortar extending to a dt>pth of 12 inches below the orig-
iual ground level. The face of the brickwork is set back from 1 to 2 
inches from the face of the -'Y'all and plastered with a coat of good 
cement mortar, making it flush with the outer wall. 
In filling iu cavities more than 500 lineal feet of 2 by 4 inch squared 
lumber was used to replace broken-out lintels and laid side by side 
across nearly the whole thickness of the walls, with not more than 1 
inch space between the boards. They occupy the same horizontal 
planes as the original lintels, and the walls are trimmed to afford solid 
restiug places for them. The openings above the lintels have been 
:filled in the same manner as the underpinning, with hard burned brick 
set back 1 inch from the wall surfaces and plastered with a coating of 
cemen~ mortar, bringing it out flush with the original wall. 
I further find that the contractors have placed one wooden brace 
aw 1 two iron braces as designated in the specifications. The wooden 
brace is constructed of two pieces of good, clear, squared lumber 6 
by 8 inches in cross section, well bolted together, secured by plates of 
boiler iron three-eighths of an inch thick and 14 by 18 inches square. 
The specifications provide for this brace to run from the south side of 
the south wall through the center room with a plate on eaeh side 
of the south wall and one on each side of the wall on the north side of 
the center room. The contractors have deviated from these require-
ments in having extended the said brace through the entire length of 
the building and placed the plates that were specified for the north 
wall of the center room on the respective sides of the extreme north 
wall of the building. Whil'3 this deviation adds nothing to the secu-
rity of the south wall, it is doubtless as effective as it would have been 
had it been placed as contemplated in the plan. It may in some 
<legree strengthen the north wall, and I recommend that it be accepted 
as in compliance with the terms of the contract. The two iron _rods 
called for in the specifications are of wrought iron 1½ inches in diam-
eter, secured by boiler-iron plates three-eighths of an inch thick and 
12 inches in diameter, securely fastened as required in the specifica-
tions. There was a necessary deviation from the plan as to the place 
the rod nearest the east side of the building should be placed. Early 
in the prosecution of the work a portion of the debris in contact with 
the eastern wall was removed. During the night following this a 
ection of the south end of tbe east wall fell, carrying with it that 
portion of the wall between the south and east rooms to which the 
plan required said rod to be attached. In consequence th~ con-
tractors placed the rod so as to connect it with the portion of the wall 
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still intact. As a brace to the south wall it is placed a,dvantageously. 
In excavation, underpinning, and filling in the contractors have 
exceeded tlie limitations prescribed in the contract, and have therefore 
performed an amount of work for the remuneration of whicl1 there i::i 
no proviRion. The following table shows the amount of work author-
ized in each or" the four items with reference to which the contract was 
drawn and the amount actually performed by contractors: 
~ 
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1. Excavating and ' 350cubic 570cubic 220cubic 60 cents I $210 $342 $132 
clearing out debris. yards. yards. yards. per cu- , [ 
d . . 17~0 b' 
bic yar(l 
2. Un erp1nn1ng t> cu 1c 919cubic 169cubic $1 percu- J 750 919 169 
walls. fret. feet. feet. bic foot. 
3. Filling in cavities. 25cubic 1,161 cu- 336 cubic $lpercu-
1 825 1,161 336 
feet. bic feet. feet. bic foot. I 
4. Brace ··--------·· 1 wood 1 woocl ............. ---- $200 I 200 200 ---·--
I 
an <1 1 and 2 
i I iron. iron. ' I I 
From this it will be observed that, taking the rate of compensation 
proviu.ed for in the contract as a basis, the contractors have performe(l 
work in exces of that authorized to the amountof $638 [$037]. They are 
fnlly advi ed tlrnt there is no provision for the payment of this excess. 
The requir ment:; of the contract are, in my opinion, fully met in the 
quality of material u ed and the work performed. 
The pre ervatfon of the ruin is incomplete. There are six places where 
lintel ~ have di appeared and not been replaced and a corresponding 
number of cavitie. that should be :filled. Deep seams have been cut 
in tlrn wall by the a tion of the elements, and unless far greater pro-
vi. ·ion i. made for it protection the work already done wi11 be of smaH 
avail. 
t many pla wh re the debris came in contact with the wall dis-
int gration ·e m to have re ulted. At a slight touch it frequently 
crnm ble. ·. Owin (T to thi fact two sections of the wall fell during- the 
progre of the work when the d ~bris was removed-one from the east 
wall, d rib d abov , and one from the south wall near the west 
.-tr mi y. b brea bes may be ob erved as shown in two of the six 
accompanyin photographs [plates cxx, cxxr]. These photographs 
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were taken teu days before the work was completed. There being no 
professional photographer in that vicinity I was compelled to take 
advantage of the kind offer of Mr H. H. Burrell, an amateur photog-
rapher, who happened to be there at that time. Thus the views I 
secured failed to show all the brickwork done. The coating of mortar 
was not applied until after the date on which tile views were taken , in 
consequence of which the bare bricks are shown iu the views. 
During the progress of work in removing the debris a number of 
articles of interest to the ethnologist were found at various depths and 
localities. They have been packed by the contractors and will be sent 
to the National Museum. 
The floors in the center, north, and east rooms were fouud to be about 
8 feet above the ground surface. The material was similar to that of 
which the walls are composed. The west and south rooms appeared to 
have had floors at one time on the same level, but the surfaces had dis-
integrated, and there was n, mass of loose earth which was removed to 
a depth of 6.9 feet below the floors of the other three rooms, where 
another floor was found slightly less firm than those. 
Reverend Isaac T. Whittemore, who has been designated by tlie 
honorable tlle Secretary of the Interior as the custodian of the ruin, 
reudered me valuable assistance in the pei;formance of my mission. He 
bas manifested a zealous concern for the preservation of the ruin and 
bas given time and labor to that end. There is no provision 'for his 
just compensation. I therefore recommend that if any funds be found 
available after the payment of the amount due the contractors the same 
be ordered paid to Mr Whittemore for his services. 
Very respectfully, 
H. U. RIZER, Chief Clerk 
SUPPLEMENT 
CORRESPONDENCE AND . REPORT RELATING TO THE CONDITION 
OF CASA GRANDE IN 1895, WITH RECOMMENDATIONS CONC~RN-
ING ITS FURTHER PROTECTION 
I. Letter of Reverend Isaac T. Whit_temore, custodian of Casa Grande, to 
the S~cretary of the Interior, recommendiri,g an <Jppropriation for further 
protecting the ruin 
Honorable HOKE SMITH, 
Secret<iry of the Interior. 
FLORENCE, ARIZ ON A., 
July 25, 1895. 
DEA.R SIR: It is ~ith great hesitancy that I · write to add to the 
burdens of OJ.le so busy and burdened as I presume you to be. But it 
i not for myself but for others that I write, aud will try to be laconic. 
Can you embody in your next report to Congress an appeal for an 
appropriation of $7,000 ·or $8,00(0] to roof the Casa Grande ruin, to 
fence 40 acres, and make excavations of all the mouuds in the viciuity 
for the purpose of learning the history of the wonderful people who 
nee lived here and erected the buildings and built canals 1 
* 
ery ince.rely, yours, 
* * * 
lSA.A.C T. WHITTEMORE, 
Custodian Casa Grande. 
II. lndor ·ement of the ilfr 1Vhittemore's by the Acting Secretary of the 
Interior 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF '.l'HE INTERIOR, 
August 7, 1895. 
t the Director of Bureau of Ethnology for 
01 of within letter a relates to the Casa Grande 
nda i n a the fact may warrant, and report. 
WM. H. SIMS, 
Acting Secretary. 
L he ·t ·no ·tor of the Bureau of A m,erican Ethnology 
t tary of t eri r uggesting an exarnination of Casa 
n1 1,rth r pr tection 
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provision be made £ pr I• lot . 
ence, Arizona, by th n of , , ni • 
sideration. 
In many re p ct 
relics of a prehi to ii 
Ullited State . I · · liv 
Padre Kino in 160 m I 
by expforers and h d1·1l 
and complete. By h 11 
first seen by whit •ti\' 
aboriginal tructu , 11;l 
lVIexico afford gro 1 
and for the nativ 11 
were mentioned or n 
sions of the e exp 1 11 
inl10spitaule regio It i1· 
ideas of the age; ii t 
of the United tat t • lu · 
republic of Mexico 1 111 
left, except . ac· ·01 pa 
explorers i1 111d i11t •rp1· ·t ·d - 11 
other of its < H u lrn11dc 111i1 
tberefore, a relic o , . . l of' •• . < nt i: 11. 1111i 
character. 
U nfortunat · · ,II cl b: > t n1h·:11H·Pd 
among the ll' , 1wri. ~ tPri :tl; i 
is built of ail 1,11, l('(l i II In 
walls, dried il h d a 011 ly i 11 
humid region,•; ric I I< ria t d and 
baked under d t JH 11 1110 1 
becomes o hard a,s ar r111 
by reason of '1ilnata ·o .i · · 
general u e ~ · · ,. · r11 
ous parts of 011 
few of the · 
found in th 
hemispher 
as the roof · 
tegration pro 
the rare but 
channeled an 
gradua,11y di · 
drying. E 
il:al of the 
everal 
throughou 
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· au in 1 9, in re pon e to a petitio~ from seyeral illustrious 
i cu the ongre of tbe nited States: at the instance of Sen-
oar, of Ma a.chu ett , made an appropriation of $2,000 for the 
purpo un lertaking the pre ervation of this ruin. This appropria-
ti n xp nded in work urgently required to prevent the falling of 
th w nd final de truction of the ruin; they included metal stays 
for the w· with brickwork for the support and protection of the 
w t a . ub equently an area of about 480 acres, includ-
. r erved from. settlement by Executive order. A 
a appointed, and, as this office has been informed, 
inned do·wn to the present. This action on the part of 
1 and ex cutive branches of the Government can only be 
, 1dicating a de, ire and continued intention to preserve the 
l enefit of the people of the United States. 
p itur tlrns far authorized for the preservation of Casa 
·u a \- b en made in such mamier as to meet the most urgent. 
ly, and without .them the tructure wonld probably have been, 
· · the reach of preservation. , The preservative 
a emergency measures, rather than as steps in 
, < "der d plan. From the outset it has been 
nd archeologists and others familiar with the 
n can be insured only by throwing a roof 
anner a to protect the walls from the 
iona1ly occur in the Gila valley. No 
in more than a generation or two; and 
out ruplated and is undertaken within 
r. wm be of little avail an<l the money 
A ordingly, a uming a desire and 
rt of the Government to preserve this 
i fi lt in recommending that a suitable 
e rum, at such time as may be expedi-
. ith which destruction h, now in 
aying that the work should be 
te. 
ir ctor n r any of the co1labo-
r lo y hav vi ited asa rande 
r that there are no data in 
· lly urgent nece ity for 
ch confidence is 
ny r p ct 
imp rtant; 
information 
f, r further 
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MINDELEFF] SPECIAL EXA H ATI 
make a special examinatio11 t· 11<l 1· llo1· t 1 · 1 · 1 >ll I ' I lllll ( ltl'l ll ff t I 
autum11. 
I have the honor to b , yonr,· ,~i h gr a 1· •. p •c-t. 
T 
v ,J 1 : 1 1m, . lf'/11u1 I ir ·,·tor. 
he SEURETARY OF 'l'HE J TERI I. . 
IV. Letter of the Acting Secretriry of th Int rior to tltr· f)im·tor of th 
~ureau of f ~eric~n Et11_nolo~y, a111n-01 ing th UfJf/fWtio,, thnt 'n, a 
Grande be visited with a view oj rl tenninin{I th d 8irnhility ,f i/8 Ju· 
ther protection 
DEPA! 1'Mh T 
The DIRECTOR OF THE B REAU F LO<: . 
1 '111i111H<mifU1 /1udilutiou. 
DEAR SIR: I am in receipt of your l tt r of' th '..!, th 1tlt111w ·11b 
mitting a report upon the r comm uclation m:id • h, th• Bl'v r<•11<l I. aa : 
T. Whittemore, custodian, tlrntprovi. ion b • 111, <1 for f'11rth<•r p1·ot<•c·tw11 
of the Casa Grande ruin uear • Jor n · riw11:1, by t Ii <•r ·tic II of' 
a suitable roof. 
In response th,·reto Ihav to.· at tlrn 111or . p c·ifi<· i11forrn,tio11 
concerniug the pre~e11t co11ditio11 of t lt rni11 a 11<1 t It , prnha hi, c·o t of 
providing proper prote tion for i i. · d •~in1bl<' i11 th . p1·<•p;1rat1011 of' :111 
estimate to be submitted to(' m<rr :. with n ,·i<·, of :<•c•11J'i11g- : Pr rn-
priation for the work. Tothi 11,lth • I t'1Hu·t111<•11t, gl}dl avi1I. it.<•lf' 
of your offer to send an ofli · r of' your Bur •,iu :it, it. <'. p 1 11 , c to 111nk 
a special examination and r p r 11 th min <lnl'ing- t,h ,int 11rn11 of' t hi. 
year. 
Very respectfully, .Jon. M. I g · OLl>l-i. 
V. Letter of the Director of th<' Um· an of nu·r i('((,i f1ll111olo!Jy lo 1hr 
Secretary~! the Interior rer1ardinr1 thr· ,l'flllli11atio11 ,~r 1ff8 fl (/mnd(· /Jy 
Mr W J McGee 
B Rl•} l O H' ' . . . 
( -. }, 
\ .J Sm: Pursuant to Y 
McGee, ethnologi t in nnliw.v 
will in a few day repai f ' :, m-
ining Casa Granrl ruin , fut I h •r 
works for it pre rvation. . 
In accordauce with t rm, of' pr , c· ~tr< 
understood that th >f th will 
Bureau. 
I have th houor to , your.. ·i h 
The SECRE'.1..ARY (JF Tirn r. . J,;I I ' 
Wa, I, ·11[1/01 I . (. 
ir i. nf c·om • 
Ju II • I_- th1 
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VI. Report of the Director of the Bureau of American Ethnology to the 
Secretary of the Interior on the examination of the condition of Casa 
Grande by Mr W J McGee, with a reQommendation concerning its fur-
ther protection 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY, 
Washington, November 15, 1895. 
SIR: Pursuant to a proposal made in connection with a report from 
this office relating to the ruins known as Casa Grande, near Florence, 
Arizona, under date of August 2~, 1895, and to the acceptance of this 
proposaJ iu a coIQmunication from the Department of the Iuteriorunder 
<.late of September 12, 1895, Mr W J McGee, ethnologist in charge of 
the Bureau of American Ethnology, has within a few days made an 
,examination of Casa Grande ruin with the view of determining the . 
need for further protection of the ruin by a roof or otherwise. 
There are in this office two series of photographs representiI1g the 
ruin. The first series was taken in 1892 before tbe protective works 
.authorized by the Congress were commenced; the second series repre-
sents the work in progress. In the recent examination the present 
-conditiou of the ruin was carefully compared with the condition repre-
, ented in tbe photographs. 
On comparing the profiles of the walls, it was found that in many 
-ca es the irregular upper surfaces retaiu the exact configuration of 189j, 
even to the slightest knobs and rain-formed crevices; thtJ correspond-
,ence being o close as to show that the injury and loss by weathering 
during tlie interim has been imperceptible. In some other cases, nota-
bly along the , outhern and eastern walls, the profiles are mort exten-
ively modified; some of tlie points and knobs shown in the photo-
graphs are gone, some of the old creyices are widened aud deepened, 
.and some new crevices appear; and in some parts it can be seen that 
walls are lowered several inches. On the whole the modification of tlie 
J)rofile of the walls is limited, yet such as to indicate that destruction 
i proceeding at a not inconsiderable rate. 
n comparing the scars and crevices on the sides of the walls, it was 
foun<l that, while many remain essentially unchanged, most are e~larged 
and cl er ened. This is particularly noteworthy on the eastern and 
outhern walls, which are most l>eaten by wind-driven rains, and which 
are al o mo t modified in profile. It would appear that destruction is 
proc eding more rapidly along the sides of the walls than along the 
re t . 
On examining the walls with respect to apparent solidity and sta-
bility, it wa found that nearly all are in fair or good condition. The 
uly porti n that wou141 eem in special danger is the central section of 
th uthern exterior wall. This section seems insecure, and might at 
any time be overthrown by a heavy wind following a rain storm. This 
ction wa not unfortunately, braced or tied to the stronger interior 
wall wb n he protective work were carried out in 1892. 
MINDELEFF) CONDITION F 1 ( • I 
On examining the structur · m · 
works of 1892 in stayiug t n 
undermining of the wall by d 
found that in most case the 1w t 1 
side of the middle section of th i 
progress at the ground level, an o 
for the first and seco11d ~tori . prott•<·t ion 
seems inadequate; but in gen r· r .i •tor. of 
the protective work::; seem to h· 
The most serious of the de t ·. 
process has been neatly checke 1 
was the desurfacing :rnd :;; . 
ing rains and frost, and t . 
The least seriouR proce 8 
walls by rain a1l<l wind , (. 
It is impossible to determ tt· 
of destructio·n quantitativ y 
with constantly increasi1 .· 111· 1<·-
stroyed and the crevice g·i 11g f' lii~-
tory of the ruin, and from u Nl ·11 
the photographs of 1802 t HI< 
to conclude that, if protect d •0111 1 will 
· be comparatively littl i11jm·Nl <11 ' I \\ ill 
stand perhaps half a c n1ury, withon t <for· 
moldering into du t. 
In view of the slow y V<'I' in ·r n in " n t I tlH 
ruin and of itlil great in t, aH a t;111gihlc, ,. '<' ,ri<· 
inb;bitants of tbi. com1t 10 It ,• it, tio11 i. f<·I h:1 
the structure he furth r prot 1111(1 pn . ; 
suitable roof, so <le ig11 d ai; t l t hr w, nd 
at the same time p rmit an rnc cl 
direction. 
I have the honor to h ir, . ttr. wit h 
,J. 
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